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REVISED

Inspiring

Artistic

Up-to-date

Zanerian Manual of Alphabets and Engrossing
Presents Engrossing in a simple and clear way so tliat anyone can master this beautiful, popular

art. Shows how you can develop a high-class profitable engrossing business or add to your present
income.

It contains the finest examples ever produced by many of America's most talented engrossing
artists. The art work, engravings and materials represent many thousands of dollars. Single resolu-
tions sometimes cost as much as a thousand dollars.

It is the one indispensable book for all engrossing artists and all who wish to learn practical and
profitable engrossing or lettering.

Price Postpaid $2.50

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

Prepare for a l*ONt-\var Position
The Zanerian College of Pennian.-ihip offers \ou .>;cientiHc, well-planned coiuse.s \vhich can he

taken b\ correspondence m
Tuition Supplies

Business Handwriting Course $10.00 $1.55

Roiindhand or Engrosser's Script 12.00 2.60

Text Lettering and Engrossing 12.00 2.85

Advanced Engrossing , 12.00 2.05

(Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 ,?.1()

The instructions are clear and to the point. They are the results of years of study and actual

t\ptrience in the classroom. The' Zanerian has had an unequalled experience in training professional

pcruncn. engrossing artists and teachers of penmanship. A large percentage of America's expert pen-

men have recei\ed their start in the Zanerian. ^Oii also can receive the benefit of their experience

anil skill by getting under their instruction now.

A combination of fresh-from-the-pen, handmade ajid printed copies and instructions is used to

;;()od advantage. Enough of the handmade copies are gi\en to supply inspiration and enough of the

photoengra\ed copies are given and enable us to give the comse at an extremely low cost.

Send your enrollment and remittance today to

Co/umbus, Oh/o.
612 NORTH P.ARK ST.
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ClARIDGE
• The Claridse is so ideally

/

located in the heart of down-j

town St Louis —and has so\

many superior qualities - that

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world of travel. Only

two and one-half blocks from

Union Station. For finest food

in town - visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room.

350 Rooms fjfoA^i^25

WITH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICE WATER

Parking

ST. LOUIS
MISSOURI

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

LETTERING
its

HISTORY, PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE
by MATLACK PRICE

The Romance of Lettering giving the analysis of letters

of the alphabet, letter anatomy, serifs and principles of

letter spacing.

Roman. Mediaeval and 20th Century styles of lettering

in upper and lower case.

22 page booklet—per copy $ .50

Additional mailing charge 10

SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING
by CHARLES E. BATEN, Spokane, Wash.

Bold t>'pe, easy to read and follow.

Exercises developed to produce high
speed and superior skill in the min-
imum length of time.

Price 50c
The book offers a complete course covering machine
mastery, speed development, letter writing and difficult

e.xercises. 64 pp.

THE PALMER COMPANY 370 Atlantic A«e.

Boston, Massachusetts
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It Pays to Be Kind to Your

mleii^vfsk

5STERBROOK qiialily at

Esterbrook prices is a rare

thing these days. Thai's why it will pay you to take

extra good care of the Esterbrook Fountain Pen you

now own. By following tbe simple rules in our folder

"How to Make Your Fountain

.\\ERfJ^ Pen Last Longer" you can pro-

c'^^'^^^^^^hl^ long tl'C fi"e writing qualities of

V^^t^^^^^^y^ your Esterbrook. Send for it today.

We w ill gladly send quantities of this

instructive folder for student distri-

bution. GoDtl care means extra wear.^jL-'
THE ESTERBROOK PEN CO., 62 Cix>per St.,Camden,N. J.,The Brown BroB.,Ltd.,Toranto,Caa
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itten, (lesions, etc.

or stamps, for sample

OLIVER P. MAKKEN
IKIK (lay Strrel Topeka. Kans

L. E. Schmitt, 1540 McKean Ave-

nue, Baltimore 17, Maryland, is get-

ting deeper and deeper in the card

carving business.

A very beautiful piece of work has

just been received from him. We
congratulate him.

SCRIPT ADVERTISING CUTS
penwork by penmen o]

The Zaner-Bloser Company
612 Nurth Park Street Columbus K. Ohiii

Correspondence Instruction in Penmanship

Hume of tlie Zanerian OilIeK

You can master any branch of penmanship, lettering

or engrossing by systematic study and supervised

practice in your own home. The Zanerian College

has been training penmen, teachers of penmanship and

engrossers for over fifty-si.\ years. It has developed

strong courses for home students as well as for resi-

dence students.

Let us help you to become a Hne penman or a better

teacher of handwriting. The cost is \ery small and

the results will surprise you.

Write for inforn^tinn.

The Zanerian College of Penmanship
612 N. Park St. Columbus S. Ohio

Two Great Aids
Many pupils fail to see the importance of hand-

writing and need something to arouse their

interest and desire for better handwriting.

With its monthly lessons, articles, specimens, etc.,

The Educator is one of the best aids a class can

have. It does arouse ambition for good hand-

writing.

Functional Handwriting is our latest text. It gives systematic drills for letters

and shows how to intelligently study and practice, getting quickest possible

results.

The ideal equipment is

The Educator, a year
Functional Handwriting.

.$1.50

.40

$1.90

BOTH FOR $1-65

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. Park St. Columbus S, Ohio
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B.ACK-TO-SCHOOL

Vacation time is over anci it is back

to "Reaiiin. Ritin. and Rithmetic"

for many American boys and girls.

Many others who have secured

work during vacation will not want
to return to school. The salaries paid

in war plants and in industry are

very attractive and the desire of

many will be not to return to school.

There is an organized movement
to encourage boys and girls under

18 to go back to school. This is

sponsored by the U. S. office of Edu-

cation, Child Bureau of the Depart-

ment of Labor, The War Man Power
Commission and the Office of War
Information. They urge that local

committees be formed and that a con-

certed effort be made to Induce young

people to return to school. Where
they are working in war work they

urge part time in war work and part

time in school.

Various things are suggested such

as the Principal of each school

writing a letter to each student. It

occurs to The Educator force that

this would make a fine penmanship

project which could be handled by

the handwriting class.

In addition to the drive to go back

to school we urge a drive to improve

your handwriting. An effort should

be made to have every boy and girl

write a good legible style of hand-

writing before leaving school. The
Educator will gladly pass on to its

readers any workable plans which

may be suggested.

N. J. Handwriting
School Administration Bldg.,

Atlantic City, N. J.,

March 31, 1944

To E.xecutive Board,

Dept. of Handwriting, N.J.E.A.

Dear Member:

Last eve the heads of affiliated

groups met in dinner session at the

Esse.x House, Newark, with President

Philhower presiding. The subject for

discussion was the state meeting in

the fall.

Note the following:

Place: New York City. Penn Zone
Hotels. Headquarters - New
Yorker Hotel

Time: Thursday eve (first session);

Friday and Saturday fore-

noon - November 9-10-11.

Theme: "Our Job"

Affiliated Group Meetings

Friday morning or afternoon, Nov-
ember 10th. Group planning lunch-

eons are asked to have meeting fol-

lowing luncheon and try to be

through to attend the big Public

Relations meeting at 3:00 p. m. in

Manhattan Center. There is a slight

possibility that Saturday afternoon

the All State Orchestra will perform

if the hall can be secured for a

nominal figure. At present they are

asking four hundred rent for re-

hearsal only. The Dinner of the Asso-

ciation will be Friday evening. Allot-

ments of fifty dollars ($50.00) are

again made to each department. Pro-

grams should be completed before

close of school. Meeting rooms will

be assigned by New York Convention

Bureau after consulting with Asso-

ciation Headquarters. So much for

general plans.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..

612 N. Park St.. Columbus, O.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada and; foreign 30c more)
Single copy. 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible. gi%-ing the

old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPKER, Zaiierian Cullesf, Ciilumbus, O.

The aim of every boy and girl

should be to learn to express his

thoughts so that he can easily and
clearly convey those thoughts to

others. It certainly is desirable to

make it as easy as possible for your
listeners and for those who read the

thoughts which you have written. It

is important to select the proper

word, spell it correctly and write it

legibly. Failure to do any one cor-

rectly may label you as being short

on common education.

Any one of the three—use of

words, spelling and handwriting can
be improved by a little systematic
study and practice.

HandwTiting should be neat, un-
mistakably legible and should be
w-ritten rapidly and easily.

The mechanical act of writing

should be so thoroughly established

now that later most of the attention

may be placed on the subject matter
rather than the act. When it has

been decided to throw a certain

curved ball a pitcher does not ask
himself how he should hold the ball,

curve his finger, or twist his wrist.

No, he automatically throws the

curve desired.

To be unable to express your
thoughts intelligently either on ac-

count of poor English or illegible

handwriting is a serious handicap in

army, business or civilian life. You
acquire good handwriting by intelli-

gent study and practice. You do not

inherit it. Any normal boy or girl

can learn to write well. Failure to

teach good handwriting in our

schools is a serious mistake for il-

legible handwriting is a disgrace in

our modem schools.

Your success depends upon faith-

fully following instructions and
having a real desire to learn.

Supplies. You need good paper,

free flowing ink, smooth pointed

pens, a solid desk, a good text, and
a teacher who can lead you. Yes,

she shovild be able to write well her-

self and must know much about

letter formation, etc.

Position. Sit well back in your
chair, with body erect and shoulders

square. Keep the back straight and
head up. Face the desk.

The Left-Handed Student

The elbows should be near the

corners of the desk. Extend the el-

bows off the desk about an inch.

The weight of the arm should rest

on the muscle below the elbow. The
hand should glide on the little finger

nail or on third and fourth fingers.

Point the knuckles toward the ceil-

ing. Keep the wrist nearly flat.

Turning it too far to the right will

cause a labored style.

Curve the fingers as though you
were grasping a ball.

Point the holder toward the right

shoulder or elbow never out to the

right. Hold the penholder up at

about 45 degrees without gripping it.

The first finger should be on top

of the holder, the thumb on the left

side, and the second finger should

be under the holder. Keep the thumb
back of the end of the first finger

always.

The Paper. Hold the paper di-

rectly in front of you with the top

slanting to the left for right hand,

or the right for the left hand. For
left-handed writing the holder points

to the left elbow and the pen is

pulled back in the sleeve.

Move the paper up or down, right

or left as needed. Always keep it in

position in front of your body where
you can do your best work.

Slight changes in position may be

allowed, but first try this standard
position to see what you can do with
it. After all our aim is good hand-
writing.

Movement. Writing must not only

be legible, but must be written

freely.

First. Roll the arm on the muscle
below the elbow raising the pen and
hand off the desk. As you roll it

press down and you will soon dis-

cover the muscles used.

Second. Drop the hand down on
the little fingers and roll on them
with the pen in the air. Don't move
the joints of the fingers or thumb.

Third. Drop the pen or pencil on
the paper and make a large oval.

This should give you a fair idea of

the movement used on capitals.

On some of the small letters you
may find a little action of the fingers

helpful, but you must always be

careful not to use excessive finger or

thumb action if you are to get

smooth free writing.

Read all of the instructions each

month and practice over and over the

copies. Get as much help from others

as you can. If another person can-

not read each letter when all other

letters are covered up. you need to

change it so that they can read it.

If you find kinky lines it means you
need to develop a freer swing.
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One of the easiest exercises to make is the sliding right and left exercise above. Let the arm slide from left

to right and back workmg like a hinge at the elbow, avoiding wrist or finger movement. Slide the pen freely and
lightly relying on the arm.

Right from the beginning strive for neat accurate work. Make the lines of equal length, half way across the
page, allowing nice margins around and between the exercises. Space the exercises an equal distance apart.

Here are three simple exercises which are of great value in learning to master a free style of writing. One
must swing the arm freely from the shoulder letting the hand glide freely. Simple exercises like the above enable
the beginning pupil to concentrate upon such things as free swing, light touch, and other qualities. Little attention

need be given to form as in a complicated letter or word. Simply get the ovals two-thirds as wide as high, both
sides evenly curved and the top and bottom the same roundness. Downstrokes .should be as light as upstrokes and
the exercises as a whole should look uniform with no wide open spaces or black crowded places.

Make the exercise two full spaces high without using the fingers. Roll the arm on the muscle at the elbow.
Do not grip the penholder too tight. Relax. The niore you practice the more skill you will acquire and the easier

other lessons will be. Remember this is an oval and not a circle.

See that the three exercises are all in the same slant. Make approximately 200 revolutions a minute. Time your-
self with a watch. Not all students are expected to write at the same rate of speed but the rate suggested will give
you a fair idea of a standard rate of speed at which you can maintain good form and get a smooth line.

5ee that the arm works freely on the muscles in from of the elbow. Sleeiv should be loose. Count ; I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 for each separate oval. Persevere.

Make the exercise one space high. Practice it first as a continuous running oval exercise, then break it up
into parts by retracing each six times. Let each oval touch the preceding one and be sure that they all slant uni-

formly. Compare yours with the copy. Keep the downstrokes light. Remember that in working on these exer-

cises you are training the hand and acquiring skill needed so much in making letters and words.

When studying the letter O you will find that it is oval shaped. Practicing oval exercises will help form the

the letter O correctly. It is really made from two ovals. The first oval rests on the base line and should extend

up three-fourth of the space between the two blue lines. The finishing stroke is part of the second oval. If this oval

is completed it would run up through the head blue line.

Finish the O upward in the path of the oval. The finish of the O is really the lower right-hand section of an

Intersperse oval exercises with letters. This will help to get the movement developed into exercise over in the

letter.

It is important that you make the letter and the exercise at the same free rate of speed. It is not necessary or

advisable to use any finger action on the capital O. You will find it impossible to make a smooth free line if you

use a "gum-chewing" finger movement. Examine your thumb when writing the O to see if it works excessively.

The thumb joint should not move in making the O or the large oval exercises. The movement comes from the

shoulder and not the fingers.
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By watching slant and spacing you will gradually acquire skill.

and letters will become easy for you to make.
In a short time you will find that the exercise

Try to make about 60 letters a minute. If you cannot make that many the first time and secure

suggest that you try for good form a little slower and gradually increase the speed.

'ood form, we

The small letter o is much the same in form as the capital O. It is made from the oval. It should be one-third

as large as the capital. Get a nice rolling motion on the body to develop this quality work on the small retraced

oval exercise.

A small o and a are often quite confusing. This can be avoided by finishing the o high up along the head line

of the small letters. In making the a come down to the base line then up. Curve the downstroke of the o as much
as the upstroke. Close the o at the top. Start the letter leftward and downward, using a quick oval motion with

enough force to carry the pen around to the beginning point. Be sure to close the o, otherwise it will resemble a

small V.

The small c starts with a hook at the top. Keep the top part of c wide to prevent it from looking like a small

i. Keep the back of the c comparatively straight. Too much curve on the back will make a wide awkward turn at

the base line. The turn should be no wider than the turn in other small letters. Keep the turn at the top as wide

as the turn at the bottom. Use a free, graceful arm movement. While finger movement is dangerous on large

letters like capital O a little finger action can be used on the small letters like the c and a. The main thing is to

get a nice clean smooth quality of line.

•^igaBBawBssamassssmBsaiiy

Practice these and other words giving special attention to the letters you have been practicing. Get the slant

uniform, the spacing regular and the height even. The capital C begins with a loop resembling a small o. Swing

from the little loop into a large oval around the loop. Start with a curve stroke getting the back of the letter and

the loop parallel. The loop should also be in the center of the letter. Examine the copy carefully. Start the motion

in the air before touching the pen to the paper and end the letter with the pen in motion. In other words glide out

of the letter freely finishing it the same as you finish the a and c. Compare the work frequently with the copy. By
so doing you will discover imperfections in your work and be able to make corrections.

oee>(30(^a ^ !

^(3(3
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The A is composed of an oval and straight line. It is well, therefore, to strengthen the oval and straight line
movement, by working on above exercise. Keep the fingers from acting and swing the arm from the shoulder.

I.

The capital and the small a are similar in formation. The capital is three times as tall as the small a and
finishes at one-third the height, while in the small letter the finish is as high as the small a. Begin the A with an
oval motion and swing into a straight line motion. This will give you a rather slanting beginning oval. Many,
however, have to guard against getting the A too wide. See how nearly your A fits into the same space occupied

by the capital O.

The two turns at the base line should be the same in rounding

letter at the top. At least avoid a large opening.

Both should rest on the base line. Close the

Study the arrows and dots and work on the different words paying special attention to slant. In this copy we
show how you can test the accuracy of the slant of your own writing by drawing test slant lines.

In preparing for the i it is well to practice under turn exercises and letters first at the blackboard. Keep the

turns evenly rounding at the base line and the points sharp at the top. Get the downstrokes straight and slanting

uniformly.

The beginning and ending strokes of the i should be the same length, slant and curve. They should be inter-

changeable, and are made from the lower right section of the oval. Begin with a curve and end with a curve gliding

in and out of the letter freely. Pay special attention to the finishing stroke. Never end with a straight line care-

lessly made to the right. Always finish the letter with the arm traveling in an oval direction.

One of the easiest and least skillful things to make in handwriting is the i dot. Anyone should have enough
skill to dot the i neatly and accurately. Few, however, do. Place the dot directly in line above the i twice as high as

the i is high. Criticize severely the student who places the dot way to the right or left of the other letters. This

is confusing and makes writing difficult to read. (Cueitinued
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Developing Hand^vriting Rhythm
Monthly Bulletii

Interest in Local Project

The social studies period in a low

fourth grade class had come to a

close. The children were enthusiastic

over the study of their cosmopolitan

city, San Francisco. They had been

studying about the many nationali-

ties which made up its interesting

population. The particular interest

which had been occupying their

attention was the contribution in

music made by the various peoples

represented in their city. Why were
they particularly interested in music ?

It was because of the new Civic

Opera House which was under con-

struction near the City Hall and
about the progress of which they

were concerned. It was with regret

that the phonograph records were put

away. They would have to wait for

another day before they could hear
more beautiful music typical of such

people as the Spanish, Russian, and
Italian.

Taking Advantage of an Opportunity

It was not difficult for the teacher

to sense the disappointment of the

children. They made it very evident.

The next lesson was writing. What
could she do to maintain in the drill

writing lesson which was to follow

that fine enthusiasm and capitalize

the love her class had displayed for

music? She was a resourceful teach-

er. Her class had shown progress in

its writing. The children had been
working for easy, healthful posture,

but they needed to develop ease and
lightness of writing. Here was an
excellent opportunity to carry over

the idea of rhythm in music to

rhythm in writing. During the social

studies lesson they had discussed the

reasons certain musical selections

appealed to them. They liked the

Spanish music particularly because
it was lively. One little girl said it

made her want to dance. The teacher

decided to build her writing lesson

on that interest. Her approach would
be the presentation of the word
"rhythm" as a new addition to their

vocabulary list for the week.

Getting Class Interested

Teacher: I am glad that your study
San Francisco is helping to make

you lovers of good music. Of course,

you would like to hear more of these

beautiful selections but that will be

the pleasure of another time. If we
love music we will find expressions of

it in many other forms. Jean said

that the Spanish music made her

want to dance. I wonder if someone
knows why ? Can you tell us, John ?

John: I think it was because it

was fast and kept good time.

Teacher: Yes, that is the reason.

I noticed many of you keeping time

while the records were being played.

How many would like to learn the

word that means keeping time in

music? (The children all raised their

hands.) The word is "rhythm." I'll

write it on the blackboard and then

it can be added to our vocabulary

list. It's a queer looking word, isn't

it. I wonder how many of you ever

heard it before?

The demand for office workers
is widespread in business, govern-

ment and military service. Steno-

graphers, secretaries, bookkeepers,

machine operators, file clerks, etc.

will be needed after the war, but

the demand will be for better pre-

paration in English, Spelling,

Arithmetic, Handwriting and
Shorthand.

Tom: My little sister has "rhythm
work" in the second grade. The girls

and boys dance and play games in

the rhythm period.

Sue: I know a song that is played

over the radio about rhythm.

Teacher: Yes, those are good
examples. Children, we can find

rhythm in many forms besides music.

Perhaps if I give you a hint you'll

be able to think of some others. If

you have ever watched a parade you
have not only seen but heard rhythm.

Remember, rhythm means keeping

time. (Many hands go up.) Joe, you
seem anxious to tell us.

Joe: I heard rhythm when men
were marching up the street keeping

time to the band. Again I heard it

when the traffic boys were practicing

marching out in the school yard
getting ready for the traffic parade.

They didn't have music, though.

Tony: I have to use rhythm when
I practice on my violin. Sometimes
my music teacher makes me count
the measures for her.

Teacher: Yes, I'm thinking of a
day when I went to the beach and
watched the waves coming in one
after another, one after another,

without ever stopping. Do you think

that the movement of the waves
could be another example of rhythm ?

Children: Yes.

Teacher: I think we all understand
what rhythm means now, don't we?
We know that rhythm is shown in

other ways besides the music we hear
on the radio and the phonograph.
I'm going to write a little word that

you use very often. I want you to

watch me very carefully. Maybe
you'll notice something very inter-

esting about the way I write it. (The
teacher then demonstrated writing

the word "of" rhythmically, accepting

the pauses, the slowing down, and
the speeding up of the movement.)

Teacher: Did you enjoy seeing me
write the word, children?

Class: Yes, it was fun.

Teacher: I wonder why you en-

joyed it.

Sam: You're a good writer, Miss

Mary: I liked to watch the way
you stopped some places.

Fred: I was watching the way the
chalk went. Sometimes you went
very slowly.

Teacher: I'm glad to see that you
watched so carefully, Fred. Yes, I

kept time as I wrote. Does this tell

you something new about writing ?

Jean: I think you can have rhythm
when you write.

Showing Rhythm
Teacher: Yes, writing has rhythm,

too, children. All good writers write

rhythmically. The first time I wrote
the word "of" you watched to see the

rhythm. Now I am going to write it

again. I want you to close your eyes
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and listen to the "song- of the chalk"

as I write. (The teacher demonstrated

again, accenting the rhythm as

before while the children listened

attentively to the sound of the chalk.

They seemed to enjoy the experience.

How many heard the "song of the

chalk?" Quite a number of hands
were raised.)

The teacher then presented the

words "to" and "the" in the same
manner; first through the visual and
then through the auditory approach.

Following this the children were told

that they might play a "listening"

game. With eyes closed they listened

attentively as the teacher wrote to

see if they could recognize the differ-

ent words which she presented

through their rhythmic sounds. To
indicate their identification of the

various rhythms they raised their

hands when they heard a new "chalk

song".

As a variation, individual children

were called upon to identify the

word which they had heard. The
game spirit aided materially in help-

ing the children to sense the rhythm
of each word so that the teacher

could proceed to the next step of the

presentation, the motor approach.

The Chalk Talks

This time the teacher asked the

class if the children would like to

know just what the chalk said when
she wrote the word, "of". Of course

all were eager to hear. Again the

word was demonstrated on the black-

board but with the rhythmic count

given orally, "over around, retrace

up slide, tie." Unconsciously some
children went through the rhythmic
motions as they watched. When
volunteers were called upon to write

at the blackboard, many eager pupils

volunteered. One child was chosen
for the first attempt. He was un-

successful in maintaining the rhythm
established by the teacher because

his attention was distracted from the

rhythm by his zeal for careful letter

formation. To help him the teacher

then wrote the word at the proper

height for him on the board. He was
allowed to trace over the word to the

spoken rhythm close enough to sense

the formation of the letters without
erasing the word. When he had
acquired a "feeling" for the rhythm
of the word he was permitted to

trace over it with his first two fingers,

erasing the chalk marks as he re-

traced. After corrective practice
using only his first two fingers, a
second attempt to write the word
with chalk proved successful.

Rhythm at the Board
A group of children, were next

selected to go to the blackboard. The
teacher tested them first to see if

they had grasped the rhythmic sense
of the word. Some had. To those
who experienced difficulty she gave
large cards on which the word "of"

was written in blackboard-size
writing. Using the first two fingers

as "tracers" they practiced the word
in time to the teacher's counting.

The other children wrote the word
with chalk to the same count. Some-
times it was necessary for the

teacher to stop and call the attention

of the class to specific points such
as the pause at the closing of the
"f" and "o", the slowing down of the

movement in making the back of the

"f", and the upward curve and
"tying" of the finishing stroke. The
explanation of these simple points

resulted in rapid progress and the

group was soon ready to practice

directly with chalk. The rest of the

class was an interested audience.

Each row was assigned to watch a

particular child's performance to

observe whether he kept the rhythm
set by the count and to note how
the rhythm resulted in light, easy

movement and better letter forma-
tion.

Summing Up and Planning

Time did not permit sending every

child to the blackboard. Practice was
stopped to permit a short summary
of the importance of rhythm by the

class and to plan what the ne.xt

writing lesson should be.

Teacher: What have we learned

from our lesson on rhythm today?
Jack, can you tell us one thing?

Jack: It helps us to be good
writers.

Gladys: It makes our writing

light.

Tom: Rhythm helps us form our

letters more easily and correctly.

Barbara: It makes writing fun.

Teacher: Yes, it does do all of

these things. We noticed how we
improved the form of the "o" and
the "f" as we practiced, didn't we?
It helps us to write faster, too,

children. Today we learned the

rhythm of three little words that we
must use very often in our written

lessons. There are four others,—
"Capital I," "to," "and," "for," "it."

Perhaps we can learn to write them
well by learning to write only one of
them today on the blackboard, but
we saw and heard the "song" of two
others. Can anyone suggest what we
might like to do for our next writing
lesson ? Yes, Sara ?

Sara: I'd like to write at the
board and use those new cards you
let the other children have. When I

know how to write on the board I'd

like to see if I can write them on
paper. May we do that tomorrow?
Teacher: Yes, indeed, you may.

Tomorrow, then, we'll practice our
little word "friends" on the board
and on paper, too. Perhaps we shall

have a dry pen drill first to get the
rhythm, before we attempt to use
ink.

I think we are going to find that
rhythm will make our writing lessons

just as interesting and easy as our
music today colored the story of San
Francisco.

I. Lesson objectives.

A. Development of rhythmic
writing through practice

with simple, rhythmic words
commonly used in applied

writing.

B. Regulation of speed.

C. Development of ease and
freedom.

D. Achievement of light, uni-

form quality of line.

E. Meeting of individual dif-

ferences.

II. Procedure.

A. Approach.

1. Present the word "rhy-

thm " as a new vocabu-
lary word.

2. Discuss rhythm as mani-
fested in different forms:

music, marching, danc-

ing, etc.

B. Lesson steps

1. Visual approach
a. Demonstrate small

words in rhythm.

b. Develop the point that

writing is also rhyth-

mical and that all

good writers write

rhythmically.

2. Auditory approach.

a. Demonstrate words in

rhythm while the
(Cimtiiiued on pa^e 19)
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Position
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II.
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IV.
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2.

3.

7.

2.

Suggestions By C. E.

I. Body Posture.

1. Head erect, eyes 12 to

inches from paper.

Back straight and shoulders

square.

Sit well back in chair and
incline slightly forward from
hips.

4. Both arms on the desk.

5. Feet flat and slightly apart.

Writing Posture and Penholding.

1. Penholder held lightly, point-

ing toward right shoulder.

2. Eye of pen on top.

3. Third and fourth fingers to

glide on nails.

4. The wrist well elevated.

5. Left hand to hold and ad-

just the paper.

6. Arm and right edge of

paper about parallel.

Write with body muscles re-

laxed, especially the muscles
of the right arm.

Movement.
1. Arm to roll freely on muscle

in front of elbow.

Speed to be developed
moderately according to age
of pupils.

Write with a free, swingy
motion. Light touch.

Put pen in motion, then
write while it is moving,
usually in the direction of
the letter to be made.
Movement must be de-

veloped gradually controlled,

and finally applied.

Letter Formation.
1. Visualize the letter befoit

writing.

2. Large writing for beginners,

smaller writing for older

pupUs and adults.

Make writing uniform in

slant, height and spacing.

Observe three heights to the
letters.

Begin letters on the line and
end them in height of small
letters.

Keep loop letters short, full

and straight.

Write a free, open hand,
with plenty of space be-

tween letters and words.
Make writing neat, observe

margins and a well-balanced

page.

5.

3.

6.

Patrotic Project
Ida .M. Kunlz iif Handwriting

During the War Bond Drive the pupils of the Fort Wayne, Indiana
Schools employed their penmanship to good advantage. The students wrote
the information necessary for the War Bonds. The stars and the words
represented sales of War Bonds.

These are 5A pupils in the Forest Park School, Miss Mary .Morilz, teacher. They Uittk part

in the War Bond Drive and used penmanship in putting the drive over.

Here is another group of 4A students in the Harrison Hill School, Fort Wayne, Indiana,

with Miss .Mary .Alichaels at wor|{ selling war bonds and using their penmanship. The teachers

and pupils of Fort Wayne Schools believe in good handwriting and are always on the l<M>k out

to use their penmanship to good advantage in various projects.

W^^^W^^
.Advertising S<Tipt by
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The abcive is a croup of 4A.
teacher.

Be(<ire the Ha r Bond dirive »a

Hill >i iL.i.il |j|i|>ll;.

iird PKACE

Michaels is the

THE GOOD OLD DAYS
From Pencil News

-Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.
Jersey City 3, N. J.

These were the glad days when
boys and girls were taught to write,

in a careful, flowing hand, such copy-

book sentences as "Nine men mining
in a mine"—an exercise meant to

prevent our present unfortunate style

of making "n's," "m's," "u's," "w's"

and undotted "i's" all look alike in

an angular scribble where meaning
is as uncertain as spelling.

George Washington, first in so

many things, was certainly first in

penmanship.

Handwriting is, of course, a means
of conveying thought. To write

illegibly or indistinctly is as much of

a handicap to processes of business

and social exchange as it is to stutter

or have a harelip.

Lessons in Hand\vriting
ed from pase 9)

The letter e is similar to the i in execution, however, there is one radical difference in form. The i should be
closed at the top while the e should have an open loop. Make this distinction between the i and the e and your 1

letters will not become confused. The turn at the top should be practically as rounding as the turn at the base line. I

Begin and end the e the same as you do the small i but remember the e must have daylight in it.
I

It is more difficult to maintain uniformity of slant, spacing, and height in words than it is in exercises. Watch
them carefully and compare your work with the copy.

]

i

1

Uniform spacing in and between letters is very important. Avoid wide open spaces. A regular movement will |

produce regular spaced writing.

The more practice you do the more skill you will acquire. A little practice each day adds a little skill each I

day and soon you will be a very skillful penman.
I

Intelligent practice counts. Find your weak spots, then you can correct them. Compare your work with the

copy often. Have others examine your work.
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South America—Handwriting Project
To create more interest in hand-

writing it was decided to conduct a

special project. South America was
suggested by some of the students

as one of the Countries they would

like to study. Information was
gathered concerning the South

American countries. This functioned

with English, spelling, geography,

and other subjects. It proved to be

one of the most efficient means of

integrating all phases of the unit,

being taught not as an end in itself,

but as a means to an end.

After the information was gathered

the pupils planned a trip to South

America. The public library furnished

books and other help.

Copies of some of the handwriting

of South American children were

brought to class by one of the child-

ren resulting in a discussion of

writing in other lands. The informa-

tion thus obtained was used as a

basis for the English, writing, spell-

ing and art lessons.

A journey was planned and each

of the countries through which they

traveled was depicted. As the jour-

ney progressed, captions describing

the territory covered on the trip were

written on the board by the pupils.

Great stress was laid on the quality

of writing on the board to stimulate

the children's interest.

Keen competition for the honor of

writing on the board supplied the

necessary spur to some pupils who
had not been doing good work on the

board. The necessity for a standard

quality of board work was most
forcefully presented to them in this

practical demonstration and carried

over into the written work.

An illustrated booklet was started

early in the study and developed

with the progression of the study.

Paragraphs were written concern-

ing subjects of special interest in

which careful attention was given to

uniform slant, correct size of letters,

alignment, uniform spacing and

smooth line quality. As paragraphs

were completed they were diagnosed

by the teacher and the particular

difficulty of each child noted and

listed. Much board work was done

in the correction of the defects which

had been revealed. In this way the

writing period, with a minimum
amount of formal drill necessary,

was made meaningful.

The children eagerly compared
their finished work with the para-

graph previously written to see what
results they had made.

The work of each child was placed

in an individual booklet to be taken

home at the end of the term. The
writing was compared from time to

time with the standard for the grade,

each child striving to attain that

standard. The culmination of the

project was a program, presented by

the pupils before the Parent Teach-

ers' Association, focusing all phases

of the unit. Invitations to the pro-

gram were written by the children

and the greatest care used in making
these models of good penmanship.

The developing of this unit pro-

duced the ability to write neatly and

legibly and arrange work correctly

and economically on paper.

—Fannie Jones

Buffalo, New York

College. WashinKton. D. C
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Classroom Questions
Penmanship has been a neglected

and dead subject in our school cur-

riculum. I want to improve the

situation in my classes. How shall I

start out my fifth and sixth grade

handwriting classes this fall in an

interesting and profitable way?

A very excellent, interesting, and
effective way to begin the year's

work is to spend the first week or

so getting a number of specimens of

the pupils' handwriting in pen and
ink without any preliminary practice.

Curiosity and interest are aroused

right away. It may be explained to

the pupils that these samples of

their penmanship will be kept for

future comparison and that they

should do their very best penmansiiip

in their best position. (This will give

the teacher an opportunity to dis-

cover what instruction her class

needs first and foremost. Good posi-

tion should be stressed from the be-

ginning.)

It is well to get two or three

specimens of the first paragraph
given in the compendiums, the same
number of sets of capitals, small
letters, and figures. Each specimen
should be labeled properly with the
name of the pupil and the date on
which the copy was prepared, or
headed as the teacher prefers. The
date will be especially helpful in

future days. The specimens may be
put away for a few weeks.

Since boys and girls like to know
what they are working for, just as
adults do, it is well to early analyze
class and individual difficulties as
suggested in the Manual. One diffi-

culty a week may be diagnosed with
opportunities given for constructive

practice. Comparing Friday's copy
with Monday's will reveal improve-
ment to the pupil and the teacher

Pearl Tuttle .Marion, O.

will be on her way to victory.

Constant attention must be paid to

position and movement, but the

diagnostic problems to work on by
the week are:

Size: too large, too small, varying
Line: too heavy, too light, kinky,

varying

Slant: too slanting, too nearly
vertical, irregular

Letter form: not legible enough,
poor ending strokes, poor begin-
ning strokes, poor loop letters,

capital letters weak, angular
letters, poor figures

Spacing: poorly arranged on pa-
per, too much space between
words and letters, crowded, ir-

regular, monotonous
Alignment: low letters uneven in

height, off the line in places
Method of Procedure:
Monday—Copy the paragraph once

or twice in one's best penman-
ship.

Tuesday—Let each pupil examine
carefully another pupil's para-
graph comparing it with the
same lesson in the compendium.
Mark like this: too large (1),
too small (2), varying (3), or
good (4).

Wednesday—Each pupil may now
study his own paper to discover
his own faults. By careful com-
parison and study, he can correct
his own errors.

Thursday—This is a practice per-
iod. The teacher should try to
give a little individual help to
everyone. Blackboard practice
from the start will be very
helpful.

Friday—Make a final copy. Com-
pare it with Monday's copy. The
pupils will be enthusiastic when
they see their improvement.

To complete the unit, rewrite the
same paragraph that was written at
the beginning of the school year,
make a set of capitals, small letters,

and figures. Label correctly. NOW,
get out the specimens done the first

week of school and COMPARE.
What are your results? Finally, put
these two specimens away for still

later comparison.
If about six weeks can be spent,

in this manner, on the major hand-
writing problems, the pupils will have
more writing-consciousness and more
writing-enthusiasm, they will know
better what they are working for,
and the teacher will have lain a good
foundation for the year's work.

My letter forms are better when I
have copies to look at.

While it is stressed that lettering
strips should be on display in every
classroom, it is also true that pupils
and teachers should learn to produce
good forms without looking at mas-
ter copies all the time.

Lettering strips are valuable. In
studying the letters, they show
clearly the correct letter forms. They
are to be used, not as crutches but
as aids in getting pupils to visualize
clearly the desired forms. If this is

not accomplished, the purpose is de-
feated.

Memorization should follow visuali-
zation and should be emphasized
more. Platform artists memorize
pictures. Pupils have memory pic-
tures in art classes. Music students
memorize syllables, fingering, tunes,
songs. Readers memorize long stories,

poems. Penmen memorize strokes
and correct letter forms. Memoriza-
tion of good letter forms should have
a prominent place in the writing
program.

^irp^^

a^^^^^^4^4^ ^^4^.=^^

May 8. She
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Talks on Engrossing and Illumination
ANDREW KOLLER—llesiening, Engnissing, Engraving. I'hiladelplna. fa.

Contributinn Nil. 3

ERASURES ON PARCHMENT
When a book is engrossed so that

both sides of a sheet of parchment

are used, erasures can be effected

easily on the wrong side of the skin,

but only with the greatest of diffi-

culty and with extreme patience on

the right or smooth side of the skin.

Scratching with a sharp knife is

not recommended.
A pencil eraser—Roberts 606 or

404 or a Faber red pencil eraser is

gentle and firm and make fairly clean

erasures. Great care must be taken

not to scrub, not to heat the rubber,

and not to break the surface of the

skin. When the surface is broken it

is usually the ruin of that piece of

parchment, and the work for the sur-

face cannot be restored except by

sizing it and sizing requires expert

manipulation.

A variety of surface sizes have

been developed but none seem in-

fallible erasure menders.

One such size consists of melted

soap (Ivory, Swan or the like)

melted by heat so there is a mini-

mum of water content and dry

titanium oxide or powdered whiting

(French chalk) added until it can

take up no more of the powder.

Avoid dry white lead or other filler

that changes color in the course of

time.

When the mixture is friable and

can just barely be kneaded, make
into balls or sticks and rub on erased

portion as a glaze and burnish down,

using a sheet of thin, hard paper as

a buffer sheet over the erased place

and burnishing over it with an agate

dog tooth or a flat agate burnisher.

If you do not own an agate bur-

nisher which by the way is used for

gold work, you could substitute a

bone paper folder, an orange stick,

a bowl of a teaspoon or whatever
instrument is available which will

exert pressure and which will slide

over the thin buffer paper. To lubri-

cate the burnisher, pass it through
the hair and next the scalp to pick

up a trace of oil.

Another size consists of white car-

penters glue in flakes. Let stand

over night covered with cold water.

In the morning pour off all excess

water from swelled glue. Melt over

a double boiler or water bath add
whiting till you get a very stiff

mixture. This may be softened as

required a little bit at a time with

a sable brush preferably a flat one

used for oil painting and applied not

in a pool, but with successive thin,

dry-brush coats, the edges feathered

out so the skin will not pucker and
when dry the surface very carefully

scraped smooth with a steel eraser.

We emphasize that caution must be

used not to leave much moisture in

this size.

Another method is to tear a piece

of very fine white tissue wedge
shaped. A very fine tissue for the

purpose is a cigarette paper or the

tarnish proof tissue jewellers use to

wrap silver in. Another good paper

is the very thing opaque paper some
bibles are printed on, and obtainable

from some wholesale printers paper

houses.

A number of good engrossing

positions are open. Are you pre-

paring for a dependable position?

Begin today.

Pass this wedge shaped tissue be-

tween the upper lip and the tongue

using slight pressure with the tongue

in order not to leave the tissue wet

—

just barely damp. Lay this pointed

wedge shaped piece of tissue in posi-

tion so that you have a width to

just cover erased portion—that is

why the torn wedge shape is sug-

gested. Lay a thin white blotter over

and under it and squeeze down in a

letter press or an old flat iron,

lithographic stone, sand bag or any-

thing that will make close, flat con-

tact and good pressure. Let dry and

then strip away with a flat, tearing

apart motion the excess tissue.

Frayed edges may be shaved or

skived away with a razor-sharp steel

eraser and burnished down with an

agate or bone burnisher.

Another method is to spray Chi-

nese white which has been tempered

with strained gum arable and tinted

with ever so little yellow ochre, very

carefully with an air brush. The
Rockford type of air brush used by

miniature painters is best as the con-

trol of color and area covered is

positive with no appreciable drift of

nebulous color, but a well regulated

Wold or a Thayer and Chandler air

brush handled by one who is expert

in its use can be equally effective.

Any repair of an erasure can be

successfully accomplished only by

one who has extreme patience and

lots of practice. The best remedy is

not to make mistakes. Proof read all

your layout in pencil so that you may
be sure no error will creep in.

Where certain waterproofed inks

have been used such as logwood and
Japan inks which depend on Bichro-

mates as waterproofing agents,

erasures are extremely risky as slight

traces of Bichromate of Ammonia or

Bichromate of Potash remaining and

which are not noticable to the sight

will develop again in actinic rays of

light.

You can make an interesting test

of this by making an erasure and
taking the parchment (or paper if

that is the more convenient) to the

south side of your home or garage.

Afer a few exposures in sunshine or

strong light, if all traces of Bichro-

mate has not been removed you can

again read what was written.

This does not apply to draftsmens

or engineers waterproof inks which

depend on an aqueous solution of

borax and shellac as a waterproofing

agent, nor does it apply to the stick

Chinese inks ground on a slab with

pure water only and which are not

waterproofed.

In this article we have treated of

erasures on parchment. The same
cautions are recommended for paper

but repairs on paper are not sug-

gested. Erasures on paper are rela-

tively simple with a pencil erasure.

Sand rubbers and steel erasers must
be used with caution.

Erasures on some tsrpes of vellum

are relatively easy on Kelmscott and

Roman Vellums the same rules apply

as on parchment.

We hope to bring you an article

very soon on Vellums (calfskins) and

also an article on mounting them
and stretching them.

Don't forget to buy more war
bonds and don't forget to pray for

our success at arms and an early

and righteous peace.

(See .Mr. Holler's artiiles in Marcli and Mayl
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2.

HANDWRITING EXAMINATION.
Test questions given to a group of

teacher students in the Elizabeth-

town College, Elizabethtown, Pa.

1. What is the name of the hand-

writing system you have been

studying?

What are some of the responsi-

bilities of the handwriting

teacher?

Name three aims of this course.

Give four reasons for the im-

portance of becoming a good
writer ?

In approaching a class in hand-
writing give, at least, eight

directions to follow.

What are the objectives for 1st;

2nd; 3rd; 4th; 5th; and 6th

grades ?

a Content

b Movement
c Materials

d Method
e Types of Exercises

f Standards and Criticisms

Name the five categories and
show how to test each one.

When teaching in any of the

first four grades which letters

and connectives require special

stress ? Illustrate.

Write the following poem in

manuscript or print.

The night has a thousand eyes.

And the day but one;

Yet the light of the bright

world dies

With the dying sun.

The mind has a thousand eyes.

And the heart but one;

Yet the light of the whole life

dies

When love is done.

Write a specimen for a Teach-
er's certificate. 70 letters per

minute.

True-False Test

The main purpose in teaching

handwriting or learning to write

is making exercises such as

ovals and push and pulls.

Everyone writes with the same
arm and hand position.

Everyone at first should be

taught the correct position.

The standard letter forms should

be taught exclusively.

All writing should be done at

the same speed.

No matter how complicated an
individual letter is it should not

take more time to write one

than another.

In learning to write one should

always grasp the pen, pencil, or

chalk tightly.

Large writing for beginners is

of great importance in teaching

of handwriting.

Small, tedious, writing for be-

ginners should be discouraged.

Rhythm should be cultivated by
practice on simple exercises,

letters, and short words.

Large free, blackboard writing

is very important in teaching-

children to write.

The paper or the arm should be

shifted when necessary.

All grades are taught the same
size letters.

Self checks or tests for evaluat-

ing writing habits are essential.

In teaching children to write

one should always insist that

they cross their knees.

Correct posture, relaxed muscles,

and a good mental attitude are

unnecessary.
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Engrosser's Script, called Round-

hand Script. Engraver's Script, or

Copper Plate Script is one of the

oldest styles of writing. It was
perfected many, many years ago.

Some of the finest examples were cut

in steel in Europe, over one hundred

years ago. The style is as practical

today as at any time. It is one of

the styles from which the penmen
and Professional Engrosser can make
a substantial part of his income.

It is a style which is appropriate

for any occasion. It is heavy and

massy and lends itself nicely to work

for framing because it can be read

from quite a distance.

Anyone who will apply himself can

learn to write this interesting, beau-

tiful style.

The position for script is the same

as for any other style of writing,

with the exception that the hand may
be turned over on the side to form a

good foundation. The reason for this

is that the letters are drawn out

with a slow finger movement, and

(ollected and Edited by The Edurator IStaff

Copies by well-l<nown penmen

with the fist down solid on the table

a steadier line can be made than if

the hand is balanced up on the

fingers as in business writing where

speed and freedom are required for

smooth lines.

The paper is held directly in front

of the body with the top slanting to

the upper left corner of the desk for

right-handed students and for left-

handed students it is turned to the

upper right corner. Left-handed

persons can learn to write this style

using the same oblique penholder as

the right-handed person.

Get a good weight of paper, good

ink, and flexible pens. Because of

the difficulties today in securing sup-

plies we suggest that you write to

The Editor of The Educator who
will be glad to make recommenda-
tions and assist you in securing any
supplies needed.

Fix up a good solid desk with

plenty of light. Have the light

coming in over the left shoulder if

possible. Adjust your electric light

so that it comes from the left of the

body and does not reflect into the

eyes. Try to have a regular time

everyday for practice. The more
practice and study you do the more
you will gain in skill.

Secure as many fine copies of

script, printed or original, as possible,

and tack them up on the wall or put

them in a scrapbook where you can

refer to them frequently.

To begin with your paper should

be ruled three-eighths of an inch

apart. Start out with the exercise

and letters, making them three-

eighths of an inch high using a very

flexible pen. As you reduce the size

use a stiffer pointed pen. A Fine

Writer pen or its equivalent is the

proper type of pen for three-eighths

inch ruling, and a 303 pen for one-

eighth inch ruling.

Be sure to rule head and base

lines. No good script writer attempts

to write a page without accurate

ruling. Use a hard pencil (4H) with

point sharpened down to a needle

point with sand paper.

In making the first exercise set the pen down on the headline and slide it along the headline trying to keep

the right nib stationary while the left nib of the pen runs out along the headline to the width of the stroke desired,

then pull to the base line and cut off square. Practice in the cutting of these strokes off at the top and bottom will

save you much retouching and make your work uniform later on.

The second exercise is made with a square top and by beginning the pen at the base line. Pick the pen up at

the base line with a quick motion. Do it carefully, however.

The third exercise begins with a hairline and finishes square.

The fourth exercise is a compound curve. It begins with a hairline and ends with a hairline.

In all of these exercises try to get the same width stroke. By practicing these exercises you will acquire skill

in getting uniform pen pressure. Practice considerably on the under and upper turn exercises.

In the second line we have some of the short letters which can be made three-eighths of an inch high. Study

the individual letters, getting turns where they belong. We suggest that you raise the pen every time on the bottom

turns. There is very little difference between some of these letters. For instance the u is a double i or the n
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upside down and the m simply has one extra turn more than the n. The finish on the v and w is the same. The

finish of the r, however, is slightly different. The dot is to the left of the up stroke on the v and w while on the r

it is on the right of the up stroke.

Practice words using the small letters. Watch space, size and slant. Spaces inside of letters should be the

same as between letters. Script is different from business writing in that you do not have much connective slant.

The hairlines are nearly on the same slant as on the down strokes, while on business writing there is a great differ-

ence between up and down strokes in slant. When round hand writing is spread out like business writing it becomes

weak and unattractive. Keep yours solid. Avoid swinging out freely to the right as in business writing.

We hope you will enjoy the work, and we will be glad to examine some of your practice work if you will send

some to the oflice of The Educator with return postage.

Willia.in E. McLaughlin, who has

been head of the Commercial De-

partment of the San Benito County
High School, Hollister, California for

the past 41 years will retire next

year. He will teach part time and his

retirement becomes effective June

1945.

Mr. McLaughlin, after his retire-

ment expects to devote his time to

income tax and accounting work.

Before going to Hollister, Cali-

fornia he headed the Commercial
Department of the Alameda High
School. He has been interested in

High School athletics and did some
coaching.

Mr. McLaughlin received his edu-

cation in the University of Oregon,

and the Zanerian College, Columbus,
Ohio, also the Ayres Business Col-

lege, San Francisco, California.

In all of these yeeirs as a commer-
cial teacher his penmanship has been

very keen.

S. J. SHOOK

Stanley J. Shook, age 58, Manager
of Strickler's Business College, Top-

eka, Kansas, died at his home, on

1435 Plass. He was bom in Almena,

Kansas in 1886.

He taught school in Western Kan-

sas and in the Central Business Col-

lege of Kansas City. In 1910 he went

to Topeka as Manager of the Com-
mercial Department of Strickler's

Business College. At the death of

Mr. Strickler in 1912 he became

manager of the College and greatly

increased the enrollment. He was

president of the National Commercial

Teachers Association and the Mis-

souri Valley Commercial Teachers

Association. He was not only inter-

ested in education but also interested

in local affairs. He was a civics

leader.

Developing Handwriting Rhythm
t Continued from paee 1 1

)

children listen with

closed eyes to what
"the chalk says",

b. Demonstrate several

words for the children

to identify from sound

and rhythm.

3. Motor approach.

a. Allow the children to

trace the words in

rhythm on large cards

or blackboard.

b. Allow the children to

write the words on

the blackboard to the

rhythmic count.

4. Transfer to seat writing.

a. Permit the children to

practice the words in

rhythm with dry pen.

b. Permit the children to

practice the words in

rhythm with ink.

II. Conclusions and guiding

principles.

A. Recognition of the fact that

good writers write rhyth-

mically and that rhythm
increases with progress.

B. Development of rhythmic

sense through various ap-

proaches:—seeing, hearing,

and feeling.

C. Realization of the need for

adjusting the rhythmic

count to the age and de-

gree of progress of the

pupils.

D. Realization that the use of

rhythm is a device to be

discontinued when its pur-

pose is achieved.

CARVED GREETING CARDS
Plain designs SI.00 per doz.

Designs in Color $1.50 per doz.
2 Cards (one of each above) 20c

1. D. CARTER. DEERFIELD, ILL.

nple lesson in card carving by Frank A, Krupp, Fargo, North Dakota
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

ORNAMENTAL PENMANSHIP
Ornamental penmanship truly is a

fine art. There is a charm and appeal

in its grace, beauty and dash which

is irresistible to persons of artistic

inclination. As some one says:

"Beautiful penmanship like elocution

or music, is an accomplishment that

naturally attracts persons of refine-

ment and artistic inclinations".

Ornamental penmanship is gov-

erned by definite laws. Without sys-

tem, lines become a tangled unsightly

mess. Skill and knowledge of the

principles governing beautiful orna-

mental penmanship can be acquired

by those who so desire and who will

systematically follow the copies and
instructions given.

You will derive an immense amount
of pleasure from working on this

course and the skill acquired will not

only be a satisfaction but will be of

inestimable value to you in your

business penmanship. Business and
Ornamental both have distinct pur-

poses and places and each should be

used in its place. However, skill

acquired in one helps the other.

Position

The position for ornamental is

much the same as for business writ-

ing. Let the arm rest on the muscle

at the .elbow and on the third and
fourth fingers. Do not rest the side

of the hand on the paper. Be
natural, and avoid a position which is

cramped. Avoid tight clothes on the

arm.

Material

Use good paper, pens, black ink,

an oblique holder well balanced.

Always keep tools in good shape. If

you cannot get good supplies write

The Educator for advice.

Make the oval with a free elastic movement. Cultivate a quick snappy pressure for shade and a light pressure
on light lines. No finger action. The fingers hold the pen firm and the shade is produced by pressing down on the

holder with first finger.

The first practice work should be two spaces high and then reduced to one space. Keep the oval two-thirds as

wide as long and solid, and. of course, keep the down strokes light. This push-pull exercise will help you to estab-

lish the down strokes. Each down stroke should be pulled toward the center of the body.

In practicing this exercise think of your down stroke. Avoid open spaces or blots.

Here we have some oval exercises shaded on the left side. On some we shade every down stroke, others every

other down stroke. Some decrease in size while others increase.

The purpose of these exercises is to develop a free movement and light touch. Snap the shade on and avoid

pulling the shade around the turn.
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rrrrm: o-ocrcrc^d'o

These four letters are made from the direct oval exercise. The shade on all four letters is much the same. Get

the final oval on the O the same size as the C. E. and D. The first oval on the C and E should also appear about

the same size as the final oval in O. Keep the shade high. Get shades only where shades belong.

Let us see some of your practice work.

A good position illustration. Looking down on i, £. Lester

^^B'^i/ll*^^^"^^^
^ilo(fn<ifin^

Diploma from Howard and Brown Studii

Specimens
Specimens have been received from

the following penmen:

Shields Dalton

Russelville, Tenn.

A. W. Cooper
Lambertville, New Jersey

Charles Bomont
83 Montgomery St.

Boston 16. Mass.

W. J. Hamilton

Lynn, Mass.

176 Western Avenue

Otis Sked, Jr.

1311 Downing Street

Denver, Colorado

Asa Skillman

3658 Indiana Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

Frank J. Smith
10 Parker Street

Holyoke, Mass.

E. Austin Jones

8081/2 Navarro St.

San Antonio, Texas

R. L. Studor

Mass. Mutual Life Ins. Co.

Springfield, Mass.

Clarence G. Bossow
12798 Hartwell

Detroit, Mich.

R. M. Maugans
Box 1064

Statesville, North Carolina
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J/^Z^-T-L-^.,^^ y^^-<£-9^n,^-L-^tJ7^.

By H. I.. Uar Business ColleRe, Washinet<i

<>ne iif Ihp

sl.iiidins liennien of the Paoifii: Iciast and the Inited
llv Kusin.-s (iilleite. Quinry. Illini.is many years aK«i

-tni'-iit was in its prime. Of all the faniims students
Here as skillful as .1. A. Wesei..

iitstandins qualities of this specimen and of all specimens from the Masters is

nanship shown in the specimens whieh lie produced. Every stroke had a place

tales. He was a student in the
vhen that institutii n's Penmanshii
urneil out by that institution, fen

AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK
The American Education Week is

November 5—11.

American Education Week 1944

General Theme
Education for New Tasks

Daily Topics

Sunday, November 5

Building Worldwide Brotherhood

Monday, November 6

Winning the War
Tuesday, November 7

Improving Schools for Tomorrow
Wednesday, November 8

Developing an Enduring Peace

Thursday, November 9

Preparing for the New Technology

Friday. November 10

Educating All the People

Saturday, November 11

Bettering Community Life

Sponsors of American Education

Week
The National Education Association

The American Legion

The United States Office of

Education

The National Congress of Parents

and Teachers

Pgl 58: Page 3

The Educator hopes that penman-
ship teachers will cooperate in the

above movement by developing hand-

writing projects based on the above

topics.

Additional literature and informa-

tion can be secured by writing to the

National Education Association. 1201

Sixteenth Street. Northwest. Wash-
ington 6. D. C.

Any patriotic move which has for

its purpose the promotion of patriot-

ism and the founding of democracy
among the school children is highly

commendable and every teacher

should give her full cooperation to

the movement.

(.See foll(»wini: page)
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<''C<i^.-i!^H,e^c^^:^z.a-'y7^L^y..^J^^

..^c^,--yz--t.'-ZAe-^i'!i'-tz^£i'-?''Z-'Z7!ycz^ct£'^^

This paae was written by W. LoRiiy Newark, penmen and engrosser in The Zantr-Bloser Studio. (See page 22)
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Teaching Handwriting in Grade One
Mabel Anderson

Many teachers of little children

wonder when and how they should

teach them to write.

Educators are now fairly well

agreed that the print or manuscript

writing is best for little children, and

cursive writing: for older children and

adults. Print writing is easier to

learn and enables children at the

start to learn the purpose of writing.

Writing is merely a means of ex-

pressing thought to people at a dis-

tance or recording thoughts for fu-

ture reference. Print enables the

child to read, write and spell with

one alphabet. This simplifies the

learning process and enables the child

earlier to express his thoughts.

How should one begin?

First, make sure that the proper

equipment is ready for use. Every

first grade teacher should have a

set of Print Perception Letters for

her room; her Print to Script Teach-

ers' Manual; a Print Measuring

Scale; a music staff liner or perma-

nently lined blackboards—lines 2^2

inches apart; plenty of !» length

chalk and erasers. Each child should

have a round pencil with a large soft

lead, a Print to Script Practice Book
or Compendium and sufficient prac-

tice paper. The lines on the pencil

paper should be ,',i of an inch apart

and ruled the long way with heavy

and light lines.

Second, the teacher should make
a very careful study of her Teachers'

Print to Script Manual and the

children's Print to Script Practice

Books or Compendiums. She must

practice writing the lessons at the

blackboard and then on paper so she

will know how to help the pupils

who experience difficulties in learning

to use the print manually.

Third, Begin each lesson at the

blackboard. The children work with

1,4 length chalk and are taught to

place the fingers about one inch from

the writing end and to stand back

from the blackboard at nearly an

arm's length so that only the chalk

touches the blackboard when they

write. The eraser is held in the left

hand and children learn to erase

with up and down motion. Left-

handed children erase with the right

hand. Pupils who persist in using

the left hand should be given a series

of tests to determine handedness. If

tests show that the child is naturally

left-handed train the left hand.

The very first lesson should be on

the labeling unit. Children are inter-

ested in pets. Find out how many of

them have pets at home. Encourage
them to talk about their pets. If

more of them are interested in dogs

than cats teach them to write the

label My dog. Proceed as follows:

Step to the blackboard, write the

label large, making tall letters twice

as high as the small letters. Go over

it again with the children, playing

they are "writing it in the air". Have
children place index finger on picture

of the "Scotty" in their Practice

Books, next, place finger on word
"My" under the picture of the Scotty.

Now place finger on word dog. Frame
the phrase "My dog" with both

hands. Call for volunteers to write

"My dog" at the blackboard. Select

one child at a time the first day a

new phrase or label is taught. When
child comes to the blackboard, give

him chalk and eraser. Next write

label for him while he writes with

you "in the air". Now erase your

label and ask child to write it from

memory. If he is unable to recall

the word, write it again erase label

before the child writes. Rest of the

children watch. Next day repeat in-

struction and bring a row to the

blackboard at a time. At end of the

week all the pupils have written the

label at the blackboard and most of

them have memorized both words.

Where this procedure is used children

quickly develop a working vocab-

ulary. At end of the school year they

will be able to write from memory
50 or more words. After practicing

at blackboard exclusively for a month
or 6 weeks, children are able to write

on paper. Each lesson must be

written first. After children learn to

write on paper a lesson is recorded

in their Practice Book each week.

Teachers direct the children word by

word when they record their lessons

in their Practice Books. Each week
the records should improve.

See Teachers' Print to Script

Manual for position helps and proper

ways of writing the alphabet.
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C members of i\)c

Jb(ortlrwe$tcrit

&ultri( firo^uccB (fonucil
-''

^ ^
^ on

bcba^if of All cg^jj ^n^ poultry pro^ucem in

the ®i)trtccu inortl;7Wcetenx ic)tAte!:> cxpre^5

their sincere appreci'^ttou to

^•i5itcgik.€t>«rarl)0
who ;$ervec> ae Secretvxry of Borthwe^j^tent

'xnb vpbo per^ottally contribuIrGd atr inval^

uable service by crcattitgau cfftciciTtworkr

trrg^ rel^tionc-btp tbrougl^out ibe poultry
tn^iietry.

Presidentr

J^ccoi'dinq /Secreta.r^

^^w XVrk. City

A-Lig-uct IT, 1944-

A lieauifull) illiistraCrd pierp »l wurk fruni K. H. Mriaire. Trrnton. N. J.
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The Robinson Business College,

Waterford, Ontario, Canada, was re-

cently purchased by Mr. C. H. Mc-

Martin. a former graduate. This

school has enjoyed an enviable repu-

tation.

Mr. O. U. Robinson, the former

owner taught school for 43 years, 35

of which were spent in a wheel chair.

Mr. and Mrs. Robinson are now on

a 3000 mile motor trip to the western

part of Canada where he expects to

establish an Engrossing business.

Mr. Robinson is one of the very

fine penmen of Canada and he is a

man for whom we have the very

highest regard and admiration.

From Mr. Robinson we learned

that Mr. E. L. Click who was a very

skillful penman and for a good many
years lived in Spokane, died on July

26, 1940. Mr. Click will be remem-
bered by many of our older readers

as a very skillful ornamental writer.

A good signature and bird flourish

have been received from E. W. Gra-

ber, Creston, Ohio. The work was in

a beautiful brownish toned ink and

is very beautiful and exquisite.
.\ unique desisn by I). Bea

.^„,/
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ipl by H. .1. Walters. Chicago,

iniiner of qupstioncd riiM-iiments By B. H. White. IMymouth, lod.
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!&#"'it-'t« -^

n^<a..MK]PSiJ.l£LLry^7
President of tficlKmncapoUsBa^icball 8lub.Vicc-V"Vc5u-lcnt of'i he

^^TiTvcrican ^*£;octatic»n c«fFrcfcssional Baseball Clubi^. is the Ho-l

person in the J^Trncrican J^**ociattoii rated on *emotit\\ pcrsonalitv,

anb ^liMa-Jtn^ service since rhc i?ca<^\ie was created in. It^OtZ;

l^n^.whereas, he is in his fifricth year of baseball, all of which
have been nietnorable for his sterUno, equalities, c^ualitic^ that

arc possessed K' frvv n-jen in <x\i\> rrofes-f^ion in such an abundance.

'TTierefore. do \vc, his fellow directors oC tb.e ^•'Tmcvican iKsso

eiation, 30 enthusiastically on record In vni expi-ession approacb-

inci onlv an intimation of our appivciation of his courao^e. optiinisirs,

lo)\lltv, fairness, friendliness. +oi-csic!,ht. anb counsel ai->d what
thev have meant to us thi-ouoihout the vears.

We who have beeti privilec^cd to bash in the war-mth of bis

rabtant stnilc. to tl->riU ii-» the invia,oration at his hcaitv hanb-

clasp, to delight in the jov that comes onlv to those who can
call him frtciid, fervcntlv hope that he will be with us and
with baseball manv i-nore years. —

:Hnd may those vears be filled witli happiness, healtrk

and prosperity. ~

Columbus Boseball Club

|ndiar.opol.sBo8«ball Club

Konsas Ci-f-y BasaboH Club

> LouJsvill. Boseboll Cluh

. inneopolis Bo*eb-:>ll Cub

3r F.I.. PaseballClub

Tolecio 3asebc.M Club

rjul)? 15. 1944^
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This exquisite Marriage t'ertlflcate was made by Charles F. Johnsoa, and presented to Mr, and Mrs. Walter K. Oiinn.
Enitrosser in the Ames & Rollison Studio, 50 Church Street, Neiv Vork Cltj-.

>lr. Johnson dieci a few years ago and unquestionably wa
•lolinson and -Mr. Dunn s|)ent many years doine penwork.

of the most skillful engrossers in the I'niled .states. .Mr.

By <i. C. Green. Siiartlimore, Pa.
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Warmt tl.ifaijj* (Jarl^mtiu

litnijaiutu CLlttfrrtttm|haiu

A lessfin in lettering by E. L. Bn Rockland. Mainei

t O-VM I.T us for t xtbooks ] handwri tins.

Get our catalog today.

The Zaner-BIoser c ompan\
Kl> North Park St eet ( ill mlius ». <»llHt

•THE HAND OF HAUPTMAN,"
r. ..,; i',; .I..l,n Hfn.% Witnlm..'" :i's" ]',-t-^' -'',-,.1

J.
15

V.
Park

HARING
Row

& J. H
New

HARING
York 7. N. Y.

Manuscript Print to Script Scales
For Grades I and 2

Per dozen SI.ii2

Single copy, grade 1 2i;i

Single copy, grade 2 2U

The Zaner-Bloser Company
<il2 Xiirlh Park Street Columbus 8. Oliio

PENHOLDERS
ed or made to special orde

ction guaranteed.

CHAS. STRAHM
till Arapahoe
Boulder. Colo,

EDWARD c. MILLS
Script Speci ilists for Eng aving Purposes

P. (). I>ra«e r 982 K(i( hester 3, N. V.

The finest script obtainable for model 1

illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms works on correspondence.
arithmetic, and for eaders. spellers, etc. |

By appomtm ent only
1

SAN ANTONIO J.-s raiiious tm tlit- Alain

iHJ tine pciiiiiiiii.slnp. Send a dollar bill ;

fceivf a pictTue of the Alamo and some of

E. AUSTIN JONES

HIGCinS
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

Higgins Eternal Blatk ^ riling Ink is a jiiiro

carbon Ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity and

jet-black writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity- I' helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

HIGGinS Ifl
KIGGINSINK CO. INC. 271 NINTH STREET. BROOKIYN. N. T.

Write for my free

book "How to lit-

I*eniii:iU'", \v li i
( \\

K^^^^^i^i-A.^
liave lt^'^'mupli^lled

hy laliiiiK my foiiise.

i

B

r ni.v ravnine pens
t-aiititnl flnurislifd 1

T. M.
ox 25-C

Enclose IDc for ohl*

and ymir name with a

ird on a card. Wrlre

TEVIS
Chillicothe. Mo.
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SacV) xt)ox)\\) ^l)cr« ti?iU appear
ir) the oducator a jxtll cart<?i?p

page atout Patty arjd Paul
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and interestinB feature, by VVilber LeKoy Newark, iienn and artist of the Zaner-Blo

WRITE FOB catalog of penmanship sup-

plies, information on correspondence
courses or estimates on penwork.

The Zaner-Bloser Company
mi Ni.rth rark street ( ulunilms H, OIHii

Charles Bomont. 83 Montgomery

Street. Boston 16, Mass. has de-

veloped a very neat style of letters.

We want to congratulate him on hi.s

excellent work.

THE Z.-VNER-BLOSEB CO.MP.4NV, Colum-
bus, Ohio, can help you to get good
penmanship supplies. Write to them
today.

The Zaner-Bloser Company
lil2 North Park Street Columbus S. Ohio

.X-

liy H. O. Kfe.Hlii

FaHadeiia Businp-
Pasudcna. Calif.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in biMiks nt merit.

but espei-ially in bmtks <tf interest and value ti»

commercial teachers including b^Miks itf special

educational value and books on business sub-
jects. All such books will be brietty reviewed
in these columns, the object beini; to i;i\e suffi-

I'ieiit description of each to enable our readers
to determine its value.

The Basic History of the United

States, by Charles A. and Mary R.

Beard. Published by the New Home
Library. 14 West 49th Street. New-

York, New York.

This new book repiesents a tlist illation of
more than forty years of the cooperative
study, observance, and thought of Charles and
Mary Beard—foremost historians. Vividly, and
with exceptional flattery, it tells how our
preat souls came into being, how and why
it developed, and what physical, social, mili-

tary, political, economical, intellectual, and
spiritual events and circumstances produced
the American civilization in which we now
ii\e and work.

Compact in form and directed to the
general public this book was conceived and
executed as a project entirely new in purpose
and intent. While of obvious value to the
student it is not a text-book. It was written
especially for the multitude of mature readers
who wish to secure a knowledge of those
fundamental activities, ideas and interests
which are basic to :iny true understanding of
American History.

This History is unique in structure and
content. We believe that it will be one of
the Beard's most important and widely read
books.

Shorthand Transcription Studies, by
Irol Whitmore. Assistant Professor,

Indiana University. Bloomington.

Indiana, and S. J. Wanous. Asso-

ciate Professor of Office Manage-
ment and Business Education. Uni-

versity of California, Los Angeles.

California. Published by South-

Western Publishing Company. Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Cloth cover, 251

pages.

PVRPOSES. The final means of measuring
job competence of a stenographer is ability
to write shorthand and then transcribe it on
the typewriter at a good rate of speed.
Shorthand and typewriting skills must be co-
ordinated. Transcription skill must not be left
to accidental learning SHORTHAND TRAN-
SCRIPTION STUDIES is designed to provide
the final job-competence training of a steno-
grapher. It is therefore more than a com-
pilation of shorthand plates for transcription
practice.

SOME OF THE FEATURES ARE
LISTED BELOW

Reading shorthand in thought -phrase units.
Transcription rate compared with typing-

from-printed-copy rate.
Typewriting and transcription for compari-

son are on identical material.
Transcription from accurate plate notes.
Transcription from his own accurate notes

written from print.
Transcription of familiar materials taken

from dictation which is transcribed immedi-
ately.

Transcription from dictation of unfamiliar
material.

Transcription of dictation from 'cold" notes
on unfamiliar material.

Editing and revision of shorthand notes.
Correst use of the typewriter.
Punctuation and capitalization rules.
The correct use of words.

Proper spelling with new shorthand char-
acters.

Correct writing of shorthand for transcrip-
tion.

Proper reading of shorthand.
Proof reading and correction of errors.
Handling of transcription materials.
Typing control drills.

Transcription control drills.

Transcription speed drills.

Reading rate builders.
Selected goal writing from shorthand notes.
Calling-the-throw transcription drills.

One-minute transcription paragraphs for
speed spurring.

A MODEL LESSON. From the beginning
the book gets down to a concentrated plan
of skill building in transcription. It is not
left to accidental learning, but there is a
definite guided plan to make use of every
minute in each lesson.

TEACHERS" MANUAL. A teachers" manual
is furnished free upon the adoption of SHORT-
HAND TRANSCRIPTION STUDIES. It in-

cludes ( a » keys to all shorthand plates. ( b i

suggested time schedules for completing the
course. (c> unfamiliar material to be dictated
to the class, and (d> teaching suggestions.

^LACE OF THE COURSE. Transcription
may be taught (ai as a separate course, (bi
as a part of the typewriting course. (c> as a
part of advanced shorthand, or (d) as a part
of an integrated office practice program.

New Basic Readers for fifth and
sixth grades. DAYS AND DEEDS.
480 pages. PEOPLE AND PRO-
GRESS. 480 pages. By William S.

Gray and May Hill Arbuthnot.

Teacher's Editions of these readers,

each containing a Guidebook of 272

pages. By William S. Gray. Marion
Monroe, and May Hill Arbuthnot.

THINK-AND-DO BOOKS for

above readers. 97 pages. By Wil-

1am S. Gray and Marion Monroe.

Scott. Foresman and Company.
publishers.

These readers continue Dr. Gray's New
Basic Reading Program through the fifth and
sixth grades, and carry the same fundamental
principles of reading devolopment that have
made NEW BASIC books for the lower grades
so popular and successful, to this higher le\el

of pupil interest and ability.

The authors have put into the readers
stories by the country's leading ju^eniIe
writers. Written in language understandable
by fifth- and sixth-graders, each story has a
plot and exciting climax, and will command
the reader's respect from the point of literary
quality as well as intense interest. The stories
are chosen to promote ideals of good citizen-
ship, courage, loyalty—all the character traits
desirable for emphasis in developing growing
personalities. Many of the selections also
provide splendid background material for the
study of history, geography, social customs in

other lands.

These fifth- and sixth-grade readers offer a
splendid example of the aims of the authors
as revealed in the entire New Basic Reading
Program to correlate reading and life as it is

being and has been lived—to make reading
an enjoyable part of the child's Ii\-ing. as
eagerly sought after and as much fun as his
experiences in the baseball field in the neigh-
borhood vacant lot—and to build the better
and more intelligent citizens of tomorrow.

Basic Typewriting Drills, by S. J.

Wanous. Ph.D., Associate Professor

of Office Management and Business

Education, University of California,

Los Angeles. Published by the

South-Western Publishing Com-
pany. Cincinnati, Ohio. Paper
cover. 60 pages.

This book explains the techniques that
should be developed not only at the beginning
of but throughout the course to assure rapid,
steady progress. Drills and practice sug-
gestions are included that make the book
equally effective for all levels and for all

classes.

In BASIC TYPEWRITING DRILLS the
student is taken behind the scenes and told

in understandable language the things he must
do to become a good typist. He is given
pointed suggestions for correcting errors, for
increasing speed, and for building desirable
typing habits.

Each set of drills has a definite aim which
is made clear to the student so that he
derives the greatest good from his practice.

As a result, learning time is reduced. The
student is told what to do and how to do it.

E\ ery effort is made to de\elop the "feel"
of correct practice.

Since the drills are short, they enable the
student to practice intensively—even for short
periods. The monotony of repetitive practice
is relieved, and the student's interest is sus-

tained by a challenging note in the drills.

An eft"ort is made to create a •liking for
correct practice."

A determined effort is made in BASIC
TYPEWRITING DRILLS. too. to get the
student to use good techniques in typing from
problem copy as well as from speed- test- type
copy. This is the real test of typing skill and
assures efficient all-round use of the type-
writer.

WANTED — Several copies of

the December. 1943. issue of The

Educator. Address Box 679. c o

The Educator, Columbus 8. Ohio.

Booklet or Sheet Form— Artistic Designs -

Attractive Covers —Leather and Imitation.

Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for

Samples and Quotations.

B*8t Quality — Uiwest Cost

HOW.ARD & BROWN
ROCKL.4ND MAI.NK

The McGhee Studio

.Makers and liesigners of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.



Fascinating Pen Flourishing
CONTAINING A COMPLETE COURSE AND A COLLECTION OF MASTERPIECES PRODUCED

BY LEADING PENMEN

Fascinating
PenFlouris"'^^

THE ZAVER BUKER C

The most pretentious work: e\cr de\oted exclusively to the

beautiful fascinating art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning showing how to make the simplest

strokes and exercises and finishes with a great variet\ of designs

displaying the most skillful work ever produced.

Work representing the highest skill of the following penmen
of national fame appears in this book: C. P. Zaner, E". L. Brown,
C. C. Canan, H. B. Lehman, W. E. Dennis, H. S. Blanchard,

H. VV. Flickinger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L. Click, H. L. Darner,

L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behrensmeyer, M. B. Moore,
L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer, E. A. Lupfer, F. B. Courtne)',

Fielding Schotield, G. A. daskell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin,

J. A. Wesco.

Size 8^'2 X 11 in., 80 pages beautifully bound.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing Jl.OO

The Educator, one vear 1.50 . „ , . ~^ „„
( Both for $2.00

$2.50

The Zaner-Bloser Company
612 NORTH P.ARK STREET COLUMBUS 8, OHIO

A simple attractive birri releaHed from the pen and
Street, Tasadena. Calif. Mr. Meub is in the high schi*

fin the side does penwnrk and lettering with his famtiij

ell u\ ALBERT P.
ere he teacher hn;
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Two Great Aids
Many pupils fail to see the importance of hand-
writing and need something to arouse their

interest and desire for better handwriting.

With its monthly lessons, articles, specimens, etc.,

The Educator is one of the best aids a class can
have. It does arouse ambition for good hand-
writing.

Functional Handwriting is our latest text. It gives systematic drills for letters

and shows how to intelligently study and practice, getting quickest possible

results.

The ideal equipment is

The Educator, a year
F"unctional Handwriting -.

$1.50

_ .40

$1.90

BOTH FOR $1.65

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. Park St. Columbus S, Ohio

CORREI^PONDEXCE COUKSES
The Zanen'an College of Pt-iiniaiiship offers \ou scientific, well-planiied courses which can be

taken by correspondence in

Tuition Supplie.s

Business Haiuiwriting Course $10.00 $1.53
Roundhand or Engrosser's Script 12.00 2.60

Text Lettering and Engrossing 12.00 2.85

Advanced Engrossing 12.00 2.05

Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 3.10

The iii.structions are clear and to the point. They are the result.s of years of study and actual

experience in the classroom. The Zanerian has had an unequalled experience in training professional

penmen, engrossing arti.sts and teachers of penmanship. A large percentage of America's expert pen-

men ha\e received their start in the Zanerian. You also can receive the benefit of their experience

.ind skill by getting vmder their instruction now.

A combination of fresh-from-the-pen. handmade and printed copies anil instructions is used to

good adxantage. Enough of the handmade copies are gi\en to supply inspiration and enough of the

photoengra\ed copies are gi\en and enable us to gi\e the course at an extremely low cost.

Send vour enrollment and remittance todav to

Co/umbus, Oh/o-
612 NORTH PARK ST.
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CLARIDGI
• The Claridse is so ideally

located in the heart o( down'

town St Louis — and has so

many superior qualities - that

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world of travel. Only

two and one-half blocks from

Union Station. For finest food

in town - visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room

350 Rooms ^poAf^Z'25

WITH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICF WATER

ST. LOUIS
MISSOURI

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

LETTERING
;7.s-

HISTORY, PRIiNCIPLES & PRACTICE
by MATLACK PRICE

The Romance of Lettering giving the analysis of letters

of the alphabet, letter anatomy, serifs and principles of

letter spacing.

Roman, Mediaeval and 20th Century styles of lettering

in upper and lower case.

22 page booklet—per copy $ .50

.Additional mailing charge .10

SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING
^.v CHARLES E. B.ATEN, Spokane, Wash.

Bold type, easy to read and follow.

Exercises developed to produce high
.speed and superior skill in the min-
imum length of time.

Price 50c
The book offers a complete course covering machine
mastery, speed development, letter writing and difficult

exercises. 64 pp.

THE PALMER COMPANY 370 Atlantic A,e

Boston, Massachusetts

HANDWRITING SCALES . . .

help teacher and pupil to determine at a glance

if the writing is up to standard. Keep a record

of your progress by testing your writing on a

Freeman Scientific Handwriting Scale.

Cursive scales for grades 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Manuscript scales for grades 1 and 2

1 scale, postpaid 20c

1 dozen scales $1.92

Blackboard or Wall Strips

1 set postpaid $1.25

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

NON-SPILL INKWELL

It can't spill, even if

turned upside downl

It prevents waste of ink

through evaporation.

It gives years of service!

The glass bulb is replaceable

at 15c each!

The cap unscrews without

sticking, affording easy ac-

cess to the glass bottle for

cleaning and refilling!

Height—1 3/,
"

Diameter—2%

For school,

home use!

office and

Non-Spill Inkwell.

Net price, postpaid, 45c each

Net Price, per dozen, plus postage, $4.20

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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A Real Secretarial Course

for Colleges

. . Oeweiops the Exectitive Point of View

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY—A COLLEGE TEXT, by John Robert Gregg.

Virtually a self-teaching course. Assignments are so complete and clear that each student may

progress at his own rate with a minimum of supervision .... In 17 chapters the student pro-

gresses through 13 departments of an imaginary- office, learning to do the work in each depart-

ment—and the reasons for doing that work. He is constantly reminded of the problems of

management so that he acquires the e\ecuti\e point of view. 308 pages List $1.4S

WORKBOOK FOR THE PRIVATE SECRETARY contains assignments (except the

dictation material) with all forms and letterheads needed. Every assignment is practical and

is related to the department of the business that is being studied. There is plenty of work for

the most thorough course, but no "busy work"—every assignment has purpose. 153 work sheets

plus 40 pages of assignments and illustrations List $1.20

THE TEACHER'S HANDBOOK contains a wealth of helpful suggestions and key matter,

arranged for easy finding. All the assignments are indexed by subject matter in this

key. For an intensive course, choose from the index precisely the work needed by your class.

Ample related dictation matter is included. 12b pages. Net 40 cent.s.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY

New York Chicago San Francisco Boston Dallas Toronto London
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EDUCATION IN RUSSIA
Our readers and the general public

are not familiar with the educational

system in Russia. Occasionally, how-

ever, we get a glimpse of what is

going on.

Recently David M. Nichol com-

mented on the schools in the RSFSR,
stating that the schools opened on

September 1, and that a republic-

wide conference had been held re-

cently Ln Moscow, on education.

Effective this year for the first

time it is compulsory for boys and
girls at the age of seven to attend

school.

It is interesting to note that they

have 14,000,000 pupils in the Russian

Schools, 2,000,000 of which are be-

ginners.

Special emphasis will be placed on
discipline inside of the school and
outside of the schools. In many of

the cities boys and girls attend

separate classes.

Report cards are used similar to

those used in our schools. Graduat-

ing exercises are held for the fourth

and seventh terms and examinations

are held for certificates at the end of

the tenth term. It seems that an

effort is being made to improve the

level of instruction. Evidently Russia

realizes the importance of education,

and is doing something about it.

The commissar complained that

the instruction in the Russian

Language has not been satisfactory

as well as the teaching of mathe-
matics, chemistry, and geog^raphy.

No mention was made of handwrit-

ing. Perhaps the Russians already

have good legible writers and may
be pointing a way in handwriting.

One of the post-war objectives

should be to teach every boy and
girl to write legibly and easily.

CHICKEN TRACKS
Illegible writing is one of the worst

problems with which officials have to

contend in handling mail to the ser-

vicemen. There are thousands whose
careless scrawls almost defy reading.

Every writer expresses some in-

dividuality in his handwriting. Some
overdo it. There is so much in-

dividuality that there is no room left

for legibility.

Penmanship gets inadequate atten-

tion in school. The result is that by
the time a youngster has taken

feverish notes through high school

and college he has developed a style

of writing which looks like a cross

between shorthand and Mayan hiero-

glyphics.

There was a time when people

took pride in their penmanship. Old

diaries and letters reveal writing of

character. Perhaps the typewriter

and mechanized bookkeeping have

had a great deal to do with writing,

but this does not excuse illegible

writing.

Illegible writing is not confined to

the untrained and illiterate. Many a

high business executive writes such
an abominable scrawl that his signa-

ture would remain a mystery if it

weren't printed on the letterhead or

tjrped by a stenographer.

If you can't write so it can be read

afterwards, better print it.

OHIO STATE JOURNAL

Editorials such as this would do

much to arouse people to the serious-

ness of the handwriting situation.

Encourage newspapers and maga-
zines to give penmanship a boost, by
commenting favorably on handwrit-

ing whenever possible. Illegible writ-

ing is inexcusable.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..

612 N. Park St., Colunibus, O.
E. A. LUPFER Editor
PARKER ZANER ELOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $1.50 A YEAR
f To Canada and ; foreign 30c more >

Single copy. 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, gi\-ing the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. lAPKER. Zan Ciillei^e, Coliimbu

After much experimenting, it is

generally conceded by most teachers

who have secured results in penman-
ship that the best and most satis-

factory method is to devote a regular

period each day to the teaching of

handwriting, during which time drill

is given on movement and letter

forms. The teacher demonstrates the

proper movement at the blackboard

and points out the essential parts of

the letter forms and also moves
about the schoolroom offering sug-

gestions to individual pupils. The
teacher herself should be a good
writer and should be interested in

the subject and have as much know-
ledge of it as possible.

Enthusiasm
Perhaps after trying the first les-

son you may not have improved as

much as you think you should have

and your enthusiasm may be at a

low ebb. Well, forget the past, take

it easy and dig into it again. Great

battles are won by first preparing

the way. Men must be enlisted and

trained, supplies must be manu-
factured and plans must be drawn
up carefully in detail before any pro-

gress is made. So you must lay the

foundation step by step and not

expect to win big battles before you

are prepared. You may have your

ups and downs but if you stick and

work intelligently you will come out

on the winning side.

It's an excellent idea to collect

specimens each month to use in com-
paring the progress you have made.
It helps to keep up your interest.

Movement
A combination of movements is de-

sirable. A pure finger movement

produces slow writing. Whole arm
movement tends to carelessness. The
arm rolls on the muscles below the

elbow in making letters. The hand
glides on the little finger freely on
the upward stroke but rests on the

downward stroke. In some places the

fingers may assist in guiding the pen.

To develop free movement and get

the idea of how the muscles act, place

the arm on the desk in the writing

position, close the hand tightly and

while pressing on the muscles roll

the arm around quickly forming an

oval exercise. In a few minutes you

will discover the set of muscles used

in making most of the capitals. At

first one may write slowly while

gaining a knowledge of form, but it

is a good plan to work form and

movement together.

0(D(D(DO O OO Q^ OOO
Make the letter E freely and swing around retracing

and at the same time helps in forming the E.

it about six times. This will help to get a free movement

j^ (3^^^(33(3(3(3 (3 (3 333333
The E is a two story letter with the center loop dividing the letter in two parts. The top oval should be in line

with the bottom oval. End the same as in small i. Get about 12 letters to the line. Do not stop on the small

center loop. The capital E is made with a free swing, while the u is made with a more restricted movement. The

little finger slides freely on the upstroke but drags on the downstroke. This means that you must change from a

free movement to a restricted movement in writing words beginning with a capital. Practicing the Eu exercise will

strengthen these movements. Practice these exercises as needed. If you can make a good E go on to something

you can't do so well.

MKtmi<mi;^ii^:-^:^^^^:^c.--^^€.-^^...^-^^
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The small e is important. It must have daylight in the center otherwise it will be confusing with the small i.

Practice the various exercises. The first one helps to get an open loop while the second helps to straighten the
back. The back should be straight to conform in slant and firm down strokes to other small letters. A full open
loop however is more important. The movement should be continuous—no stops on e.

/yjy/y/y^ A^jy /Tjy /T /rjy jy/y
The D should begin with a rather straight line. The small loop should stand up on the line. The D touches the

baseline at two places. Does yours? Finish the same as O. upward. Keep your lines light. Don't grip your holder.

c^:^ <PU^ i::?^ <:^Z^ <i?Z^ i5t^

tf:?^ (:pL^ t:^ ,::^6^

The d is a combination of a and t. Make an a, then extend the top up as high as the t. Avoid loops in the d.

Close the a part or your d may resemble a ct or cl.

Draw slant lines to test your slant.

Cross the x up carefully. Do not extend the cross stroke above or below the head and base lines. Get the

cross stroke and upstrokes parallel. Finish carefully, and point the holder to the elbow.

Always use the letters in words to make sure you have really mastered the letter and can make a good one
when needed in various combinations of letters found in words.

The V has a turn at the top and bottom and ends exactly the same as w. Stop on the retrace and finish up
along the headline.

The finish of w is very important. Stop on the dot or retrace just before making the final swing. Get the

two sections to appear even.
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The r and s are very similar. They begin sind end the same and both extend slightly higher than the other

minimum letters. The r has a turn at the base line while the s is closed. If you get an angle at the bottom of the

r it will be confused with s and if the s is left open it will look like r.

:L^...

The r has a decided slowing up of movement on the shoulder. Both letters must be wide enough to be clear.

If the r is made too narrow it looks like i . Get as much space inside of r and s as you get in a and a turn in m.

These minimum letters are the easiest letters to make. Get turns and angles clear and where they belong. If

you sharpen a turn you will get letters which are difficult to read. The u will look like n and m like iu or in or some
other confusing combination.

Cross practice work saves paper encourages a free swing and helps with spacing. Some very attractive de-

signs can be developed. Send us some of the designs you have made. Send something different.
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A good cross word exercise. Strive for freedom to the right. Keep the hand off the side. Point the knuckles
toward the ceiling. Keep the eye of the pen up.

(3.
The u has two angles at the top and two turns at the bottom. Get even spacing uniform slant and the begin-

ning and ending strokes same length and curve. Glide into and out of the letter freely.

Keep forms um/orm in slant and height. Sharp tops: rounding bottoms. See that little /infer glides freely. Watch flmk.

This is a review exercise. Get the turns at the bottom of capitals and small letters uniform in appearance.

Avoid a wdde turn on the capitals and a sharp or narrow turn on small letters.

,c:^ <^::^!^^-z:^

After practicing these words practice other words containing d and short or minimum letters like: dare, do.

awarded, dado, dance, dander, deaden, etc.

C&&
It is important to constantly review letters and words which you have practiced. Each time you work on a letter

you discover something new and make improvement. Yoa make correct wTiting habits automatic by constantly

practicing.
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Relation of Eye Health and Efficiency to Reading and

Writing
Winifred Hatliav

Once upon a time a principal intro-

duced into her school a system of

writing founded upon what were

known as elements and principles. A
letter might be formed of first ele-

ment, third principles, loop. etc. A
small child laboring most uncompre-

hendingly with the intricacies in-

volved, received such a very poor

report in writing, that the parents

tried to discover the reason for some

of the difficulties. The child ex-

plained. "I did try to make the letters

like elephants but the principal was

so ugly that I didn't even want to

try to make any like her. " That the

child of long ago is still an exceed-

ingly poor writer may be due in some

respects, at least, to the confusion

arising from an absolute lack of

understanding of what the hierogly-

phics were all about. It will be re-

called that Emmy Lou experienced

similar bewilderment when, on her

first venture into this unknown world

of written expression, the teacher

said. "This is A and this is a, and

this is A and this is a" and then the

music teacher came in and said " 'do'

is A," and what is A! !

Present day methods have done

much to do away with most of these

early difficulties but there remains

considerable confusion which it may
be possible, with a little forethought,

to obviate.

At the present time, more atten-

tion is given to remedial reading

than at any other time in this his-

tory of education, with the result

that there have been unearthed more

possible causes for reading disabili-

ties than were ever thought of in

earlier philosophies. Nor have those

whose primary function it is to in-

still into youth principles of good

writing been idle; they, too, have

.sought for causes of failure or partial

failure and have, in many instances,

found the same or similar causes

underlying these closely akin sub-

jects.

Life often makes human beings

learn through failure rather than

through success. Thus causes of di-

sease are usually not sought until

the results of such causes have be-

After years of study, experience

in the schoolroom, experimenta-

tion, consultation of child-study,

specialists, school superintendents,

handwriting supervisors, and

teachers, The Zaner-BIoser Com-

pany offered for the first time in

handwriting books large writing

tor small children. That was a

good many years ago. At that

time it was uncertain how such an

innovation would be received

generally. The easy way would

have been to ha\e continued the

advocating of small writing but

Zaner and Bloser were convinced

of the soundness of the theory of

large writing for small children

that they were willing to gamble

on Its success.

Since that time much has been

written for and against large

writing, but as time has passed it

has become quite generally ac-

cepted among Educators, teachers,

and all those who have anything

to do with the training of children

that large writing is the only sane

lirocedure to follow. It safeguards

the eyes and health of the children

and enables them to get better

mental pictures and to execute

writing or manuscript with less

effort.

come apparent. Likewise in reading

and writing it has been necessary, to

some extent, to work backwards,

starting with the reading failures

and trying to trace the cause. Read-

ing and writing clinics have been set

up with numerous mechanical devices

as aids to correcting errors and

making good readers and writers out

of those who have failed to measure

up. This procedure has been essen-

tial. But it would be poor economy

to keep up this process indefinitely.

When causes are found, should they

not be used to predict and if possible

to prevent similar failures?

Some time ago. Garry Myers wrote

a little book, "The Prevention and

Correction of Errors in Arithmetic,"

presenting the theory that once an

impression is made on the brain, it is

there forever, whether it be right or

wrong. Later came Margaret A.

Stanger and Ellen K. Donohue with

a most readable and understandable

little volume on "Prediction and Pre-

vention of Reading Difficulties,"

which presented the same underlying

theory. It has a very definite message

for those interested in these subjects.

But how is it possible to predict

difficulties in order that prevention

may do away with the agonies of

discouragement and the emotional

upset that so often accompany the

failure to read or to write ? Because

of the complexities of human beings

and the interrelationship of body and

mind through the senses, it is not

always possible to predict, or pre-

dicting, to find adequate preventive

measures. It would seem wise, there-

fore, to begin with some predictions

that it is fairly safe to make.

Much has been written about read-

ing and writing readiness and various

classifications have been presented.

For general discussion it might be

well to make the following simple

grouping: Biological (vision, hearing,

general health, etc.), emotional, in-

tellectual, social. Naturally, there can

be no hard or fast line drawn; emo-

tional difficulties for instance, may
result from any one of the other

underlying causes. Since the subject

for discussion is the relation of eye

health and efficiency to reading and

writing, and since reading Emd writ-

ing are so closely bound up with the

sense of sight, it seems logical to

consider possibilities of prediction

from this viewpoint. As a first pre-

diction, there may be a general

assumption that if the eyes are so

affected as to be incapable of pro-

ducing a clear image on the retina,

the brain will receive an indistinct

picture for interpretation, in all

probability resulting in difficulties in

reading and writing for which some
preventive measures may be possible.

To be more specific, it is an estab-

lished fact that the eyes of the young

child are normally farsighted; he is

able to see objects at a distance much

better than those close at hand.
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Reading: and writing- difficulties may
be expected if beginning procedures

are heedless of this fact. Hence, in

initiating writing, the reproduction

of a word or a letter or a figTire

should be sufficiently large and clear

that the child may see it readily and
comfortably. If such preventive mea-
sures are not carried out the chances

are that the inability to obtain a

clear image without strain may re-

sult in an emotional reaction toward
writing.

If, however, instead of the normal
growth and development of the eye

mentioned above, the child's eyes are

myopic or nearsighted, it may readily

be foreseen that he will desire to

write as small as possible and to

keep the distance between him and
the material on which he is writing

as short as possible. In fact, he may
be found almost touching his nose to

the blackboard, paper or other

medium in order to see the symbols.

The initial steps in this case, will,

naturally, be to make every effort to

have the eye difficulty corrected be-

fore reading or writing is initiated.

The next step would be to demon-
strate the material in a size that the

child may be able to see at a safe

distance.

What is the prediction in cases of

astigmatism? Letters and figures

will probably blur or will get out of

alignment. In some types of astigma-

tism m and n may look alike, a and
o, 8 and 3; in other types, the up-

right letters may be confused: h and
n; b and d may be confused with

g and q. Here again, correction of

the eye difficulty is the first step,

then distinct differentiation must be
fully and carefully emphasized and
demonstrated in the letters or figures

used.

Muscle imbalance is also an eye
defect for which, if uncorrected,

writing and reading difficulties may
be predicted. A slight imbalance
may cause double vision so that there

will result difficulty in distinguishing

between the real and the imaginary
letter. Whole letters or parts of

letters may appear to run together

or to become indistinct. Here, too,

prevention lies in the correction of

the difficulty not only for the pur-

pose of reading and writing, but to

overcome the tendency that the child

may have to repress the use of the

deviating eye in order to get one
clear image. Glasses, in some in-

stances, orthoptic training, in others,

and operation in still others, may be

necessary.

But it is essential to find the diffi-

culty before the possible failure in

redding and writing sets up an inhibi-

tion that may result in an emotional

disturbance.

In the matter of dominance: domi-
nant eyedness, handedness, footed-

ness, etc., since it is an accepted

theory that the side of the brain

opposite the dominant side of the

body functions, where there is a

definite dominance on one side or the

other, no difficulties are predicted.

In cases, however, in which there is

confusion in dominance, or a confu-

sion arising from an effort to change
dominance, such as substituting the

use of the right hand for the left,

difficulties may be expected, and here

again, the other senses may be called

HANDWRITING & EYESIGHT
Eyesight and Handwriting can

be served best by—
1. Seeing that pupils are seated

to get the best light.

Starting pupils at the board

with large yellow crayon.

Using large pencil and writing

large in lower grades.

Teaching pupils to habitually

use a good healthy position.

Insist on legible, careful hand-

writing in all classes.

6. Equipping the students with

good supplies and texts.

Have a formal writing lesson

each day.

in to aid. Beginning at the left side

of the blackboard or paper so that

letters or figures are made from left

to right, having the child trace the

symbol in the air and on the board,

having him say it aloud as he traces,

will give the assistsince of the other

senses in making an auditory and
motor pathway to the brain as well

as a visual pathway, thus assisting

not only in preventing wrong deduc-

tions from visual images, but the

not uncommon error of reversals, so

hard to overcome once reversals

have been established.

But how is the teacher of writing

to find out these things? Must there

be a great deal of paraphernalia and
many expensive instruments in order

to discover tendencies? Naturally,

accurate tests and measurements are

desirable: for the eyes, a thorough

ophthalmological examination given

in conjunction with a thorough
health examination; psychological

and psychiatric tests for mental
ability, etc. But the teacher need not

despair if such are not available: she
may gain much information about
the pupils by developing a keen sense

of observation. So far as the eyes

are concerned, the Snellen chart test

may be supplemented by observing

the reaction of the pupils: where and
how they hold material; are they
using only one eye; do they blink

frequently; do the eyes water; do
they confuse objects that resemble
one another, etc. Any number of

simple tests for determining domi-
nance will be found in Stanger and
Donohue's "Prediction and Prevention
of Reading Difficulties."

The difficulties thus far mentioned
are those resulting from the influ-

ences within the child. Outside influ-

ences must likewise be considered:

the effect of the child's environment
upon his general health, his emo-
tional reactions, etc.

In any condition in which the sight

is concerned, light must be given
great consideration. The eyes are
but the visual pathway to the brain;

this pathway must be well lighted if

the message from the outside world

is to find its way to the brain. Light

must be adequate, properly directed,

properly diffused and without glare.

For the right-handed child light

should, in general, come over the left

shoulder so that in writing, the shad-

ow of the hand, pen. pencil or chalk

will not tend to obliterate the sym-
bols. For the left-handed child, the

opposite is true.

Seats placed diagonally at an angle

of 30 degrees away from the windows
will help prevent glare from the sky-

line; a seat turned too far results

in having the shadow of the child

cast upon his work. A small light

meter used by the children them-

selves will soon demonstrate this even

to the little folks. In how many
classrooms are any seating arrange-

ments made for the left-handed

child?

There are some subjects that might

be discussed very fully in this sec-

tion: first, systems of writing.

In an article written as the result

of research. Dr. Judd Beach sug-

gested a maltese cross as the test

measure of discovering eye deviation

from the normal; since the acute
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"Into Thy Handsyy

NGI.I.E M. AT8BERGER
Field Super\'isor of Zaner-Bloser Co.

Once again summer is on the wane

and vacation days are over. Home
again from the mountains, the sea-

shore, the camp and trail, are those

who were fortunate enough to plan

a reprieve from regular routine. For

countless others who are anchored

by circumstances to their little homes

in crowded city streets, comes wel-

come coolness as the shadows of

evening gather earlier and the first

tinge of autumn brings relief from

the burden and heat of the summer

days. The interval of play is over

and the nation goes back to work at

the biggest task ever to confront a

democratic people. And as the nation

strains toward this tremendous task,

the nation's children return to school.

During these years of fleeting

values we, as never before, are

brought to the full realization that

education is of inestimable value.

Great opportunity for Service lies in

the hands of parents and teachers.

Schools and communities are rapidly

becoming more fused into one com-

prehensive educational experience,

shared by youths and adults alike.

A school is not merely a beautiful

building no matter how lavishly

equipped with furniture, books and

apparatus. A school is a living

spirit,—daily triumphs of boys and

girls, under the guidance of skillful

teachers. As guardians of the perma-

nent good, our schools seek to serve

all human life in its finest and

strongest manifestations—not the life

of any single class, profession or

interest.

The first day of school in the first

grade. A group of tiny tots, emerg-

ing from babyhood and making their

first venture into the serious business

of living. There they are at their

places in the classroom. Their

mothers, who brought them to school,

have departed. The teacher strives to

achieve some semblance of order

The great moment has arrived—they

are in school!

I wonder how many of us realizr

what a tremendous change in a

child's life is made by his first day

in school.

The little child pictured herewith

is typical. One need not be a trained

child-psychologist to find mirrored in

this baby face the eagerness, the

fear, the satisfaction, the misgivings,

the joy and loneliness that are

creating a turmoil in this child's

heart. His has been the joyous free-

dom of the home, and now he is

sensing the beginnings of regimenta-

tion. He has moved in a circle where
love and affection and deep personal

interest reigned. Now he is in the

hands of a stranger. Heretofore,

more or less, play has been given to

his whims and fancies. Now he

senses the fact that he is a member
of a group which implies the giving

up of one's own way. Even in a

school whose policies are based on

reason and a full sympathetic under-

standing of child nature, that first

day in school must be a profound

shock to little boys and girls.

This shock is necessary, however.

It would seem that it is part of the

price we pay for being civilized.

These tiny tots reach forward in all

eagerness to everything that pro-

mises to hurry them away from
Babyhood. The normal child is eager

A l.vpiial firNi

to have done with it. Of course he

finds this business of growing up
rather difficult at times. It takes its

toll of his freedom and irresponsi-

bility and hurts and bruises him
more than a little. Yet all in all, he

will accept it gradually and willingly

as a necessary part of the general

plan that will free him of helpless-

ness and dependency and satisfy that

urge which is in every human crea-

ture to be sufficient unto himself.

Contemplating these little first

graders, we as teachers and super-

visors cannot help but wonder what
their world will be like twenty years

from now. Things are moving with

such breath-taking rapidity these

days that we have every reason to

believe that a score of years will

produce a world quite different from
that in which we live today. Some
people are quite sure that there is

little ahead for these tots save misery

and fear and insecurity. Others of

us are more hopeful. Somehow we
have faith that God, in Whose Hands
they are, will protect them and will

enable us to develop in these children

those qualities which constitvite

strength for life—thoughtfulness, ap-

plication, consideration for others,

and willingness to face strange

situations squarely.

These little ones in the first grade
must, to be sure, learn how to read

and write and spell and figure. The
school has the responsibility of im-

parting the fundamentals of literacy.

Yet the possession of these funda-

mentals is not enough. Even at the

beginners stage, the children acquir-

ing these various skills, should be

given an opportunity to put the skills

to work in actual situations which
afford opportunities for utilizing

them.

We learn to live by living. The
closer the classroom approximates

actual life, the more that it requires

of the children in the way of judg-

ment and decisions and responsi-

bilities that are real, the more effec-

tive will be its work. Likewise, the

more responsibility the school puts
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on the individual child, the more
opportunities it affords him. for

initiative and self-direction, the less

it regiments him and subjects him
to the tyranny of the teacher, the

better his chances of achieving true

character development.

In this first, important year, there

must of necessity be close coopera-

tion between home and school. The
things that are real and actual in

the child's homelife should be the

basis of the first-year curriculum.

Teachers and parents should work
together in understanding and en-

lightened cooperation to produce this

plan of continuity.

Reason and common sense would
seem to indicate that as times

change, so too must the curricula of

our schools. There are extremists

who would obliterate the entire tra-

ditional curriculum and extremists

on the other side who fight with all

the power that is in them against

the introduction of anything new or

different. True, there are certain

essentials which are of perpetual

value, but even these essentials need

to be organized and presented differ-

ently in different times.

As a Supvr. in Primary and Ele.

levels the greatest endeavor is to

convey to the teachers the particular

obligation of developing and rescuing

the creative energies of the child

who is living in a highly mechamistic

age where everything is readymade
and most processes reduced to

routine. Experience proves that

music and art and construction work
and socialized activities of one kind

or other answer some deep need in

the heart of a child and have in-

estimable value for the development

of personality and the training of

character. Sight and hearing are but

two of our senses. Sometimes we
find the truth through the tips of

our fingers, sometimes through the

activity of our muscles, very often

through the doing rather than

through just seeing and listening.

Yes, the future belongs to these

youths. They shall grapple with the

things we cannot ourselves foresee,

protected vnth an Armor of our

making—an armor of physical fit-

ness, an armor of moral and spiritual

strength, an armor of insight and
initiative power, and last but not

least an armor of love—deep, abiding

love in our country and in the

American dream.

B.v E. I,. BROWN. R.irkland. .Me.

:)f)1T(r)T?§(iI

3bri>cfi|liiiklmnDpqrstiiuiDxiri
This alphabet was made by A. B. TOLI.EV. Washington, D, C. one of America's finest engrossers.
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Some Interesting Facts About Birds

Someone has said, "Eat. drink and

be merry, for tomorrow ye may die."

I do not like that. I would say laugh,

whistle, sing, and be happy Eind thus

ye shall live on forever. I believe

happiness is the main pursuit of life.

If that be true, would it not be wise

to give more attention to the study

of birds and learn their secret of

happiness? They sing throughout

the day and many birds sing through-

out the year. They sing when they

are joyful or when they may be cold,

hungry, or hot. Perhaps they sing

during trying times in an attempt to

forget their discomfort. I have heard

them sing when the day was cold

and dreary, and I wondered why they

sang. Perhaps they could see the

silver lining behind the clouds and
were glad.

Beautiful pictures, sweet music,

and fine poetry are given to us as

inspirations for the finer things of

life and thus to make us happy.

Beautiful penmanship is also among
the finer things of life. I do not

believe one can produce the finest of

any of these things without an ap-

preciation of the wonderful things of

God's Creations. The flowers, the

trees, the snow-capped mountains, the

white-cap waves, or a beautiful sun-

set are works of the Great Artist.

The bird is the finest of all of His
creations.

I have suggested that a study of

birds might be a pleasant and profit-

able hobby for anyone whose work
keeps him indoors most of the

time. It seems to me that aside from
a "hobby interest" or am "artist's

interest," we all, in general, might be

interested to know that perhaps birds

are the most remarkable in their

habits and physical make-up of all

things of the animal kingdom.

Birds are the only animals possess-
ing feathers. They are all alike in

that respect, yet there are between
13,000 and 14,000 known different

species found in the world today.

Some 800 or more are found in North
America.

The evolution of the bird from the

ancient, crude reptile to its present

highly developed state has been made
and controlled primarily because it

was necessary to develop an efficient

flying machine. The bird today is the

ideal "heavier than air" flying ma-
chine. Birds do not fly just because

they have wings. They are able to

fly because of the many adaptations

of their bodies. Their heads, bodies,

legs, tails, air-sacs, and many other

things enable them to rise from the

ground and speed successfully

through the air.

There are four main requisites of

an efficient flying machine. They are

Lightness, Strength of Structure,

Compactness, and Power.

Birds today do not have teeth as

their early ancestors had. Teeth
would require heavy jaw bones and
large head and neck muscles. Nor is

their tail long and heavy like that

of the ancient reptile.

Every one needs a hobby. Many
more could follow pen work as a

hobby.

The bones of birds are hollow and
do not contain marrow as do the

bones of other animals. The bird's

body contains many air-sacs which
are connected with the lungs. When
the air-sacs are filled with air the

whole body becomes light compared
to its size.

Great strength of structure is

given to the bird due to the excel-

lence of its frame work of muscles
and bones. Bones are fused together

and there is much over-lapping of the

bones. Special provisions are made
for the attachment of strong muscles.

The muscles which manipulate the

wings are relatively many, many
times more powerful than similar

muscles of man.
The weight of the bird's body is

kept very close to the center of

gravity. The wings, head, legs, and j

tail are light. The flight muscles are !

attached to the breast bone instead ;

of to the wings. The muscles of the

legs are close to the body and are

attached to long tendons which ex- "

tend down to the feet and toes. The '

body is comparatively short and deep i

in order that the heavy liver, gizzard ;

and intestines may be kept close to !

the center of gravity.

Birds store up fat on their bodies '

which serves as fuel. A bird's heart !

beats very rapidly and its normal
temperature is nearly ten degrees

higher than man's. Its tissue is ,

burned up and replaced very rapidly

and that indicates that energy in the

form of muscular power is liberated

rapidly.

There are many brilliantly colored

birds; yet there are but four color

substances or pigments found in a

bird's feathers. These are black,

brown, red and yellow.
|

There is a green pigment in the

African Plantain-eater, but in other

birds green is due to refraction.

Yellow or brown pigments are over-
;

laid with a structure which refracts
,

the light. Blue and metallic colors

are caused in the same way. A Red-
]

bird is red in any light because of a

red pigment, but a Bluebird is blue

only by a reflected light. If a Blue-

bird's feathers become wet or if it

is in a dark place it may appear to

be of a dark brown color. Atmos-
pheric conditions affect colorization

to a certain extent. A bird of the

open country of West Texas will be

of a lighter color than the same
specie of the woods of California al-

though it has the same color pattern.

A bird's eyes are developed very
highly so that he can see great dis-

tances and follow swiftly moving ob-

jects. It can change the focus of its

eyes instantly and become far-

sighted or near-sighted at will.

Birds consume large quantities of

food compared to their size. A young
robin may eat as much as fourteen
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feet of earthworms in a day. Dr.

M, D. Pimie reports that a young
bird weighing 31 grams consumed, in

one day. 48 g^ams of earthworms.

Birds destroy tons and tons of weed
seed, millions of insects and worms,

and thousands of rodents. One Purple

Martin will catch and consume 2,000

or more mosquitos in one day. There

would be little hope for mankind Lf

it were not for these natural enemies

of those destructive agencies. Yet

man is one of bird's worst enemies.

First are cats, the red squirrel is

next, then man. The muscles of a

young bird's throat are so arranged

as to cease acting when the bird has

been sufficiently fed. It is impossible

to over-feed the young bird because

when it has had enough food it can-

not swallow more. Some young birds

cannot swallow until their lip has

been pressed. This excites the muscles

of the throat and enables the bird to

swallow. That is why some baby
birds have such an extra large mouth
or lips.

Many birds are wonderful singers.

Some sing throughout the whole year
except during their moulting period.

The Scarlet Tanager and the Wood
Thrush can "throw" their calls like a

ventriloquist. The Finfoot of South
America may growl like a dog. The
Mockingbird has been known to give

32 different kinds of bird calls in two
and a quarter minutes, without once
repeating a single call. The vocal
chords of a bird are located at the
lower end of the windpipe. This ar-

rangement enables the bird, though
it may be very small, like a canary,
to sing with great power, and
volume.

Bird eggs are among the most

beautiful things of all Creations of

Nature. If the eggs are exposed to

danger they are given a protective

coloring. This same color protection

applies to the mother bird. The male

is the brilliantly colored bird and the

female is colored for protection of

her nest and eggs. When she is off

the nest the eggs must be protected

by colorization.

Eggs which are never exposed, like

those of the Woodpecker, Kingfisher,

and other birds who nest In hollow

trees, bird boxes, etc., are white. The
number of eggs laid depends upon
the mortality rate of the bird. Such
birds as the Guillemot and Razorbill

lay only a single egg. Birds like the

Quail lay many eggs and raise more
than one brood during a season.

The Hummingbird lays the small-

est eggs: the Ostrich lays the largest.

The Hummingbird's egg is about the

size of a small bean. The Ostrich's

egg is nearly as large as a man's

head. Precocial birds—those more
fully advanced when hatched—lay

larger eggs than altrical birds. The
larger egg is necessary because there

is more development of the young
bird within the egg and more food

yolk must be stored up for that pur-

pose.

Birds do not sleep away the win-

ters as many other animals do. Many
birds fly long distances from the Far
North to the Far South. Millions of

birds cross the Gulf of Mexico, a

distance of from 500 to 700 miles,

during a single flight. Hummingbirds
make a long journey in their migra-

tion. They have been known to

"hitch-hike" a part of the way upon

the back of a wild goose. Aristotle

was one of the first wTiters to dis-

cuss Bird Migration.

Birds use their bills as trowels,

chisels, augers, needles, and several

other tools in constructing their

nests and in the search of food. The
Woodpeckers have a "spike-like"

feathered tail which they use to help

support them when they are sitting

on the trunk of a tree. They use

their bill to bore a hole in a tree,

then stick their "file-like" tongue ui

the hole and withdraw the grub and

worm which they have found.

Hummingbirds have long bills

which they use in gathering their

food from the flowers, but the baby
Hummingbird has a short bill. The
Hummingbird is the only bird which
can fly backward.

These are but a few of the many
interesting things which might be

related about man's most beautiful,

most fascinating, and most useful

friend—the bird.

"Thus on Earth's little ball to the

birds you owe all, yet your gratitude

is small for the favors they've

done "

Andrew Long

Joyce Kilmer wrote:

"Poems are made by fools like me
But only God can make a tree."

I would add:

My poems are made by playing

with words;

God made the trees for the home
of birds.

C. E. Chamberlin

m^^ y^^jy

Y/^/ ^^^^^^2^5^

By E. A. Ll'PFER
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Talks on Engrossing and Illumination
ANDREW KOLI.ER—DesieninK. Engn

Contributiii

nK. Eneravine. Philadelphia. Pa.

VELLUM
A heavy calfskin prepared for

writing- and illuminating is commonly

known as "Vellum" but vellums are

also prepared from sheep and goats.

An especially fine vellum is pre-

pared from lambs and from stUl-bom

and newly bom calves. Some of the

finest examples of small manuscripts

such as missals and books of hours

were written on Uterine Vellum.

When we mention "Writing" in

these articles we refer to "engross-

ing" or hand drawn lettering, for

writing, and lettering are syn-

onymous for our purposes here. Indeed

the "Greeks seemed to consider writ-

ing and drawing as essentially the

same process since they used the

same word for both.'

One of the finest vellums is known

as "Romsm Vellum" and is prepared

with great care from lambskin. It

is thin, about the weight of a good

grade of parchment (or if you are

familiar with Cranes papers about

the weight of Cranes 44). This

vellum has no buff tinge, but rather

is a pure white with a delicate

"tooth" or true vellum surface: the

surface may best be described to the

uninitiated as resembling the surface

on a matt interior paint rather than

the glossy surface natural to parch-

ment. Both sides of Roman Vellum

are alike so that it is very difficult

to detect the hair and the flesh side

of the skin, therefore it is beautifully

adapted to book work, (album form

as against sheet form of engrossed

and illuminated work).

This vellum is seldom found for

sale in America, but it could be im-

ported before the war from England

from one manufacturer known to the

writer. War conditions make it diffi-

cult to obtain vellums at the present

time.

In normal, pre-war times, parch-

ments and vellums came into the

country duty free and could be deliv-

ered by parcel post to your very

door with no more trouble than

ordering dress materials or a buck

saw blade from Sears Roebuck.

Roman Vellum works beautifully

under a pen, need not be pounced

and reasonable erasures can be made
upon it.

Goat Vellum is heavier, possibly

about twice the thickness of parch-

ment and comes both in pure white

and toned. By the term "Toned" is

meant a deep cream color. The skin

shows a flesh side which is entirely

unsuitable for engrossing, and a hair

side which is the side to be used.

The white goat vellum is glazed or

impregnated with chalk. The surface

similar to the "Kelmscott" vellum

which will be described later. Reason-

able erasures may be made on it.

Natural goat vellum may also be

obtained without chalky surface.

Engrossing is a FINE ART
worthy of the efforts of anyone
interested in art. It is a life's

work ajid will produce a good

living for anyone who becomes
skillful in its execution and appli-

cation. Prepare yourself for a
good future.

Calf Vellum usually is heavy,

about as heavy as the cardboard

from which a Shredded Wheat pack-

age is made. The surface is beauti-

fully toneti and mottled in shades of

cream, blending toward a light yellow

ochre. The hair follicles are dis-

tinctly discernable and the skin lends

itself to beautiful effects when il-

lumination in gold, (particularly

raised, burnished gold) is used, and

when the hues of the colors in the

illumination, are strong.

Sheets of this vellum cockle with

an undulated wave that lends charm
to the work. Where such a cockling

is undesirable the vellum may be

mounted upon a board of heavy

prestwood like Masonite or on ply-

wood using a hot glue containing

very little water. An article on

"Mounting" will appear later in these

.series of articles.

Mounting panels heavier than '+"

thick are desirable when mounting

heavy vellums. On calf vellum

erasures may be made with impunity.

Pouncing with powdered pumice,

dental grade is desirable.

"Kelmscott" vellum is also a heavy
vellum, chalk white in color, and
suitable for framed pieces. The sur-

face being chalky and smooth makes
it difficult to erase on it. The ink

strikes into the chalky coating. Also
one can not very well go over any
ink lines. The surface softens and
the pen is apt to pick up a bit of

black coating where the ink is in-

corporated with this chalky surface.

It is a very expensive vellum and
usually obtainable only in small

sheets. Any artist who is accustomed
to working with Austrian or with

domestic "Scratch Board" which is a

chalk coated bristol board can suc-

cessfully work Kelmscott vellum, but

it will be found to be exasperating

to the amateur.

Binder's vellum is used to bind

books with. It is a cream colored,

heavy skin, with a glazed surfaced

like chintz cloth, and while rich

effects can be obtained on it by a

skillful illuminator, it is not worth
going to the trouble to do serious

work on it when calf vellum is ob-

tainable. It is horn-like in texture

similar to the texture of a drum
head. Ink floods on it and it must be

well pounced with pumice.

The author considers the best re-

sults are obtained on parchments and
vellums by the use of a cut pen,

either turkey quill or goose quill. If

you must work with a steel pen, see

that it is carefully honed and that

you use some type of ink retainers

with it.

Later in the series an article will

be devoted to pens, both steel and
quill, their preparation and care.

In the meantime, for one who is

not familiar with the use of a quill

pen, it is urgently recommended that

you read one of the best books on

the subject "Writing, Lettering and
Illuminating" by Walter Johnson and

obtainable from the The Educator.

Don't forget to pray earnestly for

our boys and girls in the service of

our country. We are still fighting

that war.

Andrew KoUer
(Ser articles in Marrb, May and Sept.)
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By H. L. DARNER. Strayer's Business College. Washington. D. C.

Free Book,
Good

Write for
'How to
Penman." Enclosi
a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully written.
Write today.

THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL
438 Ridge Building

signature such as Mr. A. P. MEVB,
Pasadeoa* Calif, signs to his letters. His
work Is full of life and freedom.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.
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Roundhand or Script is a firm

heavy style of writing usable for

many occasions. It is a very old

style, dating back several hundred

years. Its beauty depends upon cer-

tain mechanical regularities, such as

size, slant, spacing and thickness of

lines. It also must have contrast

between light lines and shades. Down-
strokes are shaded.

Size is secured by ruling accurate

head and base lines. You will be

able with a little practice to keep

within these guide lines and do work
very regular in size.

Slant is controlled mainly by get-

ting into the right position. Paper
directly in front of your body. Do
your writing in front of your nose

and pull down toward your nose.

The scope or distance in which you
can do good work is very small, much
smaller than in business writing.

Move your paper often, up and down
and left and right as needed. Make
all downstrokes with finger move-
ment resting the hand on the fleshy

or heel part. Pen in oblique should

slant in same direction as shades.

Spacing should be even. Simply
keep all your letters solid and close

together. Equal spaces in and be-

tween letters. Measure the spaces in

and between letters by blacking them
in solid. See that the space in the

o is the same as in a or in the turns

of n and h, etc.

Thickness of line is important and
to develop uniform shaded strokes

requires uniform pressure. Practice

many under and over turn e.xercises

and letters like i, n, m, etc. See that

all shades in this lesson are the same
in thickness. Compare the shade on

s with the ones on a. Usually one

has more difficulty to get even shades

in letters with short and long shades

like d, h, k, p, g, q, and z than in

the short letters given in this lesson.

Contrast is necessary to put beauty

into your work. Keep your ink thin.

Add a little water when the lines

become black. You can add water as

long as you do not thin down the

shade. Keep the pen point clean and

change pens as soon as one wears

down or becomes sprained or

scratchy. It does not pay to use

worn out material. Take care of

your tools and keep them in good

shape as long as you can.

yC€ryj^^yy(W€yj7MMyJM

Practice the Roundhand turn exercise % of an inch high. So far all of our letters are supposed to be made
large. Large letters give one a clearer mental picture and are easier to make accurately.

The second exercise is similar to the first one excepting the pointed top. Keep this exercise relatively straight

even though it is intended for curved letters.

The c, e, o, and a all have the same beginning stroke. Study it carefully. Get a nice clear turn at the base line.

You should raise the pen on turns at the base line.

Notice the slight difference between the body of o. and body of a. The o is curved equal on both sides while

the a is flatter on the right side than the left. Study the details carefully.

Practice these and other similar words. After writing several lines, check for size, slant, spacing and thickness

of lines. When you discover some errors or weak spots, go to work trying to correct it. Are all your letters resting

on the base line ? Let's try it again.
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SPECI3IENS RECEIVED

We receive many specimens from

penmen each month. Here are a few

recently received from skillful pen-

men.

F. O. Anderson
Devils Lake, N. D.

H. P. Behrensmeyer
Quincy. III.

A. P. Meub
Pasadena. Calif.

J. A. Navarro
Saticoy, Calif.

H. E. Hansen
623 N. Michigan St.

Plymouth, Ind.

H. Ewell Hope
Box 229

Marietta, Georgia

Handwriting Expert Ha.s Strange

Experience

From the Gazette and Daily, we
learned that Arthur P. Myers of 963

E. Market Street, York, Pa., recently

had a very queer experience and
handwriting case. A man. accused

with three others of check forgery

whom he had testified against in a

gruelling cross examination for four

hours, committed suicide during the

night. Mr. Myers was the chief wit-

ness for the state.

Mr. Myers was one of the hand-

writing experts in the Hauptman
trial. In all his fifteen years ex-

perience as a handiATituig expert he

has never had a similar case.

It is very difficult for one to con-

ceal his handwriting when it comes
under the magnifying glass of the

handwriting expert.

E. H. Fearin of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

recently paid us a visit. Mr. Fearin

is now devoting his entire attention

to questioned handwriting work.

OH WHAT'S THE USE O' GRUMBLIX"?
By Guy Lockwood

Oh what's the use o' grumblin' ?

If you must—of coursem you must

—

There 'aint no use o' pinin'

As if your heart would bust;

A' kickin' and a' scoldin'

Or a wishin' it 'aint so,

Oh what's the use o' grumblin' ?

Best let the dam thing go.

Oh what's the use o' whinin'.?

Spilled milk is spilled, I say.

An' grumblin' will not help it.

Besides, it is a way
That people get to doin'

About their little, cares,

A mumblin' and a'grumblin'.

An' a pullin' out their hairs.

Oh what's the use o' grumblin'?
If it is—of course IT IS,

And' 'though you grumble 'bout it

That aint no use—Gee Whizz,
If you don't like it that'a way,
Why, jist get up and dust

An' change it by yer actin',

Fer if its changed—you must.

Oh what's the use o' grumblin' ?

Things come 'bout as they should,

Of course they might be different

If laws were understood.

An' we would all obey 'em

—

I don't mean laws of man
But laws of the Great Builder

Who built things on a plan.

Oh what's the use o' grumblin' ?

'Tis best to laugh or smile,

Or crack a grin—stick out the chin.

Though heart hurts all the while,

A smiling face may cover

A breaking heart sometime,
And KEEP THAT HEART FROM BREAKING,
So here I close my rhyme.

PENHOLDERS
Repaired or made to special order.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHAS. STRAHM
611 Arapahoe
Boulder. Colo.

HANDWRITING TEXTS for all grades,

high schools, business colleges and private

schools. Write for catalog of books and
supplies.

A heavy signature by MAJOR F. O. ANDFRSON. DeviU

This is the type of script which niakeH good adverti^ting cu

srript.

Lake. North Dakota,

i. especially newspaper
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

Two forces are employed in orna-

mental writing, a creative force and

a controlling: force. Both must go

hand in hand to prevent scribbling

on the one hand and labored, cramped

writing on the other hand.

Rest the arm on the muscles below

the elbow and let the hand glide on

the little fingers. Keep a relatively

free hand. Keep the side of the hand

up off the paper. Smooth lines are

secured by swinging the hand freely.

The power comes from the muscle

of the shoulder and arm. The fine

control comes largely from the little

fingers, and muscle below the elbow.

Movements vary on different letter

forms and sizes. The large capitals

and flourishes are made with a free

sweep of the hand, sliding the fingers

freely.

Smooth graceful lines can be se-

cured only by a free swing. A slowly

made stroke always looks labored

and kinky.

Small minimum letters can be

made slower than large letters and

look O.K. Many penman use some

finger or combination of finger and

arm movement. The little fingers

resting on the fleshy part rather

than the nails glide freely on up-

strokes of small letters and slips but

very little on downstrokes.

Business writing is intended for

business purposes, and as such must
be written quickly and vrtth few

pen lifts. One can profitably learn

to write a good business hand before

the ornamental is attempted. Many
forms are similar but one is a prac-

tical art while the other is a fine

art.

In ornamental penmanship one

can raise the pen often and take as

much time between strokes as de-

sired, but when the pen is making
a stroke it must be swung freely

until the stroke is completed.

Some penman require hours to

write one good specimen. Perhaps

A. D. Taylor, one of America's finest

ornamental writers, spent half a day

on the excellent letters now hanging

on the walls of the Zanerian. Much
time was spent on planning it, writ-

ing it and retouching it. Every

shade was reloaded and retouched or

built up where needed.

You have to get ready or poised

for each stroke, not going too hastily

from one stroke or letter to the next

one. Remember that it is quality not

quantity that is desired in ornament-

al penmanship.

This is the indirect oval shaded on the downstroke. On some try shading every other downstroke. Keep the

shade in the center, rather high. Put plenty of snap into the shade. Swing it freely with no finger movement.

Decreasing and increasing the size may be difficult, but if you don't get it real well, don't worry for it is only

an exercise after all. The more skill you acquire on exercises the better you can control letters.

The Q and Z begin alike. The Q has a long flat loop, while the Z has a short upright loop. Raise the pen before

making the finishing oval on Q and the bottom part of Z.
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Classroom Questions
Fearl Tultle -Ma

Since I am really teaching pen-

manship now and my fifth and

sixth grades are interested, I am
going to be busy if I keep up

their interest all year. Will you

please give me a few suggestions

on maintaining interest ?

It is easier than one may think to

keep the interest moving along in

penmanship. Here are a few sug-

gestions.

Progress

Continue to note progress week by
week. Every once in a while make a

specimen to compare with the copies

made the first week of school, the

sixth week, and so on. This is one

of the best means to your desired

end.

Encouragement
Encourage pupils by calling atten-

tion to their good letter forms, good
slant, good size, good spacing, good
alignment, fine, dark lines, and any
other quality that is commendable.

Aims
Have a specific aim for each class

period. Over the year's time, be sure

to have worked for all the general

and specific aims of the grade. In

this way the work will be well

covered.

Specimens
Show good specimens of pupils'

writing to the class. Discuss the

good qualities. Specimens made by
professional penmen arouse a great

deal of interest among pupils. Let
them examine different styles of

writing such as: business, flourishing,

roundhand, and engrossing. This
should be done all year as the oppor-
tunities can be made. Just one lesson

is only a beginning.

PupU-eftorts

If the teacher can show the ciiild-

ren how the different styles of writ-

ing are done, some pupils will be
interested in trying one or more of

them for themselves under the direc-

tion of the teacher. Using the special

pens is a treat. The blackboard is

an excellent place for the pupils to

practice and try their ability on
some new styles. This helps to main-
tain and also increase interest in

penmanship.

Uses

Discover, discuss, and show as

many samples as possible of the

different uses of the various kinds

of writing as used for school, busi-

ness, and government. Documents,

programs, invitations, announce-

ments, certificates, diplomas, bill-

boards, blackboards, magazines— all

show the definite needs and uses of

handwriting. It is surprising to see

how roundhand. engrossing, and even

business writing are used to advan-

tage in advertisements in magazines
and posters. Some of the above may
be made in school by the pupils.

Attractive invitations, announce-
ments, and programs may be done
in hektograph ink by pupils and
hektographed for school use.

Historj-

The story of handwriting from the

earliest times to the present is an
interesting approach.

Time

Many of these suggestions can be

carried out in other class periods and
in free periods as the materials come
to hand and the opportunities present

themselves. However much of this

can be worked into the handwriting
classes with interest and profit with-

out violating practice-for-improve-

ment periods. In fact the practice

periods will be more meaningful.

Practice

LET EVERY WRITTEN LESSON
BE A WRITING LESSON.
Each pupil should know what he

is trying to accomplish or the prac-

tice periods are wasted.

Scrap Book

Specimens of one's own writing to

show progress, samples from pro-

fessional writers, and clippings from
newspapers and magazines showing
the different kinds and uses of pen-

manship may be kept in a scrap

book .

Conclusion

As these and other ideas are

carried out, the pupils will become
more and more writing conscious and
interest will not only be maintained
but increased.

I have a third grade class. When
shall I introduce writing with

pen and ink '?

The time for introducing pen and

ink will vary somewhat with the

ability of the pupils.

Since it is commonly felt that most

groups of children should begin the

cursive writing at about the middle

of the second grade, the ctiildren will

have had only about one-half year's

work in cursive by the time they

reach the third grade. Some of it

has been lost or corrupted at least

during the summer and at the begin-

ning of the third year it is important

to reteach position of paper, arm,

hand, and body. Another problem to

deal with is the reduction of the size

of writing in the third grade. These

problems will keep one busy for a

while and it would seem best not to

introduce pen and ink until the

children are writing with ease with

pencil. They should be ready for this

third problem at about the middle

of the third grade.

Is it better to use tinted paper

for writing purposes ? If so,

which tint is best?

It is a good idea to use tinted

paper. A blue tint is considered best

for it is a restful color. Anything
that will be helpful in preserving

good eyes should be used.

The Commercial Criterion, Volume
4, published by the students of

Elizabethton School of Business,

Elizabethton, Tennessee has been re-

ceived. In it we find a picture of

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Steed, and other

members of the faculty. Mr. Steed,

the President of the Institution is a

former Zanerian. There are many
pictures of students and student

activities.

-Neatly \\Titten. designs, etc.

Send 25c. silver or stamps, lor sample

OLU'ER P. MARKEIN
1816 Clay !<treet Topeka. Kansas
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Movement Designs

.Miivement designs are interest iii^ t<ir pupils und de\elnp freeiln

i>f movement. Keep the ovals oval shaped in place of rinindin

B> K. B. COIKTN'KV. IJetniit. Aliehiya
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Designing and Engrossing
By K. I.. BROWN. Rockland. Ma
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Changing from Print to Script
Mabel Anderson

When children enter Grade 2 they

need to review the capitals and

small letters. This review may be

made Interesting by teaching the

children to u-rite the names of all

pupils in the class whose names

begin with Capital A, B. etc. After

the review has been covered they

are ready for the units in their

Print Practice Books. Their lines

become firm, circles round and spac-

ing uniform. After ChristmEis, cur-

sive style of writing is introduced.

Supplies needed are: Every pupil

should have a Print to Script Prac-

tice Book or Compendium No. 2. Suf-

ficient Practice Paper No. 2, size 8I2

X 11, ruled long way with heavy and

light lines and a pencil tablet % inch

spacing between the lines; a Primary
Pencil or drawing pencil with a

large soft lead. Teachers need: Set

of Print Perception Letters, Set of

Cursive Perception Strips. Teachers

Print to Script Manual. Print to

Script Scale, and Correlated Measur-

ing Scale (cursive writing.) Plenty

of ^2 length chalk and erasers for

blackboard writing by the children.

The transfer to cursive writing

may be made as follows: Explain to

the children that they have a greater

need for writing now and more
speed. Since they are larger and have

learned how to hold and control their

pencils and chalk they are ready to

learn to write like older boys and
girls.

Ask the class to go to the black-

board and print the word "it." Then
teacher prints the word. She next

shows them how the word is changed

into a written word by attaching an

under curve or swing from base line

to top of "i", another from bottom
of "i" to the top of "t" and another

from bottom of "t" up. Teacher then

writes over the word without lifting

the chalk until she reaches the end

of the word. Pupils attach curves

and write over their words. Teacher

erases her word and wTites another.

pulling the straight strokes toward

middle of her body, this gives the

desired slant. Pupils imitate teacher.

Left banders pull straight slanting

lines toward the left elbow. Now
take class to their seats. Paper is

tilted up hill and moved a little

nearer the right hand side of the

desk. Left banders move paper

toward left side of desk and tilt the

paper in opposite direction. Teach
two letter words first then 3 letter

and 4 letter words first at blackboard

then at the desks. The following

words are easily taught: in, on, one,

me, cat, dog, hen, hill, follow vrith

easy spelling words. While transition

is being made pupils print their

spelling lessons. They should be able

to use cursive style in all written

work during the last six weeks of

the school year. Double space writ-

ing must be continued until end of

the Second Grade.

The aim should be ease and legi-

bility in all written work.

/-
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Benjamin M. Winkleman, of the

Duluth Business Universit>-, Duluth.

Minnesota died on the 31st of May.
1944 following a brief illness.

Mr. Winkleman was active In local

and state civic affairs and was
especially interested in Commercial
Education work.

He went to Duluth In 1918 as a

partner with the late W. C. McCar-
ter. Since 1921 he has been the soul

owner.

Prior to going to Duluth he was
associated with the public schools of

Minneapolis where he was Instructor

of commercial subjects, in a high

school. He also taught In Hartford,

Connecticut.

Mr. Winkleman was born in Lacey,

Iowa. He was a member of the

Duluth Chamber of Commerce, Ro-

tary Club, the National Office Man-
agement Association, and was recent-

ly elected president of the Minnesota

Business Schools Association.

Mr. Winkleman received his pen-

manship training at The Zanerian

College of Penmanship.
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E. Austin Jones
San Antonio. Texas

For many years we have been

receivng letters, specimens, etc. from

E. Austin Jones, the skillful Texas
penman.

We have often wondered what our

friend E. Austin looked like. Re-

cently the accompanying photograph

was received from Mr. Jones, so we
are passing it on to you to make the

acquaintance of this very skillful

penman.

He was born on a farm in Wise
County, Texas, and received his early

education in a little log schoolhouse

about 18 by 20 feet. In those days

the teacher boarded with the parents

of the children, changing his resi-

dence each day. It took about two
weeks to get around to every pupil's

house.

.\ dashy bird Hourinh by E. AISTI.N .lONES, San .%ntanio. Texas.

E. AISTIN JONES

Mr. Jones became interested in

penmanship at the age of 16 when

some of E. W. Bloser's fine penman-

ship fell into his hands and he states

that he had never outlived that in-

fluence. The careful inspection of

Mr. Jones's work will reveal many
qualities derived from studying Blo-

ser's work.

Some of his experience consists of

four years of writing visiting cards

at the Texas State Fair at Dallas.

He formed the acquaintance of G. A.

Harmon, nephew of the late Judson

Harmon, Governor of Ohio. This re-

sulted in his being employed by Mr.

Harmon to teach penmanship in the

Dallas Commercial College where he

remained for four years and later

managed this school for Mr. Harmon.

When the school was finally sold Mr.
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Jones traveled and taught penman-

ship all over Texas and Oklahoma.

Later he taught for R. H. Hill at

Waco, who established the first busi-

ness college in Texas.

Mr. Jones was a graduate of the

Galveston Business University. Gal-

veston. Texas. This school has played

an important part in the penmanship

profession for it will be remembered

that this is the school where A. D.

Taylor last taught, and where he

executed some of the finest penman-

ship the profession has ever known.

F. B. Courtney, now of Detroit, also

taught in that Institution. These two
fine penmen, however, were not with

the school at the time Mr. Jones

attended but much of their inspiring

work in penmanship remained in the

school. The President of the Galves-

ton School was J. F. Smith a former
student of the late L. Madarasz. who
had quite a collection of Madarasz's
work.

It can easily be seen, the influence

which these four great penmen had
on the life of this young Texas
Pioneer.

Mr. Jones loves penmanship, but
he also loves nature, and the great
outdoors. He has never been com-
pletely alienated from the farm for

he usually spends his vacation on his

160 acre farm near Lubbock on the

South Plains of Texas.

We are presenting several speci-

mens of Mr. Jones's work and hope to

publish other specimens at a later

date.

Relation of Eye Health and Efficiency

To Reading and Writing

<t-utitinued from paee 11}

angles are more difficult to read than

the right angles, they become more
sensitive tests. From this study con-

clusions may be drawn that manu-
script writing employing chiefly right

angles rather than acute angles is

easier to learn. This may indicate

a point in prevention of writing diffi-

culties.

A pertinent question is that of

writing on raised desks. Under such
condition the work is at a much
better focus, hence is seen more
clearly. If the light is coming from
the proper direction and meets the

qualifications mentioned, more light

is obtained and eyes have less work
to do. Posture, also, is likely to be

considerably better. A traveler, com-
menting on American schools, spoke
particularly of the very poor posture

of the children while writing and ob-

served that such habits must result,

in general, in affecting the general

PENMANSHIP PAPER No. 9
This pen and ink paper is three-

eighths inch ruled with one red
line heading.

Size SxlO'a- 500 sheet pkg.
Shipping weight 6 lbs. 1 pkg..
85c net. plus parcel post charges
from your place to Columbus. Ohio.
Packed 5 or 10 pkgs. to carton,

packages, per package.
c. net.

(The abov price F. O. B. Columbus, Ohio.)

No. 9 Paper. Net Price, 10 pkgs. or more, per package 67c
(The above prices are F. O. B. Mill, near Columbus. I

The Zaner-Bloser Company
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

health of the children. He felt. too.

that if there were a tendency to

curvature of the spine, this would

possibly be accentuated by poor

posture. Many teachers say that

children write much better on the

blackboards than they do at their

seats because of the better focus.

May it not be advisable to use raised

desks or tables as do accountants,

artists and many others who feel

they must get the right eye focus

and correct light in order to avoid

errors and eye and bodily fatigue?

Another point for discussion may
be writing media. Much of the

writing on blackboards, papers and

notebooks is so faint that the reader

must approach very close to it to be

able to see it. This may be due to

the type of chalk, pencil or pen and

ink used. It is a matter that can so

easily be remedied that it may be

one of the first points of attack in

predicting and preventing difficulties

in writing.
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A very attractive signature written by C. O.

ELLEFSON, Proctor. Minnesota for Eduin Q.

Anderson of Dtiluth, Minnesota, rnfortunately

Mr. ."Anderson died bef<ire the siiecimen could

be sent to him ff»r hit* scrapbiMtli.

. Anderson

and was a

ras a penman of considerable

friend of The Educator for

A 48 page well printed catalog

has been received from the Detroit

Commercial College, Detroit, Michi-

gan, which occupies the Sixth Floor

of the Book Building. The school is

in its 42nd year. Miss Lola Maclean
is the Educational Director. The
school has a library which is out-

standing in the field of business edu-

cation.

A very fancy Easter envelope is

hereby acknowledged from Gaston A.

Mouton, 1205 Tenth Street. Orange.

Texas.

A very fine specimen of script, and

another specimen of lettering, have

been received from C A. Barringer,

516 Sycamore Drive. Decatur. Geor-

gia. Barringer is really turning out

some beautiful work.

That the Detroit Commercial Col-

lege, established in 1903, has been

eminently successful in its important

and comprehensive field in business

education is demonstrated by the

splendid success of its thousands of

graduates, who are now directing

successful business enterprises of

their own or advancing rapidly to

the highest executive positions in

commerce, industry, and finance.
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"THE HAND OF HAUPTMAN,"
1

story ot

Cited by
lllustrali

J. V.

Lindbergh
Jolm Ht'ni\

HARING
Wit

by Do

J. H

Ulilent Expert.
<;s Pases. 250

HARING
15 Park Row New York 7. N. Y.

CARVED GREETING CARDS
Plain designs .SI.00 per duz.
Designs in Color $1.30 per dor.
2 Cards (one of each above) 20c

J. D. CARTER. DEERFIELD. ILL.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

HIGCms
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

TRY "STRAHM'* OBLIQUE
PENHOLDERS

FOK I'KNUDUMNG I'OSITIOXS. MOVKMKNTS
AMI CttXTltOL I.N WRITING ORNAMENTAL
I'EN.MANSMII' AND ROUNDHAND. Stralim"
lioUicrs art' iiiadt- by hand and nut by machinery,
and arc rir-^t class in all respects for professional

and year after year, which
one often required of those who make the penman

-

*hip profession a life work, the "Strahm" Models
are the obliques that permit Master\- of Control and
satisfaction. WRITK FOR FREE CIRdLuVRS.
Prices rinht. Address,

F. L. TOWER
601 West Pleasant Street Hammonton.

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity and

jet-black writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. ISo line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

HIGGinS H
HIGGINS INK CO., INC. 271 NINTH STREET. BROOKirN, N. T.

^(rrrriTiralr&

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Fining a Specialty, Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE
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P4
of the FIVE STAR features

THE ALCOVE l^

HOTEL

CONTINENTAL
Featuring 5 star attractions for enjoyment of- 22 FLOORS OF

"o:r'";:"'c:ru::;ff;/;S: mode»ncomfor,

Alcove (5) The New Coffee Sfiop. Outstand

ingly gay and attractive—Guests enjoy all club

facilities, including swim-

ming pool... perfect loca-

tion at 11th and Baltimore

R E. McEACHIN, Managing Director

KANSAS CITY
Direction- Southwest Hotels Incorporated- H. G. Manning -Founder
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BOOKS ON BUSINESS PENMANSHIP
The following books are the best to be obtained on the subject. No

similar publications have ever had such a large sale as these books are

having today. One of the secrets of the success of many persons is that

they are able to advance themselves with the aid of good books. This

ability every ambitious person should acquire.

Persons who intend entering the Zanerian College will find it greatly

to their interests to secure as many of these works as possible and

master their contents before coming. By so doing pupils are able to

complete the course in the Zanerian in less time than they otherwise

could. Of course, the books are not for prospective Zanerian students

alone, but for all who wish to master the subjects treated. If a

number of books are desired at one time, write for special prices

ZANER METHOD WRITING MANUAL 144

Is a book on practical

business writing from A

to Z. It contains a com-

plete course with clear in-

structions. The copies and

instructions represent the

best efforts and thought

of those who have de-

voted the greater part of

their life to the cause.

and with this book they

have solved the problem

of producing a system of

writing which is easy to

teach, easy to learn, easy

to read and easy to write.

The style of writing pre-

nd in our practical age. The instructions

ZANER & BLOSER MANUAL 96

Q/mf^9/Mifrf

sented is such as is i

are so explicit and the copies 11 graded and executed that no one

need go without a good handwriting. The book is not only designed

as a self-instructor for the home student who wishes to improve his

penmanship, but it is also intended for the use of high and business

school pupils, and also for teachers who wish to prepare to teach

penmanship.

Contains 112 pages and is being used widely throughout the country

by correspondence students, home students, high and business college

students, as well as by many private schools.

Price iHistpaid. 26c. Per doien. S2.40

CORRELATED HANDWRITING
COMPLETE TEACHERS' MANUAL

The Complete Teach-
ers' Manual contains
a series of penman-
ship copies from the
first grade through the

Junior High School
which have never been
equalled. They repre-
sent some of the very
best pen work Mr. E.
A- Lupfer has ever
produced. The lover of
fine penmanship will

find many specimens
in this book which
are worthy of a place
in any scrapbook.
These splendid pen-

manship copies are
accompanied by in-

structions which represent the very latest and best in Penmanship
Methods from a practical and theoretical standpoint. These instructions

are by Frank N. Freeman. Professor of Educational Psychology. Uni-
versity of California, and represent the results of over twenty years of

scientific investigation in the field of handwriting.

KORREUTKlia
HANHWIMTING
TKACHI-RV AXAXIIAI.

be ch interested Dr Freeman's

This Complete Manual of 248 pages is beautifully bound in paper,
and is well illustrated. Surely every collector of penmanship books and
specimens and every penmanship student will wish one of these books
for his library. Price, imHtpaid. 70c

In addition, it contain
ness forms, paragraphs
terial for ad\anced pen

It is intended for use in

Colleges. Parochial Schools
Grade fac

•iting

for
lired. It

The penmanship ex-
amples are some smaller
in size than those in

our Manual 144.

The first ten pages
contain numerous il-

lustrations, and fully
explain the essentials
of success in learning
to write, such as cor-
rect position, m o V e-
ments. speed, etc.

Then follows a very
complete course of
penmanship copies and
instructions consisting
of 135 lessons.

nany pages of applied writing, such as buai-
letter writing—a most valuable lot of raa-
inship students.

n Junior and Senior High Schools. Business
Commercial Departments and Grammar

Per dnxen, S3. 40

SHORT CUT TO PLAIN WRITING
The book is typical of

the title, a real "Short
Cut to Plain Writing."

It is constructive
rather than revolution-
ary, and reformative
rather than reactionary.
It is based upon the
Idea that it is better to
improve the quality of
the writing rather than
change the style; that
most writing is poor on
the part of a few let-

ters only and that it is

better to impro\'e the few poor ones rather than to change the good
ones. Of course, it is a book for busy adults rather than for children:
neither is it intended for people who are "sot" in their theories, but
rather for the growing, going, ambitious, progressive people.

It's different; it's unconventional; it's stimulating: it's helpful: it's

concrete in its suggestions.

Price, pnstpaid, 25c. Per dozen, $2.40

FUNCTIONAL HANDWRITING

A .simplified practical course which quickly brings niaj'ked Iniprove-
nieiit In any individuaPN handwriting.

It begins by giving detailed instructions how to diagnose your hand-
writing and then how to practice to overcome the defects and improve
the legibility of the writing. It actually makes you want to write bet-

ter. Facsimiles of many business forms, formal invitations and book
reports are only a few of the interesting contents.

Functional Handwriting, size 6 ' L- x8. 132 pages, is especially adapted
for regular classroom penmanship and for advanced pupils.

postpaid. 4»r. Per d^wen. $4.00

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY, Columbus 8, Ohio
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CLARIDGE
• The Claridse is so ideally

located in the heart of down

town St Louis — and has so

many superior qualities -that

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world of travel. Only

two and one-half blocks from

Union Station. For finest food

in town - visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room

3S0 Rooms A/?0.K$2'25

WITH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICF WATER

ST.LOUIS
MISSOURI

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

LETTERING
its

HISTORY, PRINCIPLES & PR.A.CTICE
by M.A.TLACK PRICE

The Komance of Lettering giving the analysis of letters

of the alphabet, letter anatomy, serifs and principles of

letter spacing,

Roman, Mediaeval and 20th Century styles of lettering

m upper and lower case.

22 page booklet—per copy $ .50

.Additional mailing charge .10

SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING
by CHARLES E. BATEN, Spokane, Wash.

Bold type, easy to read and follow.

Exercises developed to produce high
speed and superior skill in the min-
imum length of time.

Price 50c
The book offers a complete course covering machine
mastery, speed development, letter writing and difficult

exercises. 64 pp.

THE PALMER COMPANY 370 Atlantic Ave

Boston, Massachusetts

HANDWRITING SCALES . . .

help teacher and pupil to determine at a glance

if the writing is up to standard. Keep a record

of your progress by testing your writing on a

Freeman Scientific Handwriting Scale.

Cursive scales for grades 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7,

Manuscript scales for grades 1 and 2

1 scale, postpaid 20c

1 dozen scales $1.92

Blackboard or Wall Strips

8, 9

1 set postpaid $1.25

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

ARNOLD'S INK

New shipment received from England. The
finest by test.

Arnold's has been the penmen's favorite ink

for years.

More real fine specimens have probably

been written with Arnold's than all other inks

combined.

It can be used as it comes from the bottle

or, for the very finest results, it can be mixed as

per directions supplied. Zaner, Bloser, Madarasz,

Flickinger, Dennis, and hundreds of other top

ranking penmen used Arnold's.

Arnold's Black, 4 oz. Postpaid $ .65

Arnold's Black, pint. Postpaid 1.15

Arnold's Black, quart, Postpaid 2.20

Send order and remittance to

:

THE ZANER-BLOSER
COMPANY

612 North Park St. Columbus, Ohio
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* GREGG BOOKS
For a workable program in

Socia/-Economic Education

OUR BUSINESS LIFE
Third Edition

By Lloyd L. Jones

Prepares students to understand their place

in an economic or business world. Offers

an effective plan for presenting economic

citizenship, guidance, business exploration,

and use of the common business services.

OUR GLOBAL WORLD
By Grace Croyle Hankins

A supplementary geography, beautifully

illustrated, for teaching what the air age

will mean to man's way of thinking. World
commerce, population trends, map making,

natural resources are among the subjects

discussed.

FUNCTIONS OF BUSINESS
A Text for Consumer and Producer

By Lloyd L. Jones, Herbert A. Tonne,
AND Ray G. Price

Leads students to an understanding of how
our economic system functions in every-

day life. A senior high school text in

consumer-economics, which emphasizes the

social aspects of the American system of

business.

* ECONOMICS - BASIC
PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS

By Rudolf K. Michels

Presents an up-to-date treatment of basic

economic principles and topics. Labor

problems, agricultural changes, social re-

forms, and legislation are discussed in

their natural relationships.

INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHY
ON OUR ECONOMIC LIFE
By Douglas C. Ridgley and Sidney E.

Ekblaw
Organized on the premise that climatic-life

regions mold economic life. Since regions

with similar climates have similar products,

changes in ix)litical boundaries will not

affect instruction by this plan.

• AMERICAN BUSINESS LAW
By R. Robert Rosenberg

Develops the social values of the law of

daily living under which we work, spend,

transact business, own property, borrow,

and make contracts. These are all aspects

of good citizenship.

n^ritc our nearest office for

further itiformation

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK

DALLAS

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO BOSTON

TORONTO LONDON
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THANKSGIVING MOVEMENT DESIGNS

This siiifsests how designs can be made by students f«r any oecasion. Designs, such as

this, may be what you need to put new life into the handwriting class. They develop free

movement, light touch and sl^ill in using the pen. First, outline the entire design, getting the

outside outline ac<'urate; then divide up the sections representing the tail feathers, wings, head

etc., using a pencil. The direction of the exercises, like direction of lines in a i»en drawing,

help to bring ont the various surfaces iil^e a tlat surface or a round surface.

THE GERMAN SIEGFRIED LINE
By "Bly" E. L. BLYSTONE. .\rdara. Pa.

It's clean up time in Europe
And the Yanks are near the Rhine.

And they'll soon be hanging Himmler
On the German Siegfried line.

Patton's boys are moving swiftly

Getting closer all the time.

And it's looking like a washout
On the German Siegfried line.

We are dropping bombs from bombers
From the new B Twenty Nine.

And we're blasting out the Germans
From the German Siegfried line.

So keep buying bonds to help them
Yes keep buying all the time.

For its team work on the home front

That will help them smash that line.

Yes, our guns and tanks are moving
And our schedules right on time.

And we'll hang that paper hanger

On the German Siegfried line.

ake the

sed t<i good advantage.

THE .\MERICAN VOCATIONAL
ASSOCIATION'S

1941 ANNUAL MEETING
rhiladelphia. Pa.,

December 6, ~. 8. 9.

The conference will cover post war
problems effecting all of us. We
must be ready to meet them as they

arise and the Business Education

Sectional Program has been planned

to help all of us solve the problems

which must be solved through the

cooperative efforts of the American
people. A timely program on which

very abled teachers, heads of depart-

ments, principals of senior high and
vocational schools, city, state, and

national school administrators, deans

and directors of teacher-training de-

partments in our colleges and uni-

versities will participate. Plan to be

there.

John G. Kirk, 7930 Montgomery
Avenue, Elkins Park. Philadelphia 17,

Pa. is Chairman of the Program.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..

612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.
E. A. LUPFER Editor
PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. S1.50 A YEAR
I To Canada and ; foreign 30c more

»

Single copy. 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LVPFER, Zanrrian College. Columbas, O.

MOVEMENT
A combination of movements is

desirable. A pure finger movement
produces slow writing. Whole arm
movement tends to carelessness. The

arm rolls on the muscles below the

elbow in making letters. The hand

glides on the little finger freely on

the upward stroke but rests on the

downward stroke. In some places the

fingers may assist in guiding the pen.

To develop free movement and get

the idea of how the muscles act,

place the arm on the desk in the

writing position, close the hand

tightly and while pressing on the

muscles roll the arm around quickly

forming an oval exercise. In a few

minutes you will discover the set of

muscles used in making most of the

capitals. At first one may write

slowly while gaining a knowledge of

form, but it is a good plan to work
form and movement together.

See that your pupils become inter-

ested in handwriting. They should

be made to realize the importance of

handwriting. It is a helpful tool in

school work, a valuable qualification

in securing a position and a valuable

asset in business and social life.

There should be a regular time set

apart each day for instruction in

handwriting. Help every pupil to as-

sume a good healthy writing position

and to develop a skillful, free move-
ment. Each pupil should be given in-

dividual attention to get started

right.

The Blackboard

The blackboard should be used in

every lesson. From the blackboard

you can demonstrate movement and

letter forms. The ability to write

well on the blackboard means much
towards your success as a teacher,

for at the blackboard your pupils

can see your writing and are there-

fore inspired according to the degree

of excellence of your writing.

Where blackboard space is avail-

able it is advisable to send pupils to

the blackboard to practice, or at least

part of the class. This is especially

true in the lower grades and in the

upper grades where pupils are having
special difficulties. Primary children

should write large on the board. In

writing on the board stand well back
facing the board. Let the chalk point

towards the center of the hand. Stu-

dents should write at about on a level

with their eyes whenever possible.

Where you have special difficulty

with a letter practice it on the black-

board. The large movements will help

you in getting freer movement on

paper.

The teacher should check the posi-

tion of the paper, hand and body of

each pupil each day until correct

position is established. Read and re-

read the instructions regarding posi-

tion. If you do not have a copy of

the September number of The Edu-
cator you can secure a copy if you
will write immediately. Our supply

of the September issue is very low.

Those teachers who desire addi-

tional information and help on black-

board writing should write to The
Educator.

1""^^mmM'W^^^^miwmwii

Penm.en who have acquired a great amount of skill in handling the pen realize the importance of general

movement exercises in getting the arm in shape for writing. Most fine penmen have gone through the experience

of making large numbers of exercises. Perhaps this has been over-emphasized in many cases. However, there has

been a tendency in recent years to under-estimate the value of exercises.
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Compare your practice work with the copy often to discover points to improve.

In practicing general exercises very little thought need to be given to the form. The push-pull exercise is

simply straight lines joined together, while the running oval exercise is simply ovals connected. In making these

exercises one can think of movement, position, quality of line, slant, and other general qualities. They are, there-

fore, especially, valuable to the beginning student who has not yet developed a free swing. A sensible amount of

practice on movement exercises is time well spent.

Swing it freely and lightly. Study letter forms carefully before you practice.

The P is composed of a straight line with an oval joined to it at the top. The straight line is a slant line on
the same direction as the main slant. The oval is half as large as the letter. Give a quick circular swing to the

oval ending in a circular direction.

Be systematic in your practice. A writing lesson each day will chase illegibility away.

Practice the individual exercises or letters, then try the words.

/^^
The small p is similar to the capital P, The beginning part of the p is two spaces high or twice as high as

the small a. If you are to turn the p upside down you would find part of a good a. Close the p at the bottom.
Watch the closing and the size of the loop.

Keep all loops full and open.

Practice these words until you can write them so that all letters will be slanting in the same direction and of

the proper height. Irregularity of alignment spoils otherwise good work. In practicing names or words pick out
the difficult sections and practice upon them alone as suggested in the above copy.
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Do not grip your penholder. Keep the eye of the pen up.

a^^

The B and E are quite similar in construction. The finishing part of the B makes a fairly good inverted E.

Study the loops. Notice the relative size of the tops and bottoms. The bottom section is just a trifle larger than

the upper in order that they may appear the same size.

.^^,£c^f:k:?^zArr.,-.di<>r7<y<^ .,.<z^t>?^rZ-2^.--z^<-:2c?cz<^ . _

There are several important things to vi'atch in the b. One is the width of the letter and the other is the

finishing stroke. Do not let the letter become too wide. Stop at the retrace before making the finishing swing.

Never close the b or it will resemble an f. It is important also to have the b resting on the baseline. Practice

the b and f together and study the similarities and differences.

You cannot do too much word practice. Practice each word separately making page after page until you get

good letters.

Keep downstrokes as light as upstrokes. Don't ride the pen.

The R is the same as the capital P with the exception of the finishing stroke which is like the K. The R, there-

fore is a combination of the P and the K. Swing the loop around the stem at the center of the letter. Keep the

finishing stroke of the oval parallel. Glide into it and glide out of letters. Here are some interesting words and exer-

cises to practice. They are important. Be sure that you get the distinction between the R and the S,

Keep the hand up off the wrist. Get a free gliding motion.
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Swing it freely getting each letter on the base Une.

Figures are important and must be made perfectly otherwise they cannot be read. They are not like letters.

You cannot in any way decipher them by context. Study the shapes of figures enlarging until you get a good
mental picture. Then learn to make figures in straight columns. It is important that you learn the proper location
of figures.

y-i^ t ^ j-z-3--:S^y-Y)- / u- L a Y ?. .^ .s- f c'

Watch the position of your paper. Keep it directly in front of you and not too far away.
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There are a lot of little details for you to watch. Above all secure legibility. Close the 8 and 9 at the top. Join

the final part of the 5 to the first part. Watch the width and the crossing in the 4. Close the at the top. Study
alignment. Learn to make the figures freely and easily. Good legible figures help one to avoid mistakes in addition,

.subtraction, etc.
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The Greatest Weapon in the World
Ccmdeiised from a paper by

(;E0RGE W. GERlVKi. Ph.D.

I invite your attention to the pro-

position that the English langruage

is the greatest weapon in the world.

The literature it preserves and the

ideals it presents contains the most

potent source of power in the Ameri-
can system of Education. The
American ideal of public education

and the public school system through

which it is made a reality constitute

the greatest institution for human
welfare and betterment the mind of

man has yet evolved.

One of the most pleasant of my
official duties has been to sign at the

end of each semester 1,000 high

school diplomas, certifying that the

holders have completed the prescribed

course. The children represent a

cross section of our best American
life. They are in many ways the

leaders of their families, genuine

intellectual pioneers. They have
taken the first course in a peaceful

officers' training school. A high

school diploma has been substituted

for an 8th grade certificate as the

standard entrance requirement to

life for thousands of children. The
road is open ahead for all those of

determination and ability. Any
school official, signing his name to

one of these diplomas is really

getting into the best society of a

quarter century hence. For these

lads and lassies are fore-ordained to

be the leaders of the world in the

near future.

But, have we really put into the

hands of these young people the

greatest weapon in the world ? Have

we trained them for its most effective

use?
English is almost universally re-

quired throughout the entire elemen-

tary and high school courses. By
common consent reading is recog-

nized as the most important of the

three R's. English should be the

most dynamic, the most interesting,

the best taught of all of the subjects.

It is the best medium of communica-
tion with our fellows in the present;

it is the channel through which the

experiences of the race for centuries

have been conveyed. It offers oppor-

EXPRESSION
ORAL AND WRITTEN

are vitally important to everj-

American. Teach Reading and
Handwriting together.

tunity for exposure to the finest

mental discipline. It conveys the high

tension power latent in ideals.

Now, let us face the facts. English,

instead of being the most dynamic,

the most interesting and the best

taught of all of the subjects, is often

the least potent, the most deadly

dull and the most poorly taught sub-

ject, considering its possibilities and

the time allotted to it. The complaint

is that pupils cannot write a simple

letter. They seem unwilling or un-

able to us their native tongue, either

orally or in writing. In the realm

of letters they are, as the people of

a great American city were said to

be in life, "corrupt—and content-

ed",—utterly unexposed to the great

literature of the world.

The question, "How shall we teach

English in order to aid most ef-

fectively in saving civilization?" is

by no means easy. It devolves upon
those of us who love English and

believe in its potency to find the

best way.

May I suggest that any failure to

achieve ideal results is not the fault

of the children. The ideal of expos-

ing each child progressively to the

best that has been felt and thought

in the world as it comes within the

range of that child's interest and
experience is a thoroughly practical

one. The children can be taught.

Their response to proper environment
and proper methods amply demon-
strate this. Their response to oppor-

tunity is one of the miracles of the

mind. From the progress made by
children in all lines of school work
through to the work done in the

short period of an officers' training

camp, where lads heretofore un-

awake did in two months what they

had previously failed to do in a year,

amply demonstrates this latent

ability.

In our English teaching we have

not discriminated between the laws

that relate to a science and the laws

that relate to an art. An old defini-

tion says: "Grammar is the science

of language and the art of composi-

tion." Science deals with the discip-

line of the intellect, through the

collection, organization and interpre-

tation of facts. Art, on the other

By H. I.. DARNER. Strayer's Business College, Washington, D. C.
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hand, deals with the inspiration of

the emotions, through exposure to

ideals. Those of us who love English

and who attempt to teach it, should

be able to discriminate between the

science of language and the art of

composition. The deadly drill discip-

line of formal grammar Is of course

ne*«ssary to the seasoned training

involved in the comprehension and

control of the science of language,

—

just as forced marches are necessary

to make the seasoned troops. The
motivating power behind the art of

composition is another story. Child-

ren are ever ardent idealists, active

and eager to do the things they

consider worthwhile. Every psycholo-

gist since Herbert Spencer has

recognized the supremacy of the

emotions. Art inspired and influenced

the emotions of the world long before

science began to discipline the intel-

lect. Art has always been the more

WILLIAM ABLE WEAVER
Only recently did we learn authori-

tatively of the death of William Able

Weaver which occurred on November
25. 1942 in Dallas, Texas.

We have been missing Mr. Weav-
ers fine letters which came to our

desk for years. He was a very skill-

ful penman and a very enthusiastic

penman.

He became interested in penman-
ship at the age of 17 when he at-

tended a writing school conducted by

Mr. B. F. Cagel who first introduced

him to The Educator and magazines
which were at that time published.

Through the magazines he received

a lot of help, and he also improved
himself in the penmanship work by

taking correspondence courses.

In 1901 he went to Coleman
County, Texas where he lived and
worked on the farm studying nights.

In 1917 he moved with his wife and

three children to Dallas to teach

penmanship in the Dallas Business

College.

He became a nationally known
penman of unusual skill. He also be-

came an expert in examining ques-

tioned documents and testified in

many prominent handwriting cases.

While Mr. Weaver developed heart

trouble a year before his death he

still continued to carry on his pen-

manship work until the end.

He leaves a wife, two sons, one

dynamically potent of the two.

We have been so obsessed by the

discipline side of English that we
have entirely lost sight of the heart's

desire. If we are really ever to have

an American Culture we must gather

together those ideals which have

stirred the souls of freemen every-

where. We must so classify, present

HANDWRITING
when properly taught and corre-

lated with Reading is a very live

interesting subject.

and interpret them that even a

nation of sixth graders shall not be

immune when properly exposed to

them. In your English classes always

begin with the Thrill and always put

and keep that Thrill well in advance

of the Drill.

Wherever possible, stimulate Eng-

daughter, and four grandchildren,

with a host of other relatives and

friends.

The penmanship profession has

lost a real supporter and abled pen-

man.

lish by adding typewriting. It is

practically as good a combination

vocational-culture subject as printing.

Help the movement to have short-

hand made a ninth grade study.

Many minds will find a stimulus

from the study of their mother
tongue viewed from another angle.

Interest and experience are the tap

roots of motivation. Always make
the most of the hunger for self-

expression and the opportunity for

its realization in the various school

journals. Motivation follows a child's

interest and experience as electricity

follows copper wire.

Finally then, let us remember that

the genius of America best expresses

itself in the organization of institu-

tions for human welfare and better-

ment; that of all American welfare

institutions the public school has

proved to be the best; that the Eng-
lish language and literature are the

greatest weapons in the school for

the defense of the liberty and the

promotion of the well being of all

people.

A new species of flourished birds

has been received of E. Austin

Jones, 808 '2 Navarro Street, San

Antonio, Texas.

The bird is different from anything

we have ever seen and is quite a

remarkable, skillful, piece of work.

We congratulate Mr. Jones on his

superb skill. We are placing this

bird in our scrapbook, where we feel

sure it will repose peaceably even

though it may be a species of the

hawk.

Ben Sattler, 1822 Central Avenue.

Whiting, Ind., sent us some very fine

business writing.

We like the looks of Mr. Battler's

writing because it is solid, firm, and

at the same time free.

We have the promise of more

specimens from him and may be able

to pass some along to our readers

later.

"The ugly and illegible |>enman-

ship of countless high school

graduates is nothing for us to be

proud of . . . The boys who have

the coordination to pilot bombers

could be taught to write."

Dr. Richard L. Greene

Head of the Univ. of Rochester

English Department
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How to Help the Left-Handed Writers
Minneapolis Business Collese. Minneapolis. Minn,

by .J. A. Buell

There is a correct way to do any-

thing well, especially if you want to

gain the greatest results in the

easiest and shortest possible time and

make it appear as good or better

than that done by some one else, be

he or she either right-handed or left-

handed.

We know that right-handed per-

sons have accomplished fine results

all along life's pathways, and have

handed down their skill and ability

to other right-handed persons be-

cause they knew how to instruct

them to do as they themselves had

done it.

To my certain knowledge the per-

son who was left-handed has been

at a disadvantage when it came to

write with a pen, not because he was

less skillful with his left hand but

because of the attitude toward him

by the right-handed writer.

My Grandmothers both told me

about the public school teachers of

their days standing over a left-

handed child and rapping him over

the knuckles, forcing him to use his

right hand. These left-handed child-

ren finally kept on with their right

hands, but did not acquire a very

satisfactory style of writing. One of

my friends did keep on and after

learning how to turn his paper pro-

perly, he could duplicate everything

he could do with his right hand, and

that without very much left-handed

practice.

I now know for a certainty, that

NO LEFT-HANDED PERSON IS

AT A DISADVANTAGE IN ANY-
THING. It must be remembered that

nature starts us out. If nature starts

us out with a right-handed complex

then we will do things better with

our right hand.

BUT—If nature starts us out with

a left-handed complex then we will

do things better with our left hand.

Now then! Every NORMAL person

knows that the above is true. But—
Everything being equal in height,

weight, reach, alertness, etc., the left-

handed person will equal the right-

handed person every time.

It was Davy Crockett, American

Backwoodsman, who said:- "There

is a right way and a wrong way."

—

"Be sure you are right, then go

ahead."

We all know Davy Crockett was

right: "There is a RIGHT WAY and

a WRONG WAY. Yes, there is a

RIGHT WAY and a WRONG WAY
for the Left-handed person to hold

the pen. There is a proper way for

him or her to move the hand and

pen so that it will be easy and not

tiresome.

Dear Reader, before I go on in what

I want to say about aiding the left-

handed boy or girl how to write with

the left hand, please turn to the

June, 1944, number of THE EDU-
CATOR and read what Miss Gertrude

Hildreth, Horace-Mann Lincoln
School, Teachers College, Columbia

University, New York City, had to

say on THE LEFT-HANDED WRIT-
ER. I wish it were possible to get

her article into the hands of every

Public School Teacher in this United

States. No one has ever before this

written so well, so clearly, so per-

fectly. She knew her subject as

though she had made a thorough

study of the Left-handed writer. The

absolute truth was brought out for

every subject discussed. No criti-

cisms can be made for emy statement

made. The only thing that did not

carry out as she had said was the

paper illustration under the left hand

was not quite opposite. Quote: "The

Left-Handed Writer Places the Paper

opposite to that of the Right-Handed

Person."

The drawings were most excellent.

The positions of the hands and arms

were perfect. The paper under the

right hand was just right, but the

paper under the left hand is not

opposite to the paper on the right.

Very few illustrations have ever

been made just right or proper. One

absolutely accurate one was made by

F. W. Tamblyn of Kansas City, Mo.

It was illustrated for his students.

Starting a Left-Handed Student at

the first and showing him how to

hold his paper and pen is not any

more difficult than to show a Right-

Handed Student, how to hold his

paper and pen.

Here is proof of my assertion:

Two of our nine Grandchildren are

definitely left-handed, a boy and a

girl. I took these two left-handed

children and showed them how to

f the pai)er for the left and the rit'ht hand.
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hold the pen and especially explained
to them the proper position of the

paper. Explained in detail why the

paper must be held opposite to that

of the right-handed person. Had
them write the straight line with the

elbow hinge, crossing the two spaces
at first. They soon got the idea and
did it quite well; at another time I

had them cross three spaces which
is as far as a normal right-handed
person can go and still hold the

writing position; at another time I

had them cross four spaces which is

farther than I can go with my right

hand with the push and pull move-
ment, still holding the writing posi-

tion. They could cover these four
spaces with ease. One other time I

had them slide the pen back from
left to right and right to left on the
base line, and to notice they could
see that line from the extreme left

to the extreme right and every mark
that had been made on that space.

The following is one reason why
the left-handed boy or girl has so
much difficulty in their writing
classes: Nancy got along nicely for
two years, made her passing grades
and went on up. Then, the new
teacher said to her: "Turn your
paper, Nancy, and hold it the same
way the right-handed children hold
theirs." When Nancy asked me if it

was all right to hold her paper the
way I had told her, I told her—"Yes.
it is the only way for you to hold it

so you can write with ease." I asked
Nancy why she asked me that ques-
tion and she then told me what the
teacher said. Now, here was an ex-
perienced public school teacher with
an excellent record, THOUGHT-
LrESSLY asking a left-handed scholar
to do something that would have
forced her to twist her arm and
wrist, spoiling her writing and ease
of operation.

Nancy went on the proper way and
won the prize for being the best
writer in her room later. The boy,
Philip, is the best writer in his family
of five brothers and one sister. So
much for getting the right start at
the beginning of his writing instruc-
tion.

Permit me to say again—Starting
a Left-Handed pupil at the first and
shov,ing him or her how to hold his

or her paper and pen is not any more
difficult than to show a right-handed
pupil how to hold the paper or pen.

his or her particularly right-handed
way.

Remember, The Left-Handed boy is

at no disadvantage when it comes to

throwing a ball, chopping, pitching

quoits, hoeing or doing any other
kind of work, for he knows how to

use his left hand to advantage as

does the Right-Handed boy his right

hand. But, he takes the opposite

position and way. This is natural for

the left-handed person, for he must
take the opposite position and way.
The Right-Handed position and way,
has been championed by millions of

writing instructors, ages upon ages,

as though it were the only possible

way writing could be done.

Encourage the left-hander, es-

tablish confidence and create a

desire to learn to write well. Add
to these, correct instruction, a
good handwTiting text, and in-

telligent daily practice, and suc-

cess is a.ssured.

It was due to those excellently

skillful, all round artistic penmen and
teachers. C. P. Zajier and E. W.
Bloser. to show that a left-handed

boy or girl could do as well, and
sometimes better plain or ornamental
penmanship, as could the right-

handed boy or girl. And now the

Parents of left-handed children and
people in general realize that they
should be permitted to use their left

hands. When a student comes to us

who places the paper in the position

for right-handed writing and twists

the hand over above the writing or

shoves the pen along, he has my
sympathy right away. That is posi-

tive proof that not all of the Public

School Teachers realize that the left-

handed child ought to be allowed to

write with his left hand; that the

child ought to be shown how to hold

the paper and pen right from the

start and not told to "Hold your
paper the same way the Right-
Handed children hold theirs."

Last year three High School Grad-
uates came to our school using the

twisted wrist and arm. They were
shown how to hold the pen and paper
and told that their position had to be

opposite that of the right-handed

writer. These Left-Handed students
won their writing certificates.

This year we have five left-handed

writers; three of them have the cor-

rect left-handed stance—the other
two have the twisted wrist and arm
position. These two are taking hold

of the proper left-handed position

while in the writing class, but it is

difficult for them to eliminate the
finger action they have acquired. As
soon as they can get rid of the finger

action they will come along rapidly,

as each one has a splendid arm for

a sliding hand. Had these two boys
been shown the proper left-hand

position they never would have ac-

quired the finger action that is hind-

ering their efforts now. Under the
circumstances it is going to be diffi-

cult for them to gain a writing

certificate. It sometimes happens
that the twisted wrist or arm over-

comes the finger action and then its

progress is rapid and certain. That
may happen this time. Let us hope
it does.

No student has been asked to

change from the left hand to the

right by me for 36 years. The left-

handed students seem to be more
earnest students than the right-

handed. That is due to the fact that

they are sometimes asked to con-

tinue with the left hand. What would
happen if the writer were asked to

change from RIGHT TO LEFT?
What would happen If every one who
is right-handed would be asked to

change to the Left? What would
happen if our Congress and Senate
would pELss a law that every body
must change from the right hand to

the left? These questions are down-
right silly. We all know what would
happen. To me it is just as silly to

ask a left-handed writer to change
and become a right-handed writer.

After the World War No. One, we
had a large number of right-handed

young men who had lost their right

hands and had to take up writing

with their left hand. No one could

ask them to "Do as the right-handed

children do." But these ex-soldiers

went at their writing practice more
earnestly than those who did not

lose their right arms.

It is my purpose to continue "How
to Help the Left-Handed Writer," in

the December number of The Educa-
tor.
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HandAvriting
GRADE 3

By MABEI. ANDERSON

Leaders in the field of Primary
Education see the need for print or

manuscript writing in the primary
grades and the change to the cursive

style in the midde of Grade 2. Since

the change in style is made while

the children are writing the capitals

and tall letters two spaces high the

large writing is continued in the

cursive style until the end of the

school year. During the summer
children forget some of the letter

forms so a review of all the capitals

and small letters must be made at

the beginning of Grade 3. Children

should begin writing at the black-

board. The smaller muscles in their

arms and hands are now developed
so that a slight reduction in size is

easily made at this stage in the hand-
writing program. The letter forms
are given on the inside cover in the
back of the children's Practice Books
or compendiums.

/ 2 J3 a^ C 7 ^^ o

standard Corri'laled .4l|>li:ibel for study and refei
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The teacher explains the form of

capital letter "A" as she writes it

for the class one space high at the

blackboard. Pupils open their books,

then trace over the capital letter

"A" with tip of index finger. Class

now take their places at the black-

board. Each child is instructed to

draw a line even with his eyes. Next,

he stands his eraser on the line, long

side up and draws another line at

end of eraser. Half way between the

lines he places a dash to show the

height of small letters.

Class is instructed to write the

Capital Letter "A" on the blackboard

between the two lines. Teacher then

writes the names of the children

beginning with "A" for the children

—

writing a name with children watch-
ing then children write it without
lifting chalk until end of the word.

Some of the names easily written

are: Anna, Alice, Albert and An-
thony. Letter "B" follows.

It will require 2 or 3 weeks to

complete the alphabet study. Children

are then instructed to turn to the

efficiency test found in the back of

their writing books and write a copy
of it on a sheet of practice paper.

The copy should be pasted in the

front of the child's writing book and

the lessons should follow as outlined

in the Teachers Manual.

Each teacher needs the following

supplies if she is to successfully

teach handwriting in Grade 3.

A Set of Perception Strips

One Measuring Scale No. 3

One Teachers' Manual No. 3

One Practice Book No. 3

Each pupil needs:

Individual Practice Book
Plenty of Practice Paper, size 8x

6 ' t , ,',i
inch ruling

A good writing pencil

A Finger Fitting Penholder (after

Christmas)

.^^i^^^z^yuA^-c^

standard Third r.rade -\tta
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On Hygiene
Clean Boys and Ciirls make better itennianship students
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By \V. LeROY NEWARK, a prnman in the Zaner-Bloser EnKrussin): Studio. C'ullimhiis. Ohiu.
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DESIGNING AND
ENGROSSING
By E. L. BROWN
Rockland, Maine

The flourish is given as an exer-

cise to attain command of the pen,

which will enable you to decorate

your lettering with dash and speed.

W. E. Dennis once made the remark

that he was sorry he was sometimes

referred to as the "bird flourisher"

but those of us who knew him best

will know that he was more than

that, and we classed him as a real

genius when it came to all lines of

off-hEund penmanship and engrossing.

His off-hand work has never been

excelled.

Lay off design about 11 x 14 in

size, suggesting lightly in pencil the

main strokes but do not attempt to

follow the pencilled lines exactly.

Roughly space lettering and use a

number 2'2 broad pen and Zanerian

India ink, observing uniform size and

spacing. Pencil initial "W" care-

fully—a tinted face letter, same as

those in word "DUTY".

Write us about your problems and

we will try to solve them.

Without a doubt some of the finest

Ornamental penmanship we have re-

ceived in our office for a period of

years has been coming from A. W.
Cooper, Lambertville, New Jersey,

who has been studying penmanship
by correspondence and who during

the past year has made remarkable

improvement.

A page of his writing is worth a

$5.00 bill to any specimen collector.

A handsomely carved card has been

received from Mr. L.. E. Schmitt, 1540

McKean Ave., Baltimore 17, Mary-
land. It is a bird flourish, made
with a pocket knife. The wings, body
and head are carved on the paper.

Surrounding the bird is a beautiful

rose bud and flourishes with a tint of

coloring. We congratulate Mr.
Schmitt on his ability as a card

carver. In this work pasted bristol

board is used. The more layers of

cardboard the better the design will

work out.

Mrs. J. Lewis Ford, who is known
to many of our students and readers

formerly as Amy Wilson, is residing

in Grand Junction, Colorado where
Mr. Ford is an Architect-Engineer.

Mrs. Ford attended the Zanerian a

few years ago.

The Bea<;on has again come to our

desk. It is published by the Indiana

Business College, which has schools

in Marion, Logansport, Muncie, An-
derson, Kokomo, Lafayette, Colum-
bus, Richmond, Vincennes, and

Indianapolis.

The envelope carrying The Beacon
was addressed in a beautiful orna-

mental style by our good friend

James T. Maher, Manager of the

Marion Business College.

The Beacon is full of photographs
of the most attractive young women
ever to attend a business college.

Bethlehem Business CkjUege, Beth-

lehem, Pennsylvania gives regular

class drills in hsindwriting and re-

quires pupils to secure the penman-
ship certificate to get a passing-

grade.

The correct position, movement
and form are emphasized. Stress is

placed on plain rapid business writing

and good figures.

CREETINGS in Folder
A'ith

Fom>

Envelopes to match .fZ.SO
Sample nith Envelope 350

.1. D. CARTER. Deerfletd, 111. |

Write for our new Free Boofc,
' 'How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for
a Professional Pen Point and
your name bt^autifully uritten
Wrile today.
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

By THE EDITOR

THE OVAL

The oval plays an important part

in all good penmanship. Letters are

made using the oval as a foundation.

A penmanship oval or ellipse should

be % as wide as long. This propor-

tion has been selected by artists in

different crafts as the most beautiful

proportion and is used as the stand-

ard proportion by penmen.

If you draw lines as suggested in

the first example the spaces formed
should be square. The oval, of course,

should slant forward. Whatever slant

the oval takes determines the slant

of the writing. Where the oval stands

up too nearly vertical the writing is

stiff and awkward. Where it slants

too far to the right the writing be-

comes illegible. We suggest that you
measure different slants of specimens
which appeal to you as being ideal.

The body of the O is an oval as

shown in the shady part of the

second example. In the third example

we show the finishing oval shaded.

The finishing oval you will notice is

approximately the same size as the

shaded part of the body in the second

example. The finishing oval should

therefore be the same size as the

body of the letter, and like the main
body oval it should be % as wide as

long. This finishing oval should be

horizontal and should be divided into

two equal parts by the baseline. The
body oval of the letter should rest

on the baseline.

No. 4 shows how the final oval

overlaps the main body oval and

splits the oval into two equal parts.

One of the beauties of fine penman-
ship is being able to divide spaces

up into equal parts.

No. 5 shows the final oval swing-

ing around into the body of the O,

forming a parallel effect between the

beginning stroke and the final stroke.

This also shows the final stroke run-

ning into the main oval at one-half

the height of the letter.

Now these may seem like minor

points but the more exacting you

can become in your execution and at

the same time maintain freedom the

more beautiful your work will be.

Apply the principles shown in the

above illustrations to other letters.

See how many letters you can make
in the alphabet getting the same
finishing oval in size and shape as

appears in the O.

Expert penmen become masters in

making graceful, beautiful ovaJs with

no flat places, no kinks or wobbles

and shaded only where shades are

intended to be. Some penmen have

the habit of riding the pen too heavy

as they finish letters like the O. This

shades the top part of the final oval

in O and produces sin awkward rather

than a skillful effect. Develop a light

free touch.

In Ornamental Penmanship the

large capitals and flourishes can be

made successful only when made
freely, therefore, wear light-weight

loose-fitting clothes on the arm.

Tight fitting clothes prevent a free

action. Cut off or roll up the shirt

sleeve. A bare arm usually sticks to

the paper especially in warm
weather. A blotter or cloth under a

bare arm will help.

Study the copies carefully before

you begin to practice. Two things

are necessary—perception and per-

formance. You cannot make any-

thing if you don't know what it looks

like. You need to study the model

until you have a clear mental picture

of it when the model is removed.

You should be able to draw the form
with a pencil, showing the exact lo-

cation of each part. Sometimes stu-

dents underestimate the importance

of some seemingly simple thing and

thus make a serious mistake.

For instance a small e must have

light in the center or it will be an i.

The n must have turns at the top

or it looks like u.

Some strokes are repeated in

various letters. In letters like H, K,

N, M, X, and W, the same beginning

stroke can be used on all letters.

When you have mastered the begin-

ning stroke you have gone a long

way in mastering a half dozen letters.

First, try to get the shade located

so that it forms the base or founda-

tion of the letter. In the first exer-

cise we come down straight to the

base line spreading the pen until a

heavy shade is made at the base

line, but instead of finishing the

shade raise the pen. This emphasizes

the straight back and enables you to

get better forms to the oval begin-

ning part.

Next, swing the shade out along

the base line, ending with a hairline.

This is the foundation for all begin-

ning strokes in this lesson.

The third exercise is the same as

the second only it is surrounded by

a horizontal oval. The horizontal

oval and the upright oval part

should be the same in size. Notice

the location of the beginning stroke

—

slightly above the base line. The
shade should appear in the center of

the oval. The two crossings, notice

them, are at right angles.
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Every stroke has a definite place

and purpose. You can't just throw

the strokes together in a pile and get

beautiful forms. Spacing, parallel

effects, crossings, location of strokes

and shades, slant, size, and quality

of line must be considered. By taking

one thing at a time you soon master
it and show a decided improvement.

Work out the different strokes and

letters, then join the different letters

into pleasing combinations. That is

when it becomes interesting.

-:y V ^
^ >

H. O. Keesling, Pasadena, Calif, has turned in some magnificent copies showing how to make the beginning-

stroke for H, K, M, N, Q, W. X, and Z.

You'll gain much by taking each stroke and mastering it. Study the forms carefully before you practice. All

of these forms are low, wide and full of life. Give special attention to the snappy shade. They rest on the base line,

supporting the entire stroke. The shade appears approximately in the center of the stroke making it balance.

There is rhythm, grace and beauty in these few strokes. Here's hoping you catch some of their charm.
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Defective Handwriting and Its Causes

Defective handwriting and its

causes are indicated below. It is

suggested that the defects be re-

moved by removing the causes.

Defect:

1. Too much slant.

Cause

:

a. Writing too close to body.

b. Paper slanted too much.

c. Hand turned on the side.

d. Swinging from wrist, and

not moving the muscles

of the arm.

Defect

:

3. Writing too straight.

Cause

:

a. Paper not slanted enough.

b. Pulling penpoint toward

right shoulder or elbow.

c. Guiding pen with index

finger.

d. Fingers too near nib.

Defect:

3. Writing too heav>-.

Cause;

a. Index finger pressing too

heavily.

b. Wrong kind of pen.

c. Motion of thumb.

d. Penholder of too small

diameter.

Defect:

4. Writing too light.

Cause :

NELLE M. ATSBEROER
Field Super\-isor of Zaner-Bloser Co.

a. Pen held too obliquely or

too straight.

b. Eyelet of pen turned to

side.

c. Penholder of too large

diameter.

d. Muscles not moving with

enough force.

e. Penholder held too lightly.

Defect

:

5. Writing too irregular.

Cause:

a. Lack of controlled move,-

ment.

b. Movements of hand too

slow or too fast.

c. Gripping pen too rigidly.

d. Incorrect and uncomfort-

able position.

e. Failure to stop in letters

when necessary.

Defect

:

6. Spacing of the letters too close.

Cause

:

a. Pen does not move to the

right fast enough.

b. More lateral movement
needed.

Defect:

7. Spacing of the letters too wide.

Cause:

a. Pen progresses too fast to

the right.

b. Too much lateral move-

ment.

Defect:

Letter formation.

Cause

:

a. Loops not open.

b. Loops too wide and high.

c. Loops too wide and long.

d. Frequent pen liftings.

e. Parts of letters missing.

f. Parts of letters added.

g. Letters not closed.

h. Letters with blunt end-

ings.

i. Loops where points should

be.

Defect:

Writing too angular.

Cause

:

a. Thumb held too rigidly.

b. Movement too slow.

c. Too much up and down

motion.

d. Hand turned on the side.

Defect:

Size.

Cause

:

a. Too large—Movement un-

controlled.

b. Too small—Excessive fin-

ger movement.
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A well-executed envelope received from that skillful penman. I.. M. KELCHNER. SEATTLE.
WASHINGTON, who has been turning out high olasN penwork longer probably than any other MvinK
penman.
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To Our FrintD

(Ipon rlic occasioxt oF hi? rcrmtiutrion of-

L^' oos
cihcrc 15 no f-rioit^ like an ol^ friend

I^f: tU'catc^r ^\ih a ntait can rccciAV is rhc otifr

of" frtcnb^lM^^ rl->i.tr rime Kas proAVit n-itc.lKc wKo
Ivts tr in hiiniiclf- to iitakc au^^ol^ 5ucl") sincere

frien^5l^ip5 is evtrcntely t-oitunatc.

^O YOCl, OliCCirf), such a nutu.nv. wxir friell^s an^
associates fox- ovex- a ^eca^e. text^ex- von ri'^is trilntte.

^Ve hoitox" au^ esreeixt yoxt fox- these sterlixt^^ L|xutltties which
tvptfy the hesr iit nta^thoo^.

G hope, in sevex-ina Avxtx- hxtsiness coixixecrioxxs with ns.

ri>ar the hitxtx"e will have txt stoxv tox" avxi the ha|.>pixtess

Avhich voxi so xnchly ^esexrve. ^

ilifc's ala^^ci!r parhs arc those rl"»ar cxt^

^Vhoi-c Avairs rhc conitc»rr of ^t ^rioll^.

~-[\\i< nv ha>-s: ^•\v^t^c^-e^ if "wxx liXtCAA-"

oH.o\v aiaw» AAV ax-c au^ rhaxtkfxil. too.

oUxtrOl'R fvtrlti: nter-a^l^ nv ^o^txt^ YOL^."

Elliott G."4hcnA JNicU HambcxcKi' Efclyn Riiulv I'i'hix.Lnobc

Leo i'tchi los. Cullinaxx

Hciboit Bcsr jack Katz
BnurcCT.^lacalistcr IlAjxics Ottobir

)ohn.H.Chi-i>tian Ivo>' c^atuiisou

R\xciv Lxiiicrit:?

]oc Rooixcv

Tcnx ^liATvcln.

Robert 3 IcLdland
-U'U.icW Jncksoii

lohix /4.Chni:tin

.^ta^cllf Xicli*

'r*.F Lohiiutin

.\cls ExicUson

lohn.Mcr^oiiaia .•-UUicWIncksoii IP.P.O'.Vdl
'

Fimikl.RictumisonFxiccla Pc-htK Oi.F..'Nli*cK

IValtoi- koxvablu .VcUic Raxnc '\A"'.rCoinc.-trna

Chici-uio. i>cptcnxbci- 30. 1PCP

.'•lUcc LacU L.C.RyUiAvs

FlorcxKC LcAAn? P'D.Liftio

Gcitviuic O.'^lam .^.'Clxlilijrcn

.Vcttic Cohen 5.'T.Grant

Rcqina raiiUnslii Roa^ Hanxiltoxi

Rc'bccca Ca'aiiin RiT.UlxIrof

]a 1nc?3 La-aralu's

I.EAlahonev

E.WRioUanHa-tx
Chat:. LoAAT

.'l.L^riniKitcx-

Cxti xa^ilinski

I B»a^\:n»iixtx

Contributed to The Gduralnr hj the Harris Studio. CTllraBo.
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Observation of A Newspaper Columnist

Angelo Patri, the newspaper col-

umnist, recently commented on the

handwriting of our public school

children.

His observations are contrary to

many in that he has noticed the

penmanship of the older generation

on the ration books and question-

naires, and found a lot of poor writ-

ing—much of it illegible.

Usually writers praise the writing

of the older generation and condemn
the writing of school children. Per-

haps our boys and girls have been

criticised too severely for many
teachers and schools have been doing

a good job of teaching handwriting.

Of course, there is always room for

improvement, and many do neglect

this important subject. Handwriting
is one thing everyone should do well.

Legible, free writing is demanded in

many positions.

Mr. Patri comments: "Penmanship
is a subject that ought to have at-

tention at least to the extent where
people have the ability to sign their

names so that they can be read.

Many of the signatures on official

papers today cannot be deciphered.

Only when they are typed below the

autograph can one learn the identity

of the signer. When there is no typed
signature it is anybody's guess.

"In many schools today the cliildren

are taught to print Instead of to

write. That is an improvement over
the notion of teaching primary class

children to write with a free arm
movement and insisting that they
form beautiful letters at the same
time. The children could make fore-

arm sweeps but they could not, at

the same time, guide their fingers in

forming beautiful letters.

"Now we are trying to print, free-

hand. I'm hoping that somehow the
children will learn to write legibly

by the time they reach the eighth
and ninth years. If at the same time
they could learn to form the letters

beautifully, they would be a joy to
the nation. I fear that joy will not

be ours. I'll settle for clear, bold,

legible signatures, and sufficient

legibility to make the reading of a

short note possible.

Drill Necessary

"Penmanship is an art. Like all

other arts, it requires much pain and
practice for high achievement. Few
can hope to be artists In any field,

but all of us can do well enough to

make our ideas understood. That is

Good handwriting helps pupils

to advance faster in school and
makes the teacher's work easier.

First i)Ositions are often seeured

because of good handwriting and
promotions are frequently made
because of neat, accurate work.

Persons trained to be neat and
careful with the pen are usuall.^-

careful and proficient in other

things. Holding regfular classes

in handwriting is the best way
of acquiring the necessary skill

to write well.

easier in the field of penmanship than
in that of any other art. A few
minutes practice a day will do all

that is required of an ordinary pen-
man. He certainly can write his

name legibly, and he ought to be

able to write a hundred simple words
in a note that could be read by any-
body.

"I am not asking for beauty, or for

speed. Just legibility. That ought
not to be too much to ask of people

who have given ten minutes a day
every school day for eight years to

learning the art of penmanship as

applied to his own name, and to the

writing of a hundred simple words?"

The writer, In handling many thou-

sands of ration books, found many
illegible names and addresses on the

books which were in cursive writing,

but found only a few illegible ones

on the books with printing or manu-
script names and addresses. The
Government and Post OflSce have
found printing more legible than
cursive and much safer to use on
official papers.

Primary exercises which can be used t« advantage
among small children and also to develop freedom of ni

do you use? What primary stories do you use?
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This R«solutiiin was eni;r(>ssecl by PAIL O'HARA. Maury HiRli
School. Norfolk, Virtfinia.

Mr. O'Hara has been teaching penmanship and doing penwork for
many years. He is a Zanerian. a skillful penmen and a delightful chap.

ADV. SCRIPT

A page has been received from a

newspaper published in Devil's Lake,

North Dakota. It contained an ad-

vertisement of Major F. O. Anderson

who is in Salvation Army work.

Mr. Anderson tells his story in a

straight forward way and at the

bottom of the statement appears a

very attractive signature of Mr.

Anderson. It is in his magnificent

Ornamental Penmanship. This ad

stands out above all other items on
the page because of this attractive

script. Surely advertisers in general

are overlooking a very important
advertising medium when they do not

use attractive script; and penmen,
too, are overlooking an important
outlet for their work when they do
not solicit this type of work.

'

,
JRpDoliitimia H MSI\'Cni\cvi\

' rnqroDBi-b
I

\llj|n\lr\qtc>i\,Dv'l.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and < csigners of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Ilstiniatcs t urni.slied

143 East Stiite Street

Trenton, N. J.

10 HANDWRITING POINTS
Handwriting may be a definite

asset to you and your character.

The following points may help you.

1. Individuality in handwriting is

an excellent thing if it is not

carried too far. Remember, too

much individuality creates illegi-

bility.

2. Your signature or your hand-
writing gives the person reading
it an opinion of you. Let's try to

make it pleasing.

3. Persistent and regular divi-

dends are declared on legible hand-
writing.

4. Continued improvement is ac-

celerated by more and better writ-

ing.

5. V-mail or a letter to your
soldier friend will be read if at all

possible. Keep your writing plain

and neat.

6. Social and business correspond-

ence should be answered prompt-
ly, being neat and tidy. This is

the best way to show your con-

sideration for your fellow-worker

or friend.

7. The advantages of handwriting
over the spoken word is that it

not only exists today but for

posterity.

8. Admirers of your handwriting

make excellent references if and
when they are needed.

9. Deciphering the illegible writ-

ing takes too much time. People

just can't be bothered. If you
can't write legibly, your message
will soon be forgotten.

10. Intelligent practice and the

will to improve are the main pre-

requisites for handwriting.

The above ten handwriting points

are some that have been received

from one of the subscribers to The
Educator. Make up your own list of

ten points and send them in. We will

print them under your name.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3. N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.



Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
U. CARTER. Deerfield. III.

At this time of year many of us

that have been making our Greeting

and Gift Cards are on the lookout

for pleasing designs that will be

retained and cherished by our friends

to whom we may send them.

In this lesson I am giving a design

and general outline of execution that

may be helpful in suggesting other

pleasing designs for your friends.

We will suppose we want to make
a dozen or more cards like the de-

sign of this lesson.

When we have counted out the

cards desired, cut an oblong card

similar in shape to the light portion

at the lower righthand corner as

illustrated for this lesson.

Now take this small card and place

it on the lower right hand corner of

the Greeting Cards chosen and hold

it in position while you make shadow
above and to the left with a cotton

blender filled with pencil powdered by
grinding on sandpaper.

Ne.xt take one of the cards from
your blank Greeting Cards and make
a stencil by cutting the form of the

flower and the feather.

When this is done use this stencil

and place on each of your cards and
draw with colored pencils, or pastel

cotton blender with colors on portions

exposed for the flower and feather.

When this is done cut another
card just a little smaller thaji your
Greeting Card. Place this card above
your Greeting Card that you may
make a blended border on the margin
of your card in color or a gray tone

as you may desire.

When the cards have all been
finished as indicated thus far take
them and outline freehand with pen-
cil or ink and finish by carving with
sharpened pen or knife.

I trust this lesson may help you
in making many pleasing designs for

your friends.

I will be glad to send you free

helpful criticism on any of your work
you may send me.

CARD CARVING

A beautifully hand-carved speci-

men has been received from Robert

C. Knox, W. E. Star Route, Rogers,

Arkansas.

The work was done with a safety

razor blade and one small gouge on

a piece of cardboard.

Card Carving is an art and many
very beautiful designs are produced.

If you wish to do something different

and interesting get an outfit and

start to carving birds, flowers, etc.

You will enjoy it.

BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in boolis of interest and value ti»

(*(»mniercial teachers including boolts of special
educational value and books on business sub-
jects. All sucli books will be briefly reviewed
in these columns, the object bein^ to give suffi-

cient description <if each to enable our readers
to determine its value.

Great Personalities—Pen Artists. 48

pages, cardboard cover, size 5I2X

6*4 inches, by M. N. Bunker.

Box 1150, Joplin, Mo. Printed by
Simpson Printing Company, Kan-
sas City, Missouri.

This is an interesting: well-written boolt.
showing examples of a number of well-known
penmen. This booklet will be of interest to
penmen generally.

Prof. Thomas J. Caton, originator

of the Caton System of Shorthand

which was for many years taught

in the public schools of Minneapolis,

died at Fort Lauderdale, Florida,

Sept. 14, 1944 at the age of 82. He
was the proprietor of the Caton's

Business College, Minneapolis 1888-

1942. Mr. Caton was born at Coshoc-

ton, Ohio in 1862 and graduated from

the University of Indiana law de-

partment in 1884. He came to

Minnesota in 1888 and practiced law
in Minneapolis and the same year he

established the Caton Business Col-

lege. He was an admirer of good
handwriting and did much to improve
the writing in Minneapolis. He em-
ployed Francis B. Courtney, the

Wizard penman, for several years,

during which time students enjoyed

a period of penmanship practice

under this master teacher.

I met Mr. Caton a number of

years ago, and he impressed me as

a man who was well qualified as an
all-around business college man.
Through his teaching staff he became
a leading figure among our business

colleges.

Major F. O. Anderson.

Devils Lake, N. Dakota
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LORD SELKIRK SCHOOL
A newspaper clipping containing

a very fine write up regarding the

work in handwriting from the Lord

Selkirk School, Winnipeg. Manitoba,

Canada, under the direction of G. R.

Brunei, one of Canada's expert pen-

men, has been received. Ten of the

pupils have been granted certificates

in Ornamental Penmanship.

"Congratulations to the winners

and those who tried to acquire great

skill!

"Ernie Zipp wrote the first page of

the Lord Selkirk school Year Book
for 1944.

"Seldom in the Dominion of Canada
have such a large number of Grade 8

and 9 pupils won this certificate.

This is largely due to the sympathetic

cooperation and initiative of our

principal, H. E. Snyder.

"We have been told several times

that some of our students have se-

cured positions through their hand-

writing.

"As a matter of fact, this certificate

shows that those pupils can write not

only legibly and fluently a good busi-

ness hand, but moreover, they have
been able, through intelligent prac-

tice, to swing the oblique penholder

in order to gain more perfect control

of the arm. They can use this kind

of penmanship for writing cards,

addressing envelopes, headings, large

lettering and illuminated addresses.

"Ornamental Penmanship is con-

sidered as the "Queen of Arts," a

hobby which will last for a lifetime."

^c^^^\}—c_,-<J„-e—'-L_--

—'r-x-
Penmen are .ailed

ad\ertiNinu' purixiscs.
u|n»n to make man
The above alpliabet

different styles
s full of siiEcestii

±^. 11

Here ure a few letters elipped from a letter

reeelved friim .\. I'. MEIB, Pasadena, Calif.

The S 18 worth studying. Notirr the heautiful

ovaln. the proper location of shades, the parallel

etfeets and s»|ierh skill. Can you do as well?

Correspondence

Instruction in Penmanship
You can master anv branch of pcnnian.ship, letttring

or engrossing by systematic study and supervised

practice in your own home The Zanerian College

has been training penmen, teachers of penmanship and
engrossers for over fifty-six years. It has developed

strong courses for home students as well as for resi-

dence students.

Let us help you to become a tine penman or a better

teacher of handwriting. The cost is \ery small and
the results will surprise you.

Write for information.

The Zanerian College of Penmanship
612 N. Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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You Can Select the Right Point
For Easier Teaching and Faster Learning

Ihe facts prove that when the writing point

"fits the hand" students learn a required handwriting system more

quickly. The low first-cost of a new Esterbrook Fountain Pen plus

the practical convenience of Duracrome Renew-Points make it a

favorite with teachers and pupils alike.

Esterbrook Duracrome Renew-Points are precision-made in a variety

of 33 styles to suit every writing need. Vt'lien you standardize with

Esterbrook, every student may have a pen with the point you

s|)crifv . . . llie ri^iht point for tlie handwritin;; system you teach.

numbers FOUNTAIN PENS

HIE ESTERBROOK PEN CO.

b2 COOI'F.K STHEET, CAMDEN, IS. J.

Tlie Brown Brottiers, Ltd.,

Toronto, Canada

beautirm Hon

Write for my lifi-

book "How to lie-

I'enman", w h i c ii

shows what others

have accomplished
by tuliing my course.

Enclose 10c for one

T. M. TEVIS

CURVED CHRISTMAS and NEW YEAR
CARDS 25i-, 50c. "Sc. SI.OO

Plus 6c postage-
Money refunded if not satisfactory.

1.. E. S.>UTH. 1540 McKean Avenue
Baltimore 17. Maryland

W.\NTE1)—ORNAMENT.*!. PEN.M.I.V.

CiKis Certifies d^kcti:

3flatuin TB, CCoIcman
has coiTiy>lctocl a Cibursc orStudv pvc:?cvtbcd tor Oradttattofj

froin this Hti^K Scliool and is tlici^cforc awarded this

Xltplatxxct
Giv<n-s at Columbus. Ohio, iht5 fourth da\>

ofclurjc.nifsctcci-! hundred and Fortv-fivc

HIGGinS
ETERNAL BLACI

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sui
shine, fire and flood-

PERFECT for penmanship

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity and

jet-black writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

»i HIGGinS @
HIGGINS INK CO., INC. 271 NINTH STREET. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

A High Sriiiiiit I>ip>li>nia clesiuned and lettered by E. A. lA'PFER wlio spends part

of Ills time in Ihe Zaner-Bloser studio.

5([^rrTi|^tfaln0

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Falling a Specialty. Semi for

Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — I.iiwest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND .MAINE
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Words from A to Z
by .1. A. LaROCHE.

New CnKland Mutual Kife Insurance Company. Rnslon, Mas

\C^-i^i0f^^-

^f/7J//^J/^J^J-

fe li>mri>r ilrafer rf |iJiiiniL>r]H>

§iinimcmoraff5 d'cn Hears of i)utstttnliinq Icniice bu

iinEsJnu:

n "Denver an^ 5( Paso on c'ulv IS. I954.

MhC :pQSl bccabc of Contmcntals S>ivc(opmcnt

V# from S4l to CUTO route milci. anb cxyow^ >ts ^

cities in two states, to t^-cntyfouT eities in si)C states. Dn those fen

years Contincntttl Iws flown Fifty ITtillion passenger miles willi

unb|cmishc6 safety record.

has seen it c\row

service from ciglil:

fiOntinCntlll originally employed eiglil persons including }.-.i(o(s.

JKs personnel now numbers nearly Shrce STioitsani-. iucltiS'inq

the Company's,ploye!s

rly !

bomber oMHeatu

#antinj:rttal
mipCrUHS the country s larc|wt mobipcation center fsr Flyina For

tresses anb B-CO 6uperfortresses. STie Company \\ci£ trained

hunircbs in combat aircraft modification; it hets also trained pilots an^ ;i

it flics bunbrei'S of miles i>aily for the -Airtransport (7omman>. i

AntinCntQl has servcb well the ncci.s of its respective con,mtmil.es
'

Ihrouah a system of regional .air transportation.
|

tic Denver Chamber of C^^mmcrcc congratulates Continental upon its \

rapi> proaress anb most sincerely wishes its members increasing
j

anb continueb prosperity-
!

'Denver. Colorado, clulv l«. M44.
|

{HicT'cwcr Cbambcr ofj3«mmcrcc i

Testlmimiai preset
Anniv. hy the l>en\'f

by Nomian T^twer,
Illuminated letters ar
and the emblem wajv
eatrle was finished )r

ted tfi Cnntinental Air Lines Inr. on its lOth
r, Colo., Chamber of Comnieree, Ent;T4>H8ed
751 Iv^man St.. Dejiver. Size 12 by 16.
* blue and sold. The first lette<r C In bfue.
in two t4»ne» of blue. The lower part of the
red with the "Air Lines" in whil<'. We

atulate Mr. Tower on this beantifol work.

PENHOLDERS
With adjustable intercnaneeable c

made to special order.
Satisfaction guaranteed

Chas. Strahm
611 Arapahoe, Boulder. Colo.

To be continued

CARDS
Neatly wr tten, designs, etc.

Send 25c. silver or stamps, for san pl£.

OLIVER P. MARKEX
1816 Clay Street Topeka, Kansas

j
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MAN-
AGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC.. RE-
QUIRED BV THE ACTS OF CONGRESS
OF ACGIST 24, 1912. AND MARCH 3.

1933.

Of THE EDUCATOR published Monthly
except July and August at Columbus. Ohio
for October 1944.

State of Ohio. County of Franklin, ss.

Before me. a Notary Public in and for

the State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared Parker Zaner Bloser. who. having
been duly sworn according to law. deposes
and says that ne is the Business Manager of

The Educator and that the following is. to

the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management (and
if a daily paper, the circulation!, etc.. of the

aforesaid publication for the date shown in

the above caption, required by the Act of

August 24. 1912, as amended by the Act of

March 3. 1933. embodied in section 537.

Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit;

1. That the names and addresses of the

publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-

ness managers are:

Editor E. A. Lupfer. Columbus. Ohio

Managing Editor

Business Manager P. Z. Bloser. Columbus.
Ohio

2. That the uwner is: ilf owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the

names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding one per cent or more of total

amount of stock. If not owned by a corpor-
ation, the names and addresses of the in-

dividual owners must be given. If owned by
a firm, company, or other unincorporated
concern, its name and address, as well as
those of each individual member, must be
given.)

R. E. Bloser. Columbus. Ohio
P. Z. Bloser. Columbus, Ohio
E. A. Lupfer. Columbus. Ohio

3. That the
gagees, and other
holding 1 per cent
bonds, mortgages.

known bondholders, mort-
security holders owning or
or more of total amount of
or other securities are: (If

state. } None

4. That the two paragraphs next abo\e,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, if any. contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the com-
pany but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting.
is given ; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full

knowle^dge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner: and this affiant has
no reason to believe that any other person,
association, or corporation has any interest
direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distri-
buted, through the mails or otherwise, to paid
subscribers during the twelve months preceding
the date shown above is (This
information is required from daily publications
nly.

P. Z. Blose

of the FIVE STAR features

CONTINENTAL
Featuring 5 star attractions for enjoyment ot

living at its best (1) Penguin Room (2)Sky-Hy
Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4) The

Alcove (5) The New Coffee Shop. Outstond

ingly gay and attractive

Guests enjoy all club

facilities, including swim-

ming pool. ..perfect loca-

tion at 11th and Baltimore

22 FLOORS OF

MODERN COMFORT

R E. McEACHIN, Managing Director

KANSAS CITY
Direction- Southwest Hotels Incorporated- H. G. Manning- Founder

PERCEPTION STRIPS

l^aWHrn

Earl A. Lupfer

expires Jan. 11. 1947^

Ideal model letter forms constantly kept before your students so that
they can refer to them at any time during the day will cause the
student to unconsciously absorb skill, better mental pictures of letters,

and a greater desire to write well at all times. Order your Zaner-Bloser
Correlateti Perception Strips now (Cursive or Manuscript)

1 set postpaid $1.25
Per Dozen 10.88

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street ~ Columbus 8, Ohio
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An attractive flourish made especially for Tlie Euoator by E. L. BROWN of Rockland. Maine,

who sends this handsome piece of work with his Season's Greetings.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing
You can learn to make beautiful flourished designs and appreciate the beauty and grace in

curved lines. Get an outfit and begin to study.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing will teach you how to flourish. It is easy and interesting. Instruc-

tions are plain and to the point.

Contains 80 pages and over 175 attractive illustrations made by many of America's most skillful

pen flourishers.

Nicely printed. Size Syi x 11. Bound in flexible cardboard.

Starts with the easiest strokes and leads up to elaborate flourishes.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing, Postpaid $1.00

The Educator, one year 1.50

$2.50

(Canada & Foreign 30c extra) BOTH FOR ONLY $2.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio
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NON-SPILL INKWELL

It can't spill, even if

turned upside down!

It prevents waste of ink

throug'h evaporation.

It gives years of service!

The glass bulb is replaceable

at 15c each!

The cap unscrews without

sticking, affording easy ac-

cess to the glass bottle for

cleaning and refilling!

\
V

Height—1 34
"

Diameter—2%'

For school.

home use!

office and

Non-Spill Inkwell.

Net price, postpaid, 45c each

Net Price, per dozen, plus postage, $4.20

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
613 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

LETTERING
its

HISTORY, PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE
by MATLACK PRICE

The Romance of Lettering giving the analysis of letters

of the alphabet, letter anatomy, serifs and principles of

letter spacing.

Roman, Mediaeval and 20th Century styles of lettering

in upper and lower case.

22 page booklet—per copy $ .50

Additional mailing charge 10

SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING
by CHARLES E. BATEN, Spokane, Wash.

Bold type, easy to read and follow.

Exercises developed to produce high

speed and superior skill in the min-

imum length of time.

Price 50c
The book offers a complete course covering machine

masterj', speed development, letter writing and difficult

exercises. 64 pp.

THE PALMER COMPANY 370 Atlantic A»e.

Boston, Massachusetts

By E. C. ENRIQIEZ, Macatl, Rlzal, P. I.

We are ail anxious to hear from our old iriend Enriquez whom
we have not heard from since the .laps over-run the Phllllpines.
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Give Your Friend a Penholder
For Christmas

Scientifically Adjusted by

Handwriting Experts

Hand Turned

ISeautiful Imported Woods

Inlaid in Natural Colors

8-inch . $1.00 each

I) rite for Our Complete Catalog of Penholders

THE ZANER - BLOSER CO.
612 ISorth Park Street COLUMBUS 8, OHIO

CLARIDGI
• The Claridge is so ideally

located in the heart of down-l

town St. Louis — and has so

many superior qualities - that

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world of travel. Only

two and one-half blocks from

Union Station. For finest food

in town - visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room

350 Rooms fpoM^Z'"^
WITH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
ANDCIRCUIATING ICF WATEP

ST.LOUIS LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

ZANERIAN APPROVED

as a school for the training of veterans as provided

by the (G. I. Rill).

There are opportunities for tho.se who are qualified

to do good penwork, lettering and engro.ssing. We

shall be glad to help anyone who is especially

interested in this line of work.

Correspondence courses are also gi\en at a small

tuition rate.

Co/umbus. Ohio
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COLUMBUS, OHIO, DECEMBER, 1944

Today's Hand\vriting Problem
America can go forward in hand-

writing the same as it has taken the

lead in msiny other things if educa-

tors and teachers will give a little

time and conisideration to the sub-

ject which they know it deserves.

Handwriting is a skill subject and
therefore regular periods must be de-

voted to the teaching of handwriting
where details of form and manner of

writing should be brought to the

attention of students. Other plans of

teaching handwriting incidentally

have produced unsatisfactory results,

except where some one person is

specially interested in handwriting.

Teachers should present handwrit-
ing so that boys and girls will become
interested and want to learn. You
can't force any subject on students

today and get satisfactory results.

You must show them the importance
of handwriting ajid convince them
that they can do the job with a
reasonable amount of time and ef-

fort.

Handwriting is a live subject and
is tied up with every school activity.

The handwriting lessons should there-

fore be correlated with other sub-

jects. The Fort Wayne, Indiana,

school pupils used handwriting to

sell bonds. You can use it in many
activities with telling results.

Cooperation of Superintendents,

Principals, and teachers is needed to

build up a fine successful penman-
ship program. Upon the Superin-
tendent lies the responsibility of

sponsoring a good handwriting pro-

gram. That means doing many
things only a man in that high in-

fluential position can do. If he takes

a favorable attitude toward hand-
writing others will follow his lead.

He should also see that good text

books, supplies and other physical

conditions are the best. He is the

one who can get the school oflftcials,

principals and teachers to act, and
can weild a powerful influence for

better handwriting.

The Principal is a busy person,

but a little time devoted to super-

vising the handwriting in his building

will bring dividends. His attitude

toward handwriting will influence the

work of his building. He not only

can carry out the Superintendents

plan but can go more thoroughly in

detail in supervising his particular

group.

Naturally the special supervisor of

handwriting for a city or a building

offers the best supervision. Close

cooperation with the Superintendent,

Principals, and Teachers is impera-

tive.

To the teachers fall the daily

burden of training the pupils to

write legibly and easily. Her prob-

lems are many, varied and diflicult

but if given support by her Principal

and Superintendent she is tireless

and resourceful. She will find new
and interesting material and corre-

late it with current events in a way
that only a teacher can who labors

daily with those entrusted to her

care.

Acceptable standards should be

reached in each grade and these

standards of legibility and quality

should be maintained. As the pupil

advances into higher grades he

should not be allowed to let his hand-

writing deteriorate below an accept-

able standard for that grade. His

writing should be checked on a hand-

writing scale and if he has let his

writing degenerate until it is a
detriment to him and a headache for

his teachers to read, he should be

given special help to regain his

standing.

Legible handwriting should be de-

manded in all classes. Good hand-

writing will not become permanent
if the pupil is required to do legible

work in the handwriting class, then

allowed to write illegibly and care-

lessly in the English and other

classes.

The students aim should be:

1. To vvT^te legibly at all times.

2. To write quickly and with ease.

3. To enjoy writing.

4. To use writing as an aid in all

school work.

Which requires:

1. Cooperation of Superintendent,

Principal, Teacher, and Pupils.

2. A regular handwriting period.

3. Handwriting texts and good
supplies.

4. MesLsuring results and maintain-

ing acceptable standards.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and Auguit)

By The ZANER-BLOSKR CO..

612 N. Park St., Columbus, O.
E. A. LUPFER Editor
PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, »1.50 A TEAR
(To Canada and; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance. If possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the beat medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the lOtb of the

month for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LDPFER, Zanerlan College, Columbas. O.

There is nothing to be proud of in

illegible writing. You may think you

are imitating some prominent man
when you scribble but rest assured

that scribbling never helped anyone

to hold a responsible position.

At the election booth where the

office boy's girl helped to collect the

votes several persons were compelled

to sign an X in place of writing their

signatures in an easy legible manner.

Much comment was made about the

inability of these persons to write

and their lack of intelligence. People

were surprised.

A condition like that is unneces-

sary in this day of free schools, and

other opportunities.

Some years ago a foreign bom
couple employed a public school

teacher to teach them to read and

write along with their children. Today
two of those boys are high ranking

service men and the father and
mother run a good business. You
would not believe that only a few
years ago they could not read nor

write. Where there is a will there

is a way.

So if you don't learn to write

easily and so that others can read it

without too much effort it is your
own fault and you will pay dearly

for your neglect.

Start each practice period with a

limbering up exercise, such as an
oval movement exercise or some
simple combination of letters or

words for after working all day at

other things the muscles become
stiff and uncontrollable.

Starting your lessons at the black-

board is a good practice. At least a
teacher should use the board freely

in demonstrating how writing is

done and to call attention to details

of slant, height, spacing, and forms
of letters.

Have you every watched the golfer

swing at the ball. He gets set,

grasps the stick and holds his fingers,

hands and feet just so as he makes
a terrific swing (sometimes missing

the ball). Everything must be just

so. Well your writing position must
be just so or you may swing and miss
the base line or something. Be sure

you know how you should hold the

pen, paper, etc. Get your teacher to

show you how you might improve.
Search for information and you will

find it.

During every handwriting lesson

the teacher should be on the alert,

checking position, or until good posi-

tion becomes habitual. After so much
conscious effort on position it will

become automatic and you will as-

sume a correct position without
having to think about it. You csm
then put your effort on some other
thing such as movement or letter

forms.

Movement and letter forms should

be taught together as much as
possible. Too much attention to one
and neglecting the other leads to bad
habits which may later be difficult

to break.

At first one may write a little

slower and increase the speed as
skill is acquired but care must be

exerted otherwise a slow habit of

writing may be developed.

Your writing should be free so

that it is a help in expressing your
thoughts. Your writing must corre-

late with all other school subjects.

This is a review or warming up exercise. Write the entire paragraph. Select the weak letters and combina-
tions and practice them as suggested on the last line. Where we give one exercise or combination of letters you
should make pages, repeating the one exercise until you can make it satisfactory.
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Here is a lesson on the letter I. The I is used so many times that it is important that you leam to make a
plain legible I. Keep the back of the I comparatively straight. Start the letter with an upstroke. It is also impor-

tant to keep the top loop about the same in size as the bottom section. Examine the background of the top loop

and the background of the bottom part and see if these spaces are about equal. Stop on the retrace before mak-
ing the finishing stroke. Avoid too wide a top.

wt^^-^ ^-^^ ^4^ ^/. %.^. ^
After practicing the letter individually work on abbreviations and words.

In this copy you can compare the relative size of the top of the I and the J and the similarity of the bottom
swing of the I and the bottom of the G.

The abbreviation 111. wall have a tendency to assist in getting the backs straight. The backs of the 1 should

be straight and pulled down to the base line with a push-pull movement. The same movement is used on the top

of the I.

The top of the J is slightly larger than the bottom. The back of the J should be straight. The top and the

bottom loop should be approximately equal in size; that is, not too great a difference.

Compare the loop in the J with the loop in the capital Y and Z and also with the other small loops.

- \j>r:::c^).-'U<^i^^ tA>«>'-7--Z-^S.^ f/z^'^-'-^-^^^^^

Practice the months beginning with J. You need to leam to write them well because you will use them fre-

quently. After writing the page draw a line with a ruler touching the tops of each loop also the bottoms to see

if your loops are uniform in height above and below the base line.
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To acquire skill requires a large amount of practice. Practice alone without intelligent thought will not secure

results. Learn, therefore, to practice intelligently. Find out what is wrong with your letters then you have a chance

by practicing to improve.

In this copy we show letters—some poor and some good. In the first group of J's the bottom loops are too large

for the top loops. The backs are also curved. In the second copy the O is entirely too wide. If you realize that

your letter is too wide it stands to reason that by a few attempts at making the letter narrower you can easily

succeed.

In the first group of J's on the second line they are slanting backwards. They are pulling back seemingly

pulling against all the other letters. They are plain enough but are not beautiful in that they create discord. The
second group are falling over. They are too slanting.

Study the third group of J's. The copy to the extreme right of the page shows how the J begins with an oval

motion and how the back is made with a straight motion. Therefore, practicing the oval and straight line exercise

in connection with the letter should assist you in making the pen go in the right direction.

Correlate your handwriting with your regular work. The words underscored should be studied in that they are

words usually misused.

^^^:>-2??-'-2^-?^^€i^#:>'

In writing a sentence use extreme care. After all much of the poor writing done is due to carelessness. People

get in a hurry and do not take time to form letters as they should be formed. For instance they do not dot the

i's properly and cross the t's and they put loops in letters where they don't belong and fail to rest the letters on the

base line properly getting some high and some short. Many of these imperfections can be improved or corrected by
taking a little time. Perhaps a large percentage can be placed to carelessness rather than not knowing what good
writing is.

-^t^^

Slant is important in writing sentences. This sentence shows how you should draw slant lines through your let-

ters to test your writing. This may also help you in your spacing. You will notice that certain sections of letters like

the space inside of u's, n's, a's, etc. are the same.
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This is a review of letters previously practiced. You should go back over the letters which you have previously

practiced and each time you review letters you make improvements. There are things which you will discover the

second or third time over that you missed the first time.

This copy brings out some important things for you to think about. There is as much in this copy for you to

think about as to practice. Study the difference between the u's and n's and other letters. Try to discover what
makes the letter plain and readable. For instance if the i has an open space in it it will look like an e, and if the e

is closed it will look like an 1. In many letters there are only slight differences. These slight differences must be

observed if your writing is legible.

In the letter t and d there is a decided straight down motion in the body strokes of the letters. Develop that

pull towards the center of the body movement as used on many letters.

^^z:^ <:y^ ^::^ ^::::t!i^ ^::^^ t:^L^

Ct^ CPL^ i^:^ .::?t^

The t and d contain a very decided straight downward stroke. Develop that in and out of the sleeve movement.

Be sure that your paper is so placed that the downward stroke is towards the center of the body for right-handed

people and for left-handed persons the downstroke should slant towards the left elbow since in left-haJided writing

the elbow should work in and out of the sleeve and the downstroke should be parallel to the arm, with the base line

at right angles to the arm.

Cross the t carefully. It should cross half way between the top and the joining. In each t you should have a

good 1 if you covered up the top half. Test your letters in this way.

The d is the combination of a Eind t. Cover the top of the d and see if you have a good a.
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A Child's Patriotism—Understanding, Appreciating, Loving
SARA K. VITDLSON, Teacher, School No. 84

From the Baltimore Bulletin of Education

The idea of "teaching democracy"
has often been a subject of contro-

versy. There are some who believe

that democracy cannot be taught;

there are others who believe it can

be taught. Early in 1941, when
democracy as a way of living was
being more and more seriously chal-

lenged abroad, and more subtly at-

tacked here, our school began a pro-

gram for its rightful defense—not

teaching democracy but understand-

ing, appreciating, and therefore lov-

ing democracy.

The opportunity to develop the

first essential point grew from the

children's lively interest in the Euro-

pean war. their awareness of social

readjustments that were being made
in our own country, such as the dis-

cussions about and the ultimate

passage of the Lend-Lease Bill, and

their own contacts with the chang-

ing order when their brothers, cou-

sins, friends, and teachers came
within the scope of the Selective

Service Act. From these personal

reactions, there arose many discus-

sions among the children as to "The
Way We Live." Four teachers carried

on activities centered around this

topic, each teacher working with one

class, using one period a week for

eight weeks. The classes selected

were fifth and sixth grades, of vary-

ing intelligence and ability. In plan-

ning this work, four points were to

be considered:

1. How our way of living began
here

2. How our way of living goes on

here

3. What privileges our way of liv-

ing affords us

4. What responsibilities our way
of living places upon us

Through the use of varied devices

and techniques which were to be left

to the judgment of the individual

teachers, we planned to arrive at two
important points: (1) What essential

facts shall be retained? and (2) What
desirable attitudes shall be developed?

Understanding democracy is natur-

ally an intellectual problem, and so

early in this series of eight lessons

the "whats," "whys," and "hows"
were established by means of discus-

sions, questions, reports, and read-

ings. As the series progressed and
comparisons and applications were
made, the children themselves began
to give evidence of appreciating

democracy. Some of their reactions,

expressed spontaneously in discus-

HandwrltlnR In The Baltimore Public Schools §tlnnilated by thU patriotic project.
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Good handwriting llHps in conducting •school actlvltlPH.

sions, may be seen in the following

actual statements noted by observers

during: the lessons:

1. The government helps us develop

our rights.

2. The govemment helps us fulfill

our responsibilities.

3. Freedom is the right to do what
you want in the right way in-

side the law.

4. You have to have cooperation to

have a successful govemment.

5. Religious persecution means tor-

ture. Sometimes it just tortures

your mind.

6. A successful govemment makes
people feel pleased, happy. It

makes them feel that they made
the laws themselves. It makes
them feel serious about the gov-

emment.

7. Our way of life is worth fighting

for unless we want to live under

the flag of Germany.
8. There are many colored people

who can vote just as sensibly as

we can.

9. If our ancestors fought to get

these rights for us. we ought to

take care of them and not let

them get away from us.

10. The thing that stands out in my
mind about the United States is

what we have done with what
Nature gave us.

11. I have the opportunity of going

to school free, of going to

church each Sunday, and of

getting to be what I want to be.

12. If I know about my govemment,
I know whether it is worth de-

fending.

13. If I know about my govemment,
I know what to say if somebody
speaJcs against it.

To further these attitudes, the

teachers and children collaborated on

programs of emotional appeal. In

the culminating lesson in one class,

the children presented an unusually

effective dramatization of historical

epochs, concluding with comparisons

of the United States and other coun-

tries today. By using the technique

of having solo speakers follow in

rapid succession, passages such as

these impressed the audience with

the importance of the ideas that the

children were given:

The United States is the greatest

country in the world!

The United States is the richest

country in the world!

It has more iron and steel than any

other country!

It has greater forests than any

other country!

It has more miles of railroad than

any other country!

Miles and miles of modem lines of

communication stretch over its great

area!

It has more schools than any other

country, and more children who go to

these schools!

The United States is greater than

any other country because its found-

ers, its pioneers, its workers, its

leaders, its doctors, its teachers have

worked to build better things than

they found, to give the people more
opportunities and more leisure, and

then inspiring ways in which to

spend their leisure! Through all this,

all of the leaders of America have

left the people free—free to speak.
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free to worship, free to work, and

free to live!

In another class a series of articles

was read called "Chronicles of Ameri-

canization," published in the Readers'

Digest. One particularly, "The

Americanization of Salom Rizk," im-

pressed the children so deeply that

for many days they discussed and

dramatized the story in odd moments.

Another article, "Why I Came to

America," quoted from the state-

ments of a number of immigrants

who became eminent American citi-

zens. One statement, made by an

immigrant from Hungary, "Some day

I am going to live in the land of

Lincoln," appealed so thoroughly to

the children that each time they

enacted the story of Salom Rizk, the

Syrian, they concluded with the

words of the Hungarian, changing

them to say. "He had come to live

in the land of Lincoln."

Following closely upon this unit,

the entire school presented, as its

project for the year, a pageant called

"America the Beautiful." This parti-

cular type of activity weis chosen

because, through the re-enactment of

historic and vital phases in the

development of our country, it in-

spired respect and intelligent patriot-

ism in the pupils who participated,

and in the parents and friends who

watched the performance. Choral

speaking gave it continuity; Ameri-

can songs made it familiar; and

American dances, dialects, and

tableaux established the social rela-

tionships that have built and

strengthened America.

Thanksgiving 1941, initiated a new

trend in portraying an old idea. A
fifth grade class, in its auditorium

periods, wrote an original play deal-

ing with the reactions and attitudes

of three refugee children who had

been invited to spend Thanksgiving

Day in the home of two American

classmates. In order to reconcile the

two divergent opinions of the class

—

that the entertainment deal with the

traditional Thanksgiving versus a

play dealing with a modem Thanks-

giving—the children decided to have

a broadcast about the first Thanks-

giving in order to clarify its mean-

ing to the refugee children. The

broadcast included tableaux and

music which brought out the ideas

of religious freedom, cooperation Eind

helpfulness, and gratitude for stores

of plenty earned by labor and thrift.

In closing, the child announcer said:

Since that time, the celebration of

Thanksgiving has been Ein American

custom. As you celebrate in your

home today, think of the great land

which the courage of those Pilgrims

helped to build—and think of the

things for which we should be grate-

ful today.

The third act was a modern

Thanksgiving dinner, preceded by

the mention of the blessings of

America and climaxed by a fifth

grade girl's original prayer, recited

immediately before the dinner.

I'm thankful I'm in America today,

Where everyone can go his way;

Where birds can sing with glad de-

light,

And the flowers around grow gay

and bright;

Where the skies above are always

blue.

And the sun and moon smile down

on you.

And each day we can have our fun.

And try to grow nearer to the sun;

That our country great remains at

peace

;

I'm thankful, God, for all of these.

At the same time, a sixth grade

class was bringing to culmination a

unit which had been started in Sep-

tember. This activity had led to a

AN OPPORTUNITY
What a wonderful opportunity

for promoting the handwriting in

projects like this one. In fact it

is difficult to conduct any project

without employing handwriting.

study of national shrines through the

medium of stamp albums so that the

buying of war savings stamps and

bonds would be encouraged. In a

school assembly the stories of some

of our well known shrines were

dramatized, as several children found

stamps about these places in stamp

albums. At the end, however, the

children decided to leave stamp col-

lection to a hobby activity and to

concentrate all their efforts on war

savings stamps for the duration. The

intelligence with which they discussed

the importance of buying a share in

our government and the details which

they gave proved that their conscious-

ness of America's need was neither

dormant nor lethargic.

This impression was confirmed on

December 8, 1941! In less than an

hour after the opening of school an

impromptu assembly was initiated

and organized by the pupil council.

Five or six responsible children chose

topics on which to speak. These

children had had an intellectual in-

troduction to democracy, and oppor-

tunities to participate in programs

exemplifying democracy, but now
their talks were to reflect their own
feelings. The topics they chose were

these:

GENERAL TOPIC: THIS IS OUR
WAR! WHAT SHALL WE DO
ABOUT IT?

1. Build sound bodies

2. Wise use of time, materials, and

money
3. The need for accurate informa-

tion

4. Speak carefully

5. Help the Red Cross

6. Prompt and obedient response

to directions

Under pupil guidance, the entire

assembly recited the Pledge of

Allegiance and the American's Creed.

Upon introducing the speakers, the

pupil in charge of this quickly as-

sembled program called attention to

the fact that the topic to be treated

was one more way in which American

boys and girls could do their part in

the new emergency. The children

said, in part:

Healthy Americans will help their

government. Healthy boys and girls

will help their parents, who will have

many other things to think about.

Food, rest, and plenty of exercise

must be our schedule now.

We will have to save many things.

Instead of wasting time, we should

use our spare time in helping where

we can help. We must take care of

school materials, because the things

from which paper, pencils, and other

things we use, are made, will be

needed by our government.

When we listen to the radio, we

must listen carefully, and then, be

sure not to repeat any statements

of which we are uncertain. Many
people will say many things, and

until we are sure that the information

is true, we must not repeat it.

The attitudes, attention, and rever-

ence which marked that assembly

made the teachers feel that whatever

aid could come from America's child-

ren would be freely, sincerely, and
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wholeheartedly given by these boys

and girls.

Since December 8. more than usual

attention has naturally been given to

current events. From the intellectual

stimulus has come an emotional and

patriotic support of our leadership, as

well as an understanding that in time

of war certain statements and regula-

tions must be unquestionably accepted

because information cannot be given

out indiscriminately. Within the limits

of their childish experiences, we feel

that our children are ready to give

such cooperation.

The most recent activity in our

program was a February assembly

devoted to American leaders. Simple

but excellent parallels were drawn
between the purposes and problems
of leaders like Washington and Lin-

coln and leaders like Roosevelt and
MacArthur, with emphasis on the

idealism and courage that have in-

"The ugly and illegible penman-

ship of countless high school
|

graduates is nothing for US to be

proud of . . . The boys i*ho have

the toordination to pilot bombers

could be taught to write.'

Dr. Richard L. Greene

Head of the Univ. of Rochester

Englis I Department

spired men to fight to obtain free-

dom, to fight to save freedom, and

to sacrifice personal comforts to help

the cause of freedom. Ways in which

children could help were again empha-

sized and enthusiastically received bj'

the audience. The most awesome mo-

ment in the program came, however,

when in speaking of America's

heroes of today a still picture of

General MacArthur, portrayed by a

child watching the sky, brought forth

immediate, spontaneous, and respect-

ful applause. What it really meant to

the children was found out later,

when in discussing the assembly the

children selected, as the most im-

portant statement in the entire pro-

duction, the tribute that a child

speaker had paid to General Mac-

Arthur when she said, "He didn't

have to stop to ask what to do, or

how to do it. His country trusts him,

and we. General MacArthur, salute

you."

We have not "taught democracy."

We have explained its meaning; we
have dramatized its history, its ap-

plications, its superiority for us. We
believe, from all manifestations, out-

ward ones and subtle ones, that it is

vital to our children—that they clear-

ly understand, deeply appreciate, and

poignantly love "Our Way of Life."

Baltimore Public School children learn about Democrttti(

activity, handwrltiuE plays an important pari. Each oi

handwriting.
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HandAvriting
GRADE 4

By MABEL ANDERSON

HANDWRITING TESTS

In order to successfully plan a

handwriting program in the fourth

grade, one must take an inventory

of the pupil's knowledge and skills.

The aim in the primary grades is

to teach children to write the letters

and the most common words in their

vocabularies, to develop movement
habits that will enable them to

express their thoughts without hesi-

tancy, to attain fluency and legibility

and to form good habits of position.

The fourth grade aim is to carry

handwriting to a higher level by

mcEins of intensive training. The
writing of primary children exhibits

a certain awkwardness and gives the

appearance of immaturity. The
movement must now acquire greater

sureness, smoothness and control.

The teacher must lead the child to

see that good position promotes self-

control, health and good writing.

Equipment

A set of Handwriting Perception

strips

A 4th Grade Handwriting Teachers

Manual

A Diagnostic Handwriting Ruler

A 4th Grade Freeman Scale

A 4th Grade Handwriting Practice

Book

Pupils:

A 4th Grade Practice Book

A penholder and standard pens

A long pencil

Plenty of practice paper % inch

ruling.

Teacher begins work by dictating

Efficiency Test found in front of

pupils handwriting book. Pupils are

instructed to omit every word they

can not spell and to write as fast as

they can write well. A space must
be left for each word omitted. After

the dictation, teacher calls for the

words pupils could not spell. As
pupils name the words teacher writes

them on the blackboard. The mean-
ing and spelling of each word is

studied. Practice in writing the words
at the blackboard then on paper

enables pupils to acquire smoothness

and control in writing across the

page and learning to spell the words.

The dictionary plays a vital part

in teaciiing Spelling and English in

the handwriting classes. Every child

should own a dictionary at this grade

level.

Pupils insert the omitted words in

the paragraph. Now a copy of the

l.-^^^^:>;2^'E--^^-^^<::^>^
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test must be written freely either the child's Practice Book. Six weeks (Note—The Teacher should fill in

from dictation or from the book. The later the test should be repeated to her Practice Book each week before
copy must be pasted in the front of note the improvement. directing pupils with their work.)
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How to Help the Left-Handed Writers
l>.v .1. A. Btiell

-Miimeapnlis Business C(illt*^e, Minneapolis, >linn.

When the High School graduates

matriculate with our Business College

and are assigned to their different

classes, it is my plan and purpose to

help them make their writing grades

in the shortest possible time, and this

can be said to be true for every other

Writing Instructor of every other

Business College in our United States

and Canada.

Now, these Hi. Graduates have

been attending school from ten to

twelve years, more or less. They have
each had at least eight writing in-

structors. If 5%, as has been esti-

mated are LEFT-HANDED, then

every one of the 57( has had at least

eight different Writing Instructors.

These eight different writing in-

structors must teach the five left-

handed pupils out of every one hun-

dred that come into their classes

during the year. About half of these

left-handed pupils finish their grades

and High Schools at a terrible writing

disadvantage. When they have to

twist their left arms and wrists so

that the penholders point away from
them, they have to jump the arm and
hand after writing each word, and
the sleeves drag over the wet writing.

blurring and blotting, and making it

look very bad and soiled.

At times, some of these left-handed

graduates have been employed by
our banks. Because their coat sleeves

dragged over the wet ink mussing
the page, the Bankers have requested

the Left-Handers to do something
about it. The Bankers have been

very nice about it and have even paid

their tuition rates in our school so

they could get help from us.

Quite often these Hi Graduates
come to us with sad expressions on

their faces. An inquiry brings out

—

"Oh! I'm Left-Handed". My pro-

ceedure is very careful. Here is what
we are up against: Some have had
real word contests with their former
teachers and have come out victor-

ious. These, are the ones that make
it the most difficult for me. Without
saying anything much, my task is to

take the pen in my left hand, place

the book in its proper position and
go to it the best I can. This is the

very best way if the instructor can
do it. My success with the Left-

Handed has a larger rate of percent-

age than with the Right-Handed.

The Right-Handed rate is about 50%
to 607r . With the Left-Handed it will

run from 75% to 80%.

If my inquiry brings out a relaxing
of the sadness and a responsive
reply—"No one ever told me that
before, they wanted me to write with
my right hand." I know immediately
that here is one that will succeed. I

here recall George Nutter's reply.

—

"I knew there was a better way."

Another student, a sad faced young
lady at first, went on gradually and
her sadness disappeared until it

broke out with a smile when she won
her writing certificate.

The right hand has no particular
advantages over the left; but the
left has some advantages over the
right. Here are four: 1st—The
natural elbow hinge motion which
the left arm has that eliminates a
lot of unnecessary finger action, is a

decided advantage.

2nd—The proper position that en-

ables the left-handed writer to see
the entire line from beginning to

end, before and after writing on it

is a decided advantage.

3rd—The left hand moves toward
the body and particularly toward the
point of the right shoulder, thereby
keeping in position longer. This is a
decided advantage, for the right hand
moves away from the body and the

left shoulder, soon getting out of

position.

4th—As each writing hand must
be directly before the writer's body,

the right-handed student must be
taught to draw his paper to the left

so as to keep his right hand in its

proper position. Not so, the left-

handed, as he does it instinctively

and does not have to be taught

—

another decided advantage.

It is my desire to be of assistance

to msiny of our Public School Teach-
ers who have to start the First and
Second Grade pupils on their Edu-
cational way. Please do not send any
money, but if you care to write to

me, send a directed and stamped
envelope and I will answer any
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question to the best of my ability on

how to help the little left-handers,

or right-handers, begin their long-

hand writing careers.

My teaching of writing began in

1899, and my idea too, was to have
the Left-Handed change to the right

hand. My idea received a tremendous

joult when one of my most promising

right-handers accidentally shot his

right arm off at the elbow on Thanks-
giving day about 1900. What was I

to do ? Remembering what a Civil

War Veteran told me he did. after

losmg his right arm, and following

his plan, my former promising right-

handed pupil became a splendid left-

handed writer.

Now, dear Public School Teacher
don't think you cannot do it. All you
need to know is how a left-handed

person must hold his paper, and that

is just the opposite of your right-

handed way.

Do this: First:—Take your posi-

tion at the table with your hands
straight before your eyes, with a half

inch space between your first fingers

and thumbs. Let your elbows extend
over the edge of the table a half inch

and see that your forearms form
right angles before you.

Second:—Bring your third and
fourth fingers of each hand under
the hands, so that the backs of the

nails rest on the table; You will ob-

serve that the ends of these fingers

are under the center of each hand.

Third:—Strengthen these third and
fourth fingers so they will raise the

hands and wrists up a little; you will

notice now you have two points of

contact with each hand and arm with

the table; viz., the third and fourth

finger nails and the fleshy part of

each forearm.

You now have the correct position

for each hand and arm, both left and
right.

Fourth:—Use that perfect elbow
hinge sind slide your right hand to

the right, six inches away from the

body and back again three or four

times and don't let your right hand
and arm get out of position.

Fifth:—Slide your left hand with
that perfect elbow hinge bringing it

toward the body six inches and back
three or four times.

Now get two pens and go through
the above beginning with the First

one, two, three, four, and fifth. With
the Fifth, lay the right-handed pen
down and observe that you have the

proper position for the left-handed

writer. If you explain to the left-

handed writer that the line on which
he is writing is coming towards the

point of the right shoulder, and
holding the paper that way will en-

able him to write with ease all the

time. Whether it is a boy or girl they
will do the rest all along. I know
this is true from experience, starting

two of my grand-children and giving
them two or three short lessons

before they started to school, and
one or two after they were in the

grades.

For the past 36 years, no student
has ever been asked by me to change
from left to right. Some students

who have tried to change and did

continue the right-handed way have
come to me and told me they were
left-handed and did everything with
the left hand except viTiting.

They wanted to know if it would
be proper to change back now. I

found one had made pretty good pro-

gress with her right hand so I kept
her on with it and she came out fine.

Others were told to change as they
were very poor with their right

hands and came along nicely with
their left hands.

How to help the Left-handed writer

will be continued in the January
Educator.

few days ago.

Snappy Business Writine by ,IA>IES T. .MAHER, of the Marion Bus ColleRe, .Marion, Indii
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The Child's Three Point Plan
RENA SHORE

Teacher In Kalamazoo, Mich.

I—Try to write an accurate copy,

leg:ibly, accurately, and quickly.

n—Try to improve quality.

Find most glaring fault.

Learn just what to do to

correct it.

Practice to overcome the

errors.

Ill—Know the arrangement of

The Paragraph
The Poem
The Social and Business Let-

ter.

Child Growth through Handwriting

I—Accuracy—Legibility—Ease

1—Gives practice in concen-

tration and careful work-

manship.

-Aids physical growth by
stressing healthful posture

and ease in writing.

II—Improvement.

1—Gives opportimity for self-

criticism; for satisfaction

in achievement.

2—Increase the vocabulary by

use of terms,- alignment,

slant, etc.

Ill—Arrangement.

1—Increases skill in social

forms.

2—Gives appreciation of the

printed page.

Criticism Department
By The OIHce Boy

Myrtle wrote a test specimen, like

the one herewith, for her teacher last

night. She has the prettiest hands,

long, slender, and nails polished, but,

you know, I told her she should learn

to "hew to the line." She wanted to

know what room I had to talk when
.she couldn't even read my IsLSt letter.

Well I do believe she should do

something to correct the size of her

letters. She's a smart girl and really

could stand each letter on the line

and not get some of her letters stuck

up in the air like a Toy Terrier's

nose. She says, "Oh, you can read

it." Well that is one good thing, I

can read it, which is more than I

can do with some of the writing my
teacher puts on the blackboard.

I hope Myrtle's teacher gets after

her for being so careless with the

base line. She surely could write

swell If she made everyone of the

letters rest on the base line and lined

them up at the top.

What do you think about it? I'll

be glad for any suggestions for I'm

interested in her handwriting.

I told her to draw a few pencil

guide lines and to hold the paper in

front of her. She has a habit of turn-

ing around and talking to the girl

back of her and keeps getting her

paper all out of shape.

Well, so long, I must be going now
and hope Myrtle can line her letters

up evenly by next month.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING
C. E. CHAMBEKLIN

Southwest Te.\as State Teachers College

San Marcos, Texas

When the little birds are singin'

And the buds are peepin' through;

When the brooks are running over

And all nature seems so new;
It is then we start our workin'

Without any doubts or fear;

We do our plowin' and our sowin'

—

That's the Beglnin' Time of Year.

When the sun gets hot and scorchin'

And the com is shootin' high;

When the wheat begins to ripen

And the buzzards soar on high,

And the trees look sort of droopy

As all earth seems hot and sear;

We make hay while the sun is

shinin'

—

That's the Workin' Time of Year.

When the frost is on the pumpkin
And the goldenrod's in bloom;

When the squirrel's storin' nuts

For the winter's comln' soon;

The wild-wood leaves are turnin'

And the evenin' sky is clear,

The geese are honkin' o'er the

slough

—

That's the Harvest Time of Year.

When we hear the leaves a rustltn'

And the snow is drifted deep;

And the cows are 'round the straw-

stack

And the old bear's gone to sleep;

When the kids are out a skattn'

And a slidin' in the snows.

And Old Santa comes a jlnglln',

Givln' gifts to all he knows;
That's the bestest time there is

With its wishes of good cheer;

That's the time we think of others

—

That's the Glvin' Time of Year.

PENHOLDERS
With adjustable interchangeable
made to special order.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Chas. Strahm
611 Arapahoe, Boulder. Colo

Write for our new Free Book,
"How to Become a Good
Penman-" Enclose 10c for
a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully written.

THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL
438 RIdgs Building
Kansas Git;. Mo.
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REGULAR SWING IN SCRIPT

Script, unlike business writing, is

made with finger rather than arm
movement. However, your script wUl
not have a pleasing effect until you
can write it with a rhythmic move-
ment. The downstrokes are shaded
and made with a firm deliberate

motion. The strokes are made with
a uniform swing of the fingers. All

downstrokes swing toward the cen-

ter of the body. Do not stop or hesi-

tate whUe on a stroke. Raise the

pen each time on turns at the base

line.

Study Details of Letters

Practice the t and ti exercises,

thinking of the regularity of down-
strokes and movement. They are

exactly the same except in length.

Get the t no heavier than the i. Are
the turns on t and i the same? Did

you pull the shade in t as far down
to the base line as in i? Cover up
the top part and see If you can tell

which are t's and which are i's. Cut
off the tops straight and get the

shades even from the top clear down
to the turn. Avoid wedge shaped
shades.

The d is a combination of a and t.

Get both shades the same tiiickness.

Join the oval or a part to the t part.

A slight shade at the top right cor-

ner of the oval gives it a refined

finish. Cover the top part and see if

you can tell which turn belongs to

the oval and which one the straight

part. Come down near the base line

with both strokes before making the

turns. Compare your t and the last

part of d. They should be the same
in every way.

The p is a long straight line with

a compound double turn finish the

same as in n. Some make the mis-

take of getting the long stroke

heavier than the short one. Check
yours.

Practice the various combinations

of letters and use the letters in

words. The more you practice and
study the sooner you will learn to

write good firm script.

A Free Offer

The Editor wUl gladly examine a

few pages of your practice work on

this lesson. Please include return

postage. Perhaps a few constructive

criticisms can be made which vkrill

help you. Send work. Ask questions.

B.v C. P. ZANER
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship

Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

By THE EDITOR

Take an easy, natural position.

Have both elbows evenly on or slight-

ly off the desk. Let the hand glide

on the little fingers. On small letters

where accuracy is desired the hand

may turn over slightly on the side,

but must be swung freely on capitals

and flourishes. At all times one must

get smooth clean lines. Kinky,

wobbly lines indicate nervousness and

surely you don't want people to think

you are extremely nervous. No, you

can overcome a weak line by increas-

ing the momentum of the swing of

your hand.

Swing the oval in the first exercise

freely, getting it horizontal. Keep it

full and not pointed at either end.

Curve both sides evenly. You should

not stop at the angle or retrace.

Swing up to the retrace, stop and

pull down straight for the base line.

As you leave the retrace, your line

should be a light hairline. As you

get about halfway down you begin to

press quickly on the pen. Snap the

shade on quickly, bulging the shade

so that it rests on the base line. It

seems to stand up on the base line,

but be sure to swing out along the

base line into a hairline. Nearly all

shades begin and end with a hairline.

Is the bottom of your shade rough?

Your pen should point in the direc-

tion of the shade.

Several strokes are presented show-

ing different styles. Notice the

parallel effects and how the shade

is always in or near the center of

the flourishes. Give special study to

spacing. Ordinarily you think of

spacing as relating to spaces between

letters and words, but it is important

that you get the different sections in

letters approximately even. Notice

in the second style of beginning

stroke that there are four rather

uniform sections.

In making the H, get a nice bal-

ance. That is the beginning and

ending ovals are even, the shade and

the bottom of the second part are in

the center, between the two ovals.

See if you can tie your letters to-

gether by overlaping your ovals. The

final oval overlaps the body of the

letter. Notice how the center loop

ties the two sections together. Make
the second part of H upward. In this

manner you will not shade the hair-

line, and can swing off to the right

at the top with a graceful curve.

The first and second sections should

be the same height.

The K is similar to the H. The be-

ginning and ending ovals are the

same. The difference is in the loop

in the center. Tie the two parts

together by loop around the stem.

The W, B, R, T, and F are similar

to H and K. At least the same be-

ginning stroke will serve for all. R
and K finish alike and have the same
center loop.

In the B, get the bottom final

swing an oval, and it should extend

out to the right of the body of the

B so as not to be confusing with

the B body part.

;^^ ^o<.
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NORTHEAST HIGH PHILA.

A specimen of Text Lettering- has

been received from W. E. Mansley,

7722 Loretta Ave., Phila., Pa. He
is head of the Commercial Depart-

ment in Northeast High School, 8th

Street and Lehigh Avenue, Phila.,

Pa.

Mr. Mansley is starting an en-

grossing class as an extra curriculum

activity.

C. A. Wesp wrho teaches in the

above school attended the Zanerian

College in Columbus, Ohio some
years ago.

Mr. Mansley is a former student of

H. W. Patten, well-knowTi penman of

the Central High School, Philadel-

phia, Pa., many years ago.

Buy War Bonds
Stella Bennett Dennis is doing

artistic designing and engrossing at

4119 Westway, Toledo, Ohio.

Buy War Bonds
E. L. Grady, a 1910 Zanerian is

practicing law at 1016 Palm Road,

Tucson, Arizona.

Mr. Ambrosio D. Bolo, the penman
who attended the Zanerian some
years ago is now located at Colma,

California. Mr. Bolo is a very skillful

penman especially in ornamental

penmanship.

SONNETS OF LIFE
By GUY H. LOCKWOOU

Kalamazoo, Mich.

He "soldier'd" on the job, he

thought

—

"The boss will never know,"
"Not keeping track the way he ought"

"I'll go a little slow"

"I'll take my time, why hurry now?"
"I'm sure I do enough"
"And should they find me out, some-

how,"
"I'll get by—run a bluff."

He "soldier'd" on the job, content

To cheat a kindly boss.

Who never seemed to care, resent.

Nor act impatient, cross;

He' thought he "got by" fine. Ah me!
If he could see what I can see.

He "soldier'd" on the job because

The boss not there to see

Just what he did or how he worked.
And "kill himself"—not he,

He "killed time" every way he could.

Invented ways, was sly.

He did but half the work he should,

And thought that he'd "get by";

Ah yes—the boss he did get by.

The boss was well aware
He had a soldier on the job.

He didn't seem to care,

The boss knew that the law holds

sway.

That each must pay, somehow, some-
way.

He "soldier'd" on the job, poor soul,

He cheated self the whUe,
He barriers built between the goal

Of happiness, his guile

Reacted on himself and closed

The door he wished to pass,

Nor could this fact be now disclosed

To him, alack, alas!

Who chooses willingly the way
That's wrong, eyes open wide,

Will learn through sorrow, tears,

some day.

When all deceit and pride

Are gone, that each and all must pay,

There's no escape, no other way.

(:.. \vl„

L^pppiVcAt>i;jcar

&i^r;<i(ijiin<?i5
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bia4'k paper usinR white Ink. The c4>nibinalion of white

W A N T E D—Left-handed handwriting. If

you have any left-handed writers in your

classes we are interested in buying speci-

mens of their writing, both with left hand

and if they have attempted to change the

right hand. Please contact us immediately.

American Institute of Grapho Analysis.

Joplln, Missouri. (Research Division).

WANTED
A good all-around engrosser and iUumi-

nator. Have an interesting proposition

to offer to the right person, especially an
|

Illuminator. Write at once.

J. R. Rosen, 80 Boylston Street,
|

Boston, Mass.
1

Keep on buying War Bonds

CAfeVED CHRISTMAS and KEW ^-EAB
CARDS «5c, 50c, 75c, Sl.OO

Plus 6c postage.
Money refunded if not satisfactory.

L. E. SCHIVnXT
1640 McKean Ave., Baltimore 17, Maryland
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Handwriting
From a bulletin issued by the

U. S. Office of Education, en-

titled "Open Letter To My Newly
Blinded Friend" we quote the

following:

It is advisable that you keep in

practice in handwriting, not only for

signature of your own name, but

also in order that you may make
notes for others to read. Writing

boards made of cardboard are avail-

able. These board or guides have

grooves something like a washboard,
except that the bottom of the groove

is flat and as wide as an ordinary

linespace. Hundreds of blind persons

have designed wide varieties of

writing boards or guides, to enable

them to keep their lines straight and
not to write over previous lines. The
most practical style are those using

a straight piece of material, such as

wood, metal, or cardboard laid across

the page, and held with some simple

clamp or clip. A row of holes or

other indicators on the edges of the

board base permits moving the line

guide down the proper distance.

Whether you do much writing of

letters or not, at least keep in prac-

tice in signing your name and in

making short simple notes with pen

or pencil.

Some persons use a short piece of

cardboard or celluloid or other simi-

lar material as a line guide when
signing checks or endorsing them. A
sighted friend can place this line

guide in the proper position and then

you can easUy sign your name just

above the guide, using its edge for

the bottom of your signature. When
endorsing checks, some of us fold the

check over so as to use the folded

edge as a guide line for the sigfna-

ture

Times are changed with the train-

ing of persons who have lost their

sight regardless the importance of

training them to communicate with

other people by various means and
handwriting is one of those means.

BLACKBOARD RULERS
New wooden blackboard rulers

have been invented by A. Sidney
Galper, 100 School Street, Salem,

Mass.

The rulers enable the shorthand or

bookkeeping teacher to rule lines on
the blackboard easily. The idea is to

rule the blackboard so that book-

keeping students may use the black-

board for making various book-
keeping entries and shorthand notes

on the blackboard.

Mr. Galper furnishes blueprints

which can be made in any Manual
Training Department or by anyone
skilled with tools.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
The Strickland Studio conducted by

W. B. Strickland, son of the late

H. W. Strickland, moved to 2117

Land Title Building, Phila., 10, Pa.

H. W. Strickland was one of the

top ranking engrossing artists. It is

a pleasure to know that the work
which he started is being so success-

fully carried on by his son W. B.

c^-^-'CLyLy -iiJ^-T^yLy

:

i>^?<-*-t:>l-c^^—-Z^^-^t-t-t^e^^

By H. L. DARNER, Strayer's Business College, Washington, D. C.

See how many capitals and smaJl letters of the alphabet appear In this specimen.
If yon can write this specimen correctly you should be able to write anything.
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A unique drauinK nia<le with a ci>nipass. First of all the outline of the fiRure wan made in pencil and the shades indicated. You will notice
that the circles are first made lightly, uniformly spaced. The shades are produced by making the lieht lines heavier and decreasins: the whit*
spaces. The cut was loaned to us by (i. H. LOCKWOOD, Kalamazoo, MichiKan.
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fnrgg0|adilmpatt

*r ill '^'^^'^••^-
• D""^"? the organiration of rhii' crtion. an^ in the early

n^lp^'l years ofits cxititenee vital questions have becii eousi^ere^ a Jfectiu^

l^^lifii not only the ectiou.but the^mericanJSanluTsH^ociation mb the

acnaal u'cltarc of the country at large, inclu^iucl u'ar time activities ot the

banks, thel^e^cralJ|[^seu'can& ebcral anb ank ystems anb the ab-

vauanucnt ofthe aonailtural interests ofHtm^ti.aitb tntheconsi.beration

of these an^ other'ininor questions the 8«tion has alu'avs rccciveb the

benefit of the experience anb jub^ent ot r. oehlenpah; anb s:s43,-

ThcrcaS, he abvanccment ofhuman intaests alu'ays requires

1. |,J a sacrifice, anb the rtrate Bank_0ection anb the .vecutive qnv

MA mittce hauina hab the privUe^c ot an intimate personal acquamt-

ance until r. ochfcnpah since the oraanization ofthe^a'tion, anb titc

benefit of his unsc counsel anb cibvicc in the'abministration of its attairs. anbm
recocmition ofloyal,sincere, anb unselfish support of every movement tor the

ela'ation ofthe banking profession anb especially the protection ofthe coiintry

jganks ot^Hii^^Tiea anb in partinilar the simtll state banks : therefore be it

6!8'OXiV€{D,<5hatthc tatc ank ection ofthe^merican

JjanluTsJJIssociation in convention assnnbleb accqM until regret

as a sacnfice on its part.tlie resignation of (Dr.(T) ochlmpah knowina

_
mcU that in aca-pting the higher office r. ochlcnpali is making

a areata- personal sacrifice u'hich is a tribute to his unselfish bisposition dm^ char

acteristic ofhis connection luith.aiib interest in,thejQtateBt"ilV^'^f^''"--*^^'^

C?ollic6, hattherftateBank^ection Umbers to r. oehlenpah

the best mishes ofwery manber for his success in his neu» anb broaber flelb

anb that a copy ofthese resolutions, suitably engrosscb, be prescnteb to him as
•

an expression of out: estcnn anb appreciation for his seances to thcjgection

anb the banking tratcmity. ,^-^

"-/iL-spcct/al/i/ suSfnitTd:/ / ^ //

Vz >/ / /^

ruled piece of ensruBslng by \V. A. BAIRD u» BriMiklj
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E. A. tUPFEK

A nice club of subscriptions has

been received from Paul H. O'Hara,

penmanship teacher in the Maury

High School, Norfolk, Virginia. At

the bottom of his list of subscriptions

is one of his "splashiest-dashiest"

signatures we have seen for some

time. Mr. O'Hara is without a doubt

one of the outstanding penmen of

today.

Mr. O'Hara also enclosed a speci-

men of ornamental penmanship writ-

ten by C. F. Wilson of Cheriton,

Virginia, who is an ornamental writer

of considerable ability.

The Educator is always pleased to

see new faces and new specimens and
will appreciate any work sent in at

any time froni our subscribers and
friends.

Carlos R. Wood of Huntington.

Indiana died August 26, 1944. Mr.

Wood became a penmen back in 1907

when he attended the Zanerian Col-

lege of Penmanship in Columbus,

Ohio. Since that time he has held

various penmanship and teaching

positions.

TRY "STRAHM" OBLIQUE
PENHOLDERS

of effort in writing—of course you
do, and think of it—the long, steady pull of writing
hour after hour, day after day. week after week,
and year after year, which is a very severe test, but
one often required of those who make the penman-
ship profession a life work, the "Strahm" Models
are the obliques that permit Maaterv of Control and
satisfaction. WRITE FOR FREE CIRCtTLARS.
Prices right. Address.

F. L. TOWER
m\ West Pleasant Street Hammonton. New Jersey

Booklet or Sheet Form—^Artistic Designs^
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

Write for my I

book "How to

come an Expert
Penman", which
shows what others

have accompl ished

by taking my coui

Enclose 10c for >

of my favorite pens and your name with

beautiful flourished bird on a card. Write
today.

T. M. TEVIS
Chillicotlic. Mo
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Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
By J. D. CARTER. Dwrtield. III.

Our lesson is in a way a continua-

tion of the pattern and shading de-

sign work of last naonth.

To those who have on file April.

May and June issue of the "Educa-

tor of 1942"; I suggest you review

the Instructions there for I am sure

the lessons given there will help you

in understanding this lesson and help

create new designs for yourselves.

The present lesson is outlined for

spray or Air Brush work.

After counting out the number of

cards you want to make up, cut a

disk, circular form, and a rectangular

card form; place these on the card

similar to the located places in the

illustration for this lesson.

Next select some small leaf plant

with its stem and place it in a

pleasing location on the card over

the disk.

Next use the Air Brush, or other

spray methods and finish the outline

of the cards.

When they have all been finished

thus far, you can proceed to sketch

in the picture or design you choose.

I sketched this scene as illustrated

free hand in colors but for the print-

ing service it appears in black and

gray tones.

The leaf design was carved on the

card with an ordinary writing pen,

properly sharpened.

Trusting you may be able to make
up pleasing new designs, I remain
ever ready to send helpful criticism

free on any of your work you send

me.

VISITOR

Grover Tobln, of Jamestown, Ohio

paid us a pleasant visit. He has

been a subscriber to The Educator
for years.

After taking a course in business

Mr. Tobin taught penmanship and

has done penwork for about 25

years.

F. B. COURTNEY, Detroit
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PLAY SAFE
Contiibuted by W. LeROY NEWARK, of the Zaner-Bloser Engrossing Studio.

^oA.^

.-. "cz.'^^.J^^A.eyyUA..'^^'^^

RED ^^REEisT

^^
I N K L I N
IS A GOOD
GREMLIN !

FOR THE BIJLI FTIN RHARD

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 983 Rochester 3. N. T.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

'^ Ji^foolutioqar

rnqras'srd

H MSK<rn\ar\

\lliln\i^qfoI^.D^.•

|=lrtistiri^mijijlDrk:

Neatly written, designs, etc.

Send 25c, silver or stamps, for sample.

OLIVER P. MARKEN
1816 Clay Street Topeka. Kansas
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DESIGNING AND
ENGROSSING
By E. L. BROWN
Rockland, Maine

We all cherish the old custom of

Yuletide festivities, when friends and

kin meet to talk, to feast and be

merry. Back in the days of candle-

light and homespun cloth, these

gatherings were outstanding events

in the lives of people. The cheery

open fire piled high with logs, the

aroma of the cooking dinner, the

coming of invited guests, the tree

laden with presents and sparkling

decorations, all factors of cheer and

good will which still remain among
the most cherished memories of our

early lives. Well do we remember
the part of these happy times which
followed the dinner, namely, apples,

cider and popcorn, games, singing,

story telling and reminiscences. We
must not neglect to interest ourselves

in these times which mean so much
in our lives today, in this world of

chaos and uncertainty; this world of

hate and lust for power, and we must
not lose confidence in the ultimate

success of right, and a world where
the words, "Peace on earth sind good
will toward men", will have a real

meaning among all peoples every-

where.

Yes, Christmas time awakens many
old recollections and dormant sym-

pathies. The old home, the merry
voices and smiling faces; the jest, the

laugh and all, forcibly remind us of

bygone days of happiness and enjoy-

ment.

COVER DESIGNING
A very interesting study, and one

to tax the imagination. In the first

place, a cover may be of general

design, suitable for any month or

kind of publication and on the other

hand it may be designed with suit-

able symbols like the one given in

this connection.

First make a small sketch on the

same scale of the proposed drawing

giving special attention to balance

and effect. Follow the lay off draw-

ing about 10 '2 X 14 over all. We
find a 3H pencil (Venus) quite

satisfactory. Letters in word, EDU-
CATOR, nearly two inches high. Aim
for uniform height and slant. Give

especial attention to the figures.

When the pencil drawing is com-
pleted, proceed with the pen and ink

work. Zanerian India ink is very

satisfactory and do not use common
writing inks for pen drawing. Study

color values, with critical care. Use

a No. 2 lettering pen for background
leaving flecks of the white card

board for the snow effect. The ragged

outline of letters enhances the effect

of the ice and snow. A fine pen for

the tinting.

Let us see some of your work. We
can help you, at least we will do our

best with that end in view.

1 i; Ti! 1 i ) Hcfi5 fhcc iv.i> keep tlw

[0 tlicc ani^ hayc mcrcg on mcc.<- >

>laijtlc turn. ~Hi5 coup.lcn.aucc to -

tlicc ani qii'c liicc peace. -

HIGGinS
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

Higgins Eternal Black Wriling Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity and

jet-black writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

HIGGinS M
HIGGINS INK CO.. INC. 271 NINTH STREET, BfiOOKlYN, N. Y.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.
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Words from A to Z
by i. A. LaROCHE,

>'ew Enf^land Mutual IJfp Insurance Company, Boston. Ma»8.

t€^^^/^^^

T^'t^d/:^^.'M/:^^

TJXXKxA^A^C^XXAy V\tA,lJLCC^L PJ:-^v^y^^v\.xXyy\./^^n^AAD

/vv cr .^ /^ ^

VERTICAL WRITING OF THE GAV 90*8, by C. P. ZANER. It has many Kood points and so does abbrevUt«d styles,
hot be careful not to omit an>- i>art of the letter which may make it dlfflcolt to read. Business men would prefer vertical
WTitinK to much of the elaborate writing done by many offlce employees.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in books of merit.

but especially in books of interest and value to

coounercial teachers including books of special

educational value and books on business sub-
jects. All such books will be briefly reviewed
in these columns, the object being to give suffi-

cient description of each to enable our readers
to determine its value.

Teacher of Business, The Publishing

Philosophy of James H. McGraw.
Published by the Advertising Pub-

lications, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

The Contents of this interesting book are

:

Introduction
Pioneering in Publishing
Papers and Addresses of James H. Mc-

Graw
Fifth Years of Industrial Journalism
The Function of Business Paper Adver-

tising
How A Publisher Measures the Ability of

an Editor
Broader Service of Business Papers
The Making of Industrial Opinion
Industrial Progress Will Continue

WANTED—ORNAMENTAX PENMAN,
man or woman—send samples to—

MEMORLAL ALBUM CO.
Plymonth, Indiana

GREETINGS in Folder Form
with

Envelopes to match $2.50
Sample with Envelope 25c

J. D. CARTER. Deerfle4d, III.

STAR

CONTINENTAL
Featuring 5 star atrractions for enjoyment o\

living at its best (1) Penguin Room (2)Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4) The

Alcove (5)The New Coffee Shop. Outstand

ingly gay and attractive

....Guests enjoy all club

facilities, including swim-

ming pool... perfect loca-

tion at lllh and Baltimore

22 FLOORS OF

MODERN COMFORT

R E. McEACHIN. Managing Director

KANSAS CITY
Direction-Southwest Hotels Incorporated- H. G. Manning - Founder

^^mon^ riic sltibblcd corn

fie blitKe quail pipes al^morn,

erry parTrid^e drums In hidden places,

nd ^liUcrinJ insects ^Icam
Aa^ve 1lTe reedy stream,

fle^:€^\ibusy spiders spin tlTeir filmy laces
Oeor^c Arnold

At this time of the year one can see many weneit like the above. One of the highest tj-pes of enKrossers

art IB the combining of lettering and other art work. There l» a demand for work like the above when
well done.



PLAIN USEFUL LETTERING
Revised and Enlarged
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An indispensable book for all who wish to learn the various styles of lettering for everyday use.

Notice the accompanying pages photographed from the book which will give you a clear picture of

the many fine pages the book contains. The size of the book is 5Vox8 and contains 48 pages.

Plain Useful Lettering is being used as a textbook in many schools with excellent results. Per

dozen, $3.60, less 257r, F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio. Single copy 35c postpaid.

Supplementary Copies For Penmanship Practice

A book of 32 pages containing

many penmanship copies varying

from three to eight lines each.

The copies convey good penman-
ship lessons in their subject mat-

ter, as well as serve as fine

models for imitation and practice

for all who wish to write a prac-

tical, attractive hand. Under each

copy is just the right kind of

comment, embodying such in-

structions and information as all

penmanship students should have.

These copies can be used profit-

ably in connection with any

course of lessons. Home students

will find them very helpful and

valuable.

Postpaid, 15c; per dozen, .$1.60.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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Entered as second class matter November 21, 1931. at the post office at Columbus, Ohio, under Act of March

3, 1S79. Subscription $1.50 a year.
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ARNOLD'S INK

New shipment received from England. The
finest by test.

Arnold's has been the penmen's favorite ink

for years.

More real fine specimens have probably

been written with Arnold's than all other inks

combined.

It can be used as it comes from the bottle

or, for the very finest results, it can be mixed as

per directions supplied. Zaner, Bloser, Madarasz,
Flickinger, Dennis, and hundreds of other top

ranking penmen used Arnold's.

Arnold's Black, 4 oz. Postpaid $ .65

Arnold's Black, pint, Postpaid 1.15

Arnold's Black, quart, Postpaid 2.20

Send order and remittance to

:

THE ZANER-BLOSER
COMPANY

612 North Park St. Columbus, Ohio

HANDWRITING SCALES . . .

help teacher and pupil to determine at a glance

if the writing is up to standard. Keep a record

of your progress by testing your writing on a

Freeman Scientific Handwriting Scale.

Cursive scales for grades 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Manuscript scales for grades 1 and 2

1 scale, postpaid 20c

1 dozen scales $1.92

Blackboard or Wall Strips

1 set postpaid $1.25

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
ei2 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

Fascinating Pen Flourishing

You can learn to make beautiful flourished designs and appreciate the beauty and grace in

curved lines. Get an outfit and begin to study.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing will teach you how to flourish. It is easy and interesting. Instruc-

tions are plain and to the point.

Contains 80 pages and over 175 attractive illustrations made by many of America's most skillful

pen flourishers.

Nicely printed. Size Syi x 11. Bound in flexible cardboard.

Starts with the easiest strokes and leads up to elaborate flourishes.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing, Postpaid $1.00

The Educator, one year 1.50

siso

(Canada & Foreign 30c extra) BOTH FOR ONLY $2.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio
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CLARIDOE
HOTE

• The Clarldge is so ideally

located in the heart of down

town St Louis - and has so

many superior qualities - that

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world of travel. Only

two and one-half blocks from

Union Station. For finest food

in town - visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room

350 Rooms ffioMiZ'25

WITH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICF WATFP

ST.LOUIS
MISSOURI

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

FREE FREE
3000 WORD LESSON

Some fifteen years ago we ran a half page in
the EDUCATOR offering a grapho-analytical report
for only $1.00. In those days penmanship teachers
still quibbled over grapho-analysis, some of them
thought it was fortune telling, and occult.

TIMES HAVE CHANGED . .

.

In the years since the Institute has enrolled sind
trained representative business college executives
who say their training in how to honestly analyze
handwriting is proving more and more valuable as
time goes along—that they USE it every day. Top
flight penmanship teachers and supervisors have
studied it, graduated and use it in understanding
their students, friends, and business associates.

On this record we invite YOU, as a penmanship
teacher or school official to ask for a 3000 word
illustrated test lesson and a 16 page GRAPHO
ANALYST without obligation. You will find that
AIGA understates rather than overstates its claims
for grapho-analysis, which is workable every day,
accurate, and easily mastered.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF GRAPHO ANALYSIS, Inc.

*Joplin, Mo., U. S. A.

*For the duration only, and until we can move
into our new home.

LETTERING
its

HISTORY, PRINCIPLES & PR.\CTICE
by MATLACK PRICE

The Romance of Lettering giving the analysis of letters

of the alphabet, letter anatomy, serifs and principles of

letter spacing.

Roman, Mediaeval and 20th Century styles of lettering

in upper and lower case.

22 page booklet—per copy $ .50

Additional mailing charge .10

SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING
by CHARLES E. BATEN, Spokane, Wash.

Bold type, easy to read and follow.

Exercises developed to produce high
speed and superior skill in the min-
imum length of time.

Price 50c
The book offers a complete course covering machine
mastery, speed development, letter writing and difficult

exercises. 64 pp.

THE PALMER COIVIPANY37O Atlantic Ave.

Boston, Massachusetts

of the FIVE STAR features

HOTEL S
CONTINENTAL
Featuring 5 star attractions for enjoyment of

living at its best (1) Penguin Room (2)Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4) The

Alcove (5)Tfie New Coffee Sfiop. Outstand

ingly gay and attractive

• ••-Guests enjoy all club

facilities, including swim-

mrng pool... perfect loca-

tion at 11th and Baltimore

22 FLOORS OF

MODERN COMFORT

R E. McEACHIN. Managing Director

KANSAS CITY
Direction-Southwest Hotels Incorporated- H. G. Manning -Founder
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PREPARE YOUR STUDENTS

NOW . . .

FOR THOSE POST WAR JOBS

^^ FTER THIS war is over, jobs are likely to be less

numerous than now. In the postwar era— if we are to

judge by the past—only the fittest will survive. There will be

no place for the half-baked, poorly-trained worker.

Teachers of shorthand will always be on sure ground in

advising their students to prepare for the better stenographic

jobs by learning GREGG SHORTHAND, the standard sys-

tem in American schools.

GREGG SHORTHAND is taught in the public high

schools of 99.8 per cent of the cities in the United States where
instruction in shorthand is offered. Out of every 1,000 public

high schools teaching shorthand, 998 teach Gregg.

GREGG SHORTHAND is the system used in practically

all the training schools set up for our armed forces. Many
thousands of our service men and women are also now
studying GREGG SHORTHAND through the self-study and
correspondence courses offered by the United States Armed
Forces Institute.

Everywhere GREGG SHORTHAND is recognized as a

proved and superior instrument for all types of stenographic,

secretarial, and reporting work.

SEND FOR-
"TEN FACTS ABOUT SHORTHAND"

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO BOSTON

DALLAS TORONTO LONDON
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Write Each Day
Francis Bacon remarked that "writ-

ing maketh an exact man." His

thought was that if you will write

something every day, no matter what
the subject or how little, you will

soon become dissatisfied with many
of the words and pet expressions you
have become accustomed to using.

You will want to improve and it will

not be long before a splendid habit

will have been established.

Bacon could have said without
fear of contradiction that if you write

a little every day giving as much
thought to the careful forming of

your handwriting as he suggested
you give the choice of your words,

you will soon become dissatisfied with
many of the confusing, illegible

letters you have formed the habit of

making. You will want to improve
your handwriting and before long a
legible, free handwriting will have
been established — a handwriting
which will aid you in organizing your
thinking and expression of your
thoughts.

Don't try to ape axiother writer's

style. Devise one of your own—one
which gives the fullest expression to

your personality applies to the style

of your choice of words, rather than
to your style of penmanship. Your

language and handwriting can both

have Individuality but both should

be unmistakably clear. It shows lack

of thought or care to write so that

the meaning is not clear or your
handwriting is not unmistakably
legible.

In the beginning, it will be stimu-

lating to compare your statements,

your expressions and your choice of

words with the acknowledged literary

masters. In handwriting compare
your letter forms and words with the

work of penmen who use acknow-
ledged standard letter forms. Avoid
freakish or confusing letter forms.

This habit of writing a little each

day, even if it be confined to your

business correspondence, will teach

you to differentiate between words.

You come to learn the delicate shades

of meaning between words, and why
some are more desirable than others

to express just the needed thought.

We feel sure that you will glory in

your findings.

By writing carefully in longhand

each day, you will establish the habit

of writing legibly, speedily and
easily, and you will find good hand-

writing a great aid in selecting the

particular words with the correct

shade of meaning and beauty.

Inspired by an article in

The Bratton Booster

WHOLE BLOOD
The Red Cross Blood Donor Service

now supplies whole blood to the

armed forces in addition to providing

for the plasma program. Whole blood

is flown to the war theaters, where

it is used to supplement plasma

transfusions.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..

612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.
E. A. LUPFER Editor
PARKER 2ANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(To Canada and : foreigr
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
Zanerian College, Columbus, O.

c?-d>
This plate gives a review of the capital and small o and combinations using; o and a. Do a considerable amount

of practice on the combinations for they are important. Watch especially the joinings which start from the top

of o and b.

This plate shows many things you should notice carefully. The i is the foundation of many letters. By adding

a loop at the top of i you have a good 1, and by adding a loop at the bottom you have a good j. A loop added to

the top and one at the bottom of i make a good f. The teacher can illustrate these and other similarities clearly

at the board by adding, erasing and changing forms so that the pupil can see the similarities and differences of

letters. Note the similarity of v and b and the h and k. The little loop at the top of k is necessary to make the

letter distinct from h.

~£^l^^/.1lI/ll&
This exercise will help you to get top and bottom of 1 rounding. The top and bottom should be equally round-

ing, never sharp. The backs of loops should be fairly straight. If you get yours too rounding, practice a push-pull

exercise in connection with 1.

Get a good i in every 1. See that the loop is three spaces tall; that is, three times as tall as small i. Loops

should never be closed. Keep plenty of light in all loops. Words to practice containing 1, b, h, k. Make many
copies of each work. Criticise your own work.

^^...^^_,^-.^^,.-^.^.,.^^ .--^'

,,^i^^,i^^z^^>A-C^t^Uz::L^i>^^^C<d^^^t<^^

Practice easy words like those in the copy, striving for a free running movement. Check the motion on the

r. Like an auto rounding a sharp bend it slows up but does not stop completely, so the pen slows up on the

shoulder of r but does not stop.
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After writing this copy cover up the top and see if you can tell which is the i and which is the 1. The base
should be the same for both. The a also should have a good i in it.

^y^^:^'^^-'.^^^/>r^^/>r^
study the similarity of movements in the I and i. It sometimes helps to break the letters up into parts and

practice the parts alone. A particular part of a letter may be easier to master alone than in the entire letter.

There is a special kind of movement required in making k. You should stop after making the small loop just

before making the finishing part. Keep the two parts of k on the same slant. Do not get in a big hurry to finish

the letter.

Remember, however, that a kinky line shows that you should develop a free movement. Business men like free,

smooth lines as well as absolute legibility.

Review the figures. They must be legible. Unlike letters they cannot be read by context,

figures in straight columns? Are your figures uniform in size, spacing and quality of line?

Can you make

This word requires a peculiar and different movement from other words. Be sure to slow up the turns of r and

the first retrace in a. Stop at the retrace or dot of the b. K you pass over this dot too quickly your letter will look

careless and perhaps illegible.

Watch your position. See that the penholder slants toward the right shoulder for right-handed persons and the

left elbow for left-handed persons. Read Mr. Buell's articles if you are left-handed.
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.^^C^t^-Z^Ot^ ..^-Z^zS-z^,^-^!;^?^-^:^:^^^

The first part of exercise will help to get a straight firm back. Pull to the center of your body. Study the

position of hand and paper. The le exercise shows the difference in the loop in e and I. Practice the I and e until

you get both clear and legible. No closed loops, please. If you close the loop the 1 will look like an uncrossed t

and the e will be like an undotted i. See if your t and 1 are distinct. No loop in t. Cross t carefully. After writing

the words lift and tilt, see if each letter is unmistakable. The teacher, at the board, can quickly and profitably show

how these words can become confusing by changing the e and t. The word will look like lilt and tilt, like till, tell,

litt or something else.

l-c::^^---^---'^--^:::?^-^!---^^-^^

Practice these sentences striving to get a uniform movement between the capital A and the small 1. The

words ALL and ALWAYS can be made with purely arm movement or a little finger action may be used to get the

downstrokes straight and uniform.

Watch the angle and turns in h. Be sure to start the h on the base line, get a full loop and retrace the point

at the base line before making the n finishing stroke.

Practice a little putting extra wide space between letters. This is good only as an exercise to develop a free

swing to the right and not as a final style of writing.

This copy contains many usable abbreviations. Look up in your dictionary and see if they are correct, and

what they mean. Never pass up an unfamiliar word without referring to a dictionary.

More words for practice. Study the details of letter forms closely and note the places where the rate speed
|

must be changed.
|
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^^.Z^^t^ ^£<^
You can't get too much practice on combinations of letters. Practice these and other combinations. Let us

caution you not to get the space before the loops too wide which seems to be a very common error. The space
before loops should be no wader than between or in other letters.

Here is a copy containing a review of some letters you have practiced and giving words with loops for prac-

tice. Give special attention to loop letters. After you have written the entire copy, see if every loop has daylight

in it. Do the loops touch the base line? Are they on the same slant as the other letters? They should not touch

the line of waiting above.

'C^"l^-t:yll^ /t::^^^^^>2>^^^:Z^^€>^^^-^-'

Practice fhejo/'n/nas of /etters
. ,^<d-'J^'^

An interesting list of words providing considerable practice on loops. You can do a great amount of practice

on this copy. Draw slant lines down the back of the letters to test your slant. You need to practice and practice

until you can make good clear loops. It is safe to say that in specimens sent to us for criticism, the loops are the

letters most frequently marked as the weakest letters.

c^^.'-y'T^y

C-^^^-'tT^a-.e-'i^z^^i^^^-c^

It is important that each pupil be able to write as well as other students of the same grade. For instance a

third grade student could not be expected to write as well as a fourth grade student. You can check your writing

with scales of the desired or accepted standard for writing in your particular grade. Each teacher should have a

handwriting scale hung up where pupils can compare the writing with the accepted standard.
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Trends In Handwriting
Reprinted from the September Baltimore Bulletin of Education

BEULAH P. BEALE, Supervisor of Handwriting

Believe it or not, in the year 1944

we see in the daily papers want ads

asking- the applicants to reply in their

own handwriting. Mr. Neal A. Sibley,

Baltimore postmaster, states that at

present 72 per cent of the general

correspondence in small envelopes

and one-third of the business mail in

large envelopes is addressed in long-

hand. Employers still require reason-

ably good handwriting on the part of

their employees. One in the insurance

field wrote: "We feel very strongly

that the schools should give more

attention to developing the hand-

writing of all young men who expect

to engage in office or clerical work."

A comment concerning a girl placed

as an addressograph operator with a

public utility states: "She is some-

what handicapped by poor penman-

ship." A boy placed as a junior clerk

with a life insurance company wrote:

"Mr. X told me that the reason I had

not been promoted to senior clerk in

the Accounting Department is my
poor handviTiting. The company re-

quires that accountants have good

writing. With practice I hope to im-

prove. I would suggest a handwriting

course in high schools . .
." And the

placement officer concludes: "One of

the requirements of practically all

employers calling here to fill clerical

positions is that applicants have

'legible,' 'good,' or 'neat' penman-

ship."

Banks require that signatures be

written in longhand. Custom requires

the signing of legal papers in long-

hand, and courtesy demands it in

social correspondence. In school com-
mand of written expression is essen-

tial to learning.

To meet such diverse handwriting

needs as those which have been men-
tioned, spontaneity in written expres-

sion is sought and the development

of proper standards by which the

pupU may evaluate his own perform-

ance at every level of his handwriting

achievement. Steady, if somewhat
slow, progress is being made toward

both of these objectives.

The introduction of manuscript

writing in the primary grades is the

most recent change that has been

made in the Baltimore progrram, be-

cause it is thought that through this

type of writing early facility in

written expression is gained.

Manuscript writing as we know it

today originated in England Ln 1908.

Its distinctive characteristic is its

similarity to printing. The letters are

disconnected and greatly simplified,

being composed of only circles and

straight lines. This type of writing

had gained real headway there by

1913, and in 1924 it had been adopted

by nearly all of the English schools.

In this country it was first taught

in private schools, beginning about

1921, and later in the public schools

of small cities.

The larger cities were much slower

in adopting the new style of writing.

In 1931 an inquiry regarding its use

in the public schools of cities having

a population of 300,000 or over sent

Good handwriting text books and

supplies.

Teachers trained in handwriting.

Efficient supervision of handwrit-

ing,

COOPERATION of school officials

will solve the handwriting prob-

lem.

from Baltimore to the superinten-

dents of schools revealed that none of

them were teaching this style of

writing at that time. By 1942, how-

ever, the picture had greatly changed.

A similar inquiry from Baltimore dis-

closed that eighteen of the large

cities were teaching manuscript

writing in first grades and fifteen of

them were teaching it in their 2B
grades. With one exception, all of

them taught cursive writing in the

third grade. Since the results of the

questionnaire were tabulated, two

other large cities have joined the

ranks of those which teach manu-
script WTiting.

Scientific experimentation conduct-

ed by Dr. Frank N. Freeman and

others since 1931 confirm the claims

made by the advocates of manuscript

writing. The results of their experi-

ments indicate that pupils in the

first two grades favor manuscript

writing, that it hastens the ability to

read, that it is a form of writing

suitable for primary pupils, that

young chUdren write it faster while

older children write cursive style

faster, and that when the change to

cursive writing is made in the second

grade greater facility is attained in

the new method. Commercial text-

books on manuscript writing began to

appear in 1934.

The introduction of manuscript

writing in the Baltimore schools was
initiated experimentally by eleven

teachers in five schools. They re-

ported increased facility on the part

of the children in learning to read

and to vnite. Its use was extended to

all first grades in September, 1943

and in the following February to the

2B classes. Transition to script

will be made in the 2A grade. Cur-

sive writing will be taught as usual

in the third grade. Thus a program

is being undertaken that seems

reasonably sure to enable handwrit-

ing to become a veritable tool for

learning' from the beginning.

A second important trend in hand-

writing instruction in Baltimore is

the accent on functional writing. By
directing the attention of the pupil

toward the elimination of his own
errors, practice exercises have mean-

ing and the relation of legible fluent

writing to other activities become

apparent.

Bill Tilden, the tennis champion,

said that the secret of championship

tennis is the stripping down of

thought and action to the essentials.

This practice is reflected in industry

where the war production training

program teaches simple, essential

skills in the most economical and

speedy way. It is reflected also in

the methods employed by the army
in teaching foreign languages. It is

progressively being reflected in the

methods of teaching in the schools.

Steps in this direction are seen in

reorganization of handwriting facts

and principles. A long time ago,

perfect copy was the only criterion

used for measuring handwriting. To-

day good writing is writing that is

easy to read and easy to write.

Fluency and legibility are of equal

importance.

The three-point program in use

undertakes, first, to aid the pupil to
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acquire, with the greatest economy
of time, a style of handwriting- which

is free of mechanical difficulties;

second, to help him to attain an ac-

ceptable standard of achievement;

third, to enable him to gain a degree

of faculty sufficient to maintain his

skUl. Such a program requires

methods which take into account in-

dividual differences in physical make-
up, in rate of learning, in amount of

practice needed to secure permanence

of learning, and in standards of per-

formance. It makes imperative a

reorganization of material so that

basic facts and principles stand out.

It calls for the application of diag-

nostic study such as has been applied

for a long time to other fundamental

subjects.

An analysis of frequently recurring

errors in writing led to the discovery

that they fall into seven groups. The
nature of the error in each of these

groups formed the nucleus from
which the following seven principles

were derived:

1. End strokes as spacers between

words improve the legibility of

writing more than any other

single practice.

2. Ability to make the under curve

of the letter 1 alone improves the

shape of many related letters

and consequently the orderly

appearance of written para-

graphs.

3. The letters which extend below

the line should show the same
slant as those above the line.

The principle of parallel slants

brings about harmony in hand-

writing.

4. If in making A the swing is

leftward and not upward, the

slant of the letter is more likely

to be correct. Once the principle

is grasped, it improves not only

the letter A itself but also a

group of related letters.

5. Many letters exhibit an initial

stroke shaped like a cane. The
stroke consists of two parts, a
loop and a down stroke. Both
should conform to the slant of

the other letters. There are

eleven letters to which this

principle applies.

6. When h, m, or n appear at the

end of a word, there is a ten-

dency to slur the last two
strokes. Emphasis upon preci-

sion in making the last down

stroke and the final up stroke

removes a common fault.

7. The letters t and d constitute a
special application of the 1

principle. Once the relationship

of these letters to the 1 principle

is recognized, errors in letter

formation are eliminated.

Appropriate exercises for correct-

ing violations of each principle were
arranged next. The seven principles

applied in the order named became a

reliable guide for the in-service

training of teachers for the remedial

instruction of pupils. They helped

the user to improve his own writing

by eliminating the most conspicuous

errors first and by improving simul-

taneously the general appearance of

all his writing. They supplied the

Legible handwriting is a social

"must", a good reconunendation

in business and a valuable life

companion.

pupil with a means of self help by
aiding him to locate and correct

many of his own errors.

An important outcome of the use

of these principles by teachers and
pupils has been the development of a

diagnostic guide which directs pro-

gress on seven successive levels of

improvement. In the application of

this guide, suggestions are given at

each step concerning what to study
and what to practice. Through the

use of the guide pupils and teachers

gain familiarity with the funda-

mentals of good writing. A shortened

form of the gruide is used now by the

pupil to test his accomplishment and
to discover his typical errors. Thus
through these tested means pupils

have gained valid standards of hajid-

writing performance and a truly

functional form of writing.

Finally, some experience has been
obtained on the problem of meeting
the handwriting needs of high school

pupils, and an answer to the oft-re-

peated question: Why does hand-
writing which is apparently well

taught in elementary schools fail to

function at the secondary level?

Carelessness and the fact that pupils

are required to write more and faster

after they leave elementary school

are usually accepted as the principal

reasons for a decline in the quality

of writing. The real reason, however,

lies in the nature of the subject

itself. Handwriting is a motor skill.

In order to learn it, it is necessary

to follow a procedure common to the

acquisition of other motor skills such
as playing a musical instrument,

typewriting, and swimming. The
learner must be ready to learn; he

must be willing to acquire the facts

and work at the principles Involved

until he attains an acceptable stand-

ard; and finally he must be willing

to practice until knowledge and skill

function automatically. Individual

diagnosis and competent guidance by
a teacher are essential to economy
of the learner's time and effort.

These principles were confirmed in

an experiment conducted with a
group of 12A commercial pupils to

improve their handwriting to a point

where they could write both legibly

and fluently. Through the coopera-

tion of the assistant superintendent

of secondary education and the

principal of the school, a 12AC class

was selected. The principal told the

pupils that an opportunity to improve

their handwriting was offered to the

class if they wished to accept it. A
majority of the pupils expressed

willingness to meet the handwriting

supervisor before school, for a half

hour each morning. Twenty-eight

pupils participated in the experiment

which ran from October 19, to

November 18, or twenty-two meet-

ings.

As a starting point, the pupils who
attended the class were not only

conscious of the need for improving

their writing, but they desired to do

something about it. However, before

beginning instruction it was found

necessary to acquaint them with

certain ideas and facts:

1. Good writing is writing which is

both easy to read and easy to

write.

2. Writing that is "different" is not

in itself an Indication of desire-

able character traits.

3. An illegible signature is not a

mark of genius.

4. Legibility and speed are of equal

importance.

5. The letter of application gives

the employer his first impression

of the applicant. The handwrit-
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iiig is the first thing which

attracts his attention.

After preliminary discussion the

pupils were ready to begin study and

practice. They wrote a familiar para-

graph. Directed by the teacher, they

evaluated their own writing in

specific terms of excellence or defect.

In this way the following knowledge

was imparted:

1. Legibility is a composite of dif-

ferent elements such as size,

slant, and spacing.

2. All illegibilities can be traced to

the violation of one or more of

the seven basic handwriting

principles.

3. Simple exercises can correct

each major handwriting fault.

4. Mastery of the exercises facili-

tates the transfer of the needed

skUl to daily writing tasks.

From the pupils' standpoint each

lesson consisted of

1. Writing a familiar paragraph.

2. Measuring the quality of the

handwriting.

3. Selecting the most conspicuous

error.

4. Practicing exercises designed to

remedy the error.

5. Rewriting the same familiar

paragraph trying to eliminate

the error while writing at rea-

sonable speed.

6. Measuring the quality of the

writing again.

The plan is Morrison's method of

pre-test, teach, test the result, adapt

procedure, test again to the point of

actual learning.

The try-out revealed that it was
possible for commercial pupils in the

senior high school to improve their

handwriting in an incredibly short

time. The students were willing to

continue remedial instruction as long

as necessary when they saw the im-

provement in their writing which
came through the mastery of a few
basic principles. Both transfer and

retention appeared to be achieved

when instruction was individualized

and specific, and when legibility and

ease were developed concurrently.

Thus, in the opinion of the writer,

a way has been opened through

which the high school graduate,

handicapped by inferior penmanship,

can gain emplojrment with greater

prospects for success.

HandAvriting
By MABEL ANDERSON

During the past year new situa-

tions have "come up" demanding

legible letters and figures in the

numerous government reports and

records. This enables the handwriting

teacher of Grade 5 to impress her

pupils with the need for legible and

rapid writing. The instruction in

Grade 5 should begin with a discus-

sion of how handwriting is used in

school and in life. The teacher dic-

tates a report prepared by another

5th Grade class telling how hand-

writing is used in school and out of

school. Pupils are instructed to write

the paragraph from dictation as

rapidly as they are able to write

legibly. If they are unable to spell

a word it is understood that the word
is to be omitted but a space must be

left for each word pupils can not

spell. At the end of the dictation

the teacher calls for the difficult

spelling words. She then writes them
for the class on the blackboard. A
study of the diflScult words begins.

Pupils are taught the meaning of the

words, they name the syllables and
learn the correct pronunciation. They
practice each word until they can

write it through without lifting the

pen or pencil. Words are then in-

serted in the paragraph. The teacher

now leads her pupils to discover their

outstanding errors by comparing their

writing with the model copy in the

Practice Book or Compendium. Cor-

rect body and paper position is

stressed at all times not only in the

handwriting class but every time the

pupils write. Pupils are shown how
to correct their outstanding errors

and at the end of the week's practice

each pupil records his best efforts in

the space provided in his Practice

Book. This gives a record of his

progress in writing.

The simple business forms are also

taught in Grade 5. Blanks should be

given the pupils to fill in as each
form is studied.

Equipment Needed

Teacher:

5th Grade Teacher's Manual
5th Grade Measuring Scale

Set of Perception Letters

Diagnostic Ruler

Pupils:

Correlated Practice Book or Com-
pendium

Good Fountain Pen or Zaner Holder
and standard pens

Plenty of practice paper of good
grade for ink writing, lines ruled

% inches apart.

This advertislns out was prepared by MR. B. H. WHITE,
mouth. Indiana. It can be used on an envelope, letterhead,

various types of cards and cireulars. It is very handsomely
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An expensive piece of engrossing carefully planned and executed in the Zaner-Bloser Engrossing Studio, by W. Leroy Neuarli. It

was beautifully Illuminated and beautifully framed.
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Talks On Engrossing and Illuminating
ANDREW HOLLER—Designing, Engrossing, Engraving, PhlladeipUa, Pa.

Article No. 5

In the last article mention was

made of stretching and mounting

parchments and vellums and we will

attempt to explain in detail how this

is best accomplished. After you have

mastered the simple technique below

we will graduate to Vellum.

Let us consider paper first, for by

using paper first the student may
be able to acquire skill in handling

materials.

Let us assume that you have a

very fine piece of handmade paper

of a beautiful tone that in itself, is

of lighter weight than you would

like for use in a very fine piece of

engrossing and illuminating. In such

a case it would be desirable to mount
this paper or back it up with a stiff

piece of cardboard. Proceed as fol-

lows :-

For materials select a piece of

heavy enough cardboard of sufficient

size to extend beyond the paper

slightly. An inexpensive sheet of

Illustration Board is usually easily

obtainable from art supply shops.

Printers or stationers sometimes

stock this or other smooth boards.

Printers also stock a paste known as

Sphinx make-ready paste which, be-

fore the war, came in friction top tin

cans. This is an excellent, smooth
adhesive for the purpose in mind.

One can make an excellent paste

for the purpose of mounting, by
soaking white carpenter's glue in

cold water, overnight, decanting re-

maining water in the morning and
then heating over a water bath till

liquid. Add to this an equal part of

laundry starch that has been pre-

pared in a similar manner that used

by a housewife for starching clothes.

Pour both together, stir smooth and
use paste, preferably warm. Always
spread it with a clean flat paint

brush. A one inch or one and a half

inch brush which has been freed of

shedding hairs will do very well.

Lay several sheets of opened out

newspaper on a flat table. Soak the

paper to be mounted in a vessel of

clear water for a few minutes. Pat

excess water off, either by using

sheets of newspaper as you would
blotters, or, if they offset ink, use a

clean towel, but be sure that lint

does not adhere to the dampened
paper. Spread a thin layer of pajste

smoothly on the paper and have

someone hold two comers of the

paper up while you start to smooth
out the lower edges of the paper on

to the cardboard backing or mount.

An excellent plan is to interpose a

clean sheet of paper of some kind

as a buffer sheet between the ball of

the hand and the dampened paste

laden sheet which is being mounted
as damp paper is easily abraided.

Thus the entire sheet may be smooth-
ly laid dowm on its backing of card-

board. Make sure that all air bells

are eliminated by smoothing out,

starting from the center and working
toward the edges of the paper. A
roller could be used here to advan-

tage.

One penman, in wTiting to us

recently, states that he filled out

over eight hundred diplomas. This

is another evidence of the value

of lettering.

Dirt has no place in a room where

mounting is done and if the paste is

not perfectly smooth or has even the

tiniest speck of foreign matter in it

the result will be a protuberance

where that offending speck of foreign

matter appears and the quickest

remedy is to lift the paper before

the paste sets and skim the speck

off with the point of a sharp knife

and again smooth down the paper.

When the paste has set and before

dampness has left it, turn the sheet

on its face and repeat the process,

this time pasting or mounting in a

similar manner a sheet of ordinary

wrapping paper of about similar

weight on the back. This is called

a counterliner and its purpose is to

prevent the entire mount from wsirp-

ing. A good plan is to lay the entire

sheet face down on a smooth table

well protected of course, against var-

nish or cloth or other substance that

would leave an impress on the

mounted sheet. Large, clean, white

blotters would be excellent for the

purpose.

Place a drawing board on top of

the whole and weight down vidth flat

irons, dictionary, sand bags or what-

ever is available and let dry over

night. Your mounted paper will be

ready to use in the morning.

Parchment requires a different

techinque in mounting or more pro-

perly stretching. Our British cousins

call it "straining".

Picture framers sometimes mount
parchment diplomas as outlined above

preparatory to framing them. This is

done to prevent the parchment from

cockling. In the humble opinion of

the writer this is a mistake. The
natural tendency of a parchment
diploma is to cockle auid if mounted
it might just as well have been

printed on a sheet of white cardboard

in the first place. Then, too, framers

often resort to cheap pastes such as

wall paper containing alum or other

chemical preservatives which, in time,

have a tendency to bleach signatures

written with ordinary inks.

The manipulation of a piece of

parchment is as follows:- Lay parch-

ment face down on clean paper. Do
not immerse parchment as you would

paper, but slightly dampen the back

of the parchment with a clean

sponge or a handful of clean, damp
cotton. You will need to have some-

thing stronger than cardboard to

mount to and if plywood, prestwood
(Masonite) Beaverboard or similar

strong, rigid material is available in

suitable sizes, use that, in preference

to cardboard. See that a facing of

white paper is mounted as outlined

under paper-mounting on your board,

which should be two inches smaller

than the parchment.
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Lay this white faced board down

on the dampened parchment and

draw one edge of the parchment over

to the back of the panel for about

an inch and glue fast preferably

with hot carpenter's glue. Anchor

this edge further with small carpet

tacks or thumb tacks. The writer

likes to use % inch shoe tacks. They

have small heads and fine points and

are ideal for the purpose and they

are inexpensive. Repeat the process

with the opposite edge of the parch-

ment, first making sure that the face

of the parchment is again dampened.

Draw the skin as tight as seems

reasonable over the face of the panel.

If there is any pucker present at this

point do not worry about it.

Repeat the process with the other

two sides: do not cut or mitre the

comers of the parchment as that

would be a fine way to start a tear

in the skin when the water evapo-

rates and the skin becomes taut.

Treat comers as you would sheet

comers on a hospital bed. Your
student red cross nurse will be de-

lighted to show you.

After the skin is dry and shrunk

tight, withdraw carpet tacks or

thumb tacks and counter line the

back with paper, preferably heavy

Kraft to prevent warping. Parch-

ment draws very tightly. Pay parti-

cular attention to the secure pasting

of the edges of the counterliner

where it comes over the edges of the

lapped over parchment. This is for

the purpose of anchoring the parch-

ment the more securely.

When the work is thus far com-
pleted and you find that the parch-

ment does not lay perfectly flat on

the face of the panel or puckers at

the comers, do not be discouraged,

for a trick that the writer has figured

out many years ago will cure the

most obstinate pucker.

Dampen the skin slightly, then lay

a clean sheet of paper over the place

and press with a gently heated iron.

You know how a leather boot will

shrivel when heat is applied? The
same theory holds good here: the

skin will shrink at the heated point

and the pucker will disappear. Use
great care not to scorch the skin.

Your best teacher will be experience

and then more experience.

The next article will explain how
vellum should be mounted and how
parchment may be toned to simulate

vellum.

HOW ABOUT THAT SIGNATURE
OF YOURS?

Write it in your accustomed style

at the usual speed. Now LOOK at

it! K you did not know what it is,

could you really READ it?

Nearly everybody, it seems, tries

to develop an individual style of

signature. That's as it should be,

but, for goodness sake, see that it is

READABLE — LEGIBLE! Anyone

can develop an individual style of

signature—£md one that is easy to

read—THROUGH PRACTICE. It's

a fine thing to work up a signature

where some or all of the letters are

joined together—but be sure that the

combined letters are complete and

readable at a glance.

In writing business letters, it is a

good rule to type the name in capital

letters below the Complimentary

Closing, but leaving sufficient space

for writing the signature. Every

business executive should adopt this

style. The stenographer should take

it upon herself to see that all her

employer's letters are fixed up in that

way for his signature. Should he

object, all he has to do is tell his

stenographer and she can discontinue

the practice.

We repeat, it is well for one to

PRACTICE on his signature till he

knows it is LEGIBLE to EVERY-
ONE and always keep in mind

legibility when signing letters,

checks, or business documents.

MR. MEADOWS SAYS: "Do you

want to become a leader in your

chosen field? Just how much are you

willing to PAY?
Ambition serves as the driving

wheel in your life. K you have suffi-

cient ambition, if you have a clear

picture of what you WANT, there is

nothing that can keep you from

getting it. Just make up your mind

and use your initiative. Remember,

where there's a WILL there's a

WAY!"

Learn to Assume Responsibility

Have you ever known anyone to

get ahead in anjrthing who did not

assume responsibility? It may not

have been voluntarily assumed in

every case; instead, it may have been

thrust upon the individual in some

cases. Be that as it may, the indi-

vidual had to shoulder the respon-

sibility or he never would have gotten

anywhere.

This principle applies in EVERY-
THING—sports, business, industry.

Church, politics. Civic organizations,

fraternities—or what have you.

Assuming responsibility is preceded

by the proper preparation and ambi-

tion; yes, preparation for the job,

thru training or experience, or both,

and the ambition or desire to put

things over, or to excel at them.

Continue To Study If You
Would Progress

As one progresses, he must con-

tinue to study and learn; and, he

must have the determination and the

courage to stick to his job and

realize his ambitions. No one else

can LEARN for him or DO his job.

Would that we could get EVERY-
ONE to realize this and exert his

BEST efforts! We would then have

more leaders in the different fields,

which would result in more competi-

tion and greater leadership.

HELPS PRISONERS
The International Red Cross Com-

mittee watches over the welfare of

war prisoners of all countries that

have ratified the convention covering

this phase of warfare. The Commit-

tee's delegates make periodic visits

to prisoner of war camps, inspect

housing and food, talk to the pri-

soners' chosen representatives in

privacy, ascertain physical and spirit-

ual needs, and see they are properly

cared for.

Charles Hasegawa, Honolulu, Ha-

waii, is to be complimented on his

fine penmanship. He writes a beauti-

ful style of business writing and is

doing fine on the ornamental pen-

manship.

BUY WAR BONDS
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How to Help the Left-Handed Writers
by J. A. Buell

Minneapolis Business College. Minneapolis, Mitui.

To the Right-Handed teacher who

is not sure of how to teach the Left-

Handed writer:

Tell the Left-Handed writer to face

the desk squarely with left hand

directly before the left eye. Place

the ruled paper under the left hand

so that the ruled line on which he is

to write will be pointing- from the

left hand toward the right shoulder.

The eyes have an unobstructed

view of the pen point while writing,

also the entire line from beginning

to end, before and after the writing

has been done.

Have him incline the body slightly

forward but not touching the table.

Inclining the body forward not

touching the desk, brings the eyes,

hands, arms and body into a restful

position. This can be aided by allow-

ing a little weight to be carried by

the right arm from the elbow to the

shoulder.

Now the left hand and arm are

free to move on the slant of the

writing, making straight lines, ovals,

circles, right curves, left curves, etc.

The first exercise to use is the

straight line, done by the elbow

hinge motion crossing two spaces.

This line ought to slant about 45

degrees. Have your Left-handed writ-

er begin on the extreme left, and

make the line cross the page. Watch
the writer's hand carefully.

2nd—Have your Left-Heinded writ-

er make the continuous circle begin-

ning on the extreme left and make
it cross the page. Your Left-Handed
writer may not be able to make a

circle at first. Do this: No doubt

you can write circles with your right

arm and hand—Have some written up
and take them with you. Take a dry

pen in your left hand and swing it

over the circles. You yourself will

be surprised at the result.

3rd—Let the Left-Hander trace

over it with a dry pen, too.

4th—Then have the Left-Hander
dip his pen and write on the sheet

under the circle line you had him or

her write before. Begin it on the

extreme left and make it cross the

page, too.

Remember, our teaching success

depends entirely upon our ability to

get our students to slide their hands
and pens properly. If we can get our

students to write good straight lines

two spaces high, and perfect circles

also two spaces high, coming down
on first the right, and second the left

sides, these students will soon be

excellent writers, either left or right.

The left-handed writer should

receive encouragement, patient in-

telligent teaching, good textbooks

and good supplies.

This applies to both left-handed

or right-handed students: Watch the

left hand as it must be carried on

the third and fourth fingers with the

backs of the nails sliding on the

paper. See that the wrist and heel

of the hand do not touch the paper.

Also, see that the fleshy part of the

forearm rests on the table.

If your Left-Handed students have
never had their writing hands in-

jured, you may adhere closely to the

above ideas. However, do not sacri-

fice any student to any method, but

work for the betterment of each
individual student.

Left-Handed Citizens in the

United States

It is not possible for me to esti-

mate how many persons in the United
States are left-handed. That would
be only guess work. However, I do
know about the Buell family from
my Grandfather on down to the pre-

sent time. Of 20 births including

Grandfather, 15 were right-handed

and five were left. This shows that

25% were left-handed. This rate is

being maintained among the Grand
Children and Great Grands. Of 12

births, 3 are left-handed, making
25% •

Frequently we find a small family,

all of whom are right handed; but i

not so long ago a reliable friend told i

me that in a family of eight, includ-

ing father and mother, and six child-

ren, all of them are left-handed. This I

would require three other families of

eight members each, all to be right- •

handed to maintain the 25%.

Many persons agree that 5% of our

people are left-handed. 5%) of 140,-
]

000,000 makes Seven Millions who I

use the left hand. My opinion is, this i

is about a true estimate. It probably

is more nearly true if we limit it to

those who must make their mark
with a pen or pencil. Watch care- j

fully this winter those who shovel j

or sweep the snow off the sidewalks.
I

I beg your pardon, Dear Reader,
j

for saying anything about how many I

of our good citizens are left-handed.

We all know that some of them are.

We all know it's no disgrace, physic- '

ally or mentally. The big thing I

want to convey to you is, there are

at least Seven Millions who are left- i

handed, and I want to help them all
j

I can. It cannot be done by me alone. I

Your help is needed for it is a big

Job.

Dear Public School teacher: Es-

pecially those of you who are teach-

ing penmanship in the grades, don't

hesitate when the little left-hander

comes to you. Let him go his left-

handed way and help him or her get

the right start. You can do it, never

fear.

Good Left-Handed writers like

Ruth McCarter ought to be Public

School Teachers and get into the

grades so the little Left-Handers

will have some one who can teach

them how to hold the paper. Good
Left-Handed writers have no trouble

teaching the Right-Handed pupils

how to write. They can do it as

well as the Right-Handed instructors.
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Something about Mirror Writing

Mirror Writing has never bothered

me once. My plan of showTng the

Left-Handed pupU how to hold the

pen and paper, and my left-handed

demonstration seems to eliminate it

entirely. The first Mirror Writing

I saw was written and given to us

to read. When we could not make
it out; he told us to hold it up before

the mirror. The same thing takes

place when we put a carbon paper

in the typewriter wrong. The little

Left-Hander may print the letters

from the right to the left and make
them opposite so that when it's put

before the mirror it reads all right.

Our students are never bothered

but a time may come when one

might be bothered.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
1. Legible handwriti

or teaching.

skill cannot be acquired by incidental practice

2. SufRcient amount of time should be assigned tu handwriting each
week if satisfactory results are to be obtained.

3. The teacher must carefully teach and supervise the work of all

pupils during each handwriting period.

4. Teachers should bring to the attention of pupils the details of slant,

spacing and size of writing.

5. Satisfactory standards of accomplishment should be required of all

pupils.

Raymond Goodfellow

The Tables or Desks

Our Desks are 26 inches from
left to right and 20 > 2 inches to and
from the body. The writing surface

is 16 inches wide. A 4 ",2 inch space

allows the wrriter to place pens and
pencils in a nice place where they

cannot roll out and get on the floor.

The top has 1% inch slant. Just

right. Two inkwells are placed, one

on the right, the other on the left,

convenient for either hand. These
are near the upper comers in the
4^2 inch level space. The glass part
of each well is below the surface and
the upper is connected with a metal
top that rests on the wood. Each
one can be closed or opened instantly.

There is nothing in the way when a
book is laid on it.

Now, if any one wants to ask me
any thing about HOW TO HELP
THE LEFT-HANDED WRITER,
send your letter to me in care of The
Minneapolis Business College, Nicollet

at Ninth, Miimeapolis, Minn.

Send no money. Inclose in your
letter a Stamped and Addressed
Envelope. Your question will be
answered and mailed to you, and the
question and answer will be mailed
to the Educator, so that other teach-
ers will be benefitted also.

MEDICAL KITS FOR PRISONERS
Red Cross medical kits for pri-

soners of war contain standard pre-
parations in quantities sufficient for

100 men for one month. W. H. .MORG.4N. .^vundale. W. Va.
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Manuscript
Alignment. Where unruled paper

is used, it is difficult to get the letters

in cursive or manuscript writing to

appear the same size and to run
straight. Where ruled head and base

lines are used, it is not difficult to

rest each letter on the base line and
to get the letters to touch the head
line. With beginning students it is

necessary to give instructions where
to begin letters. Usually very little

trouble is e.xperienced with (one

story) one space letters.

The student tries to hit the head
and base line. Some trouble is often

experienced with circular letters as in

regular in size. Speed in primary
grades is not so important but be-

comes more desirable as the student

advances in the grades.

Accuracy of detail is not expected

in the primary grades, but the work
should be legible and have a reason-

able amount of regularity of size,

spacing, thickness of line, etc.

Regularity of size is aided by good
position or hindered by poor position.

Keep the paper directly in front of

your body and within easy reach.

The paper should be straight with

the top of the paper and the top of

the desk parallel. In this position

the word seeds or the u in our. Much
trouble is experienced with (two
story) two spaced letters like p, y, b,

h, etc. In the p the child may become
confused and rest the wrong part of

the letter on the base line. He may
start the letter p two spaces above
the base line and start the extended
straight line of d on the head line and
extend the body circle an extra space
below the line of writing. It is im-
portant in the p and d to show that
the circular part rests on the base
line and that the straight or extended
parts go above the head line in d
and extend below the base line in p.
The h and y are two other letters
often confused.

Speed in any kind of writing or
pen work reduces the accuracy of
details. It is necessary to take
sufficient time to make the letters

the letters can be kept regular in

size and vertical.

Draw a line or dots in red ink
along the tops or bottoms of letters

to show irregularity of size.

Good workmanship is important
in any occupation. Training to do
careful work should start down in

the first grade and in the home.
Allow no careless work. Help the
student to be careful. Often times

carelessness is developed because the

student does not know how to be

careful. Show him proper position of

paper and the hand, how to make
the letter forms, and the speed with
which each stroke is made. Yes, the

teacher has many responsibilities, but
happily the average student responds
quickly and teaching becomes one of

the greatest and most interesting

occupations.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
AND UNIQUE

J. A. Navarro, penman of P. O.

Box 761, Saticoy, California, sent us

a unique Christmas greeting. He
lives out there in the beautiful coun-

try where English walnuts grow. He
selects very choice specimens of

English walnuts and on the smoother
side he writes his greeting. He uses

flowers like the poinsetta, ribbons,

holly and drawings of candles, letter-

ing and even flourishing. The latter,

however, he claims is very hard to

control on such a small curved sur-

face.

On another English walnut he made
a miniature drawing of the Saticoy

Walnut Growers Association build-

ings. It is a small scene well drawn
with correct perspective and beauti-

ful colors. The final procedure is to

immerse the drawing in clear laquer.

This protijcts the drawing and also

makes it shiny.

Those of you who are interested in

a novelty which is a real high art,

should communicate with Mr. Navar-

ro.

Henrj' E. Hansen of Pljmiouth,

Indiana, is doing some very fine work
in ornamental, roundhand, and flour-

ishing as displayed by specimens

received from him.

Walter J. Filling, Emporium, Pa.,

is doing engrossing of resolutions

and miscellaneous job work.

BEACH-HEAD CANTEENS
Three hours after the initial land-

ing on Leyte, P. I., American Red

Cross men had established beach-

head canteens serving coffee and

other refreshments.

/ L'^:-:?<z--^;?^l-^^:^.<^'^z-<;'^-'^^ ^;?^-5'^-t5^^^Z</^^..^/^.#?:^^'^-;?z:^^^2'Z<^

_^Ei:^C^^...-^^^^-^-ii'^:^^',

Daahy Busbiess VVrltlng hy JAMES T. MAHER, of the .Marion Buninens rollr«p, Marlon. Indiana.
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Copies by weli-kiiown penmen

Roundhand or, as engrossers call it, Script is one of the old reliable styles. It has beauty, strength and every-

thing all other styles have. It is also a profitable style. When you show samples of various styles, many people

will order Script.

Some engrossers can't write it very well and try to steer clear of it by using lettering. Lettering, however,

lacks the contrast and special beauty found in Script. Both have their places and you should be able to fill orders

in both styles.

Good Script writers develop a uniform downstroke. The downstroke is the principal stroke because it is shaded

and stands out prominently. All shades should be of even length and thickness. Practicing the u and n exercises

help to develop uniform strokes.

Be sure that your paper is directly in front of you. Don't reach out too far in front of you or to the right or

left. Those downstrokes should slant to the center of your body. Keep the tin of your oblique up level so that the

nibs of the pen touch the paper evenly. This is important if you are to secure smooth edged shades.

If we can induce you to become a real student of Script we will have succeeded.
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

By THE EDITOR

Ornamental penmanship is a fine

art and should not be confused and

misused for Business Writing. It is

a style intended to enchant the ob-

server with its superb grace, strength

of line and accuracy of letter forms.

It is not only absolutely legible, but

has a delicate touch and smoothness

of line that compels one to continue

to admire and value it.

Like music and art, it adds a little

more pleasure and satisfaction to

life. Those who are continually in a

rush and humdrum of present day

business cares and habits should take

up Ornamental penmsLnship and try

to catch some of the evasive, enticing

curves. They would soon forget, for a

time at least, their worries and be-

come lost in the beauty and charm of

dashing shades, sweeping curves and

graceful ovals. They, who do not

value penmanship so highly, would

have new worlds opened up to them
and they would learn to appreciate

the definite system and theory of

letter forms. No, Ornamental pen-

manship is far from being a mass of

twisted unrelated lines. Every line

has a place and is bound into a com-
plete design, serving a definite pur-

pose and harmonizing with the entire

specimen much as one ball player

must cooperate with the entire team
to produce a winning team.

Teachers can add to their prestige

by acquiring skill. She will find an

appreciative response from her ad-

miring pupils. She can use it to

inspire a disinterested or lagging

student. She can use it in presenting

special commendations and awards
and can find many other uses for it.

One person remarked how valuable

Ornamental penmanship and pen

work was in religious work. His

services were in constant demand,

making him a very popular person.

It helps one to create and hold new
friends—friends at home and friends

thousands of miles away.

You'll be sorry if you don't get

busy now and dip that old faithful

oblique into the inkwell and start

practicing on these copies.

Here is a penman's description of

how one famous penman wrote Orna-

mental. "He was not a rapid writer,

but his every movement was sure

and firm and strong and graceful. He
had a wonderful command of the pen.

It seemed that whenever his pen

would touch the paper that it was
so guided as to make a graceful

form. His arm would be raised

slightly from the table in executing

large free capitals and gently lowered

to the table when writing small let-

ters. He used more or less finger

(Continued on Pase 21)

The V, U and Y have a compound shaded stroke which needs special practice. Some of the strokes in letters

are very difficult and therefore one must take these specially difficult strokes and study and practice them until

sufficient skill is acquired to enable you to make the letter well alone and in a word. Yes it is not enough to learn

to make one good stroke. You must be able to make it well with some regularity.

On the compound curve the shade swells in the center. Try not to pull the shade around into the turn at the

base line. Snap the shades on quickly and release quickly.

Watch the slant. Draw slant lines through the shades to see if they are on the same slant as the other parts

of the letter.

Swing the beginning oval around the body of the letter. The letter should be in the center of the oval.

Notice the size of the second part of the letters.
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action in writing small letters, but

his movement was so fine and accu-

rate that the form would be almost

perfect. He would remove his coat

and have nothing on his arm."

One student asks, "How can I

prevent the pen from splattering?"

A number of things cause a pen

to splatter. In the first place, the

pen may be an imperfect one. It is

always a good plan to look at a pen

before you insert it in the tin to see

if the nibs are together as they

should be. When you insert the pen

into the tin of the oblique holder, it

is advisable never to force the pen

into the tin. It should fit firmly but

if you force it in, you are likely to

throw one nib up or down and sprain

the pen. The remedy for this is to

insert an old pen in the tin and with

a pair of pliers raise up or bend

down on the tin. Always have a pen

in a tin before anything is done

towards bending the tin. It is not a

good idea to bend tins very much
unless you know^ exactly how to do

it. Otherwise you may get your pen

out of alignment. The pen point

should line up with the center of the

holder.

Another important thing in using

an oblique pen is to keep the tin up
about level. If you drop it down low
or raise it up almost straight, you
are bound to have a scratchy pen.

In other words, both nibs of the pen
should touch the paper evenly. The
angle of the pen should also be about
45 degrees. Holding the pen too high
will make it splatter. And last, but
not least, is the skill of the writer.

It is necessary to develop the ability

to swing a light free line, especially

on the upward stroke. I find in

teaching it is a good plan to have a
beginning student run his pen around
over the paper, making light lines

without any regard to form, simply
swinging around while they get
lightly over the paper. If you can't

make a light line where no form is

attempted, you certainly can't do it

on a complicated letter form.

SKILLFUL TRICK WRITING

BUY WAR BONDS

£^^?^ <-

Specimens have been received from Mr. Carlyle H. Folsom,

1527 Euterpe Street, New Orleans, La. Mr. Folsom is a

trick writer. He writes in many different ways, from right

to left and left to right with the letters appearing upside

down, backwards, and with both hands working at the

same time.

Mr. Folsom figures that he must be familiar with and

prepared to instantly write 416 different letter forms.

We congratulate Mr, Folsom on his skill and are sorry that

we cannot have the pleasure of seeing him perform.

.JAMES H. WEBB, Meridian. Miss.,
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F. W. (Frederick William) Tamblyn

Was born on a farm in Eastern

Kansas on Jan. 4, 1870. His parents

were English, natives of Cornwell,

and had emigrated from there two

years before. An elder brother had

been born in England, but died soon

after their arrival here.

Fred's early education was secured

in the local District School, chores

and other regular farm work con-

suming his time outside regular

school hours, so he became fully

acquainted with pleasures and hard-

ships of the early pioneer farmer;

the extreme heat of summer and the

rigor of Zero winters on the prairie

unprotected by the shelter of city

buildings. At the age of about 14

a traveling teacher of writing, M.

Goss, came to the community and

organized a class at a neighboring

school. Fred's father arranged for

his attendance, much to the boy's

pleasure, although he had not pre-

viously shown much interest in the

subject. The interest created in this

course of lessons proved lasting, and

fixed his ambition to become a pro-

fessional penman, which purpose was
never forsaken, although at times

delayed. Practice from now forward

consumed practically all the spare

time he had, since he had a feeling

that he would rather practice pen-

FLOWERS TO THE LIVING
By—ADJT. F. O. ANDERSON, Hibbine, Minn.

manship than eat, though eat he must
and did. Such periodicals as Gaskell's

Guide, The Western Penman, and

The Penman's Art Journal served as

inspiration and helps.

After finishing district school he

attended the Paola, Kansas High
School, the County Seat, and on

finishing there, soon after entered

Central Business College, Sedalia,

Missouri, where he graduated with a

r. VV. Tamhiy at the heiKht

grade of 99% in each of ten subjects

taken, and in nine months from the

time he entered was placed on the

faculty, where he remained five years.

Quitting in the fall of 1894, he

organized and taught itinerant classes

through the country, using his own
instruction book, just published. Suc-

cess followed from the very first, but

the work was cut short by the death

of his father that winter. He re-

mained with his mother several

months, closing up affairs on the farm
and getting her located in town. The
following Sept. 1895 found him teach-

ing in Southwestern Business College,

St. Louis, Mo., where he remained a

year; then opened an office of his

own for Engrossing, Diplomas, Corre-

spondence teaching, etc. He had
begun taking students by mail just

before leaving Sedalia, and so far as

known by him he was the first to

attempt to teach penmanship by that

method. One Correspondence School

was then in existence, but it didn't

teach penmanship. He began in

rather a crude way, pen-written

copies, typewritten instructions, red

ink criticisms, all of which were
retained through all his nearly 50

years in the work, with improvement
here and there as time and experience

proved advantageous to the student.

tJ^^^^

HJ^mitvl

F. W. TambljTi was an all around penman, engrosains artist, and (*-arher.
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After his two years in St. Louis

the fact was evident he should be

nearer his mother and home interests,

so decided to move to Kansas City,

which he did July first 1897. Some
of the business established in St.

Louis followed him to Kansas City,

and with new business secured, and

the gradual growth of Correspondence

teaching, he soon found himself really

busy, and as he says "He's been on

the jump ever since". Soon after

locating in Kansas City he was em-

ployed as teacher in Brown's Business

College, and later in charge of the

penmanship classes only, until his

own business occupied his entire time

when he dropped out of the school

entirely.

He first began using magazines for

advertising his correspondence courses

in about 1910 and made them pay,

fulfilling his belief that volume at a

fair charge is the key to success. For

quite a number of years he spent

from $300. to $1000. a month in

advertising, with enrollments running

from 200 to 400 a month. With the

decline of general business during the

late twenties advertising was de-

creased, but never stopped. His "ad"

was carried in a few periodicals con-

tinuously for the past thirty years,

never missing an issue, inquiries still

coming occasionally from magazines

issued 20 to 25 years ago, as deter-

mined by "key numbers" used to

determine the origin of the inquiry.

After the decrease in advertising,

greater attention was devoted to en-

grossing and diplomas. . After the

depression of the early thirties, the

manufacturing of diplomas was
begun, that being a business of

necessity and 99y2 7f> good pay. This

business grew until his competition

began to be felt by some of the older

and larger companies in Chicago,

Wichita, Houston and St. Paul. Word
began coming along the line from
these houses, "Who is this man Tam-
blyn of Kansas City. Not only sheet

diplomas were lithographed and filled

in complete, but all kinds of booklet

diplomas with handsomely embossed
covers of leather of many kinds and
colors were turned out of his bindery

in favorable competition with work
of these older companies. Early in

the entrance to this field he was
fortunate in securing S. A. Ziller, a
good designer, and fine engrosser,

with considerable ability as mechanic.
Together they labored for nearly five

years, and to his ability and industry

is attributed a good share of their

success. In 1936 Mr. Tamblyn wanted
to partially retire, and Mr. Ziller

wanted to take over the business, so

a deal was soon effected whereby the

former stepped out with only his

Publishing and Expert Handwriting
Testimony, and the latter with the

Correspondence, Engrossing and Di-

ploma ends of the business. Both
remained in the same suite of offices

occupied for the past nearly 20 years.

At least once a year for the past

15 years he has taken trips covering
many parts of the United States,

Canada, and Mexico. In August 1931,

he, his wife and daughter drove to

Montreal, boarded a boat with the

car in the hold, and sailed for Belfast,

Ireland. After covering that country,

crossed to Glasgow, covered Scotland,

then into England, Wales, across the

Many have made penmanship a

financial success. You can do

likewise.

at any time in the past. The whole
secret is embodied in the following
qualities: Brains, and hard work in

the use of them, with diligent use of

both hands and feet, personality,

faithfulness, sincerity, honesty, ability

and thorough qualification in the
chosen profession, rendering, if poss-
ible, greater service than competitors.
In other words, "More for less", re-

membering that volume with small
individual profit is essential to finan-

cial success.

English Channel to France, to Italy,

Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Bel-

gium, again into France, embarking

at Havre for New York. The speed-

ometer showed a distance of 15,500

miles from Kansas City back, eight

months later.

Married in 1900 to Florence Fran-

cis, Two children, William born in

1903, died of peritonitis in 1922, and

Frances, bom in 1910, now a Dress

Designer, married and living in Chi-

cago.

Mr. Tamblyn has always been a

hard worker, possessed of good judg-

ment, honest, sincere, always en-

deavoring to render to students and
customers full value, and more when
possible, for money received; em-
bodies business ability with his art,

so has made a success financially as

well as in his contribution to society

in the way of starting thousands on
the road to better penmanship.

Now, in the declining years of his

life, on being asked his formula for

success, he answers, "Service", and
he believes there is as great oppor-

tunity, even greater, for the young
man or young woman to succeed as

Faithful Service

The Toledo Blade's issue of Novem-
ber 6 contained a very commendable
and well-deserved write-up concern-
ing the life and work of Amos C.

Sloan, 4150 Overland Pkwy, Toledo,

Ohio.

He is a very fine penmen. Mr.
Sloan is 75 years old and has taught
penmanship in the Davis Business

College since 1902. He became really

interested in penmanship in 1889

when he took a special course. He
believes that there will be a demand
for penmanship in the years to come.
He says there is a real need for

people who can keep books and write

forms and sales slips in a legible

hand.

Mr. Sloan loves penmanship and
penmanship has stuck by him all

these years.

High School Penmanship

Mrs. Edna Pollock, penmanship
teacher in Central Senior High
School, Madison, Wisconsin, submit-

ted specimens of handwriting from
twenty-five of her students of which

eighteen reached a grade of at least

809'f , representing the standard for a

High School Handwriting Certificate.

Congratulations, Mrs. Pollock, on the

fine results you are securing.

Lost In Service

Word has been received that the

son of Charles W. Mylius was recent-

ly lost in the War. This is sad news
and we extend to Mr. Mylius and his

family our deep felt sympathy. Mr.

Mylius conducts the Richmond Busi-

ness College at Richmond, Virginia,

and is a former Zaneriain.
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Waiting the Meet On the Old Frontier
OEO. F. REEVES, Henderson, Nev., Box 8;t9

A few explanatory words relative

to the accompanying photographic

reproduction, and the early days six-

horse stagecoach.

The origin of the six-horse stage-

coach of the far West dates back to

the early 60's and they were in use

in some sections of the West up to

as late as 1910, in very remote sec-

tions of the country however. They
were finally driven out of business

by the power or motorized vehicle

and are seen today only as a relic

and in remembrance of days gone

by.

Very closely interwoven with the

settlement and development of the

Far West was the activities of the

concord or six-horse stagecoach. The
six-horse stagecoach provided about

the only means of transportation for

those of this early period who with

bag and baggage were seeking ad-

venture, fame, and fortune.

While much history has been writ-

ten relative to the activities of the

stagecoach and the very important

part it played in the settlement and
development of the far West especial-

ly throughout the mining districts of

the North and Southwest.

There are today many people who
know nothing or very little of the

stagecoach and the active part it

played as a means of transportation

in what is known of today as the

early day period of the North, and
Southwest.

Stage or change stations were at

intervals of from fifteen to twenty-five

miles distance apart, depending on

conditions and roughness of the

country, mountain roads, etc.

On many journeys the stages car-

ried valuable cargos of silver and
gold from the mines, fifty to one

hundred thousand dollars was not un-

common. Many journeys through the

mountains were prey for holdup men
or the roadagents. Stagecoach and
passengers were robbed of all cash,

and valuables even though an armed
guard was employed and sat beside

the driver. The roadagents did not

stop at murder if murder was re-

quired to gain their purpose.

The stagecoach drivers were the

most skilled linesmen the world has
ever known. They prided themselves
in the art just as a finished penman
prides himself in the art of penman-

What a fine penmanship project

this article suggests. Most boys

and girls are interested in stage

coaches, horses, cowboys and wild

west.

ship. They endured all hardships,

faced the worst of storms and bitter

cold, all as the days work. They
were real artists in their profession.

Roads of the stagecoach period

were dim trails as compared with the

roads we enjoy today. Mountain
roads especially were rough and very

narrow. In many sections there

would be five to seven miles on

mountain grades where two stages

could not pass each other due to the i

narrowness of the road. Hence there

were certain meeting and passing '

points, known to the stage drivers as
^

place and time of meet. '

It is with this thought and memory :

of the stagecoach days in mind that

I compose and entitle my picture, i

"Waiting the meet on the old j

frontier".
j

The scene I have attempted to re- I

produce on paper is from memory of
]

the activities I have come in contact i

with and characteristic of the State
of Montana in winter or spring at

the breaking up of winter.
j

The fog or clouds creaping in over
j

the distant timbered hills or moun- !

tains and the absence of snow in the '

lower lands represent the breaking
j

up of winter.
'

The waterfalls in the distant can-

yon where the water wends its way
to lower levels, the heavy growth of '

A historical rtrawinK by GEORdE F. REEVES.
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tangled wild woods in the near dis-

tance, the hotsprings throwing out

their vapors upon a chilled winter air

are seen in the near foreground.

The small deserted Indian camp
across the lake in the near right

foreground is evidence of activity at

this point some time during the year

past. Note the tepee poles are left

standing with fragments of their

canvas walls still clinging to them.

The Indian, the real American, will

return in early summer as the

weather becomes warmer and there

from his summer camp he will go

forth to fish and hunt the wild game.

The near closeup is of a gravel bar

near the water's edge. The gravel

huge and small are marked with

water, wind, and time. Also water

and weather beaten driftwood and

twisted roots are characteristics of

mountain streams.

Last and foremost of my picture

is the six-horse stagecoach of the

North and Southwest. The driver

alert; the messenger or guard by his

side on the seat; aJid a passenger
standing on the near front wheel are

tensely waiting, listening for a sound
of the stagecoach descending the

mountain grade.

The stock constituting a stage-

team are known as wheelers, pointers,

'or swing,' and leaders. In my picture

the leaders stand out most prominent
of all especially the off dapple-gray,

a rangy specimen of the Montana
range. The others of the team are

more of a mass form.

In conclusion I truthfully recall

the days I was pulling lines over a
six and eight horse team as being
the happiest days of my sixty-two
years existance.

Classroom Questions

BUY WAR BONDS

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send tor
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

PE.ARL TITTLE
San 'luse, Costa Rk'

How can I get my pupUs to

maintain a good writing posi-

tion? They want to slouch in

their seats.

That is a problem in every class-

room. There is always one or maybe
there are two or three whose walk-

ing, sitting, and standing postures

are bad almost beyond hope. Faulty

posture is due to carelessness, lack

of training, personality traits, or

physical make-up.

Good posture is an importEmt fac-

tor in one's life. Because of it or its

lack, we ascribe certain characteris-

tics to people such as poise, dignity,

neatness, attractiveness, carelessness,

messiness, etc.

There are some loosely jointed

people, often termed "spineless" pu-

pils, who find it difficult to get a good
position and maintain it. These are

usually the careless pupils, the for-

getters, the ones who need always to

be reminded, who require most of the

teacher's attention if they meet the

standards of the class, and who are

the personality problems. Patient

effort on the part of the teacher will

bring some desired results.

The oft reminding, "Sit up Johnny,"
or "Stand straight", is not enough.

Class lessons on good posture, what
it is, and how to obtain it should be

given to include sitting, standing, and
walking. These will not only show
how but give reasons for and advan-
tages of good posture. They will

make the class "posture-conscious"

until good habits are formed.

Thus with patient effort, the causes

of poor position—carelessness, lack of

training, and even personality prob-

lems—may be improved greatly if

not overcome. Physical features

sometimes hinder a pupil from having
good posture, and hence good posi-

tion, and one can only try for the

best possible results.

What is a good writing position ?

A good writing position is this:

Sit in the middle of the seat and well

back. Lean slightly forward from the

hips upward. Keep the elbows close

to the body but rest the thick part

of the forearms on the edge of the

desk. Right-handed pupils extend the

right hand toward the middle of the
desk in front of the center of the

body. Write in front of the body.

Extend the left hand higher to hold

the paper and to move it into place

as one writes. (The opposite is true
for the left-handed pupils.) Keep the
feet flat on the floor in a natural
position.

A good writing position does not
mean a stiff, awkward, strained posi-

tion but an easy, free, comfortable
position.

Is it advisable to use drill ma-
terial in writing class?

It may sound traditional to some
who do not teach any of the drill

subjects but some drill or practice is

quite important. As one practices

over and over the hard spots in the
piano lesson, with various exercises

to perfect the skills, so must one pick
out individual weak spots in penman-
ship and perfect them with some
varied exercises at blackboard and
seats. Some good supervised drill

work each day for a few minutes will

correct weak spots and fix good
characteristics.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.
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A Flickineer-like paRe of signatii

COMPANY, PEARI. ILLINOIS, M

).V the skillful pennian .JOHN BOLLINfiER, IaCROSSE LUMBER
vhoHe work the profession should he more familiar.

BED CROSS CLUBMOBILES
The American Red Cross has 200

clubmobiles in operation. Of these,

39 are cinemobiles, which bring

movies and music to our fighting

men in the field.

GREETINCS in Folder Fomi
»1th

Envelopes to match, per doz. $2. .50

Sample with En%'elope 25r

.1. D. CARTER. Deerfleld, 111.

TRY "STRAHM" OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
FOR PENHOI,l)IN(; I'd.slTKI.VS. MdVKMKXTS
AND CONTItOL IN WllITI.Mi llltNAMKNTAI/
PEN.MANSIUP A.ND BOUNDHANU. .Slrahm"
hoUit'i^ are made by hand and not by machineiy.
and are first class in all respects for professional
penmen and begiimers of handwriting.

hour, day after

after week, and year after year, which is a very

severe test, but one often required of those who
make tlie penmanship profession a life work, the
"Strahm' Models are the obliques that permit
Mastery of Control and satisfaction. WRITE
FOR FREE CIRCni.AB.S. Prices rieht. Address.

F. L. TOWER
601 West Pleasant Street Hammonton. New Jersey

WANTED—ORNAMENTAL PENMAN.
man or woman—send samples to

—

MEMORI.4L ALBUM CO.
Plymouth, Indiana

Neatly written, designs, etc.

Send 2oc. silver or stamps, for sample.

OLIVER P. MARKEN
1816 Clay Street Topeka, Kansas



Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
By J. D. CARTER, Deerfleld, III.

The desigTi for this lesson is much
the same in its execution as the one

previous except the border work and

the carving.

For the scene use a large disk,

and the smaller disk for the flowers

to shut out the spray from the Air

Brush or the sprayed ink from other

Methods used in making well balanced

sprayed designs.

The place for the greeting words

can be kept clear and open by placing

a rectangular piece of cardboard to

protect the card from the spray.

The border work was made by

stippleing with three colors (red, blue

and yellow).

The three primary colors work
fine for stippleing borders and designs

for in the process of stippleing you

get six or seven well defined colors

in the border instead of the three

(red, blue and yellow) for the pri-

mary and secondary colors are easily

obtained this way in varied forms.

To stipple border on the cards, it

may be well to do the stippleing first

on all the cards you intend to deco-

rate in this way; then do the Air

Brush or spray work afterwards.

To make the border on the cards

—

cut a card so it wUl be about %" or

%" shorter and narrower than the

cards you decorate.

Place this shorter card on the other

cards as you work so the exposed

margins will be equal in width. Then
place a small paper weight on the

card to hold it in place while you do

the stippleing by using three small

sponges saturated with color for the

stippleing (one sponge with red, one
with blue and one with yellow).

Cards can be beautifully decorated

for Calendars, Place Cards, etc., by
this method.

Try your hand at this and let me
see some of the beautiful work you
will be able to get.

SUPER WORK
In sending in student's work for

Handwriting Certificates, Mr. E. Aus-

tin Jones, Durham's Business College.

San Antonio, Texas, addressed an

envelope in his super ornamental

style. When we say super we really

are not flattering Mr. Jones, because

the work is truly powerful in move-
ment and skill.

Perhaps we can reproduce some of

his work later in the year.

Write for my free

book "How to Be-
come an Expert
Penman" ", which
shows what others

have accomplished
by taking my course.

Enclose 10c for one
of my favorite pens and your name with a

beautiful flourished bird on a card. Write

T. M. TEVIS

BUY WAR BONDS

INK! INK! INK!

MEUB'S PROFESSIONAL BLACK
The ink used by the great penmen
and engrossers. The inl< supreme for

fine hairlines and rich black shades.

A. P. MEUB Penmanship
SpeciaJist

1944 Loma Vista St.

PASADENA 4, CALIF.

DESIGNING AND
ENGROSSING

See Heading "The Educator**, Page h

By E. L. BROWN
Rockland, Maine

Lay off lettering very carefully

noting form and spacing and aim for

an accurate pencil drawing. Of

course the flourishing should be done

first as the chances for "slips" in

this part of the design are greater

than in the lettering which is more

mechanical in treatment. Use black

ink, thin enough to flow freely, and

to produce clesin cut lines. The

letters were finished with a fine pen.

Use a ruling pen, T-square and

drawing board for vertical lines of

letters and relief-line. This is rather

a neat and effective heading, and

appropriate in design for the pur-

pose. Try it, and send us the result.

Glad to help in your endeavors to

excel.

Write for our new Free Boob,
"How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for

a Professional Pen Point Mid
your name beautifully written.
Write today.

THE TAMBLYN
438 Ridge Bu
Kansas Citr,

SCHOOL
ilding
Mo.
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SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

W. H. Morgan
Avondale, West Virginia

Donald K. Faler

301 Federal Building

Cheyenne, Wyoming

Robert C. Knox
W. E. Star Route
Rogers, Arkansas

Henrj' E. Hansen
623 N, Michigan Street

Plymouth, Indiana

C. H. Spryer

621 Boggs Ave.

Pittsburgh 11, Pa.

E. E. Hi.von

114 Midland Blvd.

Maplewood, New Jersey

L. D. Hill

2206 E. 100 St.

Cleveland, Ohio

Senorita Enriqueta Morales

Victoria 90

Mexico, D. F.

Carmen Morales

Victoria 90

Mexico, D. F.

Esther Morales

Victoria 90

Mexico, D. F.

J. P. Savallo

P. O. Box 202

Grand Saline, Texas

Shields Dalton

Russellville, Tenn.

W. H. Quakenbush, Pres.

Lawrence Business College

Lawrence, Kansas

Mr. S. W. McKlnney
Wynnewood, Oklahoma

Arthur P. Myers
17 Guilford Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland

Albert P. Meub
1944 Loma Vista Street

Pasadena 4, California

J. A. BueU
The Minneapolis Business College

Minneapolis, Minnesota

P. A. Jenkins

Veterans Hospital

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Bella B. Pfiasterer

84-45 125th Street

Kew Gardens 15

Long Island, New York

G. G. Hoole. 1907 Z. is Editor and
Publisher of the Dawson County Re-

view, Glendive, Montana.

Above the roar and rumble of the

presses. Mr. Hoole still hears that

enchanting little penmanship bug
keeping alive his interest in penwork.

No matter how busy you become
once you get the penmanship bug it is

with you always.

Kelvin L. McCray, 1907 Z., is in

Clarksburg, West Virginia, turning

out some high class penwork.

H. C. Ward, 1915 Z., is teaching

in Spencerian Commercial School,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Some very fine speciments in orna-

mental penmanship have been re-

ceived from—W. W. Quigley, 700 E.

Third, Dover, Ohio.

A four-page well-printed circular

has been received from the Hill's

Business University, Inc., Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

Mr. G. W. McGuire, the Vice Presi-

dent reports that business conditions

are a little better with them this year

than they were a year ago.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

superior placement service

ALASKA AND THE WEST
t-achers nt-edeti for fall and eiiiei-

serious shortage. Unusual op-

for advancement. California to

ree Life Membership. Register

HIGGinS
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity anJ

jet-black writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

HIGGinS H
HIGGINS INK CO., INC. 271 NINTH STREET, BROOKtVN, N. V.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.
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Words from A to Z
by J. A. LaROCHE,

New England Mutual Life Insurance Company, Boston, Mass.

r^l^/^^^/^/^^^^
J

^^/l~^^^dM^^^^/m/-—-^

MAKING HONOR ROLLS

Perry E. Brown, 1916 Z. closed his

business college in Kansas City, Kan-

sas for the duration at least and for

the past year and one-half has been

selling real estate.

He has been doing considerable

engrossing and enclosed three photo-
graphs of Honor Rolls, the originals

of which were 24 x 36. The Honor
Rolls are illuminated and decorated
with flags and all in all are represent-
ative of high-class engrossing.

A REMARKABLE CHRISTMAS
GREETING

We received a grain of rice from
E. L. Blystone, Ardara, Pa., upon
which a Christmas Greeting was
written with the following words

—

"Merry Christmas, from Bly to E. A.

Lupfer."

If you think it is easy to do that

much writing on a grain of rice we
suggest that you try it. Every letter

stands out clear and legible.

Mr. Blystone has written over

14,000 letters on a single grain of

rice.

DEMONSTRATES HIS THEORY

A package of specimens submitted
for penmanship Certificates has been
received from Mr. J. A. Buell of

Minneapolis Business College. Ac-
companying the specimens was a
letter written by Mr. Buell with the

left hand to demonstrate the fact

that he could, if necessary, do all of

his writing with his left hand in

place of the right hand.

Be sure to read Mr. Buell's articles

in The Educator on how to help the

left-handed writers.

Accurate professional husin writlns !>>• E. BENOl^RIA, Manrique No. 2, Dpio. No. 7. Hal)ana. Cuba.
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This envelope was
NEW JERSEY. We
style.

John Thomas Warren, 1118 East

21st Street, Long Beach, California,

is a lefthand penman who is doing

some very skillful work in Round-

hand or Engrossing Script and Orna-

mental Penmanship. To those of you

who are lefthanded and are having

difficulties and perhaps are dis-

couraged, we suggest that you write

to Mr. Warren, who is one who can

really demonstrate that the left-

handed person can execute high class

pen work.

\ simplified prat-ticiil tuurst- which quickly
brines marked impruveinent in any individual's
handwriting.

It begins by giving detailed instructions
how to diagnose your handwriting and then
how to practice to overcome the defects and
improve the legibility of the writing. It

actually makes you want to write better-
Facsimiles of many business forms, formal
invitations and booiv reports are only a few
of the interesting contents.

Functional Handwriting, size 6',-:; x 8, 132
pages, is especially adapted for regular class-
room penmanship and for advanced pupils.

Price, postpaid. 40c. Per dozen, S4.00.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohiu

This unique signature was prepared by M. H. ROSS, SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH. Since .MR. .1. D. TODD, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
is a penman and engrossing artist this design is especially appro-
priate for him.

We have been receiving some very attractive and diflerently de-

signed bird flourishes from J. A. OVERHOLT, NORWALK, CALIF.

PENMANSHIP PAPER No. 9
This pen and ink paper is three-

eighths inch ruled with one red

Une heading.
Size SxlO'i. 500 sheet pkg.

Shipping weight 6 lbs. 1 pkg..

85c net, plus parcel post charges
from your place to Columbus. Ohio.
Packed 5 or 10 pkgs. to carton.

1 to 9 packages, per package.
85c. net.

(The above price is F. O. B. Columbus, Ohio.)

No. 9 Paper. Net Price, 10 pkgs. or more, per package.
(The above prices are F. O. B. Mill, near Columbus.)

The Zaner-Bloser Company
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

67c



PLAIN USEFUL LETTERING
Revised and Enlarged
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An indispensable book for all who wish to learn the various styles of lettering for everyday use.

Notice the accompanying pages photographed from the book which will give you a clear picture of

the many fine pages the book contains. The size of the book is S'ixS and contains 48 pages.

Plain Useful Lettering is being used as a textbook in many schools with excellent results. Per

dozen. $3.60. less 257c, F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio. Single copy 35c postpaid.

Supplementary Copies For Penmanship Practice

A book of 32 pages containing

many penmanship copies varying

from three to eight lines each.

The copies convey good penman-
ship lessons in their subject mat-
ter, as well as serve as fine

models for imitation and practice

for all who wish to write a prac-

tical, attractive hand. Under each

copy is just the right kind of

comment, embodying such in-

structions and information as all

penmanship students should have.

These copies can be used profit-

ably in connection with any
course of lessons. Home students

will find them very helpful and
valuable.

Postpaid, 15c; per dozen, $1.60.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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Here is a flourish made by W. E. DENNIS. Like all of his work it is full of action, grace and beauty. Have you noticed recently
how flourishing is being employed in newspapers and magazine advertising? Any part is practical. You can easily learn flourishing
if you will try it.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing
You can learn to make beautiful flourished designs and appreciate the beauty and grace in

curved lines. Get an outfit and begin to study.

Fascinating Pm Flourijhing will teach you how to flourish. It is easy and interesting. Instruc-

tions are plain .i.id to tlie point.

Contains 80 pages and over 175 attractive illustrations made by many of America's most skillful

pen flourishers.

Nicely printed. Size 8J/^ x 11. Bound in flexible cardboard.

Starts with the easiest strokes and leads up to elaborate flourishes.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing, Postpaid...; $1.00

The Educator, one year 1.50

$150

(Canada & Foreign 30c extra) BOTH FOR ONLY $2.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio



CARDS
Neatly written, designs, etc.

Send 25c. silver or stamps, for sample.

OLIVER P. MARKEX
1816 Clay Street Topeka, Kansas
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\9Jl€t%/iWH . . . Uie Icni^daiK pen umUi the fi&Ud
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In Esterbrook's 33-nuinbered point styles, there's a Renew -Point

precisely jiatterned for the handwriting system you teach

Only Esterbrook gives you this wide range of precision

points—each one easily renewable by the user. The ^^1^-^SBB^^ FEW
complete pen is priced economically to make it ,^^^^^^^B^^ AVAILABLE
the ideal pen for school use. .^^^^^^BK^^ NOW

We are proud of the
demand for our pens from

the Army and Navy. These
needs must be filled before civilian

orders. For this reason the sujiply of
Esterbrook Pens in the hands of dealers

is limited to a small percent of the demand.
The Esterbrook Pen Co., 62 Cooper St., Camden, N. J.

Tlie Brown Brothers, Ltd., Toronto, Canada

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA. MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

superior placement

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Good Teachers needed for fall and emer
gency vacancies. Every slate in our terri

tory faces serious shorlaRe. Unusual op
port unities for advancemenl. California t(

Alaska. Free Life Membership. Registei

CLARIDGE
H0Tll1^ifcd^,y^

• The Claridse is so ideally

located in the heart oF down-|

town St Louis — and has so

many superior qualities - (hat

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world oF travel. Only
two and one-half blocks from

Union Station. For finest food

in town - visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room

350 Rooms ^^oAfiZ-

WITH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICF WATER

ST. LOUIS
MISSOURI

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

LETTERING
its

HISTORY, PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE
-^-v MATLACK PRICE

The Romance of Lettering giving the analysis of letters
of the alphabet, letter anatomy, serifs and principles of
letter spacing.

Roman, Mediaeval and 20th Century styles of lettering
in upper and lower case.

22 page booklet—per copy $ .50
Additional mailing charge 10

£03

SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING
by CHARLES E. BATEN, Spokane, Wash.

Bold type, easy to read and follow.

Exercises developed to produce high
speed and superior skill in the min-
imum length of time.

Price 50c
The book offers a complete course covering machine
mastery, speed development, letter writing and difficult
exercises. 64 pp.

THE PALMER COIVIPANY37O Atlantic Ave.

Boston, Massachusetts
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STAR features

HOTEL S
CONTINENTAL
Fecrturing 5 star attractions for enjoyment of

living at its best (l)Penguin Room (2)Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4) Tfie

Alcove (5) Tfie New Coffee Sliop. Outstand

ingly gay and attractive

• ••Guests enjoy all club

facilities, including swim-

ming pool. ..perfect loca-

tion at 11th and Baltimore

22 FLOORS OF

MODERN COMFORT

R E. McEACHIN. Managing Direcfor

KANSAS CITY
Direction-Southwest Hotels Incorporated- H. G. Manning - Founder

SILVER INK

A brilliant and free flowing silver ink for

Ornamental Penmanship, Roundhand, Let-
tering, Card Writing, Engrossing, etc.

A limited supply available. Get your order
in promptly.

Yz oz. bottle, postpaid 25c

Write for catalog or information on supplies

desired.

The Zaner-Bloser Co.
612 North Park St. Columbus 8. Ohio

NON-SPILL INKWELL

It can't spill, even if

turned upside down!

It prevents waste of ink

through evaporation.

It g^ves years of service!

The glass bulb is replaceable

at 15c each!

The cap unscrews without
sticking, affording easy ac-

cess to the glass bottle for

cleaning and refilling!

For school, office and
home use!

Height—1
1/4

"

Diameter—2% "

Non-Spill Inkwell.

Net price, postpaid, 45c each

Net Price, per dozen, plus postage, $4.20

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

ZANERIAN APPROVED
as a school for the training of veterans as provided

by the (G. I. Bill).

There are opportunities for those who are qualified

to do good penwork, lettering and engrossing. We
shall be glad to help anyone who is especially

interested in this line of work.

Correspondence courses are also given at a small

tuition rate.

PREPARE FOR A BUSINESS OF YOUR
OWN.

Co/umbus. Ohio
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NATIONAL BUSINESS TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION

47th Annual Convention was held

in Hotel Sherman, Chicago. Illinois

on December, 27, 28, and 29.

The General Theme of the Conven-

tion was. New Responsibilities in

Business Education.

The Various Departments carried

out their own programs. The Con-

vention under the conditions was a

very successful meeting.

The new officers for 1945 are:

Mr. Ivan Mitchell President

Western High School

Detroit. Michigan

Miss Icie B. Johnson 1st Vice-Pres.

High School

Amarillo, Texas

Dr. Ben Haynes 2nd Vice-Pres.

Department of Business Education
University of Tennessee

Knoxville, Tennessee

J. Murray Hill Secretary
Bowling Green Business University

of Bowling Green, Ky.

Mr. Ray Price Treasurer
University of Cincinnati

Cincinnati. Ohio

What's Right With
The High School?

'ipal. HiKh School, Knoxville. Tennessee

W. E. EVAN.S

Critics ask "What's wrong with

the schools?" and attempt to make
the school responsible for everything

from the surprise attack at Pearl

Harbor to the fact that 28 of 1,000

selectees were rejected for illiteracy.

It is time someone pointed out what
is right with the schools. If 2.8 per

cent of the men were rejected for

illiteracy, then 97.2 per cent were
accepted If the schools were re-

sponsible for Pearl Harbor, then, in

all fairness, they must be given

credit for the phenomenal and un-

precedented adjustment of the entire

nation in a year and a half from a

peace-time economy to a highly or-

ganized war service group of more
than seven million and with X million

individuals in essential war and in-

dustrial work. Germany spent from
eight to ten years at a similar job.

Russia an even longer period, and no

one knows how long Japan has been

planning.

The growth of the American high

school has no parallel in all history.

Prior to 1900. the high schools en-

rolled approximately 200,000. Since

then, this population has doubled

every decade until now the enroll-

ment is nearly seven million or 70

per cent of all eligible children. The
courses have kept pace with rapid

changes from rural to urban life and

from simple to complex social con-

ditions and all of this development

has taken place with a small per-

centage of the needed manpower and

at a cost which is infinitestimal as

compared with expenditures for some-

what similar work by other organi-

zations and industries during the last

several years.

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

IN PENMANSHIP
Perhaps we notice and call atten-

tion to poor writing, overlooking

most of the good writing of public

schools.

In your handwriting class try

complimenting the students on their

good qualities. The chances are

students will work harder and many
of the objectionable qualities will

gradually disappear. We all enjoy a

pat on the back.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..

612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.
E. A. LUPFER Editor
PARKER ZANER ELOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $1.50 A YEAR
{ To Canada and ; foreign 30c more

)

Single copy. 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Hand\vriting
Zanerian College, Columbus. O.

The demand for good plain hand-

writing which is unmistakably leg-

ible is very great today and seems

definitely to be on the increase.

Superintendents and educators are

endeavoring to have each student

learn to write freely, easily and

legibly. Unfortunately some schools

are still searching for radical short

cuts and ways of securing good

handwriting without going through

the daily drilling and hard work of

teaching handwriting. Yes, teaching

handwriting is hard work for those

teachers who are not prepared in

handwriting. It is shocking how little

some teachers know about handwrit-

ing. You can't blame them altogether

for many teacher training institutions

have neglected to teach handwriting

systematically. It's high time normal

schools start training teachers to in-

telligently teach the subjects they

are required to teach, and it's high

time all grade and high schools teach

handwriting as a daily subject or at

least maintain acceptable standards.

Handwriting looks like a very

simple subject and many school offi-

cials overlook the fact that it is a

skill subject which also requires

study. The old time analysis of let-

ters alone failed to make good writ-

ers. The mentally alert student could

accurately analyze letters by naming
the strokes (elements and principles)

which go to make up letters, but he

was compelled to do a lot of prac-

tice to acquire skill.

Today the teacher should be able

in her own way to tell a class why
a letter is good or not good and
what makes it legible. She needs to

point out the essentials of the letters

and be able to make suggestions for

improving defective letters. She

CHARLES HIGGIN8 demonstrates good posltii

needs to show the similar and dis-

similar parts of letters, and their

relation to the Roman alphabet. Most

letters are developed from the Roman
which is the most commonly read

alphabet in our country.

Let's all try to get good hand-

writing and insist upon maintaining

accepted standards. First, we need

to see that a good position is acquired

when writing. Check the hsinds,

holder, arms, and body position. See

that the paper is in the proper posi-

tion for right and left-handed stu-

dents.

Movement should be easy and free

enough to secure smooth lines. Avoid

extremes of finger or whole arm
movement. Letters should be ana-

lyzed, described and compared. And
above all, good well written copies

are an inspiration to any class.

Interesting material to write

should be supplied, but remmeber
writing interesting sentences will not

produce good writers without formal

drill in handwriting.

To be successful at teaching hand-

writing, one must go over and over

simple details. Some students can

correct a fault by having their at-

tention called to it once, while others

must be told a hundred times or

more.

Be confident, patient and give a lot

of time and intelligent thought to

teaching of handwriting and you will

get good results.

See that sleeve is loose so arm can work freely in and out sleeve. Make straight lines spaced nicely at rate of 1 00 a minute.
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Are you watching details in your writing-? It is necessary to dot i's and cross t's carefully. See that every

letter rests on the line. It is important to get your letters all uniform in height.

Avoid exclusive finger movement. Use a combination of arm and finger movement. The lines must be smooth
and free from kinks.

Does your penholder point towards the shoulder? Avoid turning the hand over too far on the side. Keep the

eye of the pen pointing towards the ceiling. Put an even pressure on both nibs of the pen.

-7'Z--<s:^

^^
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Finish your letters carefully. Study finishing strokes first to get in mind what is desired, then by being care-

ful you can learn to finish your letters correctly. Finishing strokes are more important than you may think.

Check all of your finishing strokes. You will perhaps find that you need more practice on them.

Have a definite time each day for penmanship. What is good for a class is good for the individual home stu-
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Draw slant lines down through the backs of your letters to test your slant. All letters should be slanting in

the same direction. Get your paper in the right position and pull the strokes down toward the center of the body

if you are a right-handed writer or if you are a left-handed writer pull the strokes toward the left elbow.

Do not grip the penholder. Avoid heavy pressure on the downstrokes. Keep your downstrokes as lightly as

the upstrokes.

Check your position. Keep your head up and don't slouch over the desk. Practice these copies over and over

again. It takes perseverance to learn to write.
,

Compare your work with the copy often to discover what is wrong with your own writing. If you know what

is wrong with your writing you have a chance to correct it.

Counf Cf^ uocJ wr/Ye .

a a. (^ & jy -i^ ^ ^^ a
Change your pen only when needed. Keep a cloth handy upon which to clean your pen.

.^
N N

Keep the copy handy so that you can study it often as you practice. There are two ways of using a copy.

1. Keep the copy as near your line of writing as possible and keep looking back and forth at it as you practice.

2. Take a good long look at the copy, cover it up and practice from memory. Open the book and compare your

work with the copy. This latter method helps to memorize the copy. Try both methods.
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Skill in penmanship is acquired by study and praetice. It is a half and half proportion. Penmanship never
was learned without going through considerable practice. On the other hand a great amount of incorrect practice

will not develop good writers. Study and practice intelligently.

dh ^ ^
M- /y^ yy^

It is a good plan to keep a blotter under your hand. It keeps the paper cleaner and you will have less trouble

with your ink not flowing at spots.

^<^

Give some attention to the arrangement of your page. Don't crowd the margins. It may help you to draw
pencil guide lines about a half inch from the edges of the paper. Keep within these guide lines.
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Suggestions Concerning Penmanship in the

New York City PubUc Schools

1. Advisability of Introducing Manu-
script Writing Into New York

City Schools.

From my readings and talks with

various teachers, principals, and sup-

erintendents, I am of the opinion

that MANUSCRIPT writing can be

profitably introduced into the first

two or three years of the elementary

school.

Of the many reasons advanced,

the most effective one is that

MANUSCRIPT writing, being similar

to the printed words in children's

books, can be read with ease, where-

as CURSIVE writing presents read-

ing difficulties; MANUSCRIPT writ-

ing is more easily learned by the

young pupil because of the simplicity

of the FORMATION of the indi-

vidual letters.

However, from a study made by
Jonathan W. Varty, Ph.D., and re-

ported in the TEACHERS COLLEGE
RECORD of December, 1938, (pp 252-

253), we learn that MANUSCRIPT
writing offers no advantages in the

learning of SPELLING.
His study of grades 2A, 2B, 3A,

3B with control classes, revealed:

(a) a statistically reliable differ-

ence in favor of the CUR-
SIVE writers in class 2A.

(b) The difference in spelling in

the other grades was practi-

cally 0.

(c) As to total words: No sta-

tistically reliable difference

—

altho 2A, 3A, and 3B excelled

in the CURSIVE group, while

2B excelled in the MANU-
SCRIPT group.

Dr. Varty concludes: "It is appar-
ent that MANUSCRIPT writing is

of no more assistance than CUR-
SIVE writing in fostering spelling

gain" . . . The findings of this in-

vestigation are not in agreement
with the reported OPINIONS of

educators as to the value of MANU-
SCRIPT writing as an aid to spelling.

On the contrary, they illustrate again

the error of accepting OPINION as

the sole criterion for judging the

value of certain subjects in the

curriculum."

.MAX ROSENHAl'S

December 10, 1944

2. Need For A Standard Alphabet

In Manuscript Writing.

An inspection of the various text

books on MANUSCRIPT wriUng
discloses a considerable divergence of

FORM among a number of letters. I

would therefore suggest that a stan-

dard alphabet be adopted. (This was
done in the CURSIVE alphabet). To
do this, it is suggested that the

various publishing companies present

their alphabets to the Bureau of

Reference and Research. The Bureau
should then call a meeting of the

representatives of the publishers and

of a committee of teachers (art

teachers, included), principals, and
superintendents. This committee of

experts would then vote on each

letter as presented by the various

publishing firms, the form receiving

a majority vote to become the stan-

dard.

3. Advisability of Continuing Manu-
script Writing Through the 8B
Grade.

I am not fully prepared to give an

opinion on this matter. My first re-

action to this question is that since

grown-ups use cursive writing, we
should teach children to be adept at

CURSIVE writing.

I have been informed that some
schools have continued MANU-
SCRIPT writing through the 8B
grade. Before passing any judgment,

I should like to see the work and the

total situation which produces the

writing in order to have a basis for

evaluation and comparison with

CURSIVE writing under similar con-

ditions.

4. When To Effect a Transition

From Manuscript To Cursive

Writing.

If our purpose in teaching MANU-
SCRIPT vmting is to produce manu-
script penmen, this system of writing

should be continued up to the point

of graduation. If the purpose, how-
ever, is to permit the written com-
munication of ideas while the pupil

is busy mastering the rudiments of

reading, MANUSCRIPT writing

should be terminated at the point

where the pupil is able to read the

printed word.

If a transition is to be effected

from MANUSCRIPT to CURSIVE
writing, the psychological point would
consequently be at the end of 3A or

the beginning of 3B. CURSIVE
writing requires formation of new
writing habits and should consequent-

ly be introduced as soon as the child

will profit by the instruction.

It must be borne in mind that the

essential principles of legible writing,

both CURSIVE and MANUSCRIPT
are the same. These are:

1. Every downstroke in the small

alphabet (except in the letters "c"

and "o" ) is a straight line.

2. There should be correct spacing

between letters.

3. The downstrokes should be

parallel.

If these rules are observed in the

learning of MANUSCRIPT writing,

they should provide a good founda-

tion for the learning of CURSIVE
writing. The transition therefore

would not be too difficult.

5. Special Problems.

(a) SOME PUPILS BEING
READY FOR CURSIVE
WRITING AND OTHERS
NOT READY.

(b) PROBLEM OF NEW EN-
TRANTS USING ONE
KIND OF PENMANSHIP
ENTERING A CLASS
WHICH IS USING THE
OTHER KIND.

The confusion and difficulties aris-

ing from these situations are readily

understandable. Recourse to individ-

ualization of instruction is sug-

gested—the period can be divided

between the two sections. One sec-

tion would be assigned practice work
while the other is given instruction.

New entrants might have to be

taught during some other time in the

day's schedule when the class is

occupied with other activities.
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6. Integration.

The desirability of integration is

recognized by everyone. "Teach when
the need arises," applies to penman-
ship as it does to any other area of

learning. However, special practice,

in which the teacher proceeds from
the simple to the complex is essen-

tial. Both doctrines are not dia-

metrically opposed; they rather sup-

plement one another. We teach as

the need arises, but the pupil has

many needs, not just one. In our

attack on the problem of penman-
ship, we cannot say, "The pupil has
a poor handwriting; we shall there-

fore teach him handwriting." We
rather say, "The pupil does not make
straight downstrokes; we shall there-

fore teach him how to make straight

downstrokes." The need for "straight

downstrokes" having been evidenced,

the time for teaching it is ripe. This
is taught during the "SKILLS AND
DRILLS" session, and is demanded
of the pupil in all the written work
which he undertakes. Thus, one phase
of writing which was taught as the

need arose, was integrated with all

of the work of the pupils.

Legibility in handwriting is not

attained from incidental learning nor
from haphazard teaching. It is

claimed by some that the teacher
should drill on certain forms of let-

ters as the need arises. This doctrine

of drill can apply to factual know-
ledge or to simple skills, but not com-
posite skills. For example, if a
teacher were to decide to teach the

correct formation of the letter "h"

because of the need for it at the mo-
ment, she might find her task an
exceedingly difficult one. After many
unsuccessful attempts, the teacher

will realize that the correct forma-
tion of the letter "h" is possible only

after the pupil has learned and
mastered the proper formation of the

letters "i, t. e, 1, n". The formation
of the letter "h" calls for many
skills. A psychological approach to

the situation would be, to say that

the need for learning the proper form
of the letter "h" does not arise

before the pupil has learned each of

the other letters enumerated earlier.

Hence, a sequence of needs—from the

elementary to the advanced, from the

simple to the complex.

The work should be so organized
that a pupil may be set to work by
himself to learn the formation of

certain letters in which he is weak,
practice on them, and show the

results to his teacher. As in all

learning, self-teaching in penmanship
produces best results.

Until writing habits are fully es-

tabltshed, until proper co-ordination

is assured, until legible handwriting
becomes automatic, daily drill in

handwriting is essential.

7. Problem of Enforcing the Utiliza-

tion of the Time Allotted to

Penmanship.

An ideal allotment of a 15 minute
penmanship period would be to devote
about 4 or 5 minutes to teaching and
presentation, and the balance of the

period to actual writing by the pupils.

"A minimum of talking by the

teacher and a maximum of writing

by the pupil." Some teachers take up
too much time explaining and dis-

cussing the formation of the letter

to be taught, leaving but little time

for practice by the pupil. Others

teach very little or not at all, leaving

it to the pupil to "copy" from the

text book on Penmanship. Some
teachers omit the Penmanship period

quite frequently, claiming they have
no time for it. This is inexcusable.

It may, in a large measure, account
for the poor penmanship prevalent in

our city schools.

It is therefore urged that the Pen-
manship period be utilized properly

and in accordance with the program
of time allotment.

8. Problem of Training Teachers To
Teach Both IVIanuscript and Cur-

sive Writing.

Many of our elementary school

teachers would profit by an in-service

course on METHODS OF TEACH-
ING PENMANSHIP. I have person-

ally taught hundreds of in-service

courses under the auspices of the

New York City Board of Education,

the Brooklyn Teachers Association,

and the Queensboro Teachers Asso-
ciation. In addition, I have lectured

and given demonstrations before

school faculties and principals' con-

ferences with Assistant Superin-

tendents. From the above related

experience I can definitely state that

there was real need for the instruc-

l^-^l/C^i^QW
^^976

'?^Skmta\

.U<§'o.

from The Cartoonist penmen and booster of war bonds. W. ANTHONY. WASHINGTON, D. C.
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tion. The teachers who took the

courses had realized that.

I believe that an in-ser%'ice course

of 20 hours should be sufficient to

train teachers in the methods of

teaching both CURSIVE and MANU-
SCRIPT writing. About six of the

twenty hours are required to train

teachers to teach MANUSCRIPT
writing. This in-service course should

also prepare the teachers to teach

the proper way of transition from

MANUSCRIPT TO CURSIVE writ-

ing.

9. Problem of Devising a Measuring

Scale For Manuscript and Cur-

sive Writing.

Most scales heretofore used for

measuring handwriting are unsatis-

factory because they lack objectivity.

The Lister-Myers scale, for example,

known as the New York scale,

measures handwriting from the

standpoint of FORM, SPACING,
AND MOVEMENT. In each case, the

paper to be rated is moved up and

down along a set of given standard

writing, the examiner pausing as soon

as he believes a comparable model

has been reached. The model has a

numerical value in the rating scheme.

The objections to this method are

many and obvious.

1. Variety of judgment among
raters as to where the model and
the paper tested most nearly ap-

proach each other.

2. Lack of multiplicity of models

to satisfy the many types and vari-

ties of writing to be tested. Only
model is used as guide to rate a

paper of 20, 60, or 80. This is defi-

nitely inadequate.

3. Uncertainty and probable in-

constancy of rating of same paper by
the same examiner on different occa-

sions.

In the appraising of MOVEMENT,
the lack of objectivity is even more
pronounced.

But the greatest objection to the

present method of rating handwrit-

ing is the assignment of a meaning-
less numerical value to the result. A
rating of 70 does not indicate in

what respects the writing is excellent

or in what way it is faulty.

A rating scale, to be valid, should

be based on certain criteria, which
would parallel the expected achieve-

ments in handwTiting. These criteria

can be put in question form as fol-

lows:

(a) Does every lower case letter

(other than "c" and "o") have a

STRAIGHT SLANTING LINE?
(b) Is the SPACING between any

two letters a horizontal curve having

the width of an "n" without the up-

stroke?

(c) Are all downstrokes PARA-
LLEL?

(d) Does the writing show UNI-
FORM HEIGHT of short letters, loop

letters. Etc.?

(e) Is the SHAPE of the lettering

acceptable ?

(f) Does the writing, as a whole,

show the CORRECT SLANT?
In the light of the aforementioned

criteria, one can set up a scale which
would measure the attainment of

each of the objectives of legible

writing. A pupil's rating sheet which
shows a number of marks—one for

each objective—has meaning, and is

diagnostic in that it indicates the

excellencies and the shortcomings of

the individual writer.

These criteria can be set up for

handwriting in ALL grades.

A test thus given can be admin-
istered with ease by evaluating ONE
line of written copy on the realization

of ONE objective, another line for

another objective, etc.

If a single mark is desired, a

cumulative rating, an average rating,

or a weighted mark can be had. Still

another method of arriving at a

TOTAL rating would be to indicate

the number of elements in which the

pupil has succeeded; thus 4/6 would

mean that the pupil has achieved

success in 4 out of the 6 elements

(indicated above). A paper with less

than 4/6 would be considered failing.

In and of itself, however, this nu-

merical rating would have very little

value. Supplemented by the detailed

rating sheet, the pupil will be in a

position to know his specific weak-
nesses, and embark on a remedial

instruction program.

Thus, there should be a rating

sheet with penalties assigned as

indicated below: minus 10 for each

error in IB to 3B, minus 20 for each

error in 4A to 6B.

SUGGESTED PENMANSHIP RATING SHEET

NAME SCHOOL

CLASS DATE DATE DATE

MARKING PERIOD 1 2 3

Line l—STRAIGHT LINES
—10 (1B-3B) —20 (4A-6B) for each

non-straight line

Line 2—Curved Connections
—10 or —20 for each non-

curved connection

Line 3—PARALLEL STROKES
—10 or —20 for each non-

parallel stroke

Line 4—Regularity of Height
— 10 or —20 for each irregularity of

short, loop, capital letters

Line 5—PARTICULAR Shaping of letters

—10 or —20 for each error, as pointed tops

to "m" "n" Hooked "a", etc.

Line 6—SLANT for entire paper
—100 for incorrect slant, excessive

or vertical writing to be marked

Total

Average
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HandAvriting
By MABEL ANDERSON

Girls and Boys: I am wondering

how many of you mailed Christmas

Cards to your friends. You also

received many Christmas and New
Year Cards from your friends, did

you not? How many of you received

cards with a message written on

them by your friends? The cards

that I prize most highly are the

cards on which my friends write me
a message—telling me what they did

during the year or what they are

planning to do in 1945. Did any of

you receive some cards from friends

who did not write legibly? One
should never embarrass their friends

by writing messages that are difficult

to read.

One of the things we have been
working for in this class has been
the legible writing of all names in

addressing letters.

Today we are going to take a
review of the capital letters. Let us
turn to Page 17 in our Practice

Books. Trace lightly over the 26

Capital letters with your dry pens.

Now close Practice Books and place

them in the upper left-hand comer
of your desks. Take a clean sheet

of practice paper—on the top line

center the word "Handwriting." On
the second line on the left side write

Jan. 2, '45 then on the right side of

the same line write your full name.

Skip one line then virrite the capital

letters, as fast as you can write

them well. Be sure to end first line

with the letter "M". Begin second

line of capitals with the letter "N"
directly under the letter "A".

As soon as you finish place pen-

holders down on the desk. We have

all completed viTiting the capitals.

Get ready to write them again. This

time I will tell you when to start

and when to stop. Skip one line on

your paper and start on the signal.

Ready - Go (pupils write) Stop -

Pens down—You were writing 45

seconds. How many finished the

alphabet? If you did not, draw a

circle around the last letter written

then complete the alphabet.

Open your books and compare with

the letter forms in your Practice

Books. Check each letter that you
do not like. Pass your papers for-

ward and I vnW check them for speed

and form. The letters on which you

need practice will be checked in red

(and will be returned to you to-

morrow. )

Tomorrow we will help you over-

come the difficulties in writing

troublesome letters. Then on Friday

I would like each member of this

class to bring in a list of the names
of all the States and their abbrevia-

tions. Keep the columns straight and
arrange the work on the page so that

it will attract the eyes. After

recording our best efforts for the

week in our Practice Books on Fri-

day we will have a lesson on printing.

Next week we will exhibit our
print and cursive alphabets.

/='/?0<J/?/5"5>5 ^X^/RC/5^ /VO. <5

Have each of y<

tion. We shall

sixth grade students write this paragraph and the alphabet on a sheet of paper and send them to The Educator for Inspec-

imine the specimens and report the names of those up to the 6th grade standard.
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"Present Day Trends and
Practices in Handwriting"

MRS. HELEN A. ANDEKSON

Teacher of Hajid» riting, Oakmont Public Schools, Oakmont, Penn§ylvania

PARTICIPANT IN ROUND TABLE PANEL DISCUSSION At The

PENNSYLVANIA STATE EDl'CATION CONVENTION, HARRISBURG. PENNSYLVANIA

December 29, 1944

ANALYSIS OF HANDWRITING
FAULTS AND DIAGNOSTIC

REMEDIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
Efficiency in hamdwriting consists

in economy of production and econo-

my of recognition. After sufficient

instruction on essentials of posture,

ease, legibility, and rapidity, I believe

the goal will be reached much more

quickly if we teach pupils how to

analyze their own hajidwriting faults.

If they initiate their own learning

through analyzing their own excel-

lencies or defects, their judgments

will get beyond that of the ordinary

observer.

In our Tenth Street School in Oak-

mont, Pennsylvania, where I teach

Handwriting to fourteen classes.

Grades 3 to 8, inclusive, we measure

our handwriting with the FYeeman-

Zaner-Bloser scale; however, the

scale which seems to make the

strongest appeal to our pupils are

those made from their own hand-

writing.

In September each pupil writes a

short poem or quotation and files it

in a folder.

About every six weeks this lesson

is repeated, then we get our folders

out and compare our present writing

with the last copy which we filed.

We analyze our handwriting for neat-

ness, slant, height of letters, begin-

nings and endings, dots and crosses.

Some of our pupils improve only

a little, but it encourages them to

tell them if they have improved in

only one letter. They study the new
copy with the old one and are so

happy when they can see their own
improvements. I believe it is a mis-

take to compare Johnny's paper with
another member of the class who may
find writing less difficult than John-
ny, so for that reason Johnny's pre-

sent paper is always compared with
one of his former papers.

I believe in correlation of hand-
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writing with every school subject and

for years I have made it a habit to

take one handwriting period monthly

and check over the writing in our

spelling blanks for slant, spacing,

formation of letters and beginning

and ending strokes. Our four spelling

teachers must check over from 2000

to 4000 spelling words each week, so

we try to make this task a little

easier by having nice neat writing in

these spelling blanks.

From time to time I request the

pupils in 7th and 8th grades to bring

me notebooks from History, Geo-

graphy and English and we take a

lesson period to comment on these.

A grade is taken from these note-

books and is averaged with the other

writing grades. Some of the teachers

send me papers for criticism and

these are also graded. Naturally, I

do not expect them to look like pages

in a copy book, but I do demand a

neat legible paper with emphasis on

slant, spacing and formation of let-

ters. If the papers are good, the

pupil is praised, if they are not, con-

structive criticism is given and I

have them write a paper or a portion

of it over and compare it with the

unsatisfactory one to note the im-

provement.

Then we have writing periods when
we diagnose our handwriting from

our regular writing lesson, and writ-

ing periods when we exchange papers

and diagnose each other's faults.

Sometimes we write a paragraph and

circle the good letter forms, then we
write on a separate paper, the letters

which need attention. We keep this

record and use it as a basis for a

writing lesson in the near future.

In 7th and 8th grade we consider

beginning strokes, closings, endings,

loops, undercurves, retraces, etc.

These and many others may be used

to bring the pupil to a higher point

of achievement, so that he may con-

stantly have his faith renewed in his

power to achieve.

These are a few of the methods

we have employed for analyzing our

faults, and our remedies for improve-

ment, and while our handwriting is

far from perfect, we do feel that

measured by the standard of achieve-

ment it compares favorably with

other schools our size.

I would like to read "The Hand-

writing Teacher's Belief" which has

been quite an inspiration to me in

my teaching of handwriting. I believe

in the value of good handwriting; in

the boys and girls I am working

with; in my own ability to write and

to teach good handwriting; and in

their ability to learn to write. I

believe that accomplishment takes

effort; and that writing and not

theories makes good writers.

I believe in constructive helpful

suggestions rather than destructive

criticism; and in finding something to

praise on the poorest paper—any

little part of a letter that is well

done needs encouragement.

I believe children kindly handled

with an abundance of good cheer,

genuine enthusiasm, and generous

praise, where it is deserved, makes

for lasting friendships and better

understandings.

I believe handwriting well executed

is a mark of higher education, ap-

preciation, and common courtesy.

I believe in correlation, and that

every written lesson should be a

writing lesson.

I believe wth the use of good

materials that all students can im-

prove their handwriting and that

under present conditions they should

improve their handwriting.
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Criticism Department
By Ihe Office Boy.'
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Some people claim they can tell

many things about the character and
appearance of a person by his hand-
writing. Some of the boys have tried

that without much success. Dave
Harmon corresponded with a queen
in St. Louis who wrote a legible

enough hand but she turned out to

be anything but a Miss America.

Now Mabel who wrote the top

specimen is a tubby, easy going girl.

Her writing does look a little like

her. The boy's had quite an argument
about her writing. They are rather
mixed up. You see, Miss Jones, the

teacher, passed Mabel and failed

Clarabell who wrote the heavy speci-

men. Now Clarabell is one of those
neat little girls with a sharp cut of

nose and shiny black eyes, but she
used a 25c fountain pen Bill gave
her for her Birthday. It writes a
little heavy, but she likes to write
with it for sentimental reasons, I

guess. Anyway the teacher insists on
writing a light, thin line and she

T"

BUY WAR BONDS

didn't give Clarabell as high a grade

as she did Mabel.

Bill thinks he can read Clarabell's

writing better than Mabel's. I guess

he sees more of it. He admits it is a

little heavy, but he thinks it is more
regular in size, slant and the words
stand out. He says each word pops
out in front of you as clear and
sharp as Clarabell's snappy little

nose. He criticizes Mabel's writing

and says she can't even hit the line

half the time and gets her turns

twisted around with loops on every

other retrace. Her t's and d's are

higher than her loops. He says she

is ruining her writing by running her

bottom loops down, hitting the letters

below, just as she and her partner are

always bumping into a fellow when
they dance.

The boys are up in arms and want
to know why Miss Jones classes

Mabel's specimen above Clarabell's.

Can you help the boys to solve this

riddle ?
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How to Help the Left-Handed Writers

Every Writing Instructor who is

teaching in any one of our thousands

of Business Colleges in the United

States and Canada knows that when

a student can write circles and good

straight lines crossing two spaces

and also crossing one space, be that

student either right-handed or left-

handed and is holding the paper the

proper way for each one, that stu-

dent will soon be writing a nice

legible heind with ease and dexterity.

What the student will then need

to do is to concentrate on the form

of each letter. Evenness at the top

of all the capitals. Evenness at the

top of the small letters. And even-

ness of slant of both the Capitals

and Small Letters.

Right here, the Writing Instructor

will be highly pleased with the work

that is being done by the Left-

Handed writers, unless these Left-

Handers have been previously upset

by some right-handed Instructor like

the one who said: "Turn your paper,

Nancy, and hold it the same way the

right-handed children hold theirs."

The Instructor will notice the in-

tense effort the Left-hander is show-

ing so as to keep time with the

count for the letters and the figures.

It is necessary for me to let the

Public School Writing Instructors

know how most Business College

Writing Instructors proceed with

their class work.

My beginning was similar to that

of many others. After hours, days,

months and years my writing began

to take on an ornamental appear-

ance. Gaskell's Compendium was

my first medium for practice. S. A.

D. Hahn was my first writing in-

structor. He gave us ornamental

copies with joined letter exercises.

I finished my course and was
graduated from Bales Commercial

CoUege, Little Rock, Ark. where
Hahn was the Writing Instructor,

but not being able to write well

enough to secure a position as Writ-

ing Instructor, it became necessary

for me to subscribe for all the Maga-
zines devoted to Penmanship. These

were Gaskell's Gazette, Penman's Art

by J. A. Buell

Minneapolis Business College, Minneapolis, Minn.

Journal, Western Penman (after-

wards The American PenmEin), Busi-

ness Educator (now Educator) and

Lone Star Penman.

The Educator gave me my real

start, although I had done some

teaching of writing in a smaller

school. Mr. F. W. Tamblyn gave a

series of Ornamental Penmanship

lessons in the Educator. These were

carefully followed. When Mr. C. P.

Zaner sent the Certificate to me, he

wrote that it was the first one that

had been issued for Ornamental Pen-

manship through the medium of the

Educator.

THE LEFT-HANDER

Supply him with a good textbook.

Convince him that he can leam

to write and help him to prove

that he can become a good writ-

er.

Mr. A. N. Palmer, Editor of the

American Penman of Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, aided me in getting my first

position as Writing Instructor, but I

followed Hahn's plan. It was not a

success. It required three months to

break up the old style and the stu-

dents did not have time to get into

stride for a good easy style for

business writing. The students would

talk and laugh and have a good

time during the writing period.

Attending Conventions and taking

part in the articles written and dis-

cussed by successful writing instruc-

tors did it. Many young writing in-

structors, myself and others included,

learned how to teach writing success-

fully.

Now, here are some of the things

I found out: First,—Have a plan that

will keep them busy all the time.

Second,—Direct them by telling them

what to do. Third,—Change the posi-

tion of their books or writing blanks.

Fourth,—Have a different plan for

different classes. Fifth,—Bring some-

thing—prevent monotony.

The First can be done by counting.

The Second by telling them where

to write. The Third by telling which

way to turn their books. The Fourth

by telling them what to write, and

having a different arrangement for

the different classes. Fifth,

—

There are many things a writing

teacher can do at different times that

will prevent monotony. Make in-

tentional errors and then ask how
many got the error. Praise those

who follow you and it will have a

fine effect on those who did not fol-

low you. Remember there will be

times when you vrill make a real

error yourself. If you do, you will

discover it in a jiffy. Then ask how
many got the error. Spell out the

sentences and let the students vmte
vrith you.

You will soon find a lot of students

you can depend upon, in different

parts of the classroom. This will

help you out very many times. You
can glance over the room from any

angle and are certain to find students

that are right with you. These are

the students who are going to do the

things that will be best for them and

best for you. Do not "fly off the

handle" and call some one down

before the class. In fact, do not "fly

oft" the handle" at any time. It

doesn't pay. My little motto is^

"The Student first, last and all the

time." It has a rebounding effect,

too. That is, it rebounds and lands

upon me in after years.

It is fine to meet the old students.

It is fine to get letters and Christmas

cards. (As of Dec. 27, 1944.) Quota-

tion— "I'll never forget my penman-

ship class, I enjoyed it very much."

Many others.

We have writing blanks bound

like books so there is not a mess of

papers scattered about the desk. A
blank is given to each student. When
one is filled it is turned in and a new
blank is given. These blanks are 8"

by IQi'o". The cover is 8" by 11" and
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opens like any book. The ruling is

%ths, and there are 21 blue lines on

the page. Between the blue lines at

the top, three red lines are ruled,

dividing the space into four equal

spaces. These spaces allow us to

write a sentence properly. The blue

line at the bottom is the base line;

the upper red line is the guide line

for the tops of the capitals and loop

letters; the center red line is the

guide line for the tops of the stem
letters; the lower red line is the guide

line for the tops of the small letters.

There are four narrow columns on
the right and four on the left sides

of the page. The space is divided by
two blue on each side and three

vertical red lines in between the blue

lines. The ruling is %ths.

There are three wide spaces be-

tween the narrow columns. These are
divided by two vertical red lines.

The back pages are used for drill

pages and front pages are used for

arrangement of a completed page of

writing including capital letters,

small letters and sentences.

After the bell has called the stu-

dents into the classroom the pro-

ceeding will be as follows: Instruc-

tor announces: "Turn to the drill page

in the back of the book." "Write the

circles two spaces—1 23456789
10—1 23456789 10—1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10"— (this continues for thir-

teen times.) "Turn to a new page,

first part of the book." "Write your

name at the top on the upper blue

line." "In the four narrow columns

on the left write the capital A."

"All ready" "1-2-3-4" "second line"

"1-2-3-4" "third line" "1-2-3-4" (This

continues for nine lines.)

Instructor "Skip the next line."

"All ready" "1-2-3-4" (this continues

to the bottom of the page.) Inst.

"Turn your book, top to the left."

"Write on the first red line. Write
the capital A, nine counts. "1-2-3-4-5-

6-7-8-9." "2nd line" "1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9"

"3rd line" "1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9," "fourth

line." "1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9" "next line

under that blue line write the small

a, 9 counts 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9" (this

continues for 9 lines.) "reverse your
books and write the small a." "All

ready—1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9" (this con-

tinues for 9 lines) "Turn your books
so you can write the sentence at the

top on the space where the three red

lines are ruled between the blue

lines." "Write your line" this sen-

tence "Aim at improvement in writ-

ing" "Write the second line under
the first. All ready"

"A-a-a- im at improve-
ment in writin g."

"Next line under that." "All ready."
"A-a-a- im at improve-
ment in writin g."

"Skip the next line." "All ready."

"A-a-a- im at improve-
ment in writin g."

"Skip the next line." "All ready."

"A-a-a- im at improve-
ment in writin g."

"Turn your book to the left again."

Write on the first red line and write
the capital A — Nine counts, all

ready." "123456789 ("Second
line, all ready.") 123456789
"Third line" "All ready" 12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 "Fourth line" "All ready" 12 3

4 5 6 7 8 9.

"Turn to your new drill page in the
back of your book." "Write your
name at the top."

Proceed to fill out this page with
a different arrangement. If my
articles about HELPING THE LEFT-
HANDED WRITERS, seems to

warrant writing an article on HOW
TO HELP THE LEFT-HANDED
WRITER for the March number
of the Educator, I shall be glad to

write it.

Sincerely

J. A. Buell.

This specimen was written by one of >lT. Buell's right-handed pupils. (See the left-handed specimen on page 18)
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A Left-Handed Champion

Ci^k:.6^'-':i^^'€r^

-&t£yncy{ZL^U:e^-
This specimen was H-ritten by Rl'TH Mc CARTER, a left-handed student whnse work Is the admiration
and despair of both rlKht and left-handers. It is convincing evidence that you can learn to write with
your left-hand If you will make the effort.

When renewing his subscription to

The Educator, A. D. Bmce, Box 41,

SouthvUle, Mass. states that The
Educator has given him great satis-

faction. He finds it interesting and

helpful and regrets not knowing
about it years ago.

This envelope was received from W. H. MORGAN, AVONDALE, W. VA.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-

ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.
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Collected and Edited by The Educator Staff

Cofries by well-known penmen

A careful study of books published one hundred years ago containing specimens of roundhand reveals that the

letter forms have changed very little. Roundhand is a little like the Roman alphabet which has not changed for

many many years. These styles have been developed about as near perfect as is possible, and they have stood the

test of time.

Undoubtedly the highest prices are paid for lettered and illuminated pieces of work. This is true because one

spends more time on decorated lettering than on plain roundhand, which does not lend itself so well to decoration

and illumination. However, there is a large demand for neat Roundhand or Script.

You can well afford to master this usable, beautiful style. It probably requires less skill than free business

or ornamental penmanship. The manner of executing it is slow, sure and deliberate. You don't have to "warm up"

before doing a piece of Roundhand. It's a very dependable style and one rarely spoils a piece of work by not

reaching his usual standard as is often the case in ornamental and other freehand styles.

The position for Roundhand is about the same as described for ornamental penmEinship excepting that the

hand should be turned over on the side to form a firm foundation. By having the hand dovvTi solid it is possible

to draw lines slowly and secure the maximum amount of smoothness.

The success of Roundhand depends upon getting certain uniform qualities as slant, spacing, size, thickness

of downstrokes, light upstrokes and smoothness of lines.

Before practicing a copy study it, notice the qualities mentioned above and other little details. If you really

know exactly what you want to do, the chances are that with a surprisingly small amount of practice you will be

able to do fair work. You CEin afford to spend half your time in studying and half in practice. The wrong kind

of practice will never produce skillful work. Form an ideal of the letter in your mind, then practice and prac-

tice. Do more studying to improve your ideal which will change as you grow. Stop often to find your own mis-

takes.

Use only the best materials obtainable, and your chances of success will be greater. Poor materials hinder ones

progress. We remember one student whose pen was bent and sprained so that good work was impossible. When
the student's attention was called to the ruined pen, he replied that he would continue its use the rest of the day
and change pens the following day. The result—a half day lost, and a discouraged student.
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

By THE EDITOR

_3S:52S5!S:5;S^ L^,^_:^-zS

The bottom cut of siffnatures was writtt-n by F. B. COUBTNEV, 12365 Cherry Lawn Avenue. I>e.troit.

Mjrhjgan who Is sttll on crutches Nince he fell last August, but he can ntUl swin); a mighty fine slisrna-

ture. Let us ail send him a card.
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Simplified Ornamental

21

Penmanship to be beautiful does not necessarily need many flourishes and heavy shades. Some of the most delicate attractive work we
have ever seen has been the light shade graceful type as portrayed by the style above. .Study the extreme accuracy of the letter forms. See
if you can Improve your letter forms by practice on the individual words in this letter. Take the word "communication" and study It.
Notice the regularity of slant, uniform turns, height etc. Put this word down as near to the paper on which you are practicing as possible
and see how near you can come to imitating it. At first your efforts may be discouraging but a little practice of this kind will be well-
rewarded.

CARD CARVING
Five Lessons in Card Carving $5.00
Sample Card In Colors 15c

J. D. CARTER, Deerfield, 111.

Clipped from a letter from C. L. MICHAEL,
UNION HIGH SCHOOL. PHOENI.X, ARI-
ZONA, a 1898 Zanerian.

rite for our new Free Eoot.
How 10 Become a Good
^nman." Enclose 10c for
Professional Pen Point and

'iir name beautifully written.

Tj'jipi omqg^leftprr^

' jRp0alittioi]s HMSKcrrncMN
OoI^cmCoIIc.ic

\Uilri\ii\qtoi\.Dv~l
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SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

Mr. Pedro Paz
Recreo 48

Pinar del Rio, Cuba

Mr. E. M. VaUe
So. Londonderry, Vermont

Hugh Sharp

Room 301 Courthouse
Louisville, Ky.

P. V. MaJm
709 Washington Ave.

El Monte, Calif.

Mr. E. F. Edel

Northern Illinois State Teachers
College

DeKalb, Illinois

Mr. Irvin O. Riegel

R. D. 2

Bernville, Pa.

Mr. P. D. MontaJbo
2418 Pine Street

San Francisco 15, Calif.

J. Madison Johnson
630 Beaumont Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee

Richard W. Long
Boston, Mass.

Art Wachtnian
Rt. 1, Box 154

Madera, Calif.

F. A. Hatchett

Benton, 111.

Clare E. Taylor

2515 McCoy Rd., Rt. 1

Columbus, Ohio

Bro. Seraphin Silva

Franciscan Fathers

San Miguel, Calif.

Karl W. Amann
63 Ten Broeck St.

Albany 4, New York

W. P. Sims
Roosevelt, Oklahoma

Mr. LeRoy A. Curry
P. O. Box 345

Wichita, Kansas

Cpl. Melvin H. Leib, 32730406

Hq. Third U. S. Army, Ord. Sec.

A.P.O. 403, c/o Postmaster

New York, New York

Mr. D. W. Graber
Creston, Ohio

E. L. Blystone

Ardara, Pa.

Mr. J. P. Savallo

P. O. Box 202

Grand Saline, Texas

Mr. L. A. Platz

Syracuse, New York

Mr. C. C. Burk
38 Powder House Blvd.

West Somerville, Mass.

Harry Tashner
Granite Dells

Prescott, Arizona

Mr. George F. Reeves

P. O. Box 839

Henderson, Nevada

Fannie Kendall

11 Somerset Ave.

Beverly, Mass.

Wesley B. Snyder
Young Men's Christian Association

Lancaster, Pa.

W. A. Bode
P. O. Box 176

Harrisville, Pa.

Ber)MVifebri#col(1 b^rdet),^!^^ k\^\ cipy.

A circle, 01^ tl)e e^rlb, of Witl^ere^^ leaves,

Ot H^\r)i \^t p^eeooo's bro^^ i^^tb.Weretlier?.

Cro5Sitig e^cb otbep. Fr^n) \)\h bolloW tpee

- U;i5tMl^ffllp"-<i5W 1be Wii^tepeoH ^^i)^ iW^y

Of Wirjtep bl^5l,to <5b^ketben^ fpon) tbeir I30H

WilliAtTiCulleijBrqjvPit.

P^^:^=r

A COMBINATION OK DRAWING, DESIGNING, AND LETTERING.

This cut appears In the Zanerian Manual of Alphabets and Engrossing and was executed by C. P. ZANER.
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hrrmS, ..t the Lx.-^t rc.u«lar luootiiu; of" the 'i^o.nH> of

'r*iroctof5 of'tlic i<cl->ool iT't^tiKt oK*(l>riu;k->u''o"'nsliij'for

Hie vcar I94-, l.ol^ tl>o <o\vntliXiv A' PccomkM tlio io>ii(

luitiouof CH.Hiirrr«.i!r..Vis;o J^rcsi^ent aH> \"^iiwKM.

wMS accepted w'itli rolucKiiK'o an> bocanic cftcctiw im>

lU'lTitS, (3. l?..''liiri"i>.Ul". 5ci-v'0> witli fidelity 'tn> iucul;ov>

Mstinchon Kis <rouMrb-<liip its Dtivctorof tKoAKool Pistnct

'iuiUou 'lou'nsKijViUi^

ll iTiMiV thc^iioar> of" I'^Jrcctor--; oK tlic i'cKool Pi.^trict of

~l[>in*\toii'AM\'ii5l'ii}>>osiivs. porsvinullv vin^ v->ffiv-tullv. to

appiopi kitclv o»}T0S5 tlioii i.i}->).MVcutttOM of the jnihlic soiA'icc

lvnXMv^ hv (3. 1i..'TlurfSAllr. >ul^ tlioir^uMtitu^o for tho f"iuo

)>v-r<onul qiuilitios >\'itl'> \vhiel-i he e^u•iehe^ their .t<.-;ooiitt ioii<.

)U->\v. '. 'herefoiv. ' bo i t

ri>uluril.in>it t.< heiehv iv>oh>e>.hv.in>«'iththoiinthiMit\'

ot'tho'l?o.^r^of Director.-; of tho Xhool District of "IhiiuttvMl

lou'iiship. ^Hoiit^ionioiv t\nuttv '*vniisvlvviiuit, in roioil'H'.

moetiiiii llssenll'le^.thlt^the tenuiiuttioii of tl^e serviceof

Q. B.''-f>yri-S, Ur.. as a School Director, isii ivMiettahle loss to the

i«cliool Pistriet lm^ eitbeits of."ihituvtoirJouMtsl>ip: the hu;h H^elI

f\'. ^^oa^ experience. «'ise counsel iiii> fiieii^K' iiuimier u'l\ich he

hroimht to tl>esennce of the .School Dislricf ru.^th- entitles him

the l.^tl^tit^l^e of"all the citizens oftlw School District .iii> his

associates of the '?c>ai^ : ^IIt^ ho it '.*nrthcr

rtSUlnClf thiit tho 'Sourc* of Directors present to

^ 1 O,. O.^urrs. ilr.,it suttahle eopv of tliis '.Ro^olutioniis

rocoiuiition k.'^V a piihlic service well ren^cre^ ait^ as it toKojt

of tiieir sincere persouitl wishes for his future success, wcll-

heiuiv lUl^ ImppiltOSS. —:

'fl\ulu prescnto'b iinb luiimiutoitsly lt^c1ptc^ this

1/ seventh ^av of Decomhor.-^.D. |0-4'_\

II-

•Soitr^ofTuvctois of tl>c S.i-)>ool
'

sfrK-tof".-ll'iiuilo

This piece of engrossing is worthy of your earefui study. The lettering is

well-executed. It was made by ROGER T. ELLZEY, Merchantville, N. J.
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Visual Training
By Lyne S. Metcalfe

51 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Can the average school district

make its visual training aids service

self-supporting ?

Many school officials have con-

sidered various methods by which

this might be possible, and in some
instances a measure of success has

been attained. Perhaps one of the

outstanding instances where visuals

have not only paid for themselves

over a period of eight years but have

made possible special services to the

community itself is the best example

of what can be done. Reference is

made to the Sylvajiia, Ohio, district

near Toledo of which the Burnham
Senior and Junior High School is the

central point, and of which Ira

Baumgartner is superintendent.

Sylvania is aji "exempt village".

Eight years ago the visual teaching

department of this district was
launched with a small initial budget.

By means of giving paid shows under

a special program, the department,

under the general supervision of Supt.

Baumgartner and under the direction

of William Wood, now owns $12,000

in visual teaching equipment, and an
extensive library of teaching films of

all types.

The primary objective of this visual

education department has been to

furnish adequate and dependable

visual teaching aids for teachers as

they may be needed in the course of

instruction. This objective has been
achieved in full measure, and in addi-

tion, is and has been self-supporting

for years.

The source of revenue is almost

exclusively admission fees (6 cents)

for student visual entertainment

programs held at recess during acti-

vity periods. Alternate activities are

provided for those students not at-

The screen offers naany oppor-

tunities for the penmajiship class.

If you have any suggestions how
to best use the screen in the hand-

writing class or learn of any new
equipment pass it on to the

Educator.

tending picture showings. All such

shows are held weekly, and are

supervised by the Burnham High

School Boy's Projection Club. Mem-
bers manage the sale by students of

6 cent tokens, collect the cash, pro-

ject the pictures, manage the show-

ing under the general supervision of

Mr. Wood. Members of the Projec-

tion Club may win varsity letters for

sweaters when enough service points

in the Club's behalf are earned.

Each boy is allocated a special

task in conducting these recreational

showings for which he is held re-

sponsible. A System of detailed re-

ports on all showings keeps the direc-

tor posted on what happened and

how things went off. Paid shows are

held in the Burnham High School's

large auditorium which seats 1200.

Also, in connection with the audi-

torium equipment there is a com-

munity loud speaker system avail-

able.

Mainly, popular films are selected

for paid showings. Newsreels are

widely shown, but reliance to main-

tain and sustain interest is placed

largely upon serials. Local merchants

advertise on the screen which con-

tributes to the financial return, all

proceeds going to the visual educa-

tion fund.

However, these weekly entertain-

ments represent only a small portion

of the services rendered by the Burn-

ham High School Boys Projection

Club. They keep all visual equipment

in condition and repair, see that it is

always where needed and when
needed. The Club members are re-

sponsible for the success of all pro-

jections for classroom purposes, and

all classroom projections are handled

by the Club members. Projections in

district schools, however, are made
by teachers. All films are ordered

through the director of visual educa-

tion—Mr. Wood—and are, in turn,

dispatched to district schools, later

being returned to the distributing

library.

Films for classroom use are chosen

by individual teachers and commit-

tees, with suggestions from ex-

perienced instructors. The use of the

Sylvania District's own film library

is approximately equal to the quota

from the Ohio State Visual Exchange.

Films are also borrowed from in-

dustrial firms, and purchased from

commercial producers. There is an

extensive library of pictures, and

movies.

All this provides expert projection

for community showings of various

kinds. The Club handles public

meetings, projects for showings at its

own meetings, for Parent-Teachers

conferences and groups, bond rallies.

Red Cross, and other services.

Since a grant of $500 was made
about eight years ago to launch this

department, it has been entirely self-

supporting, and has a healthy in-

vestment in projectors, screens,

equipment, and films.

As many as 34 individual showings

of films for classroom schedules have

been made by the Club in a single

day.

C^--'^^>^^-tr-Z^!'<i^C-i^'^-^^

,^Z7-i-^-^

C.^^

Kond friend E. BENGl'KIA. .Man No. 3. Dpln. No. 7. Haban
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A Gem

This gem was written by tliat master penman, A. I). TAVLOR. As
years roll by our admiratidn fur his skill increases. H'hii will be the
next one to leave such an impressi4in on the profession?

SiKnatiires by E. H. CRAVER, HIGH
SCHOOL OF COMMEBCE, NEW YORK,
.VEVV YORK.

INK! INK! INK!

2 Desli Bottles of

MEUB'S PROFESSIONAL BLACK
The ink used by the great penmen
and engrossers. The inl< supreme for

fine hairlines and rich black shades.

Penmanship
Specialist

1944 I.r>ma Vista St.

PASADEN.A 4. CAMF.

A. P. MEUB

ENGROSSER WANTED
Give qualifications, experience,
age, and photo. Address

Eastern Engrosser
c/o The Educator

613 North Park St., Columbus 8, Ohio

Specimen by a Third Grade Student

ayyi

L',}!

J^jLa^,mi

auau
'jyri

^<

Specimen by VANDA CADDILL in the Norwood, Ohio Public Schools sent to us by O. G. Martz the Handwriting Supervisor
particularly the accurate forms and the clear unmistakably legibility. Norwood, Ohio is one of the school systems employing
writing supervisor.
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This delicately written poem is from tlie pen of JOHN BOLLINGER, LA CROSSE LVIVIBER COMPANY, PEARL, ILLINOIS.

From tlie pen of JAMES T. MAHER, MARION, INDIANA.

By W. H. MORGAN. AVONDALE. W. VA.
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Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
By J. D. CARTER. Deerfleld. III.

Our design this time shows one of

many ways of making up poster and

display designs.

I have used some of the simpler

cutting strokes, that many of us can

make, to bring out the design but

those that do good flourishing with

the pen will find it easier to lay out

a design of this kind than the rest.

In making this design I started

with a pencil, at a point on the card

just above the letter (i) making a

series of curves which ended its

stroke above (ml in the word di-

ploma. Then with a pencil started at

the same point above (i) in Diploma

and made another series of curves

and ended at the bottom of the

card.

These pencil curves were used later

for the cutting and then erased.

Before the cutting the rest of the

design was outlined and the lettering

put in ink.

The scene at the bottom was put

in with a cotton blender and pow-

dered pencil dust which was obtained

by grinding on sandpaper. For

scenes one can use water colors,

charcoal, pastel-colored chalk, etc.

It may be well for the student to

try out on a simple design first, then

make up more elaborate designs to

work.

Our lesson this time is intended

largely to suggest a poster design

that may be displayed by those

doing lettering and designing for the

trade.

First make up your design in a

way that the wording will appeal to

your customers then decorate in a

yirrf'S^'^

"l^zi^.

way that will call attention to the

work you can do for them.

There are many display designs

that can be made to attract atten-

tion to the wording by carving with

knife, razor blade, and an ordinary

writing pen when properly sharpened.

I used a writing pen and knife for

the carving on this design.

The snow scene as indicated may
be quickly made by using pencil dust

from grinding the lead on sandpaper

and apply with cotton blender.

If one will remove the rubber

eraser from the end of the lead

pencil then place a small ball or tuft

of cotton in the place occupied by
the rubber you will have a good
blender to use in many ways.

Let us know of your success in

making up your designs.

aftei

li-st. but

hour. da,v after day,
r after year, which is i

often reiiuired of thOM

'Stralim' Models are llie obliques
Mastery of t'ontrol and satisfaetio
FOI! FREK riniTLAU.'i Prices risi

GOI West Plei

Write for my free

Iinok "How to I5e-

Penman", w li i c h
shows what others

have accomplished
by taltjnc my course.

Enclose 10c for one

ard.

/ith a
Write

T. M. TEVIS
Chillicothe. Mo

^^^^--zM^ey,.^o-^L.'i::.<^yL.^^^^^

^J'-^'Z-^^

Practical Business Writing by JAME.S T. .MAHER. of the M.%RION BUSINESS COLLEGE, .MARION. IND.
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THE HUMMING BIRD

He's a teeny, weeny little bird
No bigger than my thumb,

He flits about from flower to flower

—

From apple tree to plum.
He builds his dainty little nest

In the moss-bark of a tree
And hides it all so very well
Ng enemy may see

Two whitish oblong little eggs
As tiny as a pea.

He's a brave and fearless little chap,
All by himself to roam

From his Southern winter playground
To his Northern summer home;

He does not sing nor soar on high
Like other birds, 'tis true.

But he can shift to backward geer
A thing they cannot do;

And this has placed his name on high
In Bird-lore's WHO IS WHO.

Illustration by H, S. Blanchard.
Words by C. E. Chamberlin—1945

HIS NAME?
His name, but then what's in a name?
It might be Jones or Smith or Brown,
Like yours or mine, might sound the same,
But let that pass. He came to town
With highest hopes, for local fame
Was his galore, quite noted he
In Podunk town, from whence he came.
Folks thought he had ability.

And some he had. we must admit,
A "natural bent" for art, we'll say.
But careful training, not one whit.
His "bent" was bent a crooked way.
Small art in Podunk makes a hit,

Here he was just a country jay.

His name, but let us pass that by,

Nor shall we scan his family tree,

As good, we'll say, as you or I

Can boast, with any certainty.

He entered school, art school, we'll say.

Expecting there to make a stir.

But art schools do not act that way.
Unless unusual things occur
He was no better than the rest

Or half as good as some, he found.
The best he did failed in the test.

And soon his feet struck solid ground.
He saw himself a mark for jest.

And then he turned himself around.

His name. Ah yes, a household word.
You know it well and so do I,

For everyone of him has heard.
He has obtained a place most high.

But years of struggle, years of strife

Have passed since he a simple youth
Assayed the crooked road called life.

And much, indeed, he's learned forsooth;
The talent, so called, "natural gift"

May be a necessary part.
Alone it will not serve to lift

One up to fame, for hand and heart
Must work together driven by WILL
Before a soul succeeds at art.

G. H. Lockwood

Practical Bus WritlnK by JAMES T. M.AHEK, of the MARION BISINEMS COLLEGE. MARION, IND.
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DESIGNING AND
ENGROSSING

See Heading "The Educator", Page 5

By E. L. BROWN
Rockland, Maine

FLOURISHING
This nest of birds was sent to us

by E. L. Brown who has ranked as

one of the most artistic flourishers

of all times. (That isn't the way
E. L. would say it.)

What charm and grace in a flourish

when made by a master penman.

While flourishes are somewhat con-

ventional, yet a good flourish will

take one out among nature, into the

field, trees and shrubbery. The little

birds of Mr. Brown's remind us of

the birds in our back yard hopping

about in the vines and limbs. Yes, to

many of us there is as much art in

a well-executed flourish as there is in

an oil painting. There is skill and
beauty in a flourish which is more
than you can say of some modernistic

oil paintings.

Aside from the pleasure one de-

rives from flourishing it does increase

your skill in handling a pen and helps

one in creating harmonious designs.

Flourishing works in with engrossing

and pen work and the engrosser is

constantly using it. Have you noticed

how the advertisers and commercial
artists in the large popular maga-
zines and advertising circulars, etc.,

are copying flourishing as practiced

by penmen ? No they are not pro-

ducing a new type of design, just

copying and making slight changes.

We are pleased to see so much
flourishing used, and the favorable

way it is being accepted by the

public. No doubt these users of the

art of flourishing will point out to

penmen many new uses for flourish-

ing and many new ideas. More power
to them if they help the art.

A. W. KIMPSON

A. W. Kimpson, San Fernando,

Calif, who contributed lessons in

Lettering and Engrossing to The
Educator many years ago died on
January 6, 1945, after a prolonged

illness.

Mr. Kimpson in recent years was
a show card writer in Long Beach,

Calif. Mr. Kimpson was an Engrosser

of considerable skill and in years

gone by was very active in the pen-

manship profession.

E. D. GriflSth, Dayton, Ohio is a

sign painter, show card writer and

engrosser by profession. He also

writes poems and does other literary

work as a hobby.

One of the nice things which Ed

does is to write letters to shut-ins.

These he writes on long sheets of

paper with white ink using an orna-

mental penmanship style. When one

received a letter of this kind full of

charming penmanship and encourag-

ing words it is greatly appreciated.
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Words from A to Z
by J. A. LaROCHE,

New England Mutual Life Insurance Company, Bosto

KED CROSS WAR FUND
Keep your Red Cross at his side.

Never was this more important than

today. Long after swords have been

beaten into plowshares the Red Cross

will have much to do.

Even after the last gun has been

fired many a month will pass before

all our fighting men are home. Some
will be confined in hospitals for long

periods of recovery. Traditional Red
Cross service for these men who have

sacrificed so much must continue un-

abated. It is a sacred obligation

delegated to your Red Cross.

No less sacred is the obligation to

stand by with all necessary aid while

veterans of this war, now being re-

turned to civil life, adjust themselves

to new conditions, prepare to take

their rightful places in field and
factory.

The welfare of the families of our

men in uniform, their wives and

children, their aged parents, must be

guarded to see they do not suffer

want in these trjfing times.

The refugees and waifs of war
need help—help such as only the Red
Cross is prepared to give in a war-

scarred world.

Those essential and humanitarian

services which at home have charac-

terized the Red Cross through the

years must be continued: disaster

relief, home nursing instruction,

nurse's aide training, the many vol-

unteer services, and other activities.

Though the roar of guns may cease,

human needs remain. The Red Cross

can meet these only with your con-

tinued generous support. The Presi-

dent has designated March as Red
Cross Month, the period in which the

1945 Red Cross War Fund will be

raised. Red Cross activities are

financed solely from voluntary con-

tributions and gifts. We all must do
our part.

Blood Donations are needed

The McGhee Studio

Makers ajid designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.
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By C. L. COOK, CHICAGO

HIGGinS
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

Higgins Eternal Black Vriting Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on wliicli yon write with it. Its clarity and

jet-black writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

HIGGinS iSI
HIGGINS INK CO., INC. 271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. T.

A signature well written by that skillful pemiian and faithful
salvation army worker, .MAJOR F. O. ANDERSON, DEVILS
LAKE, NORTH DAKOTA.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers^Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE



PLAIN USEFUL LETTERING
Revised and Enlarged
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An indispensable book for all who wish to learn the various styles of lettering for everyday use.

Notice the accompanying pages photographed from the book which will give you a clear picture of

the many fine pages the book contains. The size of the book is 5^2x8 and contains 48 pages.

Plain Useful Lettering is being used as a textbook in many schools with excellent results. Per
dozen, $3.60, less 25%, F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio. Single copy 35c postpaid.

Supplementary Copies For Penmanship Practice

A book of 32 pages containing

many penmanship copies varying

from three to eight lines each.

The copies convey good penman-
ship lessons in their subject mat-
ter, as well as serve as fine

models for imitation and practice

for all who wish to write a prac-

tical, attractive hand. Under each

copy is just the right kind of

comment, embodying such in-

structions and information as all

penmanship students should have.

These copies can be used profit-

ably in connection with any
course of lessons. Home students

will find them very helpful and
valuable.

Postpaid, 15c; per dozen, $1.60.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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ClARIDGi
• The Claridge is so ideally

located in the heart of down^

town St Louis - and has so

many superior qualities - that

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world of travel. Only

two and one-half blocks from

Union Station. For finest food

in town - visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room

350 Rooms fPOM%Z''21

WITH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICF WATFP

ST.LOUIS
MISSOURI

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

ZANERIAN APPROVED

as a school for the training of veterans as provided

by the (G. I. Bill).

There are opportunities for those who are qualified

to do good penwork, lettering and engrossing. We
shall be glad to help anyone who is especially

interested in this line of work.

Correspondence courses are also given at a small

tuition rate.

SUMMER SCHOOL

July 5 to August 16

Co/umbus. Ohio

Size 81/2x26

For Teachers
Scale 1 for Grade 1, per dozen
Scale 2 for Grade 2, per dozen
Scale 3 for Grade 3, per dozen
Scale 4 for Grade 4, per dozen

FREEMAN'S SCIENTIFIC
HANDWRITING SCALES

How Well Should A Pupil Write?

In Grades 1, 2, 3, 4 to 9?

This is a question which teachers, pupils and school

officials ask. Dr. Freeman, by measuring: thousands
of specimens of handwriting of pupils, has determined
scientifically how well the average child should write
in each grade, and has prepared a handwriting scale

for each grade from one to six and another scale for

Grades 7, 8 and 9.

Scale 3 is shown herewith. It contains a satis-

factory standard for grade 3, shown in the center of

the scale. On the right is a specimen of handwriting
which is very satisfactory for grade 3, and on the
left is a specimen of handwriting which is unsatis-

factory for grade 3.

These Handwriting Scales will be very helpful in

testing the handwriting of your pupils. One of these
Handwriting Scales should be in each classroom.
Many schools are placing them in the hands of the
pupils by purchasing a half dozen for each room. The
cost is small when compared with results secured.

and Pupils in Grades 1 to 8

....$1.92 Scale 5 for Grade 5, per dozen $1.92

.... 1.92 Scale 6 for Grade 6, per dozen 1.92

.... 1.92 Scale 7 for Grades 7, 8, and 9, per dozen 1.92

.... 1.92 Single Copies, postpaid, each, net .20

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
COLUMBUS 8, OHIO612 N. PARK STREET
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LETTERING
its

HISTORY, PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE
by MATLACK PRICE

The Romance of Lettering giving the analysis of letters

of the alphabet, letter anatomy, serifs and principles of

letter spacing.

Roman, Mediae%-al and 20th Century styles of lettering

in upper and lower case.

22 page booklet—per copy $ .50

Additional mailing charge 10

SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING
by CHARLES E. BATEN, Spokane, Wash.

Bold type, easy to read and follow.

Exercises developed to produce high
speed and superior skill in the min-
imum length of time.

Price 50c
The book offers a complete course covering machine
mastery, speed development, letter writing and difficult

exercises. 64 pp.

THE PALMER COIVIPANY37O Atlantic Ave

Boston, Massachusetts

Sfrafegically located righf in fhe heart of ffie

city's business, shopping and entertainment dis-

trict. 700 rooms, each with radio, bath or

shower. Service and food as faultless as war-

time conditions will permit. Reservations well

in advance will enable us to prepare for you—
consequently, fo serve you better.

Lord Baltimdre Hotel
. BALTIMORE 3, MARYLAND ^

STAR features

HOTEL #S

CONTINENTAL
Featuring 5 star attractions for enjoyment of

living at its best (1) Penguin Room (2)Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4) The

Alcove (5) The Nev/ Coffee Shop. Outstand

ingly gay and attractive

• •••Guests enjoy all club

facilities, including swim-

ming pool... perfect loca^

tion at 11th and Baltimore

22 FLOORS OF

MODERN COMFORT

R E. McEACHIN. Managing Director

KANSiiS CITY
Direction-Southwest Hotels Incorporated- H. G. Manning - Founder

SILVER INK

A brilliant and free flowing silver ink for

Ornamental Penmanship, Roundhand, Let-

tering, Card Writing, Engrossing, etc.

A limited supply available. Get your order

in promptly.

Yz oz. bottle, postpaid 25c

Write for catalog or information on supplies

desired.

The Zaner-Bloser Co.

612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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OUR BUSINESS LIFE
THIRD EDITION

LLOYD L. JONES

^
A TEXT IN SOCIAL-ECONOMIC EDUCATION

Our Business Life, Third Edition, is written in the clear and easily-read style of this

well-known author. The revision of the popular earlier editions was undertaken in

order to bring up to date such topics as transportation, telephone, telegraph, and postal

services, social security, keeping our money good, and co-operatives.

CONTENT ORGANIZED ON UNIT PLAN
This book prepares students to understand their place in the economic or business

world, and presents an effective unit plan for teaching economic citizenship, guidance,

and personal use of the common business services.

ILLUSTRATIONS
The number of illustrations of documents and business forms remains the same as in

earlier editions. The many new illustrations carry informative captions that are the

basis of numerous teaching situations.

REFRESHER AND FUNCTIONAL ARITHMETIC
A section entitled "A Quick Review of Business Arithmetic Fundamentals" has been

added in order to give practical "refresher" help to the students in the functional

arithmetic that has characterized the earlier editions of the text—exercises that help

students solve their consumer and business problems.

OPTIONAL WORKBOOK PROGRAM
All optional workbook program has been provided together with a teacher's method
book and objective tests.

WRITE OUR NEAREST OFFICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO BOSTON

DALLAS TORONTO LONDON
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America's Only Handwriting' Magazine

COLUMBUS, OHIO, MARCH, 1945

Today's Handwriting Problem
Handwriting will always remain

one of our principal school problems.

It is the smallest art everyone is

required to learn. It involves know-

ledge of letter forms and skill in

execution. Form and movement
should be taught together. If atten-

tion is given to letter forms only a

cramped, labored, unsightly but

readable style will result. If too

much attention is given to move-

ment the forms suffer auid the result

is scrawly, illegible writing. Good
writing has both good, plain letter

forms and a free smooth line. Writ-

ing should be easy to read and easy

to write. Speed as well as legibility

is very very important in writing for

business.

Too many school officials and

teachers do not seem to realize that

writing is a skilled art. They look at

it as containing 26 capitals and 26

small letters which students should

learn in a very brief time. Sur-

prisingly enough students do not

learn the few forms. Frequently you

find persons who forget how a cer-

tain letter is formed. Recently one

salesman was making one form

something like the capital I repre-

sent three different letters, the I, Q,

and F.

In teaching form, more attention

should be given to the similarities

and dissimilarities of letters. For

example, the small letters a and o

have similar beginning ovals. The
finish of the a however comes down
to the base line then up, while in

the o you swing from the oval across

the top, never dropping dowTi near

the base line.

Emphasis should be placed on the

proper location of turns and angles.

Confusion of turns and angles makes
many letters illegible. The n and u
will be hard to distinguish, and
many other letters will be diflicult

to read easily and quickly. We sug-

gest that you collect papers from
students and search for confusing,

illegible places. Cover up part of the

word and see if someone not familiar

with the word can read it. Collect

some of these illegible examples and
you will discover many points you
will want to stress to guard your

class against making similar errors.

Have your class help in collecting

hard to read letters and they will

become more conscious of good letter

forms. Never lose an opportunity to

show the correct letter forms or why
a letter is illegible.

Teachers and school officials make
a serious mistake when they consider

the study of form alone and do not

provide sufficient time and attention

to drill. The overlooking of the skill

part of handwriting results in un-

satisfactory results.

First a student must see the cor-

rect letter form. He must then learn

the kind of movement and speed

required to make each letter. It is

true that "every letter has a move-
ment all its own." The student has
to discover the feeling of the various

movements in forming the various

letters. Take the little r for example.

It has a top stroke coming down at

an off slant angle and makes an

obtuse turn or shoulder. To make
that shoulder requires a slight slow-

ing up of the movement. If too much
speed is used or a complete stop is

made, the letter form is almost sure

to be undesirable. It may require a

great many trials on the part of the

student before he gets the knack of

making this simple part. Then he

may have to make many more let-

ter r's in words to establish the habit

of correct movement. The teacher

can help the student overcome this

and many many other small but

very difficult spots. She can demon-

strate the movement at the board,

describe it and check the students

efforts. A count of "one two, three"

may help some. Go from "one" to

"two" without any pause but a slight

pause between "two" and "three"

should be made to help the student

slow up on the turn. Yes, teachers

have found a reasonable amount of

counting a big help at many places.

You can direct the class at many
specific places, and get enthusiasm

and freedom by counting. But use it

only when it really helps the class

and does not make a machine out of

yourself and prevent you from

giving individual help when needed.

Regular periods for drill and study

in which the teacher and students

take an active part will bring re-

sults in handwriting and an enjoy-

able classroom period.

Write legibly and often to the boys

and girls in the service.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except Jxily and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..

612 N. Park St.. Columbus, O.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada and; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 2oc.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR Is the best medium

through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy

must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
Zanerian College. Columbus. O.

The capital N and M should be made with a free flowing' movement. Begin practice upon these letters first

by making a few push-pull and oval exercises, then practice on the exercise above which should be run off freely

with no stops. If you have difficulty and loop the first angle at the base line a slight pause is permissable but

after you get going keep moving freely. Avoid excessive finger action.

TvO TvO "X-O '^O 97.0 9vO 9z.

The N and the M are the same with the exception that the N contains two sections while the M contains

three. Be sure that you make the first stem well for it appears in many different letters. Count your letters on
the line. You should get about 16 letters to the line. If you make your letters too wide or too small and cramped
you can con-ect them by trying to get more or less on the line. We suggest that you put your letter in a box to see

how nearly it compares with the copy.

^
This exercise can be made with all sections the same height or may be graded down like the copy.

Practice these words and abbreviations over and over. Learn to write words easily and freely.

This copy is given for practice in making single M's and writing names

The m contains three top turns and the n two. The n and m are exactly the same except in the number of

sections. Does your finishing stroke if completed make a good oval? Make page after page of the various exercises,
]

letters and words in these copies and compare your work in size, slant, and spacing with the copy. Unless you know
j

what makes good writing we are likely to get poor results.
j
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In writing- small letters one should use a free gliding- motion. The first exercise is intended to call attention to

rounding- tops and pointed bottoms. Study the location of turns and angles. Be sure that you get turns where

they belong and angles where they belong. The dowTistrokes should all slant in the same direction.

.^-^^^-7'^<^-'^^.-<?-Z^

Here are quite a number of combinations of n and other letters. After you have learned to make the letter

n you still may have difficulty in joining it to other difficult letters. Discover how many different connections you
can find preceding and following the n. For instance you have the compound curve connection between the a and

n which is repeated in the en. in, un, etc. Then you have the connection which runs from the dot of the b, v, o, and

w, to the n. Practice these various connections. K you have difficulty in making any one of them you can

shorten your practice if you center your practice down upon the individual letters or parts of letters with which
you have trouble.

This shows the similarity and dissimilarity between the Capital M and the small m. The movement is about

the same in both capital and small letter. The main difference is in size. In the capital the three sections are all

different in size while on the small letter the three sections are all the same height. The small letter should be

approximately one-third as large as the capital. When a word begins with a small m try to avoid making the first

section larger than the rest of the letter. Otherwise the small m may be mistaken for a capital letter.

The W begins the same as N and M but is angular shaped. Remember your Roman W is pointed at the top

and bottom. Avoid wide spaces in the W and avoid turns excepting in the very first turn at the top. The W is made
vrith a push-pull movement. You can profitably develop this movement by practicing the push-pull movement. Be-

gin the movement with the beginning part of the W and finish with a curve stroke the same as in the W. You will

notice this curve stroke should be about 2/3 the height of the letters.

c^- cy c^ c^
The small letter has a very peculiar or different movement from many letters. You swing freely on the letter

untU you reach the dot. You then stop or at least check the motion before making the final stroke. Glide into and

out of this letter with a free swing.
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If you make your w unmistakably plain keep your finishing stroke high along the head line, never carelessly

dropping down to the center or the base line. Where your finishing stroke is made too low the w may be mistaken

for n, ni or iu or some other letters. The small w, v, b, and o are finished similarly. A lot of confusion occurs

when the first downstroke of the w is curved too much. • The w then resembles co or cv. Be sure to get the turn

at the top of the v or an angle at the top of the w. Practice the c, the cv combination. Note the simOarity of the

letters and try to analyze what makes letters readable.

In this copy we have given words that you should practice upon to help you in establishing good movement.

Remember you are not a good writer until you can write freely and legibly at all times. You should be able to

make a page of words without getting any illegible letters. If you keep on practicing long enough you can get

all your letters correct.

You will find a wide free exercise like these letters and words good in developing a sideward, free swing so

essential in beautiful attractive writing.

T'^
This copy shows how you should write names and select the difficult letters and practice upon them. We

cannot tell what each one of you are going to have difficulty with and can therefore only present letters and exer-

cises suggesting how you should practice.

In writing William J. Sanders you may have trouble with the capital letters. Again you may have more

trouble with some of the small letters. In that case practice the letters you are having trouble with and skip over

the ones you are sure of.

^ ^ ^/ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ (::h/^Ap Ap /if Ap Ap A(P Ap Ap Ap Ap Ap Ap Ap Af Af
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The X begins the same as the N, M, H, K, etc. The second part is just the reverse of the first part. Turn
your paper upside down and test your letters. The begrinningr loop should be the same size as the finishing loop and
should slant in the same direction. The space in the first section between the loop and the downstroke should be the
same as the downstroke and the final loop. Join the letter in the center. Avoid separating the two parts. It re-
quires skill to touch these letters in the center. Above all it requires care. Don't develop careless habits of writing.

/y^i

You may find the first exercise good to limber up the muscles of the arm and get in shape for making the

lower loops. K you find It difficult to make don't worry for after all it is only given as variety and does help

some.

Go to work on the j seriously, studying the letter form first and trying to produce what you have in mind.
Remember a good j is always dotted. The loop should be of medium size, not too large and never closed. The loop

should be two spaces below the base line. Keep the crossing on or near the base line. The j and the y are very
similar. Every good y should contain the same shape loop as the j.

TTTT^

In making the y you wiir find it a good plan to turn the paper upside down and see if it makes an h. Draw
some slant lines through the loops and see if your h and y slant the same. Get the top turn of the y rounding and
the second part sharp at the top. If you make the first part sharp your letter may resemble a poorly made g.

-f-f- rr r r
The z begins the same as a small n but finishes with a loop below the base line like the j, %. and y. Practice the

word gaze and similar words. After you have made a line or two go back and see if your loops in the g and the z
are the same size. Do they look like twins in size?

After all good vmting depends upon each individual. The teacher can point out the things to do but you must
individually do practice and study. No one can master penmanship for you. It is going to take a little effort on
your part but it will be well worth the time and effort spent. It may mean the securing and holding of a good job
later on and your friends will think better of you if you write well. It is really aggravating to have someone hand
you some writing such as their name and address if it is illegible or so that you have to guess at it. Recently one
party traveled five miles only to find that the poor letter which looked like W (West) was intended for an N
(North). Can you imagine the feeling this party had towards the writer?
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"Present Day Trends and Practices

in Handwriting"
MISS OLIVE MELLON, Supenisor of Handwriting, Atlantic City Public Schools, Atlantic City, New Jersey

PARTICIPANT IN ROIND TABLE PANEL DISCISSION At The PENNSYLVANIA STATE BDICATION ASSOCIATION CONVENTION
HABRISBIRG. PENNSYLVANIA, December 29, 1944

HANDWRITING FROM THE
"ALL OVER" VIEWPOINT

In my discussion I shall not con-

fine my thoughts to any one specific

phase of the handwriting field, but I

shall endeavor to give you in my
limited time, an all over view of the

situation as we have experienced it

in recent years and, in a measure,

suggest ways and means which may
be sufficiently thought provoking to

aid in setting up a program to meet
our post war needs in the future.

I am basing my statements and

prophecies, so to speak, on many
years of experience, together with

n\uch experimentation and research

in this field of instruction. I have

lived through and worked through

several educational cycles, particular-

ly in the handwriting field, each cycle

differing from the previous one; each

one an improvement over the former

one, in some respects and each one

retaining some of the former and best

principles used in teaching the art.

We all recall the catastrophe of

1932, or about that year, when de-

pression came upon us and in every

school district economy was practiced

to the n'th degree; Supervision was
cut to a minimum; old books were
repaired and used again; paper was
dealt out by the sheet, and salaries

cut to the bone. Handwriting did not

escape this attack but was classed as

a fad or frill, and in many cases the

supervision of it was discontinued and
it was practically cast aside to shift

for itself. Such action was taken by
many Boards of Education and Ad-
ministrative Officers.

I watched this period of change
with interest. The handwriting pro-

duct began to deteriorate in the

schools; teachers became discouraged

and sought help wherever it could be

secured; parents murmured about the

poor writing of their children. Child-

ren would declare, "We don't learn

to write anymore in our school."

Business men complained of the poor
writing among the youth they em-
ployed. Finally, school executives

awakened to the fact they had lost

something which had been an a.sset

to and a recommendation for their

schools.

Up-Tum In Interest

At present we are passing through

the awakening period. Depression

passed over and in its wake has come
World War II. It is not necessary

to discuss the handicaps thousands in

our armed forces are suffering be-

cause of inability to write legibly or

inability to write at all. We have
facts and figures to prove that.

This situation with many others

has caused the pendulum to swing
back with renewed emphasis on the

place of handwriting in the post war
curriculum.

KEEPYOUR RED CROSS
JIT HIS SIDE

As President of the New Jersey

Department of Handwriting for the

past two years, I have had the op-

portunity to see the renewed interest

in this art. Almost daily there would

come to my desk requests for help

from many parts of United States.

The publication our Department put

out in 1941, "The Development of

Functional Handwriting", has become
rather nationally known; also our

own bulletin "The Pen" which is

published three times a year, has had

much publicity. In fact, I think it is

one of the few bulletins put out

which is devoted entirely to the field

of handwriting.

Through these channels we have

made many new contacts and we
hope have helped revive the interest

in this utilitarian art.

In all, sixteen different states have

asked help in one way or another.

The states of New York and Illinois

have shown the greatest interest, but

we have sent materials as far as

Hawaii, Porto Rica and sections of

Canada. Many of these cities and

school districts are setting up com-

mitees to study the needs in this

special field and make recommenda-
tions to their curriculum advisors or

Boards of Education. In my own
state many of us have been called to

speak before County groups where

they hope to revise their present

course of study or make up one for

the first time.

As a department and as individuals

we feel very much encouraged at the

renewed interest shown in this sub-

ject and we are happy to be able to

supply material of such pertinent

value and interest to these schools

seeking aid.

Changes In the Organization of the

Handwriting Program

Time has wrought changes in the

teaching of handwriting in the past

ten or more years, not only in the

approach to the subject, but in

content, and objectively for each

grade level; the time element has

also become a disturbing factor in

recent years.

The introduction of manuscript

writing in the first grade and its

continuance in the second has cut

the time for training in cursive writ-

ing to four years in many schools.

Four years is not sufficient time to

develop immature minds and muscles

to the point where the child can

acquire a style of writing sufficient

to meet his future social and business

needs. In this short period of time he
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receives only the A B C of the art.

Perhaps the greatest hurt that has

befallen the child has been the cur-

rent tendency to discontinue practice

at the end of the sixth year. Just at

the time when the child is mentally

able to form judgments and can

reason with some degree of accuracy;

when he has developed physically to

the point that he can manipulate his

writing tools and develop his muscle

with understanding, his special train-

ing is taken away from him. I know
of no better place to institute a self-

directed program of instruction than

on the Junior High level. It is being

done in some systems but there are

many where such a program should

be organized.

Reorganization A Vital Need

If the present situation continues

to exist, grade levels should change

objectively. Manuscript seems to be

meeting the need for written ex-

pression in first year. It is seemingly

satisfactory to both teacher and
child; we hear no outcry from
parents. As an aid to reading, we
have some scientific evidence that it

hastens reading ability. Many
teachers refrain from committing

themselves as to the virtue of print.

I think you will agree with me that

we still continue to have many poor

readers.

It is generally recommended that

the transition to cursive writing be

made about the middle of second

year. At this time of year, print has

taken on a strong line and rather

accurate form which adds much to

the beauty of the page. Many teach-

ers are loathe to make the transition

as it breaks into their smoothly mov-
ing program. They delay the change
from week to week and in many in-

stances the change is not made at all.

The transition then is in the hands
of the third grade teacher completely.

In either event, a carefully organized
program of transition should be

developed as not all teachers are

trained for this important task. A
recognition program should always
preface one of execution. If the third

grade teacher is to assume the

transition responsibUity, then her
program should be revamped to meet
this situation. Instead of the usual
procedure of introducing pen and ink

the middle of the year, this acivity

is delayed until later in the year and
perhaps not begun until fourth year.

The early part of third year the

teacher's concern is teaching letter

structure and joinings through words,

adjusting size, changing position of

paper, and teaching the name in cur-

sive writing. For some little time,

print is retained for all general work
until sufficient skill is acquired in the

cursive forms to meet the every day
needs of the child. The average

teacher with a maximum section can

have her class ready for ink writing

by the middle of the term. The lower

sections would profit by delaying the

procedure until fourth year.

Another point for consideration is

the development of capital letters.

Do third grade children need to use

all the capital letters during the year

or are the letters in their names and
those most used in written and oral

expression sufficient? This plan

would lighten the teacher's load con-

siderably but place a new responsi-

bility on the fourth grade teacher.

What Emphasis on Posture and
Movement ?

PENMANSHIP ROUND TABLE

Officers for 1945

President

—

Mrs. Helen A. Anderson
Oakmont, Pa.

Vice-President

—

Mrs. Winifred E. Kitchen

Paxtang, Pa.

Secretary

—

Miss Mae Light

Doylestown, Pa.

Up to this time I have discussed

changes in objectives and organiza-

tion in the first three grades. No
mention has been made of posture

nor movement. The informal set up
in first and second grades where
tables and chairs are used has not

been conducive to improved posture.

The tables slide and chairs twist with

the result that children can be seen

in every conceivable position from
both knees on chairs to sitting on

both feet. But accompanying these

acrobatic positions, we see interest,

and strange to say, good wrriting in

most instances. Now, which shall we
play up—interest and love for writ-

ing, letting posture be secondary or

shall we struggle on in our effort to

have a more uniform posture in an

informal setting—a good question for

later discussion.

In these early grades where print

is used, we find it a finger process

mainly, with no special emphasis

placed on movement except the pull

motion on the stick letters. Pencil

holding, however, does present a

problem. There is a strong tendency

toward pinching the point with the

pencil in a vertical position. This

does not mterefere greatly with the

quality of work done. Another ques-

tion worthy of discussion.

Movement in grade three has been

considerably modified through the

use of print. Not until near the end

of the year can much attention be

directed to movement. The teacher's

major task in this grade is to teach

letter structure with joinings as in

word writing. It requires both time

and patience on the part of teacher

and child to work through the tran-

sition period. A teacher should plan

carefully each lesson taking the

simple units of drill first, then direct-

ing and evaluating each new process.

Movement can be Introduced later

in the year when there is greater

need for capital letters. However,

this factor falls mainly into the

fourth year category. Personally, I

believe it is the place to introduce

movement as children of this age are

better equipped mentally and physi-

cally to master the difficult move-

ment processes. I firmly believe that

we have wasted much time and mat-

erial in our efforts to teach an adult

task to an immature hand. The
fourth year program is not mter-

ru'jted as is the program of the pri-

mary grades. Most of the high

hurdles have been jumped and prac-

tice moves along in a more normal

channel.

Subject Matter and Child Interest

All new publications on handwrit-

ing as well as creative plans of in-

dividual teachers keep the child

uppermost in mind. Subject matter

is wisely chosen to meet the interests

of children on the various grade

levels.

Home and community Interests

furnish enjoyable and informative

material for the primary grades. As
the child develops physically, men-
tally, and socially, his Interests

change and multiply. A recent new
interest is the Air Age we are ex-

periencing. Places and people have

been brought to our doorstep. No
longer is any place on the globe or

any race of people any great distance
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from us. The war has broadened the

horizons of common knowledge.

The men and women who will re-

turn from the war areas will be filled

with information on new places, cli-

matic conditions of different zones,

resources of countries, scientific dis-

coveries and new langruages and
strange customs of the various

peoples.

Children in the grammar grades

are interested in such new discoveries,

projects and materials as the dis-

covery of Penicillin, the new Alcan
Highway to Alaska, the National Art
Gallery in Washington, the new Air

Routes, World Globes and Maps, the

new use of the milkweed floss, and
new Rayon and Nylon products.

These are only a few channels
through which material for practice

can be obtained. Using such material

as a base and recalling the know-
ledge of the techniques used in teach-

ing handwriting, as well as the

salient points of letter structure, size,

slant, and spacing, the teacher CEin

have in operation an up-to-date pro-

gram of instruction. A point for

special emphasis and one very likely

to be overlooked by the teacher, is

that of attaching a step in hand-
writing to the activity. A definite

aim for a lesson should be a combina-
tion of the need for writing the ma-
terial coupled with a specific factor

in handwriting. This is the secret of

progressive teaching in this special

subject.

New Trends In Method

Perhaps the weakest point in the
teaching of handwriting, as well as
the most antiquated, is the method
employed in presentation. Many
teachers have gotten into a groove
where a cut and dry process has been
used and they are not sufiiciently

flexible to work out of it. The old

procedure of using the so called
warming up exercises to introduce
practice is practically out. It is just
this procedure that has caused school
executives to frown upon handwrit-
ing. Much time and material have
been wasted and in many cases whole
periods have been utilized for this

abstract drill. In many such in-

stances while this drill was in pro-
gress, report cards and registers have
been made out and many a love let-

ter has been answered—all this con-
stituted a writing lesson without any
tangible results.

The first requisite for successful

teaching of handwriting is to have a
thorough knowledge of the techniques

of letter formation and be able to

execute them. With this as a back-
ground it is then not difficult to apply
these techniques to any type of

method employed or subject matter
used.

Subject matter as you know is

made up of various units of drill. It

may consist of paragraph writing or

broken down into sentence, phrase,

word, or letter units. Each one of

these units requires a special treat-

ment. The point for emphasis, for

example, in sentence writing, is bal-

ance on the line which means special

attention to size and spacing. If the

unit of drill is a word list as in

spelling, the emphasis is placed on
straight columns with attention to

uniform beginning and ending strokes

in each word.

If the drill unit is a special single

letter, then the strokes which com-
prise this letter must be observed,

whether they are over or under
curves, compound curves, or main
slant strokes. If a teacher is able to

get over to the class that the curved
upstroke adds beauty and grace to

the writing and the main slant dovra-

stroke gives strength to the writing

or to the letter and can demonstrate
such to the child, she has cleared

many hazy impressions in the child's

mind.

To this knowledge must be added a

familiarity with other handwriting
terms. Such words as retrace, align-

ment, and line quality should be well

understood. I shall venture to say
that much of the poor handwriting
of the present day is due to lack of

knowledge of the subject on the part
of the teacher and the child.

Through an experiment tried out
last year for the purpose of deter-

mining how well children can follow
directions, I found to my sorrow the
percentage very low. The "Listen
and Do" motto needs to be reinstated

in every classroom. Try out this

simple assignment and see with what
success you meet. Give clearly these
directions: Make seven i's on a line.

Make them one full space high with
ending strokes extending to the top
line. Observe margins at either side

and the proper curve in each up-
stroke. Demonstrate on the black-
board, using visual markings where
necessary. State the number of lines

to write, then set the class to work.
My results were appalling. Maxi-

mum sections rated about 50% in

following directions, while minimum
sections dropped below 25%.

Improvements in this phase of

learning is vital if any degree of suc-

cess is going to be achieved with a
self-directed program in handwriting,

which seems to be the current trend

now.

This assignment is suitable to give

early in the school year when the

teacher is becoming familiar with the

various abilities of her class.

Another assignment of interest at

the beginning of the year is a lesson

of the nature of a Personality Test.

One question of vital interest to me
was—Which kind of story do you
like best?—History, Fairy, Mystery,
Animal, Adventure, Travel, Sea,

Home Life. The result was not what
I hoped I might see but what I had
anticipated seeing. The mystery
story came in with a big majority.

One boy reported that his mother had
recently joined a Mystery Club.

In classrooms where large activi-

ties are operating, the subject matter
for practice lessons can be based on
this activity. The alert teacher will

spot the unusual capital letters

which come into use and develop

them. Recent studies have shown the

most used capitals to be: T, W, A, O
and I, while the least used are J, K,

Q, R, U, V, X, & Z. Just here let me
say that the place for developmental
exercises, if used in modified form, is

in the development of capital letters.

Where direct practice is needed, the

use of some fundamental exercises

will be beneficial.

In the case where no special acti-

vity is in progress in the classroom,

then the subject matter may be

chosen which is suited to the age and
ability of the child and which is of

special interest to him. Cooperative
planning always motivates the in-

terest and makes for better results.

With the increased use of visual

aids, the learning process has been
revitalized in all areas of learning.

Handwriting is no exception. In

nature it is a visual process. The
growth is more visible than in any
other field. A parent can see his

child's growth in writing while in

some other field it can be estimated
only. With the use of scales, charts,

films, te.xts, and schemes of checking,

the teaching of handwriting can be

made an interesting and worthwhile
activity.
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Those who are leaders in this field

of learning must be on the alert for

all new devices in the visual field

which might be adapted for use in our
special field, or quoting from the

Journeyman Barber—"Even if you
are on the right track, you will get
run over if you just sit there".

When planning our post war pro-

gram we shall find that many changes
and adaptations will need to be made
in curriculum problems. New con-

cepts will be considered, new objec-

tives arrived at and more attention

to instructional materials which will,

no doubt, take on new form in many
respects.

Our system of education for the

past two decades has emphasized
training the child mentally, physical-

ly and socially. To give the child a
complete four square training would
we venture to suggest that the
spiritual aspect be added. Is not the
world conflict in which we are now
engaged, due to a certain extent to

our failure to observe the Golden
Rule and to respect the rights of our
fellows as set down in the Beatitudes
and the Ten Commandments? Not
that our curriculum needs to have
any additional burden placed upon it,

but if the home in many cases con-
tinues to be neglectful of the child's

spiritual training, the school may
have to make some contribution ac-

ceptable to all faiths. Our youth need
to acquire such training before they
are forced into it by the foxhole and
the raft methods. Many plans are

being proposed at present and many
experiments are under way which
would provide this training. How can
we through the handwriting medium
contribute our share to a program of

Christian education? There is scarce-

ly a middle aged man or woman of

today who can not quote with pride

the fine old maxims, scripture verses

and quotations from the old copy
books. These, like the verses from
"Thanatopsis" which were so mean-
ingless in youth and quoted so fre-

quently now, become a part of us in

later years and are among our most
treasured memories. Can we not

continue the use of some such ma-
terial together with extracts from the

works of the good poets and authors ?

"As we sow, so shall we reap" in

future days, sound characters, with a
firm respect for the good, and a life

dedicated to the highest of ideals.

Such subject matter can be woven
into our post war program for hand-
writing instruction both through the

discussion that prefaces the lesson

and in the actual writing process.

In conclusion may I ask—What

does good handwriting in a school
system indicate?

First and most important, it indi-

cates a cooperative and sympathetic
attitude toward the subject by the
Principal or the Superintendent. He
appreciates its value as it functions
in his school system and also its

value to the child in his adult years.

It indicates a well trained corps of

teachers. They have been trained by
a supervisor or have acquired their

knowledge through special courses
of instruction or by up to date texts.

It is a mark of a well organized
system where sufficient time is allot-

ted to the teaching of the subject.

It is indicative of a system with
high disciplinary values as regards
habits of study.

It is proof that children are being
taught the attributes of industry,

perseverance, honesty, dependability,
self-reliance and all such virtues
which every girl and boy should
acquire to help mold the good life in

an American democracy.

More than ever will these attri-

butes need to function in a post war
program as we go forth to train the
youth of today in the skill which will

serve them in business, serve them
socially and help place them in life's

regiment of intellectual citizens.

^/'T'-ez-^i^^ii-JL^ ' y,/7, '9

d^-'i'-Z'-zf

H. L. DARNER, Strayer's Business College, Washington, D. C.
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One of the Most Skillful Alphabets Ever Produced

^/f/////^

This exquisite alphabet which F. B. COIRTNEV, Detroit, Michigan, made a good many years ago. It was loaned

to us by HENRY HANSEN, the penman ol Plymouth, Indiana. There is a lot of dash and beauty in this alphabet.

THE DREAMERS OF DREAMS

Oh, here's to the dreamers, the

dreamers of dreams.

For the dreams of the dreamers

come true;

Oh, here's to the thinkers and

schemers of schemes.

The people who plan and who do.

The holders of ideals most lofty and

high,

The makers of things with their

hands,

The singers of songs, and the askers

of "Why",

For the seeker alone understands;

Oh, here's to the dreamers, they

build as they dream,

For the dreams of the dreamers

come true.

And thought is the power that fol-

lows the gleam

Of "the light" that's for me and for

you;

Oh. here's to the dreamers, all souls

that are free.

Who laugh, lift, and love, and who do.

Guy Lockwood

THE PACKARD SCHOOL, 253 Lex-

ington Avenue at 35th Street, New
York, New York, includes some work
in lettering in their penmanship

course.

STILL ENJOYS THE EDUCATOR
A. R. Thompson, Grand Valley,

Pa., who is almost 85 years old states

that he cannot get rid of that love

he has always had for penmanship

and he cannot get along without The
Educator. He has been on the list

for many years.
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Criticism Department
By the Office Boy:

\
Mrs. Sampson was furious last

week when little chubby Eva Marie
who lives next door handed in a his-

tory paper. She hurt Eva Marie's

feelings terribly and her Maw was
up in arms because Mrs. Sampson
told her she should be ashamed of

her writing and that if she didn't do
something about it she would "flunk."

I asked Eva Marie to do some
writing for me and perhaps could get
someone down at the Educator Office

to offer some suggestions. Here is

one of the specimens she wrote. I

selected the best one and threw away
the poorer samples. Some had too
many blots and anger marks to be
dignified enough for a girl. I guess
Eva Marie didn't realize that a well-

dressed, good-looking girl should
write the same as she dresses and as

^^

/^cra_ VivOA^oi^

Miss Post says; "Legible neat writing

is a social must."

I told Eva Marie that she failed

to dot her i's, but she said, "Oh why
bother with dots and punctuation?

Nobody uses them."

Mrs. Sampson might have helped

her with her writing, but I guess she

has other things to do which are

more important. She hasn't much
time to help with something outside

of the subjects she is paid to teach.

Anyway Mrs. Sampson doesn't write

a very plain hand herself. I guess
she doesn't like penmanship. She
says she practiced push-pulls and
ovals when she was a girl until she

was blue in the face. She considered

it punishment and couldn't see how
it would help her to learn to write.

Perhaps Mrs. Sampson produced

an over supply of ovals and neglected

her handwriting. It might help Eva
Marie to practice some push-pull

exercises and draw some slajit lines

down through her letters to test her

slant. She would probably discover

that her writing has 47 varieties of

slant.

Please give me some suggestions

to pass on to Eva Marie for I don't

want her to have to stay in Mrs.

Sampson's room for another year.

ENGROSSER WANTED
Give qualifications, experience,

age, and photo. Address

Eastern Engrosser
c/o The Educator

612 North Park St., Columbus 8, Ohio

Envelope addressing by J. H. WEBB. 4257 POPLAR SPRINGS DRIVE. .^lERIDIAN, !»nSS., now serving vrtth Uncle Sam.
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How to Help the Left-Handed Writers
By J. A. BIELL

Minneapolis Business College. Minneapolis 2, Minnesota

When a left-hander comes into any

one of the penmanship classes hold-

ing the writing book or paper the

same way the right-handed writers

hold theirs and has the twisted arm
and wrist so as to make the letters

with the fingers, every Writing In-

structor in the Business Colleges

knows that here is the most difficult

error to undo that there is.

Describing my own experiences

will describe those of nearly every

other instructor in the Penmanship

field, I am sure. I have made some
mistakes in my efforts to get the

left-handers to change the position of

the paper at first, due to going about

it too abruptly. One does not realize

what the left-handers have been up

against throughout their public

school life. It seems that every pos-

sible difficulty has confronted me.

In my former article of the Decem-

ber EDUCATOR I mentioned that

some have had real word contests

with their former teachers and have

come out victorious. For the above

reason with new left-handed writers,

my procedure is very careful so as

to avoid making the same mistakes

referred to above.

We must get the student with us

as soon as it can be done. The
earlier it can be accomplished, the

better it will be for the student.

Here is something that prevented

me from doing for a left-handed

writer the thing that would have

been a benefit for her all the rest of

her natural life. She came into the

writing class with a number of other

new students. Each one was given a

model page. All of them were very

much interested save one. This one

paid no attention to the model page.

She had opened her book at the

first page. She was left-handed and
had the twisted left hand and arm
and wrist. Before I had a chance

to say a word, she said to me: "I

write this way." The tone of voice,

her snapping eyes, her general de-

meanor gave me to understand that

she would not do a single thing I

would ask. She tried to start an

argument with me. It was evident

I would not be able to help her in

any way.

I explained to our President that

it would do more harm than good

for her to take writing; that it would
be better to excuse her from the

writing classes, so she could concen-

trate on her other studies. The
President thought so too and told me
to excuse her, which I did. This is

the first and only case in which my
defeat came before I could get

started. I hope all other writing

teachers in Business Colleges have

come out better than I did. I am
not so sure even now that it was the

right thing to do. Were it to happen

again I would try to gain her con-

fidence for she had wonderful ability.

Even at a disadvantage such as a

Conlidenre—good pennian.s lip text

—synipalhetic instrnclion---regular

drill classes—good supplies- -correct

position and perseverance v(ill pro-

duce good results.

twisted wrist gave, she did excellent

work in her shorthand and tj^e-

writing.

I think now I would say: "All

right, let us see how well you can

write that way." Then, after she

became satisfied all would be well, I

would take my pen and write the

straight line two spaces high with

her. I would use the hinge motion

and she the wrist motion. She would

soon have to jump her arm to keep

it in position. I would talk about the

left elbow hinge and how easy it is

on the hand and arm and eyes,

because it would be coming toward

the body and the eyes, I might have

lost; but even if I had lost, I would
feel better about it now. Had I won,

it would have been fine.

Backhand slant used to bother me
a good deal. Now, I say nothing

about it at first. Here is what hap-

pens or takes place: The student is

allowed to go his or her way in

writing sentences. I have them write

circles, or write at circles, at first, for

they invariably get ovals because

they cannot make circles.

Fortunately, many of the older

students can make real circles and

all I have to do is to say to one of

them—"Let me take your book,

please?" I show this to the begin-

ning student. It has the desired

effect. The beginning student is fas-

cinated. The older student is honored,

and when I return the book to the

owner with a kindly "Thank you",

two things have been accomplished.

The older student soon wins a writ-

ing certificate by applying the arm
movement to all the capitals and

small letters and sentence writing,

as well as figure viriting.

The one who wrote the backhand

slant which was done with the finger

action concentrates on the circles and

straight lines. The circles begin to

take form, the straight lines become

better and the sliding of the hand is

gaining gradually. The straight lines

are all made on the 45 degree slant.

The general result is the entire

elimination of the backhsmd slant.

The above procedure is applicable

to the left-handed writer too. It has

this great advantage though, for it

is easier for the left-handed writer

to make the straight line with the

left elbow hinge movement than it is

for the right-handed writer to make
the straight line with the push and

pull movement.

The Writing Instructor can bring

about the elimination of the back-

hand slant by urging the use of the

Sliding Hand Movement. The In-

structor will notice the improvement

the student is making long before

the student realizes it for him or

herself. Two years ago a young lady

who had written a backhand slant

all her school life mastered writing

the circles, the straight lines and

used them in her sentence WTiting.

Once in every little while she would

use her backhand finger action for a
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letter or two in a long word. She
was told, "If you would allow your
hand and arm to move all the time

you would be able to win a certifi-

cate right away." She was shown
words as nicely written as any of

the winners had written. In a very

short time she won.

Quite often the left-handed writer

is working at a disadvantage by not

having quite enough time to com-
plete the writing course. Or not

being able to use the left hand the

proper way all of the time while in

school. This is going to happen this

year and it will be impossible for me
to prevent it. We had five left-handed

students who came to us in Septem-
ber. Three of them had been taught

how to hold their books properly and
they have now won their writing

certificates. The other two had the

twisted wrist and arm. But have run
into conflicts that keep them out of

the writing class at times. They
have to take bookkeeping and have

never been sure of themselves to

eliminate the position for the left-

handed writer that forced the twisted

wrist and arm upon them.

Another left-handed student has

matriculated with us since the others

did and she has the proper position

for the left-handed wTiter, is coming
nicely and wUl win her writing

certificate before long.

Here is something that pleases me
very much although there is nothing

I did about it in the w'ay of Instruc-

tion to bring it about. This is what
it is: A few years ago I explained

how a left-handed wTiter ought to

hold the paper directly opposite the

way a right-handed writer held his.

This was to a lady who was left-

handed and twisted her wrist and
arm. It did not seem to me that it

was important only as information

for her. Something was said that

when a clerk was chosen to help on

an Election Board it was necessary

for the clerk to have the proper posi-

tion in order to be able to work on
the Tally Sheet all night as some
have to do without becoming very
weary especially in the writing hand
and arm.

Later, this lady was called upon
the Election Board and has served

several different times. Judge of my
surprise that she had taken it upon
herself to get the proper position for

the left-handed writer and is now
doing it as well as any of the other

clerks. It is necessary for us to let

our light shine so that others may
see and know how to do that which
is right.

This will conclude temporarily at

least my articles on How to Help
the Left-Handed Writer. If any Pub-
lic School Teacher would like to ask
me any questions on how to teach
the left-handed writer, all that

teacher needs to do is to write to me
and send a self-addressed envelope.

Send no money as it is not my plan

to charge for this service.

7'?%^/i2^>C^ ._-z^- -c

A left-handed student in Harry L. Tooniey*8 class, in Worcester. Mass
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Book Plates
Book Plates made by E. H. McGHEE, TBENTON, NEW JERSEY
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Mr. House is a farmer, banker, ajid collector of old books, odd books. This is his home sketched from an 8 x 10

photograph. The living quarters are on the first floor. The library and den, also work shop occupy the spacious

second floor, which was finished specifically for library use.

James Walker Flaagg is a lawyer and plays around with real estate as a side line. This is the entrance to

his office and library sketched from across the street. Note the flagstones for the walk and the name Flaagg,

origin, Denmark. This gentleman, being a lawyer by profession, specified that there be one row of books of a size

pertaining to his profession, hence "Blackstone".

These fellows are relatives by marriage. Neither one of them desired to go to the expense of having a copper

plate hand-engraved book plate, therefore, the pen and ink copy was made to resemble an etching. Each drawing

to be reduced to 3% inches in height and printed on gummed paper, from a zinc or copper process plate, making a

dainty book plate. The major part of the expense is in the drawing.

This is another field of the engrossing profession through which the up-to-date engrosser may increase his

earning power.

Practical Business Writing by ,JAMES T. MAHER, of the Marlon Business Colleee. .Marlon, Indiana.
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Today there is a g^reater demand for persons who can execute good clear Script and plain broad pen lettering-

than the supply. The demand for Script is increasing and the future looks very encouraging. Of course, Script

is only one of the things a good engrosser is expected to do, but if you master Script you have made a good start

toward becoming a successful engrosser.

The demand is for plain letter forms with an occasional variation in forms tending to imitate the Script

done in England a century ago. Those old publications of that period have been studied and imitated by the best

of the modem Script writers.

Styles of engrossing have changed greatly in recent years but not so with Script. It has reached a high stage

of perfection and like the Roman remains about the same in letter forms.

Script is written out very carefully and slowly. It should not be written freely like business or ornamental
writing. The more you speed it up the more beauty and accuracy you lose. Turn the hand over on the fist and
work carefully and slowly.

Too much emphasis can not be placed upon the importance of accurate ruling of hand and base lines, and
slavishy following them. Have every letter rest exactly on the base line and hit the head line. Of course different

groups of letters are of different heights. Loops should be three times as tall as minimum letters.

Practice until you get an even pressure. All down strokes should appear the same in thickness. Carry the

shade as near the head line as possible. Avoid getting long strokes like in d and p heavier than the short strokes.

Stop and examine your strokes to see tf they are all even in thickness.

Cut the top and bottom strokes off straight. A wedge shaped stroke is not beautiful. Some retouching now and
then is desirable to maintain a high standard.

Free-hand, by Zaner
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

By THE EDITOR

Ornamental penmanship with its graceful lines and snappy, bold shades is a very beautiful style of writing.

Many would pay a fortune to be able to produce it, but no one can master it without paying the price of intelli-

gent labor. Really it isn't labor— its fun and gets into your blood in time. Once you get the "bug" you will

always be interested in ornamental penmanship.

It requires a light touch and a free swing as well as accuracy of forms. The large flourishes are made with

the arm at times slightly raised and the small letters are made with more of a restricted movement than in busi-

ness writing. You learn to change from one movement or position to another as circumstances seem to require.

Always strive for smooth lines. A wobbly line indicates wrong movement.

Skill developed in making the intricate combinations, the beautiful light line flourishes, and the striking shades

in the ornamental unquestionably gives you added skill for writing a plain business hand.

A fair foundation in free easy business writing is desirable before working on ornamental but a free move-
ment can soon be developed by persistent practice.

In making shades the first finger which should be on top of the oblique penholder simply presses down, while

the thumb, and second finger holds and guides the pen. Yes, always use a well adjusted oblique holder.

Always study the form very carefully before you try to reproduce it. Your hand cannot produce that which
the eye does not perceive.

Contrast between light hairlines and shades is essential for attractive ornamental. Writing with plenty of

contrast appears more like real hand work. The black shade and the tinted hairlines seem to produce two tones

or colors and gives delicacy and elegance to writing not seen in writing with all black hairlines and shades.

Handwriting is a deep study—one you can spend years at studying and still find unconquered fields.

f this alphabet unknown.
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A. W. Kimpson
Evanston, 111.

Feb. 6, 1945

Dear Mr. Lupfer

—

Not long ago I received a letter

from Mr. Dean Kimpson of San
Fernando, Calif, stating that his

father. Albert W. Kimpson had
passed away at the age of 62. Al-

though not altogether unexepected, it

came as a shock to me. Mr. Kimpson
and I were associated in Kansas City,

Mo. where we were employed by

C. W. Ransom in 1908 and 1909.

Kimpson was not only a fine pen-

man but he was one of the best pen-

manship critics I ever came in con-

tact with. He had an unusually fine

conception of penmanship forms, and

he was thoroughly acquainted with

the work of the fine penmen of our

time. More than any other man he

taught me to appreciate the great-

ness of such men as Louis Madarasz,

F. B. Courtney, W. E. Dennis and

E. L. Brown.

While few men liked penmanship

more, he never cared to teach the

subject. As a young man he taught

in Bowling Green, Kentucky and

Denver, Colo, for short periods. For
many years he lived in Long Beach,

California where he operated a suc-

cessful show card writing establish-

ment vip to the time of his death on

January 6, 1945. He left the world

better than he found it.

Yours sincerely,

Rene' Guillard

This letter received from Mr. Paz was so beautiful that we cannot resist the

temptation of passing it on to yoll. We hope you will enjoy it as much as

we have.

Some very fine specimens have

been received from W. H. Marshall,

Rochester, Pa.

Write for ray free

book "How to Be-
come an Kxpert
Penman", w h i c li

-shows what otliers

Iiave accomplished
hy Ia]{in2 rny course.

Enclose 10c for one
of my favorite pens and your name with a
beautiful flourislied bird on a card. Write

T. M. TEVIS

CARD CARVING
Five Lessons in Card Car\ing S5.00
Sample Card in Colors lor

J. D. CARTER, Deerfield. III.

TRY "STRAHM" OBLIQUE PEIStHOLOERS
FOR ri;NlIOI>DlNG rn.-lTIOX,--;. M( ^VI:^(K^TS
AX!) CnNTKOL IX WUITIXC ilKXAM i;XTAl,
I'EXMAX.'^IIIP AXD IIOUXDHAXH. Stiahiii'
holders are made by hand and not by machinery,
and are first class in all respects for professional
penmen and beginners of handwriting. Tou want
greater economy of effort in writing—of cour:^e
you do. and think of it—the long, steady pull of

often required of those whti
rnalie the peJuiianship profession a life work, fht
"Strahm' Models are tlie obliques that permit

60r West Plei
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HandAvriting
By MABEL ANDERSON
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The teacher who wrote the accompanying specimen has her pupils express their thoughts in sentences. She
selects from them the sentences she desires to work upon. First she has them write the entire sentence, then they
pick out the difficult parts. Individual words and letters are practiced at the board and on paper. Many of the

difficult combinations like ve, ha, tl, og, ck, ob, etc. are written by this teacher upon the board to show move-
ment and to call attention to details of letter forms.

Every teacher should be a good blackboard writer. A little study and practice will help any teacher to im-
prove her blackboard writing.

A teacher influences her pupils perhaps more by her examples than she realizes. We know that many pupils

idolize their teacher. They have confidence in her and her ability.

It is pathetic when a teacher violates that confidence by placing poor, careless handwriting copies before the

student. Good blackboard writing is especially important. When a teacher steps to the board and writes, her
students watch her every move. She is not unlike an actor stepping before an audience. If the performance is

good the audience is pleased. If the act is not well done the audience is disappointed.

Many teachers do not use the blackboard to the best advantage. She surely does not if she places poor hand-
writing on the board.

HOW IS SLANT ACCURATELY
TESTED?

From C. E. DONER'SS
Penmanship Clas»

Answer: Slant is tested by draw-
ing light lines through the down-
ward strokes of letters and words.

Since the loops or tall letters deter-

mine slant, they should be checked
first. Determine what letters are on
correct slant, then make all letters

conform to this slant. A good slant

is about 20° to the right of the

vertical, or 70° from the horizontal.

It is not necessary for all to write

on the same slant. Extreme slant

should be avoided, because of its

illegibility.

\n envelope received from E.
ness ColIeKe. Koanolte, Viruii
and has personality.
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skillful penmen in tlie person of E. BENGIRIA, Manrique No. 2, Dpto. No. 1. Habana, Cuba.

.^ ^ ..^ /3 /3 73 (^ J^ _^ ^
^ ^ ^ Jd- (^ ^ j^ 7^ J^

^v^ ^ / ^ ^ .^ y Jl ^ Al-

;^?^ ^7?z. _.^ /L 7^ Zn^ O o- (D

^ yO __^ J^ d J^ ^ AZ ^ ^/2

J C2f ^ ^ 7^J^J7~' 1/ Z^
1^7^ l^ V- V 7/ J^ l^ 14^ 7^

? ^
A variety uf simplified capitals.

writing legibly and
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Signature Gems

These niaenificent signatures were written by H. P. BEHRENSAnCYER. of Qnlncy. IlUnoIs.
He has been one of the old stan(l-b>s in the penmanship profession for many years.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing
You can learn to make beautiful flourished designs and appreciate the beauty and grace in

curved lines. Get an outfit and begin to study.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing will teach you how to flourish. It is easy and interesting. Instruc-

tions are plain and to the point.

Contains 80 pages and over 175 attractive illustrations made by many of America's most skillful

pen flourishers.

Nicely printed. Size 8^/2 x 11. Bound in flexible cardboard.

Starts with the easiest strokes and leads up to elaborate flourishes.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing, Postpaid $1.00

The Educator, one year 1.50

sziso

(Canada & Foreign 30c extra) BOTH FOR ONLY $2.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio
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.1. B. HAGIE, Haring Studio. New Vork.

SPECIMENS RECEIVED

Every mail brings specimens of

business writing-, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

Mr. J. A. Overholt

310 So. Milton

Whittier, Calif.

Winfield L. Ohmert
Attorney-At-Law,
Vice-President of Office Training

School

Vice-President of Ohio Business

Schools Asso.

48 East Gay Street

Columbus, Ohio

Wille Spencer Chamberlain
Eaton & Burnett Business College,

Inc.

Baltimore 1, Maryland

Mr. R. R. PUIing

4703 W. Deming Place

Chicago, 111.

Mr. Harry E. Erisman
1029 Pennsylvania Ave., West
Warren, Pa.

Ann Hoyer
12 Summit Avenue
Westwood, New Jersey

Mr. Joseph P. Savallo

P. O. Box 202

Grand Saline, Texas

A. W. Cooper
Ringoes, New Jersey

Gaston Mouton
1209 10th

Orange, Texas

Walter J. Filling

Emporium, Pa.

Miss Fannie C. Kendall

11 Somerset Avenue
Beverly, Mass.

R. L. Calmes
2915 Morrison Street

Houston, Texas

Marry E. Tashner
Granite Dells

Prescott, Arizona

F. A. Hatchett

804 Glendale

Benton, 111.
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Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
J. D. CARTER, Deerfielcl.

The design this time illustrates a

pattern easy for many to make and
the method of making will suggest

to each a number of other designs

for similar displays.

The pattern outline for the spray

work was made from a sheet of

typewriting paper.

First I folded the paper the long

way of the sheet so the crease was
formed in the middle of the paper
from top to bottom. Next placed the

paper in front of me on the desk
with the crease to my right and
made a pencil sketch of the left-hand

side of the portion of the pattern for

the spray.

While the paper remained folded

the outline of the pattern was cut

out with the scissors, thus leaving

the two sides unform and symmetri-
cal in design.

Vases and many beautiful designs
of pottery etc. may be easily cut out
for display by the above method.

The outer portion of the pattern
was next placed in a proper location

on the card board and held in place
by using paper weights.

Before spraying I placed a strip

of cardboard over the place where
the word Greetings appears, also

five small disks where the flowers
appear.

After spraying until the design
was quite dark, I removed the strip

of Cardboard placed over the portion
where the word Greetings appears
and continued the spray a little

longer which left the complete out-
line of the sprayer's design.

Next use ruler and soft pencil and
draw lines where you wish the inked
lines of the border to appear, go over
these lines with ink using a ruler
and a No. 2 or 2io lettering pen, or
a ruling pen. With careful handling
one can get quicker results with the
lettering pen.

The carving is done with pen or
knife as formerly illustrated in les-

sons.

The dark border may be easily
filled in with floral designs, spray

hi
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designs, stipple designs, etc.

If you get a good spray design

you may be able to use the pattern

many times for occasions.

If you get a good spray design

send it in for additional thought.
me your order. 40c a dozen, po§tpaid

.*. \\. COOPER
R. I). 1, Rin;{oe8, New Jersey

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA. MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Good Teaclifis needed for fail

Every slate in our territory faces serious

shortage. Unusual opporttmities for ad-

vancement. California to Alaska. Free Life

Membership. Register now.
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Learn to draw. It will help you in engrossing. Cut loaned to us by G. H. LOCKWOOD, Kalamazoo, Mich.
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DESIGNING AND ENGROSSING
By E. L. BROWN. Rookland, Maine

COVER DESIGN

Another cover design showing let-

tering and pen drawing for study and

practice. Size of original over all.

approximately 12 x 16. Lay off de-

sign in three panels. It would be well

to make the eagle design on a differ-

ent sheet then trace it, as many
erasures might roughen the surface

of the cardboard and thus prevent

clean penwork.

Aim for balance and color effects

in the design, size and spacing of

lettering. A good pencil drawing is

highly essential. It is also necessary

to obtain action, as seen in the

spreading wings of the eagle and the

floating ribbon. Color values must be

carefully worked out for effect, in

pencil, before adding the penwork.
Use Zanerian ink. Note lines and

stipple used for obtaining different

values. Use divider for circular

wreath and keep leaves within the

outline. The pen technique is very

simple. Remember the tonal values

are most important and must be

studied with critical care. Use what

is called a random stipple for the

globe just under the eagle, also on

face of letters in Zaner-Bloser Co.

Rule up edges of larger lettering and

fill in with a broad pen. Finish in

detail with a fine pen.

Pen drawings make fine cuts if

properly made with clean cut lines in

black ink (Zanerian). Do not use
common writing inks for drawings
to be reproduced by the photo en-

graving process.

For the best copy of this or any
other of our lessons, we will send a
specimen of lettering and flourishing

for framing. Again remember we are
ever ready to help young penmen
through criticisms and suggestions.

•itten. designs, etc.

• or stamps, for sample.

OLIVER P. MARKEN
1816 Clay Street Topeka, Kansas

Signatures from our good friend and penniansliip

booster W. S. CHA.MBERI-.AI.N, Baltimore, Maryland.
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A beauliful specimen trnni the pen of O. B. BRINET. Lord Selkirk School, WinnipeB, Man., Canada.
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A Unique Piece of EnKrosslnc by Mll.TON H. ROSS.
Latter-Day Saints BusinesH CulleKe, Sail I.alie City, Utah.

Write for our new Free Book,
"How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for
a Professionai Pen Point and
your name beautifully written.
Write today.

THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL
Ridge Bulliling

Ka City. Mo.

"Tops" in Ornamental peiunanstiip. Card Writ-
ink', and Flourishing. As good as the i>e^t.

Money hack if vou are not more than pleased.
A dollar bill will do.

E. AUSTIN JONES, 407 E. Travis St.
San Antonio. Tex.

tjj|,pl mnag^lettprp^

' ?K.pBblutiBqa
I

H MSKcrii\CM\

' rnqroo8i-i
| \Ui|n\ir\qtoi\.U'.'l.

-^it*'5i!£j^tii^er^^

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P, O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.

INK! INK! INK!

MEUB'S PROFESSIONAL BLACK
The ink used by the great penmen
and engrossers. The ink supreme for
fine hairlines and rich black shades.

Penmanship
Specialist

1944 Loma Vista St.
PASADENA 4. CALIF.

A. P. MEUB

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

HIGGinS
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity and

jet-black writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

HIGGinS H
HIGGINS INK CO., INC. 271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLVN, N. T.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE



GREATEST BOOK ON MODERN ENGROSSING
SCRIPT • TEXT LETTERING • STANDARD ALPHABETS • SHADING • PEN DRAWING
• WASH DRAWING • INITIAL LETTERS • SCROLLS • BORDERS • RESOLUTIONS •
CERTIFICATES • HONOR ROLLS • HEADINGS • ILLUMINATION • ETC.

NEW

Plasfic Bound

Size 8x101/2

136 Pages

"tr~ "^

his Wftlfitlltl'

irnagi'

«k*"«ammoni

JbcBdcfTaghiiklmnovqremviu'xv;;

;qBcfitrG5i.UKLiT>r)iiT

oPQRScaui'U'aii'yzy
abcdcfyhiiklmnovtlTi?niuv\uxu=^'S-

REVISED

Inspiring

Ar-j-isfic

Up-to-date

Zanerian Manual of Alphabets and Engrossing
Presents Engrossing in a simple and clear way so that anyone can master this beautiful, popular

art. Shows how you can develop a high-class profitable engrossing business or add to your present
income.

It contains the finest examples ever produced by many of America's most talented engrossing
artists. The art work, engravings and materials represent many thousands of dollars. Single resolu-

tions sometimes cost as much as a thousand dollars.

It is the one indispensable book for all engrossing artists and all who wish to learn practical and
profitable engrossing or lettering.

Price Postpaid $2.50

NON-SPILL INKWELL

It can't spill, even if

turned upside down!

It prevents waste of ink

through evaporation.

It gives years of service I

The glass bulb is replaceable

at 15c each!

The cap unscrews without

sticking, affording easy ac-

cess to the glass bottle for

cleaning and refilling!

For school,

home use!

office and

Height—13/4"

Diameter—2% "

Non-Spill InkweU.

Net price, postpaid, 45c each

Net Price, per dozen, plus postage, $4.20

A simplifled practical course which quickly
brines marked improvement in any individual's
handwriting.

It begins by giving detailed instructions
how to diagnose your handwriting and then
how to practice to overcome the defects and
improve the legibility of the writing. It

actually makes you want to write better.

Facsimiles of many business forms, formal
invitations and book reports are only a few
of the interesting contents.

Functional Handwriting, size

pages, is especially adapted for
room penmanship and for advar

8, 132

Price. |>ostpaid, 40c. Per dozen, $4.00.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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Strategically located right in the heart of the

city's business, shopping and entertainment dis-

trict. 700 rooms, each with radio, bath or

shower. Service and food as faultless as war-

time conditions will permit. Reservations well

in advance will enable us to prepare for you—
consequently, to serve you better.

Ifimnrp Hntpl
BALTIMORE 3, MARYLAND

Silver Ink
A brilliant and free flowing silver ink for Ornamental

Penmanship, Roundhand, Lettering, Card Writing, En-

grossing, etc.

A limited supply available. Get your order in promptly.

'/z oz. bottle, postpaid 25c

Write for catalog or information on supplies desired.

The Zaner-Bloser Co.
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio

HIGGinS
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity and

jet-black writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

HIGGinS H
HIGGINS INK CO., INC. 27t NINTH STDEET, BROOKLVN, N. V.

f^^iplnmaa an*

:^((];prtiffratRs

Booklet or Sheet Form— Artistic Designs —
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — I,owest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE
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CLARIDGE
• The Claridse is so ideally

located in the heart of down^

town St Louis — and has so

many superior qualities - that

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world oF travel. Only

two and one-halF blocks From

Union Station. For Finest food

in town - visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room

350 Rooms PROM%^-'i^

WITH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
AND CIRCUIATING ICF WATFP

ST. LOUIS
MISSOURI

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

A}i}iou}icing

Pennsylvania's Schools

A Directory to Aid the

Guidance Councilor

Parent and Student in

Locating Professional

And Vocational Schools of the State

By A. Miller A. M. and G. Canon Litt. M.

Single Copy $1.50

1000 free copies of all state books are sent to

1000 different High Schools of the State.

Write for advertising rates in "OHIO'S SCHOOLS"
which will be published by April 15th.

Single copies $1.50

Copyright editions—Other states pending.

Addres.s—MISS ADKLIINE E. MILLER, Slate Schools

322 Reis St. & Berger Place,

New Castle, Pa.

HANDWRmNG MEASITUNG SC.VLE FOR GRADE 3

Size 8iix26

For Teachers
ScEile 1 for Grade 1, per dozen-
Scale 2 for Grade 2, per dozen..
Scale 3 for Grade 3, per dozen..
Scale 4 for Grade 4, per dozen..

FREEMAN'S SCIENTIFIC
HANDWRITING SCALES

How Well Should A Pupil Write?
In Grades 1, 2, 3, 4 to 9?

This is a question which teachers, pupils and school
officials ask. Dr. Freeman, by measuring thousands
of specimens of handwriting of pupils, has determined
scientifically how well the average child should write
in each grade, and has prepared a handwriting scale
for each grade from one to six and another scale for
Grades 7, 8 and 9.

Scale 3 is shown herewith. It contains a satis-
factory standard for grade 3, shown in the center of
the scale. On the right is a specimen of handwriting
which is very satisfactory for grade 3, and on the
left is a specimen of handwriting which is unsatis-
factory for grade 3.

These Handwriting Scales will be very helpful in

testing the handwriting of your pupils. One of these
Handwriting Scales should be in each classroom.
Many schools are placing them in the hands of the
pupils by purchasing a half dozen for each room. The
cost is small when compared with results secured.

and Pupils in Grades 1 to 8
...$1.92 Scale 5 for Grade 5. per dozen $1.92
... 1.92 Scale 6 for Grade 6. per dozen 1.92
... 1.92 Scale 7 for Grades 7. 8, and 9. per dozen 1.92
... 1.92 Single Copies, postpaid, each, net 20

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
COLUMBUS 8, OHIO612 N. PARK STREET
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LETTERING
its

HISTORY, PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE
by MATLACK PRICE

The Romance of Lettering giving the analysis of letters

of the alphabet, letter anatomy, serifs and principles of

letter spacing.

Roman. Mediaeval and 20th Century styles of lettering

in upper and lower case.

22 page booklet—per copy $ .50

Additional mailing charge 10

SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING
by CHARLES E. BATEN, Spokane, Wash.

Bold type, easy to read and follow.

Exercises developed to produce high

speed and superior skill in the min-
imum length of time.

Price 50c
The book offers a complete course covering machine
mastery, speed development, letter writing and difficult

exercises. 64 pp.

THE PALMER COMPANY 370 Atlantic A«e.

Boston, Massachusetts

ZANERIAN APPROVED

as a school for the training of veterans as provided

by the (G. I. Bill).

There are opportunities for those who are qualified

to do good penwork, lettering and engrossing. We

shall be glad to help anyone who is especially

interested in this line of work.

Correspondence courses are also given at a small

tuition rate.

SUMMER SCHOOL

July 5 to August 16

Co/umbus. Ohio

STAR features

HOTEL

CONTINENTAL
Featuring 5 star attractions for enjoyment o\

living at its best (1) Penguin Room (2)Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4) The

Alcove (5)The New Coffee Sfiop. Outstand

ingly gay and attractive

....Guests enjoy all club

facilities, including swim-

mmg pool. ..perfect loca-

tion at 11th and Baltimore

22 FLOORS OF

MODERN COMFORT

R. E.McEACHIN. Manoging Director

KANSAS CITY
Direction-Southwest Hotels Incorporated- H. G. Manning - Founder

Manuscript Writing

Grade One

Print to Script Practice Book number one

Print Letters Capital—small letters and figures

for wall or blackboard

Pencil Number two, large lead

Paper Number two. pencil paper

Charts Hand and Body Position Charts

Grade Two
Print to Script Practice Book number two

Print Letters Capital—small letters and figures

for wall or blacktward

Pencil Number two, large lead

Paper Number two. pencil paper

Charts Hand and Body Position Charts

The Zaner-Bloser Co.
612 N. Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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PENMANSHIP AND THE P. T. A.

In many school districts there are

organizations called Parent Teachers

Associations, Community Clubs, etc.,

whose objects are to aid in improving

the school program and the social

conditions of the community. These
organizations provide wholesome en-

tertainment and do much good for

the school and community.

Often little things are brought to

the attention of the school authori-

ties, principals and teachers which
are discussed and corrected. These
things often concern the physical

equipment of the school.

Parents can aid greatly in various

educational projects. They have a

right to demand that their children

receive the best possible advantages

and it is their duty to aid in securing

these advantages.

In penmanship, parents in these

associations can be of great aid. They
can help to create a desire for good
handwriting. They can call attention

to the importance of being a good
writer and the necessity of extreme
care in all handwriting in and out of

school.

In one community a handwriting

exhibit was sponsored by the P. T. A.,

IMPORTANT
Educational Bulletin

"All school excepting the first grade will be closed for a

period of one year."

Tokyo Japan

School house burned down—everybody happy except first grader

who has no place to go.

which produced excellent results. A
committee was appointed and money
for prizes was appropriated. The
teachers cooperated and students

worked hard. The principal checked

into the students' equipment, sup-

plies, texts, seating, etc. and ordered

materials necessary for good work.

During the months of the contest

the principal visited each room fre-

quently. He encouraged the pupils

and teachers and did a good job of

supervision.

Everyone in the community learned

of the penmanship contest and

exhibit and good cooperation was
given to the project.

The contest was completed by a

large display of specimens at the

P. T. A. meeting, a demonstration

lesson by the Fifth Grade teacher

and the awarding of prizes to the

winners whose work, according to

outside judges, showed the most im-

provement. The pictures of the win-

ners and a story of the contest ap-

peared in the local newspaper which

gave the schools, teachers and
principal some excellent publicity.

Members of any P. T. A. can give

the handwriting program a boost if

they will get back of it and lend

their support.

American education has long been at war with ignorance and greed, prejudice and evil. These are its

enemies of old. They are its enemies today. The cause of education remains the same; only the form

of the struggle has been changed.

Never was there a time when the profession of education carried such a heavy responsibility, never a

time when its members might feel a greater pride in the significance of their work, never a better oppor-

tunity to serve the nation. Let our profession but answer boldly the call of the crisis and we shall fashion,

even out of the harsh necessities of war, a school system more fit for the education of free men.

EDUCATION POLICIES COMMISSION

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and Au^tist)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..

612 N. Park St., Columbus. O.
E. A. LUPFEPv Editor
PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $1.50 A TEAR
(To Canada and; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requestec
promptly in advance, if possible, giving th(

old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy

must reach our office by the 10th of the

montli for the issue of the foHowing month.



Lessons in Handwriting
Zanerian College. Columbus, O.

Take time out for discussions

The penmanship class can do nothing better than to take time to discuss each letter before practicing it. Dis-

cuss the movement as well as the form, size and proportion. You will notice that the T. F, S and G all have a

definite stop at the point before making the final stroke. The tops of T and F are made with a free uniform move-
ment. There is no place to stop or check the motion. You start with an oval movement and swing from the loop

into the horizontal compound curve without hesitating. Compare the horizontal compound curved strokes on T. F and

I., with the upright or slanting main compound curved stroke in these letters.

The T is like a cross in that the top is centered at the top of the main body stroke with as much sticking out

to the left side as to the right. Look at a large type form of T.

Notice the difference between the type (Roman) forms of T and F. The main downstrokes are the same in length

and slant. The top strokes are about the same length but in the T the top stroke is centered above the downstroke,

while in the F the top stroke is all to the right of the downstroke. That top bar starts from the downstroke and

swings to the right.

Turn to the script forms of T and F and you see that the top strokes are made exactly the same and both are

centered over top of the main downstroke. These are interesting little details especially when illustrated at the

blackboard.

Students will get a better understanding of the foundation of the letters. They will try to maintain the main

characteristics of the letters and thus lead to greater legibility. The T has a main stroke and a centered top

stroke. The F has a main body or downstroke with two horizontal cross bars or strokes.

For convenience and beauty in script we begin the top strokes of T and F with a loop. The loop in T should

be the same as the loop in F or in H, K and a number of other letters.

While on the loops notice that the top loops of S, L and G are the same size slant and shape approximately.

You will also discover that they are about the same size as the bottom loop of Y, Z and J.

A little study of this kind should show students that penmanship is patterned after a very definite system. It

may also create a little more respect and admiration for handwriting. Most students do not realize the definite,

systematic forms developed in handwTiting. They have no idea of the years and thought required in developing the

art of handwriting. Hundreds of years pass before big changes are made. Penmen and teachers of our generation

will create very little in the way of new forms. We have all we can do to discover and master the beauties in our

present forms. It seems that the more you study pen work the more beauty you discover.

The bottom of S and F are similar. See how nearly the same you can make them. The loops on F and tJ are

the same. How near do yours come to being one third as tall as the letter?

.^^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^.-^^2^ --^f^

When practicing words, pick out the letters which are the most difficult to make and practice them separately.

Remember to do a great amount of studying as well as practicing.
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Curve the upstroke of G, S and L. Curve out of the base line the same as in making an oval. The S should

be a two section or story letter appearing the same in size at the top as the bottom.

<5?>^
" c:i^ :.:^c^ i^^i^

Short words are usually easy to write. Get all turns equal. Retrace all angles the same. Downstrokes should

appear evenly spaced. Each letter should rest on the base line. Check yours and see how many times you have

missed it.

Remember always to be careful. Neat work is most desirable.

Practice exercises which help to improve the letter. Repeating parts of letters in the form of exercises helps

to establish movement and should make it easier to make the letters. Always use the letters in words to fasten

what you have learned. Remember, you are not a good writer until you can write a good page of sentences.

& ^^ x::^ ^ x:^ ^
The compound stroke is an important one in handwriting. It appears in many letters. The T, F, S, L and G all

contain a compound curve stroke as the main stroke. The compound curve is made up of two ovals combined. In

the T and F start out as though you were making the O, then change to the direction.

^CT- JK^^cT^X^is^t^ J^^J<>. "^"^ \:=^ ^=^ "^^^"^^z^
Draw carefully a compound stroke. Make it large with a pencil. Erase and redraw untU you get a perfect

It is a good idea to check your position. Have some person watch you as you write. They may see things you

have overlooked.

Practice words containing t and d. Avoid loops in the d. Get your dots on the I's properly placed.
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Watch the decided stop required in the hook of T and F. Be careful in malving the finish dot or hook of F.

You write the days of the weeks and months so many times, why not practice so you can write them well ? Get
your capitals on the same slant as the small letters.

Practice other words containing the L, G, S. F and T. Mix them up with other letters having similar sections.
|

Curve the first stroke of G. Keep the downstroke coming to the base line straight. Hit the base line. Com-

ire your loop with that of the copy.

Get the loops of S and G the same size—about V2 the size of the entire letter.

y /
\37^_,A^^ ^z::^ ^^^^.c?-^^^^:^^^-'

Good writing contains many qualities which should be kept uniform such as slant, size and spacing. Loop

and retraces should be uniform also.
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If you have trouble in making a good, beautiful downstroke in S and L, try making the compound curved down-
stroke first and drawing the other parts in last. See if this will help you to draw a good letter. Of course this is

only to study the letter and not to be practiced that way.

Sonie of our very skillful penmen practiced letters on wrapping paper using a pencil and making the letters

large. They would erase and correct until good forms were secured. This practice is excellent to improve know-
ledge of letter forms. After all, you cannot write better letters than the ideal which you have in mind. If you
don't know exactly how a letter should be formed, don't waste time and materials practicing until you know how
the letter looks.

ooooooodooo-o^
o^^m^

Practice each letter separately, then in groups. Study and compare your letters vrith the copy. Some letters are

similar in forms, others are similar in movement. The downstrokes of A and I are the same in form and movement.
You can easily change a good dov\Tistroke of A into a good 1 by swinging the upstroke over to the right so as to

form a loop. Remember, no loop in A and no retrace in 1. Keep the loops and retraces distinct, and legible. A
loop in the A can make the letter resemble O.

'O^

Have your teacher or friend examine your position and your work. Perhaps they may offer some suggestions
for improvement. If they can't read every letter easily, you should correct the trouble.

Get working conditions as good as you can. Have the light coming from the left shoulder. Avoid having
the light reflect into the eyes.

The table should be solid and of convenient height.
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Wins Tribune Contest with Lincoln Essay
Fr The Chicago Tribune

Melvin R. Jauck, 17, a junior in

the Clintonville (Wis.) High school,

was announced as winner of the first

prize $500 war bond in THE TRI-

BUNE'S "Citizens of Tomorrow"

American history essay contest for

high school students. Another Wis-

consite won second place.

Melvin appeared at De La Salle

High school where the 163d "Citizens

of Tomorrow" program was being

recorded, and read into the micro-

phone a paper entitled "Lincoln,

Sjonbol of America," which had been

unanimously chosen by the judges as

the best of the 862 essays which had

poured in from 187 localities in Illi-

nois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin,

and Iowa.

Melvin was brought to Chicago as

the guest of THE TRIBUNE and was

accompanied by E. G. Kellogg, Clin-

tonville superintendent of schools,

and by Miss Leola Knudson, teacher

of history in the Clintonville High

school.

The announcement that Marilyn

Trapp, 16, of Columbus, Wis., had

won the second prize $100 bond was

incorporated into the same recording

by Philip Maxwell, director of the

"Citizens of Tomorrow" series. Her

subject also was Lincoln.

Five Winners of $50 Bonds

The five winners of third place $50

bonds were Louise Krebs, 17, of

Greenville, 111.; Helen Marie Woods,

17, of 1133 E. 81st pi., Chicago, a

senior at Mercy High school; Bil

Gilbert, 17, of Kalamazoo; Miriam

Eckerling, 17, of 1534 Estes av.,

Chicago, a senior at Sullivan High

school; and Henry Wise, 16, of 69 E.

14th St., Chicago Heights, a senior

at Bloom Township High school.

Honorable mention went to Janice

Downey, 19, of Sheffield, 111.; Wil-

helmina Ray, 16, of 458 Bowen av.,

Chicago, a student at Wendell Phil-

lipps High school; Dorothy Croe-

gaert, 16, of Mineral, 111.; Mary Lou

Moran. 16, of Ottawa, 111.; and Pa-

tricia Robinson, 16, of 5904 Race av.,

Chicago, a student at Mount St.

Mary's academy, St. Charles. The

Mineral (111.) Community Consoli-

dated High school won two honor-

able mentions, for both Miss Downey

and Miss Croegaert are students

there altho the former lives in

Sheffield.

Winner Bom in Argentina

Melvin Jauck was bom in Buenos

Aires, Argentina, and was taken to

Clintonville when he was 5 years old.

He attended St. Martin's Lutheran

Parochial school before entering

Clintonville High school.

Besides keeping up an excellent

scholastic standing he swims, bowls,

gives some time to the piano, and

works about 23 hours a week. He
is planning to go out for track this

spring. Melvin's longer range inter-

ests are scientific in character. He
is especially attracted by chemistry

and electronics.

GOOD JUDGMENT
SOUND THINKING
CLEAR EXPRESSION
LEGIBLE WRITING

—ALL DESIRABLE

Marilyn Trapp is an honor roll

student who lives on a farm eight

miles from Columbus and commutes

by bus. She is interested in medicine

and thinks she will become a nurse.

Louise Krebs, whose subject in

the contest was the Constitution of

the United States, is feature editor

of the Greenville High school annual

and last year was editor-in-chief of

the school paper. She is active in

the school art club and chorus. Her

working experience includes taking

care of children, clerking in local

stores, and helping out at the St.

Louis (Mo.) Children's hospital.

Helen Marie Woods, who wrote

on the Emancipation Proclamation,

has been on the honor roll during

her four years at Mercy High school

and is a member of the science,

mathematics, Latin, and glee clubs

and of the school sodality. Her sport

is volley ball.

Bil Gilbert, who chose the Pilgrims

for his subject, is an all-around stu-

dent at the State High school of
|

Western Michigan college in Kala-
j

mazoo. He debates, takes part in
|

school plays, does some journalism,
!

and at the same time captains the
j

golf team and plays full back on the I

football team. i

Bond Sales Chairman

Miriam Eckerling wrote on the

development of the west. She is i

editor of the Sullivan High school

annual and has been chairman of
I

the war bond sales committee. She
|

stands in the upper 10th of her class. I

Henry Wise, whose subject was
Lincoln, is editor of the Bloom Town-

|

ship High school newspaper and
|

literary magazine and does some

writing for the Chicago Heights
'

Star. He wants to go into the news-

paper business. The present is not
|

his first successful entry into an '

essay contest. He won a money prize
|

in a Chicago Heights competition ,

with a paper on the subject, "This

Is My Country." i

THE TRIBUNE'S contest opened
j

Jan. 21 and closed March 1. It was
j

warmly indorsed by patriotic so- '

cieties and educators.

Text of Prize Winning Essay i

Nineteen forty-five, the year of de- i

cision, has come, and with it the
j

hope of a deperately desired peace

for a diseased and aching world.

Everywhere, humanity is looking

toward the future; tired men looking
^

homeward; hungry children looking
|

to plenty; wounded boys looking to

help and peace; dying heroes looking

to rest. I

But even yet, the future is veiled ;

to our eyes. It is dark and forbid-

ding, covered with a mist of fear
^

and doubt which we cannot pene- i

trate.
i

So our eyes unconciously turn to
j

the past for strength and guidance
,

and assurance. Before us stands a I

compassionate figure, tall, gangling, '

unassuming. Our eyes rest on a

homely, sorrowful countenance; a ;

face which is the image of a soul

desperately loving freedom. We see
|
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the eyes in which burned an Intense

pity for the slave masses. We gaze
at the furrowed cheeks, which were
angered that any one should have
been hungry or illiterate or miserable.

We bask in the rays of benevolence

and kindness, whose splendor has not

in the least been dimmed by the

passing years. This was Abraham
Lincoln.

He began at the lowest notch and
climbed to the highest. He swung
his ax in the heat of the day and
studied by the firelight. He had the

qualities of the great; the persever-

ance that could not be halted. He
saw the wretchedness of the slaves

and his heart formed the resolution

that they should not be forever

treated as animals instead of human
beings. He accomplished his task,

and then at the height of his glory,

his life was cut short. But in Ameri-
ca's hour of indecision, the shadow
of Lincoln hovers over the land, as

a guardian angel. The memory of

his honesty, his kindness, his sin-

cerity and understanding, his vie- preserve them, to keep them bright,

tory over darkness, will never van- to practice them. They are our
ish. In our hearts his homely face birthright and our heritage, and will

is immortal. be our gift to the future.

But the influence of Lincoln is

not alone for America. His words
are for all people, for all time. For
the host of men goes down to dust

and rubble and the war torn peoples

of Europe and the orient cry, and
ask "why?" They search the flaming

skies for an answer and there is

none. And then they gaze on the

whimsical face, that could portray a

thousand emotions with a twitch of

a muscle, and find hope eind faith;

hope in the future; faith in mankind.

They see Lincoln as a symbol of

America. The qualities they see in

Lincoln, they also see in America.
Kindness, tolerance, sincerity, un-

derstanding, and will for right; these

were Lincoln's qualities. These he

gave to America and now they are

part of America.

It is our duty as Americans to Money — Blood Donations

A skillfully executed alphabet from H. P. BEHREN,S.>tEYER, Quinry, III.
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HoAv To Help the Left-Handed Writer
by J. A. BUELL

It is a known fact that every

Writing Instructor is quite often

confronted with something that taxes

his writing skill, thoughtful ex-

perience and earnest endeavor.

His writing skill will carry him
over half of the errors that show up

on the pages of his writing students.

His thoughtful experience will take

care of nearly half of the others, but

his earnest endeavor cannot remove
all of the errors that confront him.

These errors are so numerous, it is

impossible to name all of them here:

Gripping the pen; allowing the wrist

to touch the hard surface of the

table; wiggling the wrist; fingering

back hand; turning the hand so that

the hollow is nearly uppermost. Each
pupil has a different fault; each one

has to be taught differently and of

course, properly.

It is not my plan to say how to

correct those who use the right hand.

Generally speaking, the right-handers

will be well cared for, I am sure,

judging by the beautifully written

letters that have been received by me
from my many Penmanship friends

all over this U. S. and Canada. Many
of this younger generation of skillful

penmen are writing to me. It sui'ely

is a pleasure to exchange greetings

with them and notice how enthusias-

tically they write. These young pen-

men are the ones who will carry the

burden in the near future, and they

must be helped, now, so that when
a Left-Handed Writer comes to them
for instruction, they will start the

Left-Hander out properly.

A young Grade Teacher no doubt

is puzzled when a Left-Handed Writer

comes into her class. Right here I

want to say the things that will help

my young friends mentioned above,

also the Grade Teachers, and every-

one else who will be helped.

Let no one forget for a single

instant that. Nature has decreed that

a left-hander must do a thing the

opposite way a right-hander does it.

A Right-Handed Writer moves his

pen along the line away from the left

shoulder. A Left-Handed Writer
moves his pen along the line toward

his right shoulder. Let me put these

two sentences differently: A Right-

Handed Writer moves his right hand

away from his body. A Left-Handed
Writer moves his left hand toward
his body.

Yes, the Left-Handers come to us

with errors that need to be corrected,

but that will not bother us very much
if the Left-Hander has been taught

how to hold his paper properly.

The most difficult error is the

twisted wrist and arm, forced on the

left-hander by having him hold his

paper the same way the right-hander

holds his paper. The Left-Handed
Writer is not to blame for twisting

his wrist. The blame must be laid

THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
is the most important sci-

entific instrument at your

disposal. Learn to speak

and write it with precision.

C. W. FOULK,
Ohio State University.

on the thoughtless Right-Handed

Writing Instructors who are still

asking them to change to the right

hand. If these Right-Handed Writing

Instructors would stop and think,

yes, think! they would soon see, and

would be saying to themselves: "The

Left-Handed Writer must do it the

opposite way."

Here is a fine way for a Writing

Instructor to get the paper properly

adjusted for the left-handed Writer:

Have the Left-Handed Writer face

the desk squarely; place both hands

on the desk directly before the face

with the first fingers % inch apart.

See that the elbows are even with the

edge of the desk. Spread the arms
apart so the forearms form a right

angle. Place a page of ruled writing

paper under the left hand with a

ruled line resting under the left first

finger. Turn the paper so that the

line under the first finger is pointing

toward the point of the right

shoulder. This is the proper position

for the Left-Handed Writer. Now,
the Writing instructor is ready to

correct any error the left-handed

writer may make.

Drill on the straight line exercise

crossing two spaces. The straight

line should be made on a 45 degree

slant and will be the same as that

made by a right-handed writer.

Next drill on the circles. Make
them two spaces High. N. B. the size

of the circles and straight lines

depends entirely upon the ruling of

the paper. The papers for our books

are ruled three eighths. 3/8ths is

just right. It takes 13 perfect circles

two spaces high to cross the page. It

takes 26 perfect circles one space

high to cross the page.

If we can get our pupils to make
the straight lines one and two spaces

high with the sliding hand and to

make the circles with the same
sliding movement it will not be long

before they can win business writing

certificates, and that is what we
want them to do. In making the

straight line the left arm is in a fine

position. The wrist is raised and does

not tough the paper. The hand is

carried on the third and fourth

fingers. The nails of the third and
fourth fingers rest on the paper.

These slide, so that they cross the

writing space at a 45 degree angle.

This is the regular slant of the let-

ters, too. Be sure to make the

straight line using the elbow hinge

motion.

In teaching a Writing Class each

day for a forty minute period, let

your Left-Handed students go in

with the Right-Handed students. Tell

them all to turn to the drill page in

the back of the book. (Drill pages

are all on the back pages, last half

of the book.) Have them write

thirteen circles counting ten counts

for each circle, (just fast enough so

the pen goes around the circle with

each count.) This will get all the

pens in good condition.

Now, tell them to turn to a new
page, first part of the book. On each

one of these pages of the first half

of the book, one can write 154 Capi-
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tals, 162 small letters, 10 sentences

and 10 periods.

After completing- this pag^e in the

first part of the book, have your class

turn to a new Drill page in the back
of the book. At the top of each new
pag-e, have the student write his or

her name.

Watch your beginning students

closely and very carefully. You will

soon discover one forging ahead of

the others. More attention can be

given to those who are not going
ahead so rapidly. You will see some
one of the beginners writing the

straight line with a fine sliding of the

hand movement. Sometimes it will

be a left-handed student and fre-

quently it will be a right-handed

student for you will have more right-

handed students in your class. When
the above happens, make good use
of it.

In a large room where you have a

big class, you will find students all

around that can be depended upon
and they will be doing much better

than many of the others. Have the

others watch how that student is

doing. If it is a circle, have them
watch for two or three circles. You
will not stop the entire class for you
will be counting for the entire class.

It is a good plan to explain so all the

students will know what they are to

do. You can tell them to keep the

wrist off the paper or table. You can
tell them to make the Capitals even
at the top. You can tell them to

keep the small letters even at the

top. You can tell them to slant the

Capital I and J just the same as the

other capitals.

I hope this article has reached and
will reach and be of great benefit

for those who are not sure of them-
selves in helping: the left-handed

writer. Any Writing: Instructor who
would like to ask me any question

regarding the Left-Handed Writer

need not send any money, all they
need to do is send a stamped and
directed envelope and I shall answer
to the best of my ability.

THE COMMERCIAL CRITERION,

is the title of the school paper which
regularly reaches our desk from
Elizabethton School of Business,

Elizabethton, Tennessee. C. C. Steed
is the President.

G. R. BRUNET of Lord Selkirk

School, Winnipeg, Man., Can., mailed
us some fine ornamental penmanship
from three of his students, Doreen
Andrychuck, Eileen McNutt, and
Mary Robb, all 15 year old champ-
ions. We doubt if you can find ano-
ther group of three girls in America
who can equal their ornamental pen
work.

OFFICERS .AND EXECITIVE BO.ARU

Eastern Commercial Teachers Association

First Row (left to right): (ieorge E.
Stickney, James R. Meehan. Second Row:
D. D. Lessenberry, Sanford L. Fisher. (>l

was taken.)

inifttrd, Bernard A
ly W. Miller. J.
Helen .McConnell

Shilt, Raymond C. (ioodfeliow. Rufus
ank Dame. Mrs. Frances Doub North,
as not present when the above picture
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"The Road To Anywhere"
C. C. STEED

The Elizabethton School of Bus

Elizabethton, Tenn.

The way to beat unemployment is

to employ yourself—have your own
business—be your own employer

—

your own boss: Run your own busi-

ness in your own way—Be your own
producer—produce for yourself and

your family. Have your own business

to take care of you when you have

reached the age in years that em-

ployers will prefer younger people.

Get into some kind of business for

yourself—be independent—come and

go when you please—profit from

your own ideas. This is the way to

be of most service to your com-

munity. Your friends will admire

your pluck Eind the community will

appreciate the service your business

gives to it. This is the thing, the

spirit, the daring, the adventure of

the American people that has made
America the great nation it is.

The reason we hear so much about

unemployment is that we had swung

from a nation of self-employed to a

nation of EMPLOYEES—too many
people have been on some company's

"payroll," consequently when they are

"laid off" their income is "cut off."

Those who have their own "small

business, though times get hard,"

they will still be able to have their

own living—this is the BIG REA-
SON for the "trend back to self-

employment."

The American people are known

for their love of individual independ-

ence in making their own living in

their own way and the right to go

in business for themselves any time,

any where, to become leaders in their

communities. This is the spirit which

has given America her financiers, her

bankers, her manufacturers, her

business men, her executives.

One of the best known possible

ways for you to have your own busi-

ness is to get first-hand knowledge

and experience by working with an

executive of other companies—any

man or woman who runs his or her

own business is an executive—

a

leader in the community.

You say, "Well, I would love to

have that opportunity to work and be

associated with an executive that

would aid me in establishing and

carrying on my own business, but I

am not qualified to have or to hold a

position as an assistant to an execu-

tive of a business concern—I do not

have the special education and special

qualifications that would enable me
to have such a situation."

Herein lies the secret to a business

success. This is the forks of the

road—the point of decision. Tomor-
row is yours—opportunity is calling

for you. The way is clear, positive,

sure, and the answer is brief. You
possess the heritage, the ambition,

the strength of the American spirit.

The first step is to educate yourself

for the special needs of business. The
work of the business executive is

specialized and requires a high degree

of skill. Business is ever on the look-

out for young assistants who possess

the right kind of educational qualifi-

cations and the ambition to grow into

something worth while—and the sky

is the limit!

The Trend Is Toward
Business College

Along with the trend "back to self-

employment" is the trend toward

Business School Training. This is

easy to understand. Practically all of

our leading business men are pro-

ducts of Business School.

After completing their Business

Courses, and working a while for

someone else, they either became
executives in the business or estab-

lished their own businesses—in the

fields of Business and Industry,

Statesmen, Government Executives,

Editors, Writers, Radio Commenta-
tors, Movie Stars, Lawyers, and

others. Many of them came from

the poorest of homes and became
the most prominent and influential

men and women of America. You
can do it, too,—take a good Business

Course, get a position as Secretary

or Bookkeeper—there is no better

way to win success in business. The
Secretary handles the correspondence,

writes the letters, and knows the

intermost secrets of the business.

And the Bookkeeper or Accountant
keeps a record of the money, income,

expenses, how the money is spent,

what for, how money is invested to

make money—the finest experience in

the world in preparation for going

into Business for yourself.

As thousands of other men and
women have used the Business Course
to start their successful business

careers, so can you. Let's mention
the names of just a few: Henry Ford:

F. W. Woolworth; Julius Rosenwald,

former head of Sears Roebuck; Hu-
bert Parsons, head of Woolworth
stores; John D. Rockefeller; the late

Senator Couzens of Michigan, who
left an estate of $30,000,000; Ann
Harding, Kay Francis, and Claire

Trevor of the Movie Industry; Mar-
jorie S. White, general manager,

Indiana Film Transit Co.; Sarah M.
Sheridan, vice president, Detroit Edi-

son Co.; Mary E. Dillon, President of

Brooklyn Gas Co.; A. D. McDonald,
President of Southern Pacific Rail-

way; Al Smith, former Governor of

New York; R. L. Thornton, Presi-

dent of Merchants National Bank,

Dallas; Woodrow Wilson; Herbert

Hoover; Fulgencio Batista, President

of Cuba, and many more. Think of

it!

This list could be increased by
thousands, for bookkeeping and
stenography have long lifted men
and women to important and lucra-

tive positions. Accountants and Sec-

retaries are in a strategic position

to know all that is going on in every

organization. The demand for these

skills is much greater than formerly.

Business training will pay more
money—according to the United

States Department of Education, the

life earning of the average American
in relation to education is as follows:

Grade School Graduate $ 30,000.00

High School Graduate 88,000.00

College Graduate 144,000.00

Business or Technical School

Graduate 288,000.00

This is certainly convincing!



Criticism Department
By (he Office Boy:

REPORTS
That pesky old report card busi-

ness seems to be a permanent fixture

so boys and girls you might just as

well continue to look periodically for

that jolt. You may have to use

diplomacy to get your grades up.

Teresa the towsel headed little girl

in Miss Jones' room took home a
report to her mother the other day.

In the space for remarks Miss Jones
wrote: "she is inaccurate."

Can you blame Teresa and her
mother for not being able to read
Miss Jones' comment?. It was as

clear to them as the tobacco auc-

tioneer's chant. Teresa's mother is

not one to let things slip by uithout
doing her part, so she skipped down

to the school. Miss Jones was out
on the school grounds, but Mr. Ham-
mond, the principal, asked her if he
could help her.

Without thinking what a row she
might cause she asked him to inter-

pret the report so that she could
help Teresa.

You can't blame Mr. Hammond
for "blowing up" when he could not
read the report. This was especially

unfortunate for Miss Jones because
Mr. Hammond at a recent teachers

meeting had requested his teachers
to give more attention to the hand-
wTiting which seemed to be getting
into a scramby-amby condition.

Well Miss Jones was rather em-
barrassed at the next teachers meet-
ing when Mr. Hammond again cau-
tioned his teachers to be especially

careful in their handwTitten copies
on the board, on records and report

cards.

Teresa didn't get as much out of

that report card as the teacher.

Teresa's card.

THK >KA< = I 1,1.

K made hy MII.TO.V H. RO.'iS. l,atter-l)ay .Saints
CollcKe. Salt Lake City. Itah. In tlie early days
i faced with starvation due to drouth. Then when

hope of cr<)|>s the t;rasshoppers came in droves
Ipe out their crops. The Seagulls appeared

"ng the grasshoppers. From that time

I tah

and threatened to
in great nunihers dev

.sliuded in red.

upies favorite place with the

A unique hird nourish by J. A. OVERHOLT. .Norwalk. Calif.
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Talks On Engrossing and Illuminating

ARTICLE No. 5

MOUNTING OF VELLUMS

For those readers who did not read
foregoing articles in this series, we
would repeat that Vellum is very
fine Calfskin. One may write on it

with ease and it is especially desir-

able for use in fine lettering and
illuminating.

There is also a firm in England
which makes an excellent grade of

Goat Vellum.

With the exception of Kelmscott
and Roman Vellums which are white,

the others are toned in varying de-

grees. An artificial toning or yellow-

ing or imparting an ageing appear-
ance to papers and to parchment, will

be described further in this article.

In our last article we gave direc-

tions pertaining to the stretching of

parchment. Vellum cannot be

stretched in the same manner because
it is thicker than parchment. As a
rule, no mounting or stretching is

necessary, but in case you do need
to back up vellum, with a stiff board,

proceed as follows:

Obtain a piece of heavy Masonite
or % to li inch plywood. Go over
the surface with a very thin coat of

glue. That will seal the pores and
will lay a foundation for another
thin coat to follow—^when the first

coat is dry.

Lay the vellum on a clean sheet of

paper, face up, and just barely damp-
en with a moist sponge. This is done

to make the vellum limp. Immediately
turn vellum face down and, with hot

glue which is about the consistency

of cream, apply with a 1 inch wide
brush, a medium coat of glue, to the

vellum. Then bring it in close con-

tact with the prepared board. Smooth
out all air bells or bubbles and
immediately tack edges down with
small carpet tacks or 14 " shoe tacks

spaced about a half inch apart or

closer. After that, if you wish to

secure it further, a very wride heavy
kraft adhesive tape may be pasted

along the edges and brought over the

sides or edges of the board and
anchored tightly on the back. An
excellent tape is the wide tape made
of fabric and strongly gummed on
the back. It is easily obtainable

from mail order houses. It is the

same kind of tape used by corru-

gated paper box manufacturers to

reinforce the corners of sturdy paper
boxes. Tack heads and gummed tape
will be hidden when a mat is applied

in framing. If. when you turn your
board face up, with the vellum on
top, you should find puckers any-
where, they may be ironed down
before the glue is too dry. Interpose

a buffer sheet of clean, tough paper
and be sure the iron is not hot
enough to scorch the paper or vellum.

Prepare the surface by pouncing
with dental grade, powdered pumice,
well dusted off; then proceed with
your engrossing and illuminating.

TONING PARCHMENT

Stretched parchment may be beau-
tifully colored or "toned" by going
over it with several coats of weak
black coffee. Use a wad of clean
cotton. Squeeze out slightly so that
the cotton is not too wet. Do not
expect an even tone of color. The
mottled effect which you wall get,

will be accidental and an asset to
the appearance of the finished

illumination. Similar effects in toning
may be obtained by the use of raw
sienna, raw umber or burnt umber,
in water color. Another alternative

is a weak solution of permanganate
of potash. The latter wUl stain the
hands so the use of rubber gloves is

recommended. Photographer's Hypo
will remove such stains from the

hands.

Black coffee is preferable because
it gives such perfect results and is

easily obtainable.

Should the parchment be very
greasy and repellent to a staining

wash, one of the following are recom-
mended: a wetting agent such as
Laurel Sulphanate used by commer-
cial laundries; a commercial liquid

called "Wets" which may be obtained
from Artists Colormen, or dealers in

photographic supplies; or about y^

drop of tooth wash called "Teel",

which may be purchased in any drug
store.

An alphabet li.v I. Z. HACK.MAN, the skillful penman nf Dre.vel Hill, Pa. He stale
of the time and effort spent on pen work, and that he has fared well.

effei-t, that he has
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Practical Engrossing

9 ..-5

•recta

-of oxtr j--T^ •'

i^isiixio,uis^^d3^-xc^\)cr

'm m^ IImmmmifi.R.lM§

jhentctnlcr^ crh Phi KxippaFi)t
or Otrcrbem Solle^e hcrcNVtth ^uk^crtbe

'Jietrnam.es and r<2atTtrn^ rl)ctr wxtixtal

dcdicattort.

^'kaunck'Trteiids at all Ka^ards"

The above tribute to "the coach of the year". Mi

the champions of the Big Ten, was eoKrossed by

cator and the few other things he has to do betwi

Widdows, who tottk the Ohio State Football team through the

:. A. Lupfer when n(»t looliing after the subscription list of The Edu-
n getting out each issue.

Engrossing is surely a fascinating art and there is a wide variety of work one can do and a great chance to express

dividuality and to try out various ideas. No two pieces of work need be the same in design.
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The Good Penman's Club
HARRV L. TOO^rEY, Peninanship Instrurlor

Providence Street Junior Higli School
Worcester, Mass.

In order to stimulate interest and
improve the handwriting' of my
pupils, I have organized a Good Pen-
man's Club. This club has no offi-

cers, holds no regular meetings and
the members pay no dues. Its sole

purpose is the improvement of pen-

manship.

Its membership is divided into

three classes; First Honor Roll,

Second Honor Roll, and Membership

Roll. To be a member of the club

a pupil must have a mark of 80 per

cent or over, to be placed on the

Second Honor Roll the raJik must be

from 90 to 99 per cent and to gain

the First Honor Roll a pupil must
earn 100 per cent.

The club is still in the experimental

stage, having been organized only

last semester, but since its beginning

there has been a noticable improve-

ment in the penmanship of this

school. A goodly number of pupils

have become members and about 20

percent of these are on The Honor
Rolls.

The names are placed on a bulletin

board in the classroom. This board

is surrounded every day by a group

of eager young people looking for

their names.

By FRANCIS COUKT.NEY
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To become proficient at writing' this style you need to develop a uniform pressure on downstrokes, uniform
slant of downstrokes and equal spacing: between downstrokes.

We know of nothing that will develop that uniformity quicker and better than practicing upper and lower turn

exercises. Hit the head and base line hard each time. Start the shade high and continue it down as far as you
can. Raise the pen at the base line each time. Get turns equally rounding. Cut the ends off straight. Joinings

should be at about half the height of the letter.

The movement should be slow and deliberate. The hand should rest on the side to form a firm foundation

for making slow lines. You will spoil Script if you try to write it free like business or ornamental penmanship.

Engrossers are called upon often to write more fancy than ordinary Script. A few well placed flourishes add
to the effect of many pieces. You should try different styles. The more styles you have mastered the better it

is and often makes it easier to produce satisfactory jobs. For instance the addition of a flourish at the beginning

of A, F, I, N, M, and T or the end of A, K, M, R, etc., enables you to cover up undesirable space, improving the

appearance of the page. A properly placed flourish on N. W and many other letters adds charm and individuality.

One should master the simple styles first. Study the styles used by hand engravers as well as the more free-

hand styles by penmen. The alphabet was by De Felece.
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

By THE EDITOR

The oval is the foundation ot most letter forms. It may be a slanting upright oval or a horizontal oval. Prac-
tice ovals until you can make them with a free looking line. Avoid wobbly lines, flat places and corners by
swinging freely.

Every letter in this lesson contains a horizontal oval. Make some horizontal ovals without shades. After making
a letter trace freely over the oval parts. The L begins and ends with an oval. They should be the same size.

In the J get your oval to surround the main body part. The finishing ovals of R and L extend up half as
tall as the letters.

How about a drop or two of water in your ink. If your ink well is open the ink evaporates and will become
black and thick unless thinned down. Avoid mixing ink such as Indias with acid or writing fluid. One will spoil

the other.

In making capitals use a free, arm movement. Let the arm roll on the muscles below the elbow or even raise

the arm on large flourishes.

On small letters use a combination of arm and finger movement. The movement can be much more restricted

on small letters than on capitals.

Snap the shades on with a quick movement. You simply press down with the first finger. Long drawn out
shades are not attractive. It is the quick bulging shade that puts life into your work.

And speaking of life, put plenty of slant into your writing. Vertical writing is stilted.

Position of the paper is important for uniform slant. You can get more or less slant by turning your paper.

The base lines should be almost but not quite at right angles to the right arm.

Keep the paper directly in front of your body and not too far away from your eyes. Look down on your work
rather than out in front of you. Reread instructions on position. Where possible watch others write.
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HandAvriting
By ^L\BEI, ANDERSON

~^/4t^ -^-~-

y-

//

Handwriting, Language, Spelling

and other subjects go hand in hand,

and should be correlated from the

first grade up.

In place of practicing first on
letters or combinations of letters

without the student seeing the reason

for the practice you will find it much
more interesting to encourage the

student to express their thoughts

first. Have the child express a
thought orally then teach him to

express it in writing. That is

"learning by doing". His first at-

tempt will naturally point out to you
the things necessary to do in order

that he may gain the knowledge and

skill to express a simple thought

easily and to write legibly. At first a

child expresses himself by the use of

words like dog, cat, boy, girl, etc.

Simple phrases and sentences come
next, and gradually he uses more
complex sentences.

In a sentence like the above which
was suggested by a boy whose father

had told him about the historic west,

the words bison and prairie should

be explained and practiced separately.

After attempting to write a word
or sentence the child will under-

stand the reason for drill on letters

and parts of letters, and enter into

it with more interest and willingness

to cooperate.

In the above copy the a is repeated

five times. There are also two d's

and a g which like a picture puzzle

contains part of the a.

Notice that the letters are re-

peated as follows:

w, s, r, d two times

e, i, n three times

o four times

a five times

Pick out the repeat letters and

practice them alone and in the words.

Give that w finish a good work out.

It appears in w, b and o.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

nie your order. 40c a dozen, postpaid
A. W. COOPER

R. D. 1, Rineoes, New Jersey

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

HUFF
TKACHKRS AGENCY
MISSOII.A, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

uperior placement service

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Teacliers needed for fall

.^tate in our territory faces serious

Ee. Unusual opportunities for ad-

California to Alaska. Free Life

nbership. Register now.
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J > 3 j^j-^6 y^'^o
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By W. H. MORGAN, Arondale. W. Va.

These skillfully written signatures are from the l»en of

E. BENGIRIA, Manrique No. 2. Dpto No. 7, Habana.
Cuba.
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SPECIMENS RECEIVED

Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

LeRoy A. Curry
P. O. Box 345

Wichita, Kansas

J. P. Savallo

P. O. Box 202

Grand Saline, Texas

H. E. Hansen
623 N. Michigan
Plymouth, Ind.

Mr. Grant Ross
Box 536

Marianna, Florida

A. Meesbach
Box 182

Lonaconing, Md.

G. E. Prtncelove

2244 Fifth St.

Down FVont

Detroit, Mich.

Shields Dalton

Russellville, Tenn.

G. R. Brunet
Lord Selkirk School

Winnipeg Man., Can.

L. D. Hill

2206 E. 100 St.

Cleveland, O.

L. J. Hammond
Everett Art Studio

Everett, Wash.

W. E. Brasel

Clinton, Okla.

P. D. Montalbo
2418 Pine St.

San Francisco, Calif.

J. A. L. Vizina

138 d Aiguillon St.

Quebec, Can.

Engrossing and Illuminating

Mr. Walter J. Filling

Emporium, Pa.

621 Hanard St.

Wilniette, niinois

Engrosser in Ricketts Scriptori

(See reproduction on page 2.3
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K. .AISTI.N .JONES
San .\nt

407 E. Travis
mio, Texas

St.

The "Three Objects of the Theo-

sophical Society" panel was planned

according to ideas entertained by the

Committee. The original was done

on a piece of hand-made paper,

18" x 24". The final draft was very

carefully drawn, both as to the

ornament and the lay-out of the text,

and submitted to the Committee for

approval, after which it was care-

fully traced and transferred to the

paper on which it was done.

The "Three Objects" as here re-

produced was done in the English

Floral Style of Ornament, similar to

the style and ideas used by the late

Alberto Sangorski. Because of the

nature of the te-xt matter, a rather

brilliant color scheme was used to

give the quality of cheerfulness. The
initials "T", "T" and "O" of the first

line were done in gold on a green

ground. The remaining line was done

in vermilion with the lower portion

of the letters in Indian red. The
large initial "T" was done in blue on

a red diapered ground with the inner

ground in gold with a spray of orna-

ment in reds and greens. The "S"

in "Society" was done in green with

the outer background in gold and the

inner in blue, with a spray of orna-

ment in various shades of red. The
classical Roman lettering in the large

display lines was done in black. The
word "THE" was done in blue.

The lettering used in the three

stated objects is a free broad-pen

Roman Minuscule, generally known
as the Papal Bull Hand. The first

initial "T" in this portion of the text

was done in gold on a green ground
with the outer ground in blue and
the surrounding band in red. The
second initial "T" was done in a light

red with the inner ground in gold,

the outer in blue and all surrounded

by a band of gold. The third initial

"T" was done in blue with its inner

ground a light red and the outer in

gold with a surrounding band in

green.

As Theosophy teaches both involu-

tion and evolution, I tried to in-

corporate the facts in the arrange-
ment of the ornament as much as it

was possible for me to do so with
this style of ornamentation. The
sweep of the stem extending from
the large initial "T" to the medallion

in the lower portion of the border

represents involution. To the right

of this medallion the arrangement of

the stem of the ornament is in-

tended to represent the idea of evolu-

tion. That this arrangement repre-

sents those two facts would hardly

be recognized by any who are not

familiar with the occult teaching;

but nevertheless that is what I have
tried to portray.

The little medallion in the lower

border represents "The narrow gate

and the straight way". The Egyptian
arch was done in gold and the

scenery and the path in colors. In

the upper border is the ofBcial seal

of the Society. The two interlacing

triangles represent the Universe. One
is dark blue and represents matter.

The light one represents spirit and
was done in silver. The motto "There
is no religion higher than truth" was
done in black on a light rose ground.

The snake, which represents eternity,

was done in dark and light green.

The background of the swastika is a

light blue. The swastika itself was
done in black. You wall see some
similarity in this swastika and the

swastika used by the Nazis. How-
ever, the two are very different in

their significance. The swastika here

portrayed represents the creative

force; the swastika of the Nazis

represents the force of destruction.

The ends of the two diameters should

be bent to the left and not to the

right.
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Engrossed by A. T. BONDY

See instructions on preceding page. This is one of tiie most careful pieces of engrossing and illuminating we have had the pleasure of
publishing in recent years. We understand that Mr. Bondy spent much of his spare time in the past year in designiag and executing
this masterpiece.
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Envelope Addressing
By J. H. WEBB (in the

Mr. Webb shows how to attractive-

ly address an envelope in ornamental
penmanship. One of the important
things in addressing an envelope is

to get a pleasing effect. This means
proper arrangement, and above all

legibility. Nothing will attract more
attention to a penman than address-

ing his letters in a fine ornamental

hand. It is especially good for en-

grossing artists and professional

penmen to do this. The public soon
learns where work of this kind can
be done.

Time and again we have noticed

people outside of the penmanship
profession pick up a fancy well-

addressed ornamental envelope and
admire it.

Perhaps one of the oustanding en-

velope addressers in the country is

F. B. Courtney. Mr. Courtney has

turned out masterpieces by the

thousands, and still is producing

that high-class attractive work.

Broad pen exercises by ANN HOYER, Westwood, N. .1.
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Print Writing

In Wood

M 9
by MARIAN SATTLER

Wooster, Ohio.

During the summer of 1944 I took a course in the

College of Education at Ohio State University under

the instruction of Professor Robert W. Haws. The name
of the course was "Industrial Arts for Teachers in Ele-

mentary Schools." Industrial Arts have always intrigued

me and while I did not particularly need the course, I

was required to take it for credit on my degree.

In our class there were about thirty teachers and we

were given a great deal of freedom in the selection of

projects which we would work out during the six weeks

course. It is always difficult to select projects that you

wish to spend six weeks on and I found none of the pro-

jects in the list appealed to me, for two reasons. In the

first place, I have had a great deal of experience with

tools, having made tables, chairs, cupboards and other

wooden articles for my schoolroom. Secondly, being a

teacher of slow adjustment pupils I had of necessity

acquired a good knowledge of weaving, block printing,

leathercraft and other industrial arts.

In entering this class I did not realize that the project

I would eventually select would afford me so much

pleasure and instruction, both in working out the project

and later in using it In my own classroom, for I had

entered the class with the idea that here was something

I had to take which I certainly did not need.

That hot weather we had last summer which I do not

like (I'm a winter fan); a two hour class with noisy

machines from three to five in the afternoon—well, I

was hard put to think of something that I would enjoy.

But, I found it!
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Before I came to teach in Wooster, I taught the

Second Grade in Mt. Vernon, Ohio. The Print to Script

hiandwriting Books by Dr. Frank N. Freeman, were used

throughout the lower grades. During these early training

experiences I had become convinced that print writing

had many advantages over script writing for the begin-

ning child. Now that I am working with mentally

retarded pupils at Wooster, I find that the same advan-

tages hold true.

Several years ago a friend gave me a broken set of

ordinary upper case wooden blocks. I cleaned and

painted them and my pupils enjoyed working with them.

They were various sizes, the letters did not match and

I was afraid it might create the wrong Impression with

the children using these Inaccurate blocks. My next step

was to try to buy something I would like to use In the

class. After exhausting the sources of supply I found

there was nothing on the market that would serve my
purpose.

Now to come down to the project. During the sum-

mer It occurred to me that I might be able to cut out

of plywood the letters of the alphabet In manuscript

form so that the children of my class could not only

see the letter, but feel It, compare it with other letters

and thus get a mental picture of the letters they were

trying to write.

Being in Columbus, the home of the Zaner-Bloser

Company, I decided to make the print letters conform

to their alphabet with which I was familiar.

To draw the letters, then jigsaw them out and finish

them In lacquer seems like a rather easy project, hfow-

ever, It proved to be a very Interesting but rather diffi-

cult job. There are so many things that have to be

taken into consideration—the proportion, size, thickness,

height, curves, straight lines and to get them as nearly

perfect as possible. I wanted them to be as good as I

could make them and I am afraid my Instructor thought

I was quite slow for I spent a great deal of time on the

pattern making and had several conferences with Mr.

Parker Z. Bloser regarding size, proportion and letter

form.

I decided to make the upper case letters 4I/2 Inches

In height and the lower 2I/4 Inches. The width was

determined proportionately to each letter's height. I cut

the leters out of %" plywood, using a jigsaw. After

sanding them all very carefully and rounding the edges

slightly, I applied two coats of clear lacquer and then

finished the project by making a box with a sliding panel

to house the letters when not In use.

These letters do not, of course, stand by themselves,

but I am quite proud of the results and my pupils are

learning the difference between lower and upper case,

also how to place the wooden letters In order to form

words and to refer to them when they are having diffi-

culty In visualizing a letter form. In other words, the

blocks are used both for play time, seat work and class-

room instruction. They are nice to handle and can be

cleaned easily with soap and water.

All In all the project has come to a very successful

conclusion and I hope that this article may give some
teacher an Idea for one of those "must" classes that we
all encounter.

The pictures show the blocks and container.
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A Penmanship Gathering

From our good friend MR. HER-
BERT J. WALTER, the penman, en-

grosser, and examiner of questioned

documents, of 100 North LaSalle

Street, Chicago 2, Illinois, we received

the following letter which we believe

will be of interest to the majority of

our readers and it is with pleasure

that we pass it on to you:

"On Saturday, December 30,

1944. there was a gathering of

Zanerian graduates here in Chi-

cago. Messrs. A. M. Grove, and L.

Klarquist of the Kassell Studio

arranged a meeting with Messrs.

L. L. Fields and A. T. Bondy of

The Scriptorium, the Ricketts

Studio, Rene Guillard and myself.

At the Kassell Studio we examined
a bound volume of the work of

Alberto Sangorski, the famous
English illuminator. He, I suppose,

is one of the oustanding illumina-

tors of modem times. Mr. Grove
informed us that Sangorski recent-

ly died while attempting to rescue

a lady from the river Thames. You
would, I am sure, have immensely
enjoyed looking over this marvel-

ous specimen of the illuminator's

art. We also inspected other speci-

mens of illuminating and penman-
ship and lettering in their studio,

and then adjourned to a restaurant.

It was a very enjoyable meeting.

Penmanship was the chief topic

and the old Zanerians told of early

days at your college and experi-

ences with other former Zanerians.

Many of those mentioned are now

Write for our new Free Book,
"How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for

a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully written.
Write today.

THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL
438 Ridge Building
Kansas City. Mo.

TRY "STRAHM" OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
FOR PENHOLDl.NO I'OSITIONS. .MOVEMENTS
AND CONTKOL IX WRITING ORNAME.NTAI.
PENMANSHIP ANU ROUNDHAND. "Strahm"
iiolders are made by hand and not by machinery,
and are first class in all respects for professional
penmen and beginners of handwriting. You want
greater economy of effort in writing—of course
you do, and think of it—the long, steady puU of
writing hour after hour, day after day, week
after week, and year after year, which is a very
severe test, but one often required of those who
make the penmanship profession a life work, the
".Strahm" Models are the obliques that permit

the leaders in engrossing and

illuminating. The good work done

by the Zanerian in perpetuating

penmanship and engrossing is

thoroughly appreciated by those

who attended.

Recently I was in Kansas City,

Missouri, and called on F. W.
Tamblyn. We had a nice visit

together. I enjoyed looking at his

scrap book, which is one of the

largest and most interesting that I

have had the good fortune to

examine. He had some most un-

usual specimens. I met Steve

Ziller, who runs the Tamblyn
Studio, and inspected some of his

beautiful work."

These penmen and engrossers are

all well-known in the penmanship
profession. Their work is an inspira-

tion to all lovers of penwork. We
think it would be nice if more of

these gatherings were held in differ-

ent sections of the country. While
traveling is prohibited yet most of

our large cities have sufficient pen-

men to have these little helpful get-

together meetings.

SAFETY COUNCIL SAYS:

Don't let accidents keep you from
your penmanship classes.

CARDS
Neatly written, designs, etc. |

Send 25c, silver or stamps, for sample.

OLIVER P. MARKEN
1816 Clay Street Topeka. Kansas

Write for my free

book "How to Be-
come an Expert
Penman", which
shows what others

have accomplished
by taUine my course.

Enclose 10c for one
and your name with a

beautiful flourished bird card. Write

T. M. TEVIS
Ctiilllcolhe. Mo

HAVE FAITH, OH SOUL
OF MINE, HAVE FAITH!

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith!

Nor sorrow or repine,

Tho still ahead the way is dark,

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith!

The day comes after night.

The dark must ever disappear

When comes the morning light.

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith!

Life's pathway may be hard.

Full many barriers in the way
Thy progress to retard;

Strength comes to those who make
the fight.

At last all things will come out

right.

Have faith, Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith!

The stars will ever shine,

Tho through the day they are not

seen.

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith, Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith!

Though clouds obscure the sun.

Yet on its way it drives ahead

Until its course is run.

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith!

Though way seems dark ahead.

For in the end it will appear

That all thy steps are led.

Thou art not ever all alone.

The Great God watches all His

own.

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith!

And keep thy steps in line.

Forge straight ahead! On to thy

goal!

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith!

The right shall ever win;

The right dynamic, positive.

While negative is sin.

Have faith. Oh, Soul of mine!

Have faith!

Just strive to do thy part,

Tho' thou mayest often fail, have

faith!

If clean thy hands and heart.

The Builder Great wall give thee

strength

To walk life's pathway to its

length.
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— CAKDS —
plain, and flourished bird cards, ideal fur
calling, friendship, and graduation cards,
etc. with your name in beautiful Old
English, and lovely writing.
Send 25c in coin for samples today, to

—

W.4LTER J. FILLING
Emporium. Penn.

When renewing his subscription

Charles A. Dorsey, Postman fso. 63,

Scranton, Pa. writes—"The Educator

has helped me a lot in my writing

as I wrote very illegibly in my
school days."

Mr. Dorsey writes a professional

business hand.

CARD CARVING
e Lessons in Card Caning S

nple Card in Colors

J. D. CARTER. Deerfield, III.

• RENEJr-POINTS . . . From
ESTERBROOKS 33 numbered point

styles you can select the ri^ht point

for the handwriting system you teach.

• ECONOMICAL . . . The
complete ESTERBROOK pen is

attractively priced for students.

RELIABLE .. . Made by
ESTERBROOK— Americas first

pen maker.

NUMBERED
POINTS

.4RMY AND NAVY Priority orders

are taking 2 out of 3 ESTERBROOK
Fountain Pens. If vo;:r dealers stock

is low. we know you will understand.

THE ESTERHROOK PEN CO.
Cooper Street, Camden, N.J.

t \\ad UHlc ftrrje j^ir ^V)Oppt^^g
So 111 \^c\\ ijoxx wV)af Icl-^ do
£<z{'b- yO\X fake tVjts and <^o and \>^M

p: Otft j-rom mc to t^oxx .

The Christmas Card engrossed for a customer, by W. L. NEWARK of The Zaner-Bloser Engrossing Studio.

Lessons in Carving and Designing by J. D. CARTER, Deerfield, Ulinois.
We suggest that you reread some of Mr. Carters instructions in previous
issues.

GEORGE G. BORUM, Marion,

Illinois, gave instructions to the stu-

dents of the Reppert School of

Decatur, Illinois, on how to write

their signatures. This school is not
a penmanship school but the instruc-

tion is a special feature and was
graciously accepted by most of the

persons enrolled. It proved so inter-

esting that Mr. Borum has been
placed on the staff of instructors.

The next term of the school will

open on July 30. Mr. Borum also

does lettering of diplomas and other

penwork. In teaching the writing of

signatures Mr. Borum wrote the

students names and had the students

trace over the signature freely a
number of times. In this way the

students got the form and the feel.
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by

John G. Kirk

and

Frank N. Freeman

The Zaner-Bloser Co., Columbus, Ohio

A simplified practical course which quickly brings about

marked improvement in any individual's handwriting.

Functional Handwriting begins

by giving detailed instructions as

to how to diagnose your handwrit-

ing and then how to practice in

such a way as to overcome the

defects and improve the legibility

of the writing. It actually makes
you want to write better. Fac-
similes of many business forms,

formal invitations and book re-

ports are only a few of the inter-

esting contents shown in the latter

part of the book.

Functional Handwriting is espe-

cially adapted for regular class-

room penmanship and for ad-

vanced pupils.

ORDER A COPY TODAY
Zaner-Bloser Company
Colunibus, Ohio

Please send
(Quantity)

Functional Handwriting Books.

Enclosed is $ in full payment

Name

Address

City

State

Title or Position

Size 61/2 X 8—132 pages. Price 40c each, net postpaid. .$4.00 per

dozen, less 25% F. O. B. Columbus 8, Ohio.
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Sfrategically locafed righf in the hearf of ihe

city's business, shopping and entertainment dis-

trict. 700 rooms, each with radio, bath or

shower. Service and food as faultless as war-

time conditions will permit. Reservations well

in advance will enable us to prepare for you

—

consequently, to serve you better.

Lord Ba timore Hotel
BALTIMORE 3, MARYLAND ^

Silver Ink
A brilliant and free flowing silver ink for Ornamental

Penmanship, Roundhand, Lettering, Card Writing, En-

grossing, etc.

A limited supply available. Get your order in promptly.

Yz- oz. bottle, postpaid 25c

Write for catalog or information on supplies desired.

The Zaner-Bloser Co.
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio

HIGGinS
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity and

jet-black writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

HiGGing m
HIGGINS INK CO., INC. 271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLVN, N, T.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.
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ClARIDGE
• The Claridse is so ideally

located in the heart of downJ

town St Louis -and has so

many superior qualities - that

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world of travel. Only

two and one-half blocks from

Union Station. For finest food

in town- visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room

350 Rooms ^«0.K$S' 25

\X^TH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICF WATEP

ST. LOUIS
MISSOURI

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

PRINT TO SCRIPT

Manuscript Writing
Grade One

Print to Script Practice Book number one

Print Letters Capital—small letters and figures
for wall or blackboard

Pencil Number two, large lead

Paper Number two, pencil paper

Charts Hand and Body Position Charts

Grade Two
Print to Script Practice Book number two

Print Letters Capital—small letters and figures
for wall or blackboard

Pencil Number two. large lead

Paper Number two, pencil paper

Charts Hand and Body Position Charts

The Zaner-Bloser Co.
612 N. Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio

ZANERIAN APPROVED

as a school for the training of veterans as provided

by the (G. I. Bill).

There are opportunities for those who are qualified

to do good penwork, lettering and engrossing. We

shall be glad to help anyone who is especially

interested in this line of work.

Correspondence courses are also given at a small

tuition rate.

SUMMER SCHOOL

July 5 to August 16

Co/umbus. Ohio

features

HOTEL

CONTINENTAL
Featuring 5 star atlraclions for enjoymenf ot

living at its best (l)Penguin Room (2)Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4) The

Alcove (5) The New CofFee Shop. Outstand-

ingly gay and attractive

....Guests enjoy all club

facilities, including swim-

ming pool... perfect loca-

tion at 11th and Baltimore

22 FLOORS OF

MODERN COMFORT

R E. McEACHIN. Managing Director

KANSAS CITY
Direction-Southwest Hotels Incorporated- H. G. Manning -Founder
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HOW TO USE BUSINESS MACHINES
A Series of Self-Teaching Workbooks
Prepared by Leading Authorities

How to Use the Calculator and the Comptometer

How to Use Crank-Driven Calculators

How to Use the Adding Machine—Ten-Key Keyboard

How to Use the Adding Machine—Selective Keyboard

How to Do Billing or Invoicing

How to Use Duplicating Machines

For Your Custom-Made Courses in Office Machines!
Does your school have a completely equipped office-machines laboratory? Have you only a few

types of machines, but several of each type? Or have you a fevi' machines, all different, with which to

train your students?

If you teach any office-machines course at all, your course must be custom-made to fit your equip-

ment. Here, at last, are the practical workbooks that will solve your problem!

Do you prefer the rotation plan, the batter\' plan, or the model-office method of class organization?

The "How to Use" workbooks are equally convenient for instruction by any of these plans!

Steady Progress, Step by Step. Skill development with office machines is cumulative with the

"How to Use" series. Each new step is repeated, for review, in succeeding units. No formal tests are

necessary, because each unit is in itself a test, just as every task assigned in an office is a test of the worker's

knowledge and skills.

Step-by-step instruction and an abundance of informative pictures make the "How to Use" work-
books especially useful where pupils work individually, as in the rotation plan. All the information and
instructions the learner will need for most machine operations are included in his workbook. The teacher

is free to help individual students and to demonstrate the operation of the more complicated machines.

Learning for Business— from Business Materials. Facsimiles of standard business forms are

included for use in working the assignments, which are based on typical business problems. The problems

for each workbook were chosen to demonstrate and teach the special business applications of the machines

being studied.

All the basic information the student needs, with assignments and forms, is included in the work-
book. Each unit may be removed without disturbing other pages.

IVhat the "How to Use" Series Does: Provides materials for steady progress and thorough

practice in operating office machines and using standard business forms.

Offers a sound plan for the effective guidance of learning and efficient use of class time whether the

course is long or short; whether students are slow, superior, or mixed; and whether few or many office

machines are available for class use.

Order now from the nearest office.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
New York Chicago San Francisco Boston Dallas Toronto London
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HANDWRITING

Every person is supposed to be able

to read and write if he is to occupy
an important place in society. No
one can avoid doing- some handwrit-

ing. Even high officials with a force

of stenographers must sign his name
and do some writing. The beginning

office worker must do considerable

viTittng and the writing done in those

beginning days is more important

than any vmting he will do later.

When we think of handwriting we
think of it in connection with office

work, but that is only a small part of

the writing done daily in business.

There are the store clerks, the sales-

men, delivery men, mailmen, milk-

men, etc. who do an immense amount
of important writing every day.

Many of these people receive only

grade school education while others

have only part of high school training.

It is certainly important that these

people be trained down in the grades
and in high school to do writing

which will help them in their daily

work.

In the changes which are predicted

in education after the war it is sin-

cerely hoped that all grade schools

will put in good courses in plain

handwriting and require every
teacher to become qualified to teach
it. It is also hoped that high schools

will encourage every high school boy
and girl to be a good writer or get
into a handwriting class.

Let us plan courses in handwriting
which are interesting, simple and
result producing, and which can be

completed with as little effort and
time as possible.

TEN SUPERLATIVES
1. The best day—TODAY
2. The greatest need—COMMON SENSE
3. The worst bankrupt—THE SOUL THAT HAS LOST ITS

ENTHUSIASM
4. The greatest comfort—THE KNOWLEDGE THAT YOU

HAVE DONE YOUR WORK WELL
5. The most expensive indulgence—HATE
6. The greatest stumbling block—EGOTISM
7. The best work—WHAT YOU LIKE
8. The greatest mistake—GIVING UP
9. The easiest thing to do—FINDING FAULT

10. The greatest trouble-maker—TALKING TOO MUCH

IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL BULLETIN

All children down to the age of SIX YEARS are subject to

draft for labor in war work.

Tokyo, Japan

Much of the manufacturing in Japan is done by family factories in which

children are compelled to do a large part of the labor. These factories come

directly under the conmiand of the government—hence the above edict.

BUY WAR BONDS

"In another day, Cicero said the proudest boast a man could

utter was 'Civis Romanus suni' (I am a Roman citizen.) It is

my prayer that our conduct may always be such as to carrj^

greater praise in the accolade:

"I AM AN AMERICAN."

—Bernard M. Baruch, (Columbia Network.)

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BL03ER CO..

612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.
E. A. LUPFER Editor
PARKER ZAKER EL03ER Business Msr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. SI.50 A TEAR
(To Canada and; foreign 30c more)
Single copy. 25c.

Change of address should be requestec
promptly in advance. If possible, gi\*ing th(

old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy

must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following montii.



Lessons in Handwriting

Did you ever watch someone do a

skillful act and sigh to yourself

"Poor little me, I shall never be able

to do that good?" Well, it doesn't

matter, perhaps, if you don't equal

the other fellow, as long: as you have

fun trying; and who knows, you may
reach heights far beyond your ex-

pectations.

It is a good plan to try to outdo

your own efforts. Each time you do

some work, inspect it with a critical

eye, trying to find some place wherein

you can make improvement. If you

will try to do each piece of work the

best you know how, you are sure to

grow better with each effort.

Try to work in a systematic way.

Have a definite time for practice each

day. Keep your tools in first-class

condition and in every way become a

real student. Spend part of your

time in study and analysis and the

other part in practice. No amount of

haphazard practice will succeed. It

is true that some people go through
life improving very little. They
either do not have the capacity or

do not work intelligently.

We recall a volleyball player who
never could or would cooperate with

the team. His playing was awkward,
but with a little intelligent practice

on how to hold his hands and pass

the ball to the proper player, he

could have improved.

We have watched hundreds of boys

play basketball and have seen many
gain places on good teams, while

others were always a drag on the

team. When coaches were showing
how to pass the ball or shoot baskets,

some were taking in every word,

while others paid no attention. After

all it's the fellow who uses his head

Zanerian Collese. Columbus, O.

as well as his hands who has a
chance to succeed.

If you make a thin emaciated letter

and don't realize it is too thin, you
will never make it fuller, but If you
know the letter is too thin and each
time strive to make it wider, you
will after a few attempts discover

that you can make it nearer the

width it should be. That doesn't take

superhuman effort, just plain every-

day intelligent practice. Yes, you can
learn to write if you try. Get some
elbow grease and some mental lubri-

cation and go to work on these

copies.

At this time of the year it is well

to check up on your handwriting.

Get a scale and see how your work
rates. Have someone help you to

check the slant, size, spacing, quality

of line, letter forms, and alignment.

Then practice the weak qualities one
at a time. You can greatly improve
details by taking one at a time.

For checking slant draw slant lines

down through the backs of the let-

ters. This will show you letters off

slant. The same letters may appear
off slant each time it appears in a

sentence. That means it is an in-

correct habit and not simply an
accident or variation.
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^.^c^^<^-^i^^Z^

Let the arm rest on the muscle below the elbow and on the little fing'ers. Roll the arm freely on the arm
muscles and glide on the little fingers. We won't say that you should use this or that movement. Just try to

work out a system that will produce a graceful smooth line and good fairly accurate letter forms.

wm/Mm^V2wm/w 7wmm/TV
'^^y O-A^^T'-T-T^

UsuaJly the capital letters are made with a free arm movement. When it comes to small letters a little finger

action may be used if it does not spoil the quality of line. Remember that a kinky line indicates too much finger

action or too slow a movement. When you swing with a free movement the line is bound to be smooth.

UAXyL^Uy..o<y l^/yU^u^.^.^ /yOOC^Oc^^-^c^i-^ cyi/^yOC^C^^^

study final strokes, they should be curved gracefully, not cut off on the base line or run too long and high.

Are your loops open or closed? Study the inside space in the loops. The top and lower loops should be the

same in size.

V V :\^%^
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/ C/^y f / z 3 y%LZ3

-^A^C^S-yy s^23 Czyo
z o / 3 O^^y CS^yy^C
^rz C730 C>^/ /^c,^
3 0^3^^^S3i^CyyX
^CS^y/3c^yfoz-(i,s^'^

yy C^32u^s^/ z 03 sz.
y3Z^C/ ^y^-/ z&S/
zzGs-^/ 03 2.oy^2C
S^d-y C^^jx / z 93 jTz

zyoz (^z

^Cz-^o o
2-3Z-/ 2 C
^V3 c yx
2.^/3^y

/ 7 yy S^3 s-

y?'7 C3 ^
G <?3 Z er/

Z ^ ^3 S-J

2"%

^y z C'AS'

XhL
/ ^y o^^o
7S^^^:z9o
y^z3 ^^o

'^Gys-Sz.
/ s^/

o

7
37 3 72-^

<T S^^-y.C C /S'GS'L.ZS

Gzy ^3^
/ z
yy/y
/00c

-7 .T f. '.<

z\:ro
9-2-

o o
/

72-^03
Z9
3 o a
^7

<^z

y^-^

<?'

6

/

C o

7^''39

/ 7

Do you watch your margins

'

guide lines on a few pages.

Crowding the right side of the page can easily be avoided by drawing pencil

K.^y^i^c-^Ay Ly2y^^^fi.-^c<'e^'^^z^ ^vr::p-7'Z<^^^S^-«>f>£>zS-^7>-z-<^

Take a little more care in dotting the i and j, crossing the t and making punctuation marks.

'.^^-^<>^i----^^^.^.yp^-^^

Keep the downstrokes as light as the upstrokes. Black .spots and shades are unpleasing to look at.
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See that capital letters are all the same size and resting on the base line.

Glide the hand on the little fingers and roll the arm on the muscle below the elbow.

Draw lines along the top of the letters. Loops should all be the same size. The t's and d's should be shorter

than the loop. The minimum or short letters should be '3 as tall as the loops.

Point the holder toward the right shoulder or to the left elbow if you are left-handed.

Keep the nibs of the pen even. The eye of the pen points to the ceiling.
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The Development of a Teacher's
Philosophy of Education

Before anyone can become highly

successful in any profession it seems

essential that he develop what is

called a philosophy of that profession.

Teachers are being told constantly

that they should have a philosophy

of Education. Probably few stop to

consider just what this phrase in-

volves. It is somewhat difficult to

define it because no two people have

exactly the same idea as to what it

is, or should be. The subject may be

opened up by the use of the following

illustration. The writer was greatly

fascinated at one time by watching

the looms in a large silk mill. Over

the top of each loom ran a chain of

perforated cardboard strips. The de-

sign which was woven into the silk

was determined by the perforations

in these strips. The loom ran exactly

the same way all of the time, but

the pattern of the cloth which was
turned out varied in design as the

perforated cardboards guided the

threads.

Now it seems to me that a philoso-

phy of education, medicine, or any

other profession, is the pattern-giving

part of our minds. We set up definite

attitudes or points-of-view which give

a certain design, a certain color to

all of our activities. These are not

exactly the same as professional

standards. Standards imply some-

thing set up externally; a sort of a

code to be followed. A philosophy is

a group of principles that have been

so firmly imbedded in one's being

that he proceeds to act in accordance

with them without much conscious

thought. They become a part of his

mind, and all of his thoughts take

on a certain slant due to the particu-

lar philosophy which he has de-

veloped. Standards arise from such a

philosophy. They are the embodi-

ment of the more salient points in it.

In order to be consistent and in

order to avoid aimless wandering,

every person in professional life

should develop a clear-cut philosophy

to guide him in his work. It is not

possible to develop this in a short

period of time. It is a gradual

growth. The writer has been trying

to cultivate one for several years.

He has a feeling that it is just be-

ginning to take on definite form. He
has been hampered somewhat by the

worst bugbear of the American edu-

cational system—that of meeting
formal requirements. One must go

through so much traditional academic
training that when he tries to get

clear and think for himself he simply

cannot do it. And if he does he puts

his neck in a noose. College profes-

sors talk much about encouraging

PENMANSHIP PHILOSOPHY

How difficult it is to understand

the laws governing pen work. It

is only after spending years of

careful study that we begin to un-

derstand and apply the principles

underlying good pen work. Too
often we base our work and our

remarks upon offhand., shallow

opinion, rather than becoming real

students of the foundation princi-

ples and laws governing the

highest type of pen work.

One who makes excuses for

mediocre work, which violates

simple rules of design, on the

pretext that he has a right to his

own opinions, is deceiving only

himself.

— Editor

original thinking on the part of their

students; they bewail the fact that

students do not think. But they are

not after genuine originality in

thought. They want to confine think-

ing to lines already arbitrarily laid

down. Teachers need training in

doing reflective thinking for them-

selves. There should be courses in

which the student could organize his

own thinking on a number of educa-

tional problems. Our training con-

sists too much of trying to remember
and hand back what Dewey. Briggs,

Cox, Bode, Thomdike and others

think, rather than trying to do our

own thinking. Detailed points, rather

than broad ideas, are stressed. An
original idea coming from a student

is not acceptable because it comes
from no authority. As high school

teachers we are prone to the same
sin in regard to our pupUs. As school

administrators we look upon sugges-

tions from teachers in much the same
light, and so it goes.

The majority of public school

teachers create no guiding philosophy

of education for themselves because

they cannot. They are given no op-

portunity for doing so. One does not

develop a philosophy of anything, ex-

cept self-abnegation, when subjected

to such a mind-cramping process as

we are put through from the time we
enter the school system till we
graduate from college. Teachers do

not develop a philosophy of educa-

tion because they are having someone
else's philosophy constantly forced

upon them. But this is the way to

learn degrees and fulfill requirements,

and without these we cannot become
teachers.

Of course, the complete develop-

ment of a phUosophy of education

can come only after vital experience

with the actual work of teaching. It

can be begiin during the training

period, but cannot possibly come to

full fruition until later on. It is aided

and stimulated by contacts with

other individuals who have them-

selves worked out dynamic philoso-

phies. It must be nourished by a

thoughtful perusal of the writings of

the heal thinkers and leaders in the

field. Then, slowly, a synthesis begins

to take place. Into this one puts his

own personality plus the best that he

has gleaned from others. No one can

tell another just how this is done. It

just happens. It is something akin to

"getting religion" at a Georgia camp
meeting. One begins to see a great

light and then an apparently confused

mass of detailed ideas and principles

drop into place and we see a plan and

purpose in it all. I do not mean to

imply that this happens suddenly,

neither does it occur without consid-

erable mental effort. The building of

a philosophy of one's profession is

too great an undertaking to be ac-

complished thus easily.
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Now it mig^ht seem that an edu-

cational philosophy, once arrived at.

was a comparatively simple thing,

and that one mig-ht formulate it so

that others might read and profit by
it. But this is not the case. Probably
no one has attempted to write out a
complete philosophy of education.

John Dewey has done so to some ex-

tent in his "Democracy and Educa-
tion," but one is positive that even
though the content of that great

work is far beyond the powers of

most of us ever to grasp completely,

this one book does not contain every-

thing there is to Dewey's philosophy
of education. This is because a
philosophy permeates the very fibre

of one's being and probably can never
be completely expressed. To be really

effective it must be thus thoroughly
entangled and enmeshed in our
consciousness. All of our thinking

must be colored by it. All of our pro-

fessional conduct must be guided by
it. If this condition does not exist

we really have no philosophy of

education.

One of the greatest faults in the

teaching profession is that too many
teachers lack any guiding principle

in their work. Their motives in

teaching are the monthly pay check,

personal prestige, interest in the

subject taught, and perhaps others,

all purely subjective, personal. There
is much written and said in regard
to the "child-centered" school room.

We have a long way to go before

such a condition exists in every
school room in the country. There is

but one way to get it. Each teacher
must be imbued with a dynamic
philosophy of education which puts
the child Ln the center of the picture

and makes the teaching profession

one of genuine service to childhood

and youth.

Teachers will develop this philoso-

phy only if consciously trained to-

ward it; only if its importance is

definitely stressed. Simply taking
required courses in Education will

not automatically bring it into being
if these courses are conducted in the

traditional academic manner. The
writer believes that college courses

could be planned in which the begin-

nings of such a philosophy could be
instilled. They would not be formal
courses. They would probably take
on the aspect of discussion groups in

which an attempt would be made to

bring about a synthesis of education-

al ideas and principles. Students

would be encouraged to think, say
and write what they wanted to, edu-

cational authorities to the contrary

notwithstanding. Reading done by the

student would be at his own option

and on whatever phase of the work
interested him. This is, of course,

somewhat along the lines of the

"honors" courses now being experi-

mented with in various colleges. It

differs from them in that it would be

required of all prospective teachers.

It might be objected that carrying

such a course requires more than

average initiative and originality.

The answer is that anyone incapable

of carrying such a course is in-

capable of becoming a first-rate

teacher. We have far too many
teachers now, and the training

schools continue to turn them out in

large numbers, weeding out only a

very small percentage of those in-

capable of becoming really good

teachers.

As indicated previously, however,

a sound philosophy of education can

come only with maturity and actual

contact with school work. While the

groundwork may, and must, be laid

in college, it will take several years

of experience before it can come to

full fruition. During these years the

teacher must be consciously striving

to solve for himself the educational

problems with which he is confronted.

He must be fitting his educational

experiences into the background of

his theories, always checking the one

against the other. He must constant-

ly stimulate his thinking by contacts

with the best minds in his profession

through wide reading, professional

organizations and the like. Only thus

will be eventually develop a philoso-

phy of his profession which will guide

him consistently onward in his chosen

field of public service.

of Mr. H. W. Wa the Bea^-om College, Wilmington, Dei.
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How To Help the Left-Handed Writer
by J. A. Bl ELL. MinneapiiJiK. Minn.

Helping: the left-handed writer is a

great pleasure for many right-handed

writing instructors who have learned

by long experience how to teach this

necessary science. Many writing in-

structors, instructors teaching in the

business colleges know how to teach

the left-handed writers. The real

difficulty is that we writing instruc-

tors cannot start the little left-

handed writers on their writing

careers.

If it were possible for us to help

the little left-handers begin their

writing careers, all the right-handed

writing public would be sitting up

and taking notice; because the left-

handed writers would all be writing

much better than the average right-

handed writers. This is not a proph-

ecy but a fact, known by those

who have helped the left-handed

writers acquire a legible, rapid and

easy style of penmanship by doing it

the opposite way. Remember the

right hand has no particular advan-

tages over the left hand; But the left

has some advantages over the right.

Four were mentioned in the Decem-

ber issue of the Educator.

We business college writing in-

structors have no chance in the public

school grades for we do not get the

left-handed writers until half of them

have been completely upset by

thoughtless right-handed instructors.

So we get half of them at their

worst. These left-handed writers that

come to us at their worst are not to

blame for it. The real fact is, they

have not been properly taught. No
doubt, about the only thing they have

been asked to do, is change to the

right hand.

Every left-handed person I have

interviewed has told me that he was
asked to change. Then, no doubt,

they were told to turn the paper the

same way the right-handed children

hold theirs, and that is the reason

they crook the arm and twist the

wrist. It is easy to see that they are

not to blame for this, because these

little children desire to be obedient

to their teachers.

It is a pleasure to take these

little left-handers and show them how

to hold the paper, for they are so

willing to do it just as it should be

done. Then again, when they are

shown how to hold the pen, they go
right after it so willingly and earnest-

ly, that the instructor is delighted.

When they are told that, as they

are naturally left-handed, they must
do things just the opposite way a

right-handed person does it, they are

intensely interested. Here, probably,

is something no one has ever told

them before, so they are not apt to

forget it.

Those of us who know how to

teach the left-handed writers are

positively sure we can get the desired

result in every case, unless the

EXPRESS CLERK

Yesterday we saw an express

clerk sign receipts in a neat,

legible left-hand style. More power
to her.

matriculation period has been made
too short. This often happens and is

happening now while the war is

going on. Then, too, conflicts arise

that keep the students out of the

writing classes. This is due to inten-

sified courses which must be given in

order to prepare the students to ac-

cept the positions offered by our

business men and thereby aid our

Government in carrying on the war.

If the left-handed writers have
been properly shown how to hold

their books or paper, we can get them
to bring their writing up to a passing

grade in a very short time. But if

the public school writing instructor

has succeeded, (and many of them
have) in forcing the little left-hander

to hold the paper the same way the

right-handed children do, these little

left-handers have no other recourse

but to crook the arm and twist the

wrist. Again I say: "THESE LIT-

TLE LEFT-HANDERS ARE NOT
TO BLAME."
When these crooked arms and

twisted wrists come to us, we have
two big things to do. First, break

up the use of the crooked arm and
twisted wrist; Second, have them
take a new position, holding the

paper just opposite to the way they

held it before. That last is easier

said than done. The crooked arm
and twisted wrist still sticks in the

new position. It takes days and
days, weeks and weeks, months and
months to get the hand and arm to

going in a natural and easy way.

After a long time, they get so they

can make the straight line cross the

one line space, the two line space, the

three line space, the four line space,

five or more; but, as soon as they

begin to write, back comes the

crooked arm, the twisted wrist, and

finger action; especially the finger

action. The last is the worst. It

generally takes a side swipe.

When the arm begins to take on

the natural and easy way, how de-

lighted we instructors are.

Now, as this is the last article in

this series of "How to help the left-

handed writer", it would please me
very much to be of assistance to all

of the business colleges in the U. S.

We know that the little grade stu-

dents either left-handed or right-

handed will soon be enrolled in our

business colleges. If we can get the

left-handed high school graduates to

matriculate with us without being

hindered in any way by getting a bad

start in writing, it will be very much
to our benefit as well as the high

school graduates' benefit.

A letter to the superintendent of

schools would not cost much and

might do some good. A little ad
conspicuously placed in the local

paper asking: "Have you a left-

handed child?" Or, "Insist that your

left-handed child be properly taught

how to hold the pen or paper." Or,

—

"Bring your left-handed child to J. A.

Buell. Nicollet at Ninth, regarding

how to hold the pen and paper"—No
charges.

(Continued on Page 29

1
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Pens, Their Cutting and Care
by ANDREW KOI.LER, 12 S. 12th St., Philadelphii

ARTICLE NO. 6

Having made research, we learned

that the original pens were flat and
chisel-like, in appearance. Letter

forms may be traced to the influence

of flat pens. The shapes of our pre-

sent, flat lettering pens such as

Soenneken, Esterbrook, Gillott and
others, are all based on the shapes

of the original reed and quill pens.

An excellent treatise on cutting

quill pens may be found in Walter
Johnson's "Writing, Lettering and
Illuminating" which may be obtained

from "The Educator", the cost of

which is $3.00.

There is a great difference in the

quality of quills. Soft quills wear
quickly and the nibs spread, due to a

lack of elasticity. Goose quills are

excellent and so are turkey quills,

especially when plucked in winter

when they are hard. One hardening
method which has been recommended
is to plunge quills in heated sand,

which should not be hot enough to

scorch them. Let them cool of their

own accord.

Turkey quills should be easily ob-

tainable at Thanksgiving time. Crow
quills are good for small text letter-

ing. The writer has paid a dollar for

a dead crow and considered it a bar-

gain. A crow is a wary bird but a

gunner friend will find your need of

material, an incentive to bring one
down. Store new quills in a cigar box
in which you have put some camphor
to prevent ravages of insects.

When working with a quill jab it

into the cut surface of a potato to

prevent it from drying out. Resort
to this practice during a working
day only. If you leave the quill in

the potato too long, it will become
limp.

Steel pens are, as a rule, not sharp
enough for the professional engross-

er's use, for text lettering. When
they are manufactured they are not
straight or flat but are slightly

rounded. The corners of the pen, too,

are somewhat rounded. It is there-

fore recommended that the point of

the pen be grasped with the fingers

of the left hand, with the thumb nail

holding the nibs down to prevent

them from spreading; then, with a
fine grained oil stone, draw the stone

up and down, holding it at a slight

angle so that the edge of cut slants

toward the right and the oil stone

tilted enough to make a sharp, blunt,

chisel edge on the pen. In this man-
ner an ideal edge may be ground or

sharpened on a new pen point.

Do not leave a burr on the under
or working edge of the pen. Just

barely rub the extreme sharp corners

too, to blunt them ever so slightly.

This will keep them from digging
into the paper.

To Cut Pens
For small text lettering proceed as

follows:

—

With old scissors or tinners

snips, clip the point of a worn out

Spencerian No. 12 pen, a Gillott No.
170 or any other which you custom-
arily use for Script, cutting it as

near the correct size and angle as is

possible. Proceed to finish it with a

hone as outlined in preceding para-
graph.

Pen points, when new or slightly

greasy from handling, will not take
up ink readily so it will be necessary

to take a piece of common chalk,

barely dampen it and rub pen point

over it. Wipe with lintless cloth pen-

wiper, dip in ink and proceed to

work with it. Do not burn a pen
point with the flame of a match.
This takes the temper out of the

steel.

Metal pens are not as modern an
invention as may be supposed. The
Greeks and Romans were known to

have had pens made of copper and
references to iron (steel) pens are

found in the Bible. They were used
in New Testament times. Mass pro-

duction of modern steel pens date

from the rise of manufacturing by
machinery during the last century.

A little time spent by the individual

in sharpening a pen or cutting a quill

to his liking, pays large dividends in

easier and better work, as well as a

greater quantity of work. There is

no need to be exasperated by the use
of a pen which digs, scratches or

splutters, or one which does not cut

a clean line. To work with a good

pen is a joy and eliminates much
retouching.

An aid in promoting steadier and
longer flow of ink and the prevention
of flooding, is to equip a pen with
some form of ink retainer. A very
good one, which may be nicely ad-
justed is in the shape of a spoon and
may be purchased from any good art

material supply house, stationer or
The Educator.

Home made ink retainers may be
made by clipping the corrugated end
of a bobby pin, adjusting it to a
slight curve, to conform to an ink

retainer, inserting it together with
the pen point in the pen slot of pen-

holder.

Another type of ink retainer is a

small rubber band stretched and
crossed upon itself over and under
the penpoint. A small length of

string or yarn does as well. Any-
thing which will hold ink next to the

pen, by cappilary attraction may be

utilized. The writer has even used a

small sleeve of screen wire with good
results.

Do not use engineer's type of

waterproof ink except for bold work.
It is, as a rule, too heavy. The old

fashioned stick ink, ground fresh with
plain water is still best for very fine

work. There are some prepared inks

which are very good. Each kind

serves its own purpose. The stick

inks formerly obtained from the

Orient are like so many other items,

casualties of war. They may not be

obtainable for many years to come.

Siberian goose quills which were
gathered by Russian peasants and
imported from England went off the

market during World War No. 1 and
the writer has seen none since then.

They were hard and tough and wore
like the proverbial "pig's nose". Your
humble author is old fashioned enough
to think that a quill pen is still the

best tool in the hands of an expert.

A parting word:—Refinement in a

pen point may seem trivial to some,

but greater perfection may be

achieved with tools suitable to the

work in hand—and, in the words of

Michael Angelo, "Trifles make per-

fection, but perfection is no trifle."
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Penmanship Gems

I^ L. X. KEI.C'HNER, 5002 WalllnKf<ird Ave.. .Seattle. Wasti.

/^^ y^^iy ^^^

By E. L. BROWN, Rockland, .Maine
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Criticism Department
Herman the little white haired boy

down the street wrote this specimen.

He is afraid of the other boys be-

cause most of them are bigger.

His writing reminds me of his

actions—cramped, awkward and hesi-

tating.

He can't find the base line even

with a plain line to follow, and he is

stingy when it comes to finishing a

letter. Perhaps he is like the janitor,

never cleans up a job.

Look at those vertical letters. They
are like some of old Grandpa Snaz-

ley's writing when vertical writing

was popular.

Today we are moving faster and
to keep up wath the Jeeps Herman
needs to put more punch into his

writing by slanting it and swinging
into it with more zip.

By the OfBce Boy!

i)

^i/wA^^Kv^gjt.

AA>^^:tjL ,:tf^ .»^/»nJU

JLQ-42/

'fXuXr yyyy.f^'^^iAjJj^

nM/>JLg- j) <:/x/y\ ,4«A^.i'ij- .M<J. /\AA<yiiu

^

SPECIMENS RECEIVED

Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

R. E. Grissom
Okemah, Oklahoma

Mr. B. H. White
Plymouth, Indiana

Mr. J. E. Gentner
Kelso, Washington
P. O. Box 373

Mr. A. M. KelsUng
Route 1

Madison, Tenn.

Mr. J. P. SavaUo
Grand Saline, Texas

Mr. D. I. WiUiam.s

500 W. 35

Austin, Texas

Mr. John Southworth
Box 146

Kasson, Minn.

D. T. G. HaU
Kirkersville, Ohio

I >^-/J'<^ J F fO

.>^^./HKyuyLZLZ'
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LETTERS ON HANDWI

By fan:

High School Teacher, Penman an
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NDALL

Thousands of Boys and Girls,
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Roundhand Engrossing Script
nrl pdlted hv The Educator staff

In roundhand the downstrokes are the important strokes. They should be even in size or length, slant, spacing
and thickness.

Size can be regulated by carefully drawing pencil head and base lines. Use a hard pencil, about a 4H.
Sharpen it with a pocket knife, not a pencil sharpener. Cut the wood away back about % of an inch from the point.

That is, leave that much lead exposed. Next rub the pencil point on a fine piece of sandpaper, rolling and turning

the lead until you have a needle point. This will enable you to draw a sharp thin line which is easy to follow. Be
careful not to press too hard on the pencil for if you do you will cause an indentation or mark which cannot be

erased. Use a soft eraser like art gum to remove the pencil lines. If you erase too hard you may remove some of

your ink.

A section liner is good to get accurate ruling. A regular T square can be used. Try pasting or tacking a

card on the blade next to the head of the square. By placing a mark on the card indicating the size of the letters

you can rule fairly accurate. Simply draw a first line along at the top part of the blade, then slide the T square
down until the mark on the card is even with the first line and make the second line. By repeating this procedure
you can rule fairly accurate. Simply draw a first lineing the marks on the card different desired spaces can be

secured.

After ruling a page be sure to go back over it and see if your ruling is accurate. If it is not your work will

be inaccurate.

Hit the head and base lines with your shaded downstrokes. Start high and end low with all shades to secure

uniformity.

Slant can be regulated by the position of the paper and hand. Rule slant guide lines with a pencil. Pull down
strokes toward your body. One off slant letter will spoil a page.

Spacing must be reg^ular for beauty and legibility. Get the same amount of space in as between letters. A
word when finished should be solid as a unit with no wide or crowded spots. Examine the upper and lower turns to

see if the space in them is the same as in other letters like o, a, s, etc.

Uniform thickness of downstrokes depends upon skill. Develop a uniform pressure on downstrokes and a light

touch on the upstrokes. Repeating the upper and lower turns and letters like u, n, m are good exercises. Make
them large and small.

/MMJS/S/'/r/d/M^/rMM
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By J. A. LA ROCHE, Policy Writer In the New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.. Boston, .Mass.
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

By THE EDITOR

This month we select a copy writ-

ten by H. B. Lehman, whose work
has been greatly admired by many.

His work has many graceful little

flourishes which penmen frequently

talk about and try to imitate. Un-
doubtedly his work had a pleasing

individuality. One of the prized pos-

sessions of any penman is his scrap

book of specimens written by various

penmen. Years are required and often

much money is spent collecting work
for these collections. No collection is

complete without one of Mr. Leh-
man's graceful little gems.

If you are not fortunate enough
to secure an original specimen, re-

productions offer considerable inspira-

tion, so put the accompanying speci-

men in your collection.

Mr. Lehman supervised handwrit-

ing in St. Louis, Mo., before his

death some years ago. He used an
oblique holder with the pen set off

at the usual angle and the point

striking the center of the holder.

With the pen so slanted and centered,

pressure on the top of the holder

spreads the nibs evenly. This enabled

H. B. LEHMAN

Died Dee. 1935

him to snap the shades on easily and
get the edges smooth.

Mr. Lehman used considerable arm
movement in both capitals and small
letters. It was this free movement
which enabled him to get so much
grace in his t crossing and flourishes

at the beginning and ending of words.

Take each letter and word and
practice them separately. See if you
can acquire some of his grace. If

you really master a few points and
improve your handwriting, it will be

time well spent.

In every penman's work you will

find some interesting things which
you can afford to try to imitate. It

may be the full, graceful ovals, the

uniform turns, the way he makes
loops or some little detail of a letter

that interests you.

We like to study one letter, or part

of it, and then see how various pen-

men make it. In this way you really

learn and are able to judge good
work.

Let us see who can send The Edu-
cator the best imitation of Mr. Leh-
man's specimen. Send your speci-

mens before June 15.

.-,».>-:

A----- v^'. ./.^'. V
/^ ', ., /'. .y^, ...^^

{

r .,.,„..., ^y.,..,., y :..

, ' Z'/ ^ , . / , ,- ^ , . ' , ^ /

One of Mr. Lehman's dainty specin
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\^'^itten when Mr. Lehman was in A'alparaiso, Ind.
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Manuscript Writing
By I\L^BEL ANDERSON

llA

K°Y"

Spacing in Manuscript is very im-

portant for beauty and for easy

reading. If the words are run to-

gether they become illegible and if

too wide they are not illegible but

are tiresome to read and not good

looking. Crowded margins make
writing unsightly and difficult to read.

Each word should be evenly spaced

so that it can be easily seen as one

word standing out separately from
other words.

Get the same amount of space be-

tween letters as in letters. A good

way to judge spacing is to take the

o which is a perfect circle. From the

o build other letters like a, b, d, g,

q by adding a straight line. Keep
the body a perfect circle. Make n,

u, h, y, etc. the same width as o the

circle.

The m is twice the width of n or

o. The spaces between letters should

appear the same as in the circle, and
the space between words a trifle

wider. You should be able to put the

o or circle in between two words.

Manuscript is very simple since it

is made mainly from the circle and

fC^

straight line. Uniform size, and
spacing are important. You should

strive for vertical strokes.

Uniform quality of line is needed

for beauty and sometimes legibility.

We do receive some Manuscript

which is so faint we have trouble

reading it.

Manuscript is used mainly in first

and second grades and the work for

these grades should be large and

free.

Don't confuse adult small work
with primary work. Use a large

pencil and not pen and ink for grades

one and two. Primary teachers

should do the manuscript the same
as the children, using a large pencil

and making the work large.

By W. H. MORfi.*N. Avondale, VV. Va.
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Text Lettering Class
state Teachers College

Salem f Mass.

-^Tm obfbfffthiiklTnnopqrsbiiuOTJ .,^
«'

'^^'
aab^qi 1254561890(3 bmif fj^^^W

Work of Commercial Seniors in

the Handwriting Department, repre-

senting one hour per week for fifteen

weeks, under the direction of C. E.

Doner.

Stella Dawyskiba

Elsie M. Benoit

Ellen M. Grimes

Norma Litvack

Ann Flood

Marion Burnett

Anne Haggarty

Dorothy E. Carlson

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms: works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.

Miss Nell Shellem, of Lincolnton,

North Carolina has been conducting

a penmanship project, which she

states, has been worthwhile. Four of

her pupils have won penmanship
certificates. She uses the perception

strips which are large letters printed

with white letters on black back-

ground which are hung above the

blackboard for students to see and
refer to when writing them. The
purpose of these is to give the pupils

a better mental picture of the letters.

To get the students interested in

the perception strips and to use them,

the strips were called "Superman's
Writing". The children made a su-

preme effort to write like Superman
and enjoyed it very much. The speci-

mens submitted to us show that the

pupils have made a big effort.
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Broad Pen Lettering

Practice the exercise presented in

the April issue of The Educator, then

attempt the alphabet herewith. Study

the form of the letters first. Observe

every little detail. Most strokes begin

with a hair line by sliding the pen

along the 45° angle. The pen should

be held at an angle slightly less than
45° in most styles of lettering.

Get full graceful circles avoiding

flat places and corners. Join sections

By .\N.\ HOVER

Westwood. New .Jersey

with hair lines. To get hair lines dip

ink very sparingly. The less ink you

have on your pen, the less likely you

are of getting thick, clumsy hair

lines.

Keep the pen clean and in good

condition. Never press so hard that

you spread the nibs or try to make
a line broader than the width of the

pen. To get a thicker line, use a

larger sized pen. These pens come in

about a dozen different sizes.

Study arrangement. Maintain even

margins even in practice work. To
do so draw marginal lines in pencil

about an inch from the edge of the

paper.

Use good black India ink and keep

it in a wide, open mouthed inkwell

so that you can see your ink dipping.

This style in its many variations

is used by engrossers everywhere. It

is one of their favorites—a money
maker.
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Envelope Addressing
By J. H. W£BB (in the service)

Beautiful addressed envelopes help

a penman or engrosser to advertise

his works and help to keep him in

trim.

It takes but a short time to dash
off an ornamental envelope and most
people vrill stop to look at beautiful

work.

To write a good envelope requires

skill, touch and a knowledge of letter

forms. If an engrosser can dash off a

beautiful ornamental address, the

chances are he is in good shape to do

script or lettering well.

Give some attention to location and
arrangement of material on an en-

velope. Be sure that the postman can
read it, otherwise he cannot deliver it.

No matter how many flourishes or

ornaments are added it must be

legible. Keep the body of the letter

plain and outstanding.

H. P. Behrensmeyer, Quincy, 111., is

one of America's outstanding en-

velope addressers. It is the one thing

more than anything else that has

made him famous.

'S27'
Envelope addressing by .1. H. WEBB, 4257 POPLAR SPRINGS DRIVE, MERIDIAN, MISS., vinff with Uncle Sam.

Mr. Owen Lyons is turning out

some nice calling cards. We received

a package from him written with

white ink. The cards are neat, well-

arranged and flourished just enough
to make them attractive.

Write for
•How to
Penman."
a Professit

ur new Free Book.
Become a Good
Enclose 10c for

aal Pen Point and
beautifully written.

Write lociaj-.

THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL
438 Ridge Building
Kansas City. Mo.

Some fine cards have been received

from Mr. A. W. Cooper, Ringoes,

N. J. Mr. Cooper is turning out some
high-class cards at this time. They
are worthy of a place in any scrap

book.

The above Ornamental Signature is by W. C. McLELLAN, R 8 Box 484, Seattle, Washington. Mr.
Mcl^ellan Is doing some very nice Ornamental writing and a recent letter from him containing a group of
signatures, one of which is shown above, has been received. We are sure he would be interested in

trading signatures with other penmen.
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Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
By J. D. CARTER. Deerfield. 111.

Write for my free

l(OoU "How to lie-

Penman", which
shows what others

liave accomplislied

Knclo5;e lOc for one
fith a

Write

T. M. TEVIS

TRY "STRAHM" OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
FOR PENHOLDIXG POSITIONS. MOVEMICXTS
AND CONTROL IN WRITING ORNAMENTAL
PENMAiNSIIIP AND ROUNDHAND. "Strahm"
holders are made by hand and not by machinery,
and are first class in all respects for professional
penmen and beginners of handwriting. You want
sreater economy of effort in writine—of course
you do, and think of it—the long, steady pull of
writing hour after hour, day after day, week
after week, and year after year, which is a very
severe test, but one often reiuired of those who
make the penmanship profession a life work, the
"Sirahm" Models are the obliques that permit
Masiery of Tontrol and satisfaction. WRITE
FOR FREE CIRCULARS. Prices right. Address.

F. L. TOWER
601 West Pleasant Street Hammonton. New Jersey

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
jnSSOCLA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

30 years' superior placement service

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Good Teachers needed for fall

Every state in our territory faces serious

siiortage. Unusual opportunities for ad-

vancement. California to Alaska. Free Life

Memberslilp. Register now.

The Lesson in this issue of the

Educator is intended to suggest other

designs for school displays suitable

for the closing of the school year for

High Schools and Grammar Schools.

In making a design of this nature

I suggest you make out a good out-

line with a soft No. 1 or No. 2 pencil

on a good grade of typewriting paper.

When the design in pencil meets
your approval place the design face

down over another sheet of typewrit-

ing paper.

When you have clipped these se-

curely together rub the back of your
design sheet briskly with your thumb
nail or the rounded end of a fountain

pen until a clear design is transfered

in reverse on the second sheet of

paper.

Next go over the transfered design

with your soft pencil and when you
get a good strong outline in reverse

on the second sheet transfer it to

your card board you have chosen for

the carving.

This method of transfer is often

used as it gives a nice clean cut

design without soiling cardboard or a
sheet of paper you may wish to work
upon.

You sometimes may be able to get

from 6 to 12 good transfers from a
single transfer copy sheet so if you
spoil your first transfer while working
on the cardboard it is easy to get a

new transfer of the design on ano-

ther cardboard.

When you have finished the trans-

fer I suggest you do the free hand
flourishing then the carving.

I used the water colors in accenting

some of the cut designs as well as

some of the border.

Try this simple transfer method
on your name or a small design first

if you have not used this method
before.

Send me your order. 40c a dozen, postpaid
AGENTS WANTED

A. VV. COOPER
R. D. 1, Ringoes, New Jersey
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Building Goodwill Through Your Letters
By GEO. A. MEADOWS

There is, perhaps, no better way of

building goodwill, for an individual,

an institution, or a large corporation,

than through the writing of courteous
letters. Some of these letters may
not even be necessary, but, such
letters can yield a powerful influence

when it comes to building goodwill.

Most people are not appreciative,

or thoughtful, enough; at least, if

they are, they do not SHOW it. Any
time anyone does a FAVOR for us,

we SHOULD express our apprecia-
tion; and one of the best ways of

doing that is to write a nice letter,

THANKING him. Then, when our
friends win PROMOTIONS or are
given BIGGER jobs, or when they are
honored by election to some respon-
sible office in a civic organization, or

the like, there is nothing that will

make them feel better than to get a
letter from you, offering your CON-
GRATULATIONS.

Likewise, when a friend has
troubles, such as losing a close rela-

tive, or a near and dear friend, there

is nothing that will make him ap-
preciate you more than for to write
him a letter, expressing your regrets

Good Handwriting will make your

letters more appreciated.

and offering to be of any personal

service that you can.

Then, there is another time when
we should express our appreciation

by writing a nice, personal letter, and
that is when someone sends—or pre-

sents us with—a GIFT. So often

people are busy, and take things like

that for granted. But, anyone who
goes to the trouble to SEND us some-

thing, even though he may be under
some obligation to us, will always
appreciate your writing a letter of

THANKS.
Then we should not overlook the

fact that the MAILS offer us an op-

portunity to keep in touch with our

friends and relatives THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD today; and we should

take advantage of that opportunity

to let our friends and relatives know

that we are THINKING of them and
WISHING them WELL.

After all is said and done,

FRIENDS mean more in this world
than anything else. The way to

HAVE a friend is to BE a friend.

The way to let the other fellow

KNOW you are his friend, is to let

him HEAR from you occasionally.

Above all, let's always make our

letters as HUMAN as possible. You
could write letters to cover all of

the different situations referred to

above, and yet make those letters so

stiff or dignified that they would not

have the desired effect.

When you meet a friend down the

street, at Church, in the club, or else-

where, you invariably extend your
righ hand, SMILE and say something
CHEERFUL; in other words, you are

HUMAN, not stiff and dignified.

When your friend or relative, or

anyone else, receives a letter from
YOU, let it REPRESENT you—jump
out of the envelope SMILING, and
extending a warm hand of fellowship,

as it were! That's the way to really

build GOODWILL through our

letters.

^C^<zA^^^::::zry^^y^^

One of our faithful friends is W. S. CHAMBERLAIN, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, who
constantly sends specimens of handuTltlns from his students and who occasionally submits
some of his own skillful ornamental penmanship. Mr. Chamberlain is an old timer at the
penmanship and commercial educational worit for he successfully conducted the Eaton &
Burnett Business College, Baltimore, Maryland, for many years.

By the Edito

A snappy little gem from MR. JONES, 407 E. Tra\1s St., San Antonio, Texas.

i'.'AM^^I.'l
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HOW TO HELP
THE LEFT-HANDED

(Continued from Page 12)

A letter to the "Writing Instruc-

tor" of your public school: Please do
not ask any of your left-handed

pupils to change to the right hand.

Instead, show them how to hold the
paper just the opposite of the right-

handed way.

Remember: The right hand goes
away from the body. The left hand
goes toward the body. The right

hand moves along the base line going
away from the left shoulder. The
left hand moves along the base line

going toward the right shoulder.

Dear business college proprietors:

If you want any information I have
not given, write me. No charges. A
self addressed and stamped envelope
is all you need to send and I'll

answer your letter.

Julius A. Buell

— CARDS —
ilain, and tltMirlshed bird cards, ideal for
'ailing, friendship, and f^raduation cards,
tc. with your name in beautiful <Hd
English, and lovely writing,
iend 25c in c<)in for samples today, t^i

—

WALTER J.

Emporium
FILLING

By F. B. COIRTNEY

-^sS^^^^^A^^K^^^ ^Z^^^^^

Practical Business Writing by JA>IES T. .MAKER,
of the Marion Business College, MARION. IND.
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Modern Engrossing

ooU$
cH^c ^vorl^ of books - is the most
fcmavUaWc cavatioit of- inan-
notbh-y else that ho biitl^s ever
lasts - inotTiimeuts fall - itattoits

perish - ctvilt2atioiis\aroNV otO ati^

Die out - after an e ra of Darkness
-new races btiilO others - but in tlx'

^vorl^ of boolts are \H'«kunes that

have this hav»pen a^aaiit an^ - .

a^atn - an^ vet live on - still yomut
• still as fi'osh as the ^ay they wvrc

written ~ still tclliiui men's hearts of"

tlv hearts of nten centuries ^ea^.

An attractive piece of enitrosslng by ANGELO M. RASSl',

(;liEKNU'ICH. CONN. The original was in colors.

If you cannot meet me in .San Antonio.
I will send you a picture of tlie Aiimo
And some of the finest penmanship you

Just send a dollar bill.

E. AUSTIN .JONES 407 E. Travis St.

San Antonio, Texas

CARDS
Neatly written, designs, e tc.

Send 25c, silver or stamps, for sample.

OLIVER P. MARKEN 1

1816 Cla y Street Topplia Kansas

Miss De Pontbriand, 955 New Bos-

ton Rd., Fall River, Mass., is working

very faithfully on penciling Roman

and other alphabets. She is also

turning out some very beautiful work

in the way of sketches, some of

which are a combination of pen and

ink and water color. She is able to

blend her water colors in a most

harmonious and skillful manner.

^(j7rrti|*fralK0

Booklet or Sheet Form— Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a -Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

PENMAN AND EDUCATOR
Rev. Henry Young Stoner, Com-

mercial Educator, Penman and Min-
ister, died April 3, 1945.

He was born August 7, 1857 in

Stonerville, Pa., was educated in

Birdsboro Academy, Kallynean Aca-

demy and in private schools in New
York and Philadelphia, and served

591,2 years as a teacher.

Back in the city of Reading, in the

eastern part of Pennsylvania, Rever-

end Hy Stoner was widely known as

a commercial school man, a fine pen-

man, and a church worker. He
established in 1885 the Interstate

Commercial College in Reading which
he conducted for 48 V2 years. In 1887

he began his preparation as a minis-

ter and in 1890 was examined and
licensed at Schuylkill Haven, Pa. The
same year he began preaching and
organized and built the St. Marks
Reform church in Reading where he

served as pastor for 8 years, when he

resigned on account of illness. He
was a 33rd degree mason, and very

active in the Kiwanis. His greatest

work in the opinion of many was the

influence which he exerted over stu-

dents in his school. It was there that

he influenced many young people.

As a penman. Reverend Stoner

stood very high. His school contained

many samples of his fine penmanship,

lettering, and engrossing.

He received his training from Mr.

J. E. Soule, the engrosser of Phila-

delphia. Mr. Stoner and another stu-

dent were compelled to stand back of

Mr. Soule for a period of six weeks
watching him execute all kinds of pen

work, not being allowed to use a pen

in that time. When they were per-

mitted to use a pen they were sur-

prised at their ovm work. Reverend

Stoner employed some very fine pen-

manship teachers. Among them were

G. E. Gustafson, C. M. Grey (both

deceased), and I. P. Mensch. Mr.

Mensch is now located in Barto,

Penna.

Your editor was at one time a

student of Rev. Stoner, a man we
will always remember with the

kindest of feelings and highest re-

gards.

CARD CARVING
Five Lessons In Card Car\lnK $5.00
Sample Card in Colors 15c

.1. D. CARTER, Deerfleld, lil.
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Filipino Penman
Mr. Bolo was born 1906 in Carcar,

Cebu, in the Philippines, and attended

High School there. He spent two
years as a teacher in the elementary

school in the District of Misamis,

Misamis, Philippines, after which he

came to the United States in 1926.

During his school days he was an
enthusiastic participant in school

activities, such as public speaking,

handwriting contests and dramatics.

And throughout his studies and tra-

vels, home and abroad, he retained

the desire to become a penman.
In 1928 he met Mr. J. J. Truitt, a

skillful traveling penmen of Oakland,
California. He took some lessons

from Mr. Truitt, who advised him to

attend the Zanerian College of Pen-
manship. In 1929 he attended the

Heald College in San Jose, and re-

ceived some instruction in penman-
ship under Mr. L. T. Tjossems, who
is a dashy skillful penmen, and who
also advised Mr. Bolo to attend the

Zanerian College. In 1931 he had the

opportunity of following their advise.

In school he was very popular among
the students, taking an active part

.MR. A. U. BOLO,

a Filipino Penman

Rt. 1 Box 244

Coima, Calif.

in the social activities. He was one
of the leading penmen in the class.

Mr. Bolo was very appreciative of

everything that was done for him and
was a faithful and loyal student.

After he attended the Zanerian, he

wrote several thousands of calling

cards and engrossed certificates, both
in the Philippines and in the United

States. In 1936 he went back to the

Philippines and was invited to give a
talk on the Zaner-Bloser Handwriting
method in an assemblage of about
300 school teachers. Thus Mr. Bolo

took back to the Philippines many of

the ideas and methods used in teach-

ing handwriting in this country.

In 1937 he came back to the United
States only to return to the Philip-

pines in 1938 to become married. In

1939 he returned to California to his

old job. He calls himself a free-

lance penman.
Mr. Bolo is a man of high ability,

e.xcellent character, and has a pleas-

ing personality. He is not only one
of the most skillful penman of the

Philippines, but also of the United

States.

A dasliy signature appropriate for diploma flillng by P. Z. Bloser.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing
You can learn to make beautiful flourished designs and ap-

preciate the beauty and grace in curved lines. Get an outfit and
begin to study.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing will teach you how to flourish.
It is easy and interesting. Instructions are plain and to the point.

Contains 80 pages and over 175 attractive illustrations made
by many of America's most skillful pen flourishers.

Nicely printed. Size 8^2 x 11. Bound in flexible cardboard.

Starts with the easiest strokes and leads up to elaborate
flourishes.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing, Postpaid $1.00
The Educator, one year 1.50

$2:50

BOTH FOR ONLY $2.00
(Canada & Foreign 30c extra)

The Zaner-Bloser Company
Columbus 8, Ohio

SUNBEAMS OF LIFE
Grod created the beautiful rosebud.

So simple, so tender, so true;

He gave it an aroma from Heaven
And freshened its petals with dew.

He created the woodland streamlet

With its water so fresh and cool;

He made it dance in the ripples

And slumber in a quiet pool.

He made the snow fall softly at night,

Like a web which a spider has spun,

Then sprinkled it o'er with Stardust

and gold

To sparkle in the morning sun.

But the dearest thing which God ever

made
Is a babe beginning to coo;

It quickens one's heart and softens

one's soul

As nothing else can do.

Its tender sunbeams forever shine out

Like the rays from a beacon light

To guide us back from the highways
of wrong

Into the narrow pathways of right.

—C. E. Chamberlin

April 1945



The Key to Successful Engrossing
ZANEBIAN MANUAL OF ALPHABETS

AND ENGROSSING
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The greatest collection
Revised edition—the finest
profession.

A book 8^4 X 11 M;, 136 pages, containing complete courses of in-
structions in Roundhand, Broad pen. Penciled and Freehand Lettering,
Wash Drawing and Pen Drawing. Instructs how to make Diplomas.
Certificates, Title Pages. Engross Resolutions, and presents numerous
full-page examples of pen and brush work from the leading engrossing
masters of the country.

The one indispensable book for all engrossing artists and all who
wish to learn practical and profitable engrossing or lettering. It con-
tains a wealth of materials and ideas.

Price, postpaid. $2.50

PLAIN USEFUL LETTERIN*;. 48 pages.

These are the
are used by engrossers for
executing the various styles
of lettering. Text. Old Eng-
lish, etc.. etc. For making
or filling names in diplomas,
engrossing resolutions, for
ledger headings, or in fact
for executing any kind of
practical. rapid lettering,
these pens are the best
made. There are a few
other numbers of these pens
than are mentioned here,
but these twelve are all any
engrossing artist ever has

to use.
.ettering Holder 20p

LETTERING PENS
pens that

'^^^i3fc^i^
single pointed pen

1, 1V4. 2. 2Vi. 3. 3

Double

10, 20 and 30 double
nteri. postpaid $ .35

i assorted
1 doz. (assorted
Less than a doz.

Vi gross of any
1 gross of any o
'4 gross of any 1

work to do

desired single pointed 25
5 desired) double pointed .60
single points. 2 for 5o. Double points. 5c each.
le number single pointed pens, postpaid .50
number single pointed pens, postpaid 1.75

e number double pointed pens, postpaid 1.50

"INKHOLDER"
But little ink dipping is necessary when this ink-

time and patience when one has considerable

Each, postpaid .$ .10

Zanerian India, Postpaid $ .40

Arnold's, Postpaid 65

PAPERS

Zanerian 5 lb.. Express Coll $1.50

Zanerian No. 9, Express Coll 85

Genuine Sheepskin (16x21) 1 sheet postpaid 2.50

White Cardboard (22 V2X28 1/2) 6 sheets " .90

Artificial Parchment (16x21) 6 sheets " 1.50

TEXT LETTERING AND ENGROSSING
COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE

Our Text Lettering and Engrossing Course
will train you to handle a broad pen successfully,
to letter diplomas, and do broad pen lettering
for all occasions. It covers in twelve lessons
alphabets like the American, Unretouched and
Retouched Old English, Text, Shading, etc.

Teachers can profitably take this course, as well
as those who are going into the engrossing busi-
ness. Lettering as a business or as a sideline is

very profitable. You can become quite skillful by
faithfully following this course.

Price of Text Lettering and Engrossing
Course (including manual) $13.00

Supplies for Text Lettering and Engrossing
Course 2.85

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE
BY CORRESPONDENCE

Our advanced Engrossing Course supplements
our Roundhand and Text Lettering and Engros-
sing courses. It covers standard alphabets, as
the Egyptian, Roman, Medial, Old English, etc.

It covers the work from fundamentals of letter-

ing to the making of elaborate resolutions, etc. It

will train you to make initial letters, borders,
scrolls, alphabets, resolutions, memorials, testi-

monials, diplomas and most of the things done
by engrossers. This course lays a good founda-
tion, and if after completing it you desire to go
higher you can attend the Zanerian and complete
your training in a short time. The Text Letter-
ing and Engrossing course should be taken before
the Advanced Engrossing course.

Price of Advanced Engrossing Course
(including text) $12.00

Supplies for Advanced Engrossing Course 2.05

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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Sfrafegically locafed right in the heart of the

city's business, shopping and entertainment dis-

trict. 700 rooms, each with radio, bath or

shower. Service and food as faultless as war-

time conditions will permit. Reservations well

in advance will enable us to prepare for you—
consequent//, to serve you better.

Lord Baltimore Hotel
BALTIMORE B.MARYLAND

Silver Ink
A brilliant and free flowing silver ink for Ornamental

Penmanship, Roundhand, Lettering, Card Writing, En-

grossing, etc.

A limited supply available. Get your order in promptly.

Yz oz. bottle, postpaid 25c

Write for catalog or information on supplies desired.

The Zaner-Bloser Co.

HIGGinS
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

>*-^

612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity and

jet-black writing make it iJeal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke too broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

HIGGinS S
HIGGINS INK CO.. INC. • 271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, H. T.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.
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PRINT TO SCRIPT

Manuscript Writing
Grade One

Print to Script Practice Book number one

Print Letters Capital—small letters and figiires

for wall or blackboard

Pencil Number two, larg:e lead

Paper Number two, pencil paper

Charts Hand and Body Position Charts

Grade Two
Print to Script Practice Book number two

Print Letters Capital—small letters and figures
for wall or blackboard

Pencil Number two. large lead

Paper Number two. pencil paper

Charts Hand and Body Position Charts

The Zaner-Bloser Co.

CLARID6E
• The Claridge is so ideally

located in the heart oF down

town St Louis — and has so

many superior qualities - that

it is no wonder it is preferred

in the world of travel. Only

two and one-haK blocks (rom

Union Station. For Finest (ood

in town - visit the beautiful

Marine Dining Room.

350 Rooms ^fioMiZ'25

WITH PRIVATE BATH, SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICF WATER

612 N. Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
ST.LOUIS
MISSOURI

LOCUST AT
EIGHTEENTH

ZANERIAN APPROVED
as a school for the training of veterans as provided

by the (G. I. Bill).

There are opportunities for those who are qualified

to do good penwork, lettering and engrossing. We
shall be glad to help anyone who is especially

interested in this line of work.

Correspondence courses are also given at a small

tuition rate.

SUMMER SCHOOL
July 5 to August 16

Co/umbus. Ohio

FIVE

HOTEL

CONTINENTAL
Featuring 5 star attractions for enjoyment o\

living at its best (1) Penguin Room (2)Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4) The

Alcove (5) The New Coffee Shop. Outstand

ingly gay and attractive

....Guests enjoy all club

facilities, including swim-

ming pool.. .perfect loca-

tion of 11th and Baltimore

22 FLOORS OF

MODERN COMFORT

R E. McEACHIN. Managing Director

KANSAS CITY
Direction-Southwest Hotels Incorporated - H. G. Manning - Founder
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33 Numbered Point Styles

There's a point precisely fitted to

your style of writing and tlie writ-

ing system you teach.

NO MATTE It IVHAT
HATND^'RITINC SYSTEM
YOr TEACH SdieZ^Vld
HAS THE RlCiHT POINT

Army and Navy requisitions

are taking 2 out of every 3 pens

we make. That's why dealer

stocks are low.

NUMBERED POINTS

THE ESTERBROOK PEN COMPANY

BUY WAR BONDS

ARNOLD'S INK
Arnold's has been the penmen's

favorite ink for years.

More real fine specimens have

probably been written with Ar-

nold's than all other inks com-

bined.

It can be used as it comes from

the bottle or, for the very finest

results, it can be mixed as per

directions supplied. Zaner, Bloser,

Madarasz, Flickinger, Dennis, and

hundreds of other top ranking

penmen used Arnold's.

ARNOLD'S BLACK
4 oz., Postpaid $ .65

Pint, Postpaid 1.15

Quart, Postpaid 2.20

Send order and remittance to:

THE ZANER-BLOSER
COMPANY
612 North Park St.

Columbus 8, Ohio

COlSRESPONDEi^^CC: COITKSE!^
Never before has there been a greater demand for good handwriting than today and never

before has the oportuiiity for improving your handwriting been better. The Zanerian College of Pen-

manship offers you scientihc, well-planned courses which can be taken by correspondence in

Tuition Supplies

Business Handwriting $10.00 $1.55

Roundhand or Engrosser's Script 12.00 2.60

Text Lettering and Engrossing 12.00 2.85

Advanced Engrossing 12.00 2.05

Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 3.10

The instructions are clear and to the point. They are the results of years of study and actual

experience in the classroom. The Zanerian has had an unequalled experience in training professional

penmen, engrossing artists and teachers of penmanship. A large percentage of America's expert pen-

men have received their start in the Zanerian. You also can receive the benefit of their experience

and skill by. getting under their instruction now.

A combination of fresh-from-the-pen, handmade and printed copies and instructions is used to

good advantage. Enough of the handmade copies are given to supply inspiration and enough of the

photoengraved copies are given and enable us to gi\e the course at an extremely low cost.

Send your enrollment and remittance today to

Co/umbus, Oh/o.
612 NORTH PARK ST.
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America's Only Handwriting- Magazine

COLUMBUS, OHIO, JUNE, 1945

Improve Your Hand^vriting
Improve your handwriting this

summer. It is not a very difficult

matter to improve if you work in-

telligently ajid perseveringly.

You should get a correct know-
ledge of the forms of the letters and
the correct movement. To do so, you

need help. The best help is a good
teacher who can give you personal

instruction, and where you can see

how it is done. If a teacher is not

available, correspondence instruction,

or an occasional lesson, or visit with

a penman will help.

You need good copies to study and

imitate, otherwise, you will continue

to make improper letter forms. Try
to analyze and compare your writing

with good writing.

While we learn much of our writing

by imitation, it is important, especial-

ly for teachers, to know the theory

of writing. You need to know if your

writing measures up according to

rule and not to the eye alone.

Ordinarily, if a work looks right it

will pass. The danger, however, is

that anything looks good to an un-

trained eye. Often we have been

really aggravated by some one brag-

ging about his work which violated

every known rule.

Take a simple thing like slant

where the rule is that all of the

writing on a page should be the same
slant. It can be tested by ruling slant

lines.

We have rules for height, spacing,

proportion, arrangement, etc. Learn
more about the basic principles of

handwriting and you will Improve

faster.

Sometimes a penman with a nation-

al reputation will make some poor

letters or violate rules. If you rely

upon imitation alone without finding

out the ideal he aimed at, or should

have aimed at, you may imitate his

weak spots instead of aiming at the

ideal.

If a form should be an oval and

you know it is two-thirds as wide as

long, aim to make yours that pro-

portion regardless of what some pen-

man has done. He may not know the

rule himself, may be careless, or have

a peculiar idea that he wants his

work different.

Along that line let us remind you,

who are trying to be first-class pen-

men, that men who have reached

high places in various branches of the

penman's art, did so on work which
followed the standard.

Dennis's finest work—work which
will remain for us to imitate in

years to come, was his lettering done

according to rule and his superb

flourishing—not his ornamental writ-

ing which was extremely individual.

Madarasz is known because of

ornamental, which followed conven-

tional forms. Zaner's work was
fashioned after definite form. The
great Spencerian Compendum was a

model in accuracy.

Yes, rules may be dry but they are

safe things to follow.

We suggest that you systematically

check your writing in;

Slant Alignment

Spacing Proportion

Size Form
Arrangement Legibility

Line quality —Editor

The god of war has had his fill.

His ledger shows a staggering bill.

The countless lives that have been

lost.

Are just a part of the whole cost.

The wreck and ruin of million homes,

The gaping holes in cathedral

domes,

The many ships so proud and fast.

That have been sunk by torpedoes'

blast.

The birds of war whose eggs did

shower

The enemy lands with explosive

power.

Manned by youths—some haven't re-

turned.

Their bodies found, mangled and

burned.

The flood of tears, the pain and woe,

All certify Mars cruel blow.

Our God of Peace we do implore

That wars may cease forevermore.

Plant in our minds the seeds of love,

Send showers of blessing from
above.

Heal broken hearts where they may
be.

Ease the whole world from misery.

Dispel our faith in planes and guns.

That only rob us of our sons.

Help place our faith in only Thee,

From now until eternity.

May 8, 1945

-M. C. Leipholz

Baltimore, Md.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and Aug^ust)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..

612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.
E. A. LUPFER Editor
PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. SI. 50 A YEAR
fTo Canada and; foreign 30c more)
Single copy. 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the

old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium

through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy

must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
Zanerian Colleger Columbus, O.

The "Z" and "Q" are alike in the beginning part. The loops on the base line are different in that the "Q" loop

is flat like the "L" loop and the "Z" loop slant up on the line. The "Q" finishes like "L". The large lower loop of

"Z" is the same except for size, as the small "z".

=? Z "

Do not stop the motion or raise the pen on either loop of "Q" or "Z". Study the curve of the beginning and

ending strokes.

T'-^-^T^'^^T^

Thi8 alphabet was written by H. P. BEHRENS.MEVER.
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Be sure your position is correct. Reread instructions on holding of pen, paper, etc.

U^f>i^O'-L-ey /s; /^__

When you reach a point where you have difficulty in producing- a letter as well as you would like, and you are
getting discouraged, just keep on trying. Try to discover what is wrong. Perhaps, it is in your tools, or perhaps,
you don't have a good mental picture.
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Have you heard of "Gum-Chewing Movement?" That is where the first joint of the thumb works excessively

and causes kinks in the line. Heavy lines usually accompany the kinks. The remedy is, use more arm movement.

Check the width of your letters. Are the "O" and "A" the same width as "H" and "K"? Compare the width of

"T"'and "G", the "U" and "N", and the "I" and "S". Occasionally, turn your paper upsidedown and look at it.
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study loops. See how many different loops there are in the alphabet. They fall into uniform groups according
to size. Some of them are the beginning loop of "H", the horizontal loop in "E", the top loop of "L", the bottom
loop of "Z", etc.

Keep the pen moving fast enough to keep out the kinks in the line.
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Special Teacher vs. Supervisor
NELLE M. ATSBERGER, HandwritiiiK Supvr.

A passing glance at the field of

Penmanship might suggest to the

general educator that here is a nar-

row, rather unimportant field—one

that calls for little preparation and

one that takes little expenditure of

effort after one has considered its

analysis.

However, Penmanship can, if pro-

perly organized and directed assume

vital importance in correlative meas-

ures. The theory of its fiundamental

principles becomes practical as ap-

plied to a supplementary plan of

correlation. It can be tied so firmly

to other subjects that it becomes an

indispensable factor in the curricu-

lum.

The 'Special Teacher', if alert and

zealous, discovers innumerable possi-

bilities of creating and enlarging her

field of work.

Vital and interesting work intelli-

gently accomodated to the situation

will build a successful program.

The supervision of a 'Special Tea-

cher', however, is necessarily limited

to the confines of her own room. She

is definitely not to be classed as a

'Special Supervisor'. True, her know-

ledge of that particular skill may
cover all primary and elementary

grades; but the scope of her work is

again, confined to those particular

classes assigned for her instruction.

If in the interest of her subject

she steps outside the bounds of her

jurisdiction it must always be clearly

understood that she does so, merely

as a delegate of the principal in

assisting him to overcome obstacles

in that field.

And thus, the following situation

arises

:

1. On the one hand we have the

'CIa.ss-room Teacher' who has had no

particular training in methods of

Penmanship, and now is required to

teach it.

2. The 'Principal' who realizes the

situation and is directly responsible

for results.

3. The 'Special Teacher' who is

qualified to handle the methodical

procedure, who is willing to help, and

yet is not endowed with authoritative

power of supervision outside her

regular classroom schedule.

Naturally, the anticipatory aim is

to maintain between Class-room

Teacher, Principal, and Special

Teacher the delicate balance of func-

tion that makes for the best interest

of the child.

Objectives in Handwriting must
coincide closely with pupil ability,

interests and needs.

However, teacher differs from

teacher in every classroom.

Frequnetly one discovers a teacher

who is superior, — natural — wearing

no veneer. She is genuine. Her
pupils. Principal and assisting Special

Teacher know it and feel it. The
result—a wholesome spirit of co-

operation smoothing out a situation

fraught with possible embarrassment.

Quite often, however, there is a

decided feeling of resentment, due

entirely to the human element. No
one wishes imperfections, especially

professionally, to become the object

of notice or comment.

Authoratative Special Supervision

would of its own accord add weight

to the sympathetic tactfulness to be

employed. Special Supervision, with-

out direct authority may be classed

as, "overstepping" even though the

same amount of tactfulness be em-

ployed.

Often, the classroom teacher, lack-

ing special training, seeks supterfuge

in condemning the Method, and even

when obliged by curriculum, to follow

the adopted system seldom exercises

sufficient effort to obtain proper

results.

Seldom does she realize that she is

asked to be thoroughly prepared in

other basic or fundamental subjects.

Why not penmanship?

If a child realizes that his teacher

is trying (for instance) to teach

arithmetic but has difficulty in solv-

ing the problems, he loses faith in

her. The same is true of Penman-
ship.

Why ask the child to do better

work than that which the teacher is

capable of doing?

This is not intended to imply that

we are asking too much from the

pupil; but rather that we are not

asking enough of the teacher.

The duty of proper penmanship in-

struction and aid in securing it are

often neglected for this simple rea-

son:

We people of today are in such

a rush and hurry that we do not

like to be bothered with things

which take time and effort.

PENMANSHIP REQUIRES BOTH.

Then too, many teachers 'brag of

their poor penmanship' and use them-

selves as an example to the children

—

of "phenomenal success" without the

use of this particular tool.

It will be interesting to note just

what excuses this type of teacher

will offer in regards to her ability of

handling the more recent additional

'Specials' to the Elementary Curricu-

lum: Health Education! Safety In-

struction! Visual Education! Radio

Instruction! etc. Will her lack of

Special Training in these fields war-

rant neglect or elimination of these

subjects? Certainly not!

This recent expansion of curricu-

lum has forced contraction of each

study.—A limited time for each sub-

ject necessitates a thorough know-

ledge of the same.

In school systems where a Special

Teacher, limited to classroom instruc-

tion is attempting correlative meas-

ures, the "hands off" policy is wisely

and strongly advocated.

In such circumstances there are

two kinds of tacks (tack-tact)—one

you drive in—one you dare not.

The Principal in Administrative

Supervision may use the former; the

Special Teacher, lacking supervisory

authority, must use the latter.
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Fine Ornamental Penmanship

r
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From our good friend and skillful penman, JNO. BOLLINGER. Pearl, Illinois. This writins has an
unusual amount of dash and beauty. Speeimens like this are always welcome In the ofHce of The
Educator.
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A. H. Hinman, the Penman
A sketrh of Albert H. Hinman by F-rancis B.
Courtney, Examiner of Questioned HanduTit-
ing, 12365 Cherrylami Ave., Detroit, .Michigan.

^^:^-^zy>^.-CiC^/^yl^^^-^^f'^^ .^^^y^ ^.^f^^^g'-^^'zy^z^^rz^^
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Hinman was one of the old-time penmen. He lived in a time when line Ornamental
l-enmanship was used extensively in business eolleges for advertising purposes, and when men

ith their penmen, but with their diction, s|>elling, andular, not only

Albert H. Hinman was born in

Northern Ohio, in 1843. FYom eleven

to fifteen years of age he lived on an
Illinois farm, broke prairie, killed

snakes, trapped prairie chickens and
went winters to a private school.

From fifteen to eighteen he attended
school and college at Elyria and
Oberlin, Ohio, and finally graduated
under P. R. Spencer & Sons at an
Oberlin business college. Returning
to Illinois, he enlisted and served a

time in the army of the rebellion. In

1864 he engaged as bookkeeper in

Chicago, and taught penmanship
evenings in Bryant's College. From
there he was transferred to St. Louis,

and taught penmanship three years

in the Bryant & Stratton College and
Washington University. He was next

engaged as General Western Agent
for Spencerian penmjmship, and
traveled for Messrs Blakeman, Taylor

& Co. of New York.

He was next engaged as super\'isor

of writing and drawing in the St.

Louis public schools where he re-

mained two years. An income of

$3000 per year was offered by Mr.

Peirce of Peirce School, Philadelphia,

and Mr. Hinman accepted and re-

A. H. HIN.MAN
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mained one year engrossing^ and
teaching. He next opened Hinman's
Business College at Pottsville, Pa.

and after three years went to Detroit

where he taught evening commercial

classes one year.

Mr. Hinman was next employed for

two years at the Bryant & Stratton

College, Boston, and then opened

Hinman's Business College at Wor-
cester, Mass. In ornamental penman-
ship Mr. Hinman was trained by
John D. Williams whose style he re-

tained. At the Business College and
Penmen's Conventions Mr. Hinman
was especially prominent in the in-

terest of penmanship, and was also

founder of the Penman's Art Journal

of New York City.

Among the many experts who owe
their skill to Mr. Hinman are. M. J.

Goldsmith, J. C. Kane, E. M. Hunt-
singer, the Burdett Brothers of Bos-

ton, James W. Harkins, C. W. Condy,

F. S. Pellit, Francis B. Courtney and
others. Mr. Hinman was well known
as an all-round penman, being expert

in all branches of the art. He pos-

sessed great skill at the blackboard

and was known by the profession

as the "King of the Crayon".

Mr. Hinman was a member of the

G. A. R. a prominent Odd Fellow,

and a member of the highest order

of Masonry.

V. E. DAY FLOURISH
Our friend, Mr. Otero Colmanero,

the penman from Puerto Rico, was

so elated over the success of our

armed forces in Europe that he de-

cided to express his feeling with his

pen. The flourish on the cover is the

result.

Mr. Colmanero, at the present time

is in Columbus, Ohio.

A package of flourished birds and
specimens of ornamental penmanship
has been received from Austin Jones,

407 E. Travis St., San Antonio, Texas.

i^^;.^^^ (px^^^^^//-"%S>

r^
Siffnatures from a penmanship class in Lord Selkirk School. WinnipeK, Man., Canada, under the instruction of G. R. Bninett.

Most of our readers are familiar with Mr. Burnett's skillful work as it has appeared in these columns many times. We want to
compliment Mr. Brunett and his students on their fine Ornamental writing. Doris is fourteen; Alice, Doreen. and Ernie are fifteen;
the others are sixteen years of age.

This shows what a group of boys and girls efficient instructor.
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Left-Handed Teachers ....

Are They Handicapped ?

By CHRISTIE JEFFRIES
Assistant Professor in English
Pat^rson State Teachers College

In my remedial handwriting^ classes

of college students in training for

teaching- there were three left-handed

girls using awkward overhand posi-

tions in writing. Three! It was a

large number to find in a group of

forty. WTiy had not these girls been

trained in grade school in correct

habits for a left-handed writer? Had

right or left-handed teachers been

responsible for these students'

habits? Dismay was evident on the

face of each girl when I asked her

to assume the correct position for a

left-handed writer. Fourteen years of

writing in one position had in-

grained the habit so strongly that

change could not but mean, for some

time at least, a difficult struggle to

overcome old habits, a lessening of

speed, and a deterioration in quality.

No Studies Were Available

Was it worth it? I felt it was.

These girls were expecting to teach

cliildren in elementary grades. They

must be prepared to demonstrate

correct position and good quality in

writing. But what did I really know
about the status of the left-handed

teacher in service? No studies were

available. At its best, left-handed-

ness, I felt, in writing had psycho-

logical disadvantages for the teacher

who must say, "Write the way I

tell you to. Do not imitate me."

Whether or not there were economic

disadvantages also was uncertain in

my mind. Did left-handedness inter-

fere with getting a teaching posi-

tion? Were principals as willing to

have left-handed teachers as right-

handed ones on their faculties? Did

principals feel that imitation of a

left-handed teacher created problems

in a school ? To what extent was
the left-handed teacher imitated and

was imitation a factor in the increase

of left-handedness, which statistics

show has jumped from four to thir-

teen percent in the past two decades ?

Was the left-handed teacher a satis-

factory instructor in writing?

In an attempt to answer these

questions, I sent a questionnaire to

elementary school principals in our

service area.

Replies came from 127 principals,

giving data on 1,629 teachers. Of
these twenty-seven, or 1.65 percent,

were left-handed, a figure showing
that the percentage of left-handed-

ness among teachers is far below

average. Eightj-one principals said

they did not regard left-handedness

as a handicap in a teacher. (Five of

these principals mentioned being

left-handed.) Twenty-two principals

were doubtful because of lack of

experience with left-handed teachers,

and twentj-four definitely stated

they regarded left-handedness as a
handicap in a teacher. Out of the

twenty-four, only seven principals

gave statements of actual experience

to substantiate their opinions. Com-
ments from these varied from em-
phatic disapproval to negative praise.

Several representative statements

follow

:

FEW EXPRESS DISAPPROVAL
"A left-handed second-grade teach-

er was handicapped in teaching pen-

TRAINING IS THE SOLUTION
Teachers either right or left-handed

should learn to write a legible hand
in an easy fashion. Either can suc-

cessfully demonstrate correct posi-

tion and show in an inspiring manner
the proper way to write.

Perhaps in one instance a left-

handed teacher may fit into the

picture better than a right-handed

teacher or vice versa. A blonde or

a brunette may have their advan-

tages but regardless of handedness

or complexion one need not be hajidi-

capped if the proper training is

secured and a reasonable amount of

care and intelligence is used.

The Editor has helped to hire a

large number of teachers and princi-

pals and to his knowledge not one

of the persons applying whose writing

was good was questioned as to

handedness.

Editor.

manship, and also in art or any kind

of handwork."

"With a left-handed teacher, a

larger number of pupils imag^e they

are left-handed."

"In the past, I have had only one

left-handed teacher who wrote a
wretched hand, which, in turn, was
directly reflected in the efforts of the

class. However, this poor handwrit-

ing was mostly the result of pure

carelessness."

"Our only 'leftie' successfully

avoids such suggestibility (imitation)

by her own individual practices."

Principals in the doubt group

seemed to feel teachers would be

handicapped in primary grades where

imitation is greatest.

Other comments, from principals

who felt left-handedness was no

handicap, fall into three groups.

(Twenty-six of these administrators

had had experience with left-handed

teachers.)

The attitude of a very small group

who consider handedness of no im-

portance in any situation may be

summed up in the words of one

principal: "I consider left-handedness

about as important as false teeth."

In the second group were those

who felt that adjustments could and

should be made. One principal

stated: "I believe a left-handed

teacher should not use the peculiar

over-hand position so often assumed."

Another said that left-handed

teachers who used good position

taught handwriting satisfactorily.

In a third group were those who
believe left-handedness is an advan-

tage. Typical comment was:

"One of the reasons for hiring her

(a left-handed teacher) was her

ability to write well with her left

hand In teaching left-handed child-

ren."

"Left-handedness might make the

teacher additionally aware of the

importance of good handwriting."

"In art teacher a benefit."

From these replies, it seems safe
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to draw these conclusions:

The majority of principals do not

consider left-handedness important in

selecting- a teacher. Seventy-one

principals were as willing to have a
left-handed teacher as a right-

handed one—other things being equal.

Forty-seven were uncertain because

of lack of experience. Only nine out

of 127 definitely expressed themselves

as unwilling to have a left-handed

teacher.

Principals who have had experience

with left-handed teachers feel that

such teachers are handicapped in

writing unless they habitually use the

position recommended for left-

handed writers and maintain a

reasonably high standard of quality.

Two principals mentioned left-

handedness as a handicap in sewing.

A small number of principals had
had serious problems arise because

of imitation of left-handed teachers,

but it does not seem likely that the

noticeable increase in left-handedness

among pupils is due in great part to

this imitation, but rather to the

change in attitude of educators, who
no longer recommended changing the

left-handed writer to one who uses

the right hand.

SOME TURN IT TO ADVANTAGE
Since a few (far-sighted) principals

expressed a preference for a well-

trained left-handed teacher of writing

to teach left-handed pupils—and left-

handedness is on the increase—the
training of left-handed teachers who
can grive helpful instruction becomes
correspondingly important, and offers

possibilities for the left-handed

teacher to overcome her handicap in

penmanship by turning it to an ad-
vantage in a specialized field.

Criticism Department
By the C

John, who wrote the above, is a
strong-arm writer. He is like Mose
at the First Aid Class in Civilian

Defense.

The class wa.s giving artificial

respiration one evening when the

teacher produced bathroom scales to

test the pressure used by the boys.

They were working out on the scales,

each seeing that he did not use

excessive pressure on the imagrinary

victim. When it came Mose's turn he

laid his hand on the scales, and to

the surprise of everyone, the hand on
the scale bounced around to about

<SL^'

one hundred-fifty pounds, enough to

squash the poor victim.

All I can say is that John is

squashing his "a, b, c's."

Z. HACKMAN, 750 Grand Ave.. Dre.\el Hill. Fa.

^x^-^2^ O <P^ _--i€^ .^ C^ ^<?^ ^^,

yr/..^.,c^^C^^)^ /- ^^^C-e,,^i^.^^<j^-^ c-r-^f^l^^i^ ^^^—<^^ z'-^i^t^-T^^-^ <^t^i_-^C-d;
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>lls8 Harris Is a student of G. H. Oakes, .Sallna, Kansas. We receive hundreds of flne sperin
Mr. Oakes. He is to be complimented on the flne results he secures In liis handwriting classes.
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Lessons in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve "V'our^gkill in Business Penmanship

By THE EDITOR

This month we present copies writ-

ten by S. Koide of Honolulu. T. H.

Most people think of the Pacific

mainly as a battle area, but here we
have art of the highest quality—an

art which requires quiet and settled

nerves. Be that as it may, Mr.

Koide 's work is worthy of your care-

ful study. Here you have skill and

careful workmanship of a quality you
find only in the work of a master.

We would like to direct your

attention to the accurate ovals, the

snappy, bulging shades, and those

delicate truly-formed hair lines.

There is a lesson alone in those two
beautiful compound-curved letters "L"

and "S".

Study the final oval swing which

Mr. Koide uses so skillfully so many
times.

The graceful top flourish of the

"F's" are models of perfection. The
loop, too, stand up well under careful

scrutiny.

Evidently, Mr. Koide has been a

careful student of A. D. Taylor. We
are sorry we don't know more about

this unusual penman. In one letter he

stated that he was running a picture

show. He does penmanship as a
diversion or outlet for his art ability.

His work deserves more publicity and
no doubt better financial returns.

We appreciate your masterful work
Brother Koide.

'/

//'-y/

Use a holder with an oblique attachment.

The acconipanyln; specimens «ere wrfrten
by S. Koide, Honolulu, T. H, Some of
the best s;eoiiiiens we have received in
months cane from llr. Koide.

/ /'

.;^.:7:

/rr-?-J-
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Roundhand Engrossing Script

The copies this month were written

by C. P. Zaner, who was considered

one of the exceptionally skilled round-

hand writers. His style was greatly

influenced by the work which ap-

peared in books published in England,

one hundred years ago, when hand-

engraved script was at its very high-

est. The best we can do today is to

try to imitate what these masters

produced and, of course, to modernize

a few of the letter forms.

This lesson is devoted primarily to

the capital stem stroke which appears

in so many letters.

GO BACK TO SCHOOL
Young people who quit school for

work are rightfully told they are

losing great opportunities. The riches

of the world's knowledge are too

often thrown away for a chsince to

earn a few easy dollars, not only by

the young but by others who do not

appreciate either the power of learn-

ing or what might be done with the

dollars to make life better.

Only weaklings loaf and spend all

their money. Those who aim to be

the strong and useful citizens of to-

morrow will be fair and square in

work, and will learn all they can

every day. They will not waste these

months. They will go back to school

with more education, and with better

preparation for getting the most out

of further schooling.

—Bethlehem Globe-Times

Wins Penmanship Certificate at 65

James Madison Johnson of 630

Beaumont Avenue, Knoxville 16.

Tennessee, recently was awarded a

penmanship certificate. Like many
others, Mr. Johnson enjoys getting

out his oblique pen and practicing.

He is to be complimented on his

ability as a penman, his perseverance,

. and his steady nerve for a man past

sixty-five.

Ccilleoted anil edited by The Educator Staff

/^/>c -^-//^ "^'Y/^ /

O/

YmJ€w?J^urwMcyimz/
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Manuscript Writing
By 1NL4BEL ANDERSON

Perhaps, getting students to make
straight vertical strokes and good
circles is one of the teacher's most
difficult problems.

A slight vsirymg of slant of one

stroke shows up much larger to the

child than it really is. It is like a
wrong key in music which grates

upon the trained ear. To be correct,

it must be mechanically plumb. The
child is unable to maintain the

mechanical accuracy he sees in the

copy. In most things he has more
leeway than in making straight

vertical lines and circles. Teachers

should give special attention to

position of paper, hand, and body of

the child. Working too far to the

right or left wUl encourage irregular

slant. Try a few vertical guide lines

in extreme cases.

The little fellows will make an
effort to make their letters stand up
erect like soldiers. Have them pull

their hands toward their body as

though they were pulling a rope.

The circular strokes are usually

made in one complete stroke. This

is the quickest way and requires less

care and skill than making them in

two strokes, the way a professional

letterer makes freehand circles.

Keep the circles full and free from
flat places and comers. Broken, awk-
ward lines are undesirable.

Size of circles and straight lines

need some attention. In the "a" the

two parts are the same size, both

come up to the head line and hit the

baseline. In the "d" the circle is a

full space tall, but the straight verti-

cal stroke is twice as tall. Show the

"a" and "d" together. By erasing the

top of "d" you still have a good "a",

or by putting the straight line before

the circle you have a "b". Try cut-

ting out of cardboard a circle and

straight line. See how many letters

you can build with these two strokes

After writing sentences and names
each child should examine his circles

and straight lines. By studying the

copies in his handwriting text and
comparing his work with the text, he

can discover things to improve. The
teacher should help him to find his

faults. She should compliment him on
his good qualities and skillfully point

out places which need improving. The
teacher needs to be a good doctor, by
diagnosing the faults and finding a
good remedy. Try not to be too

critical of the student's work. Per-

haps, by taking a course in hand-
writing herself, the teacher will have
more patience with her students.

Surely a course will improve one's

teaching ability and furnish ideas.

The lessons in The Educator are in-

tended for teachers as well as stu-

dents.

.KAJjB^
v-y

lA/i^

....^3„.'.U-'j.5_'^_)/_..
j/Si c^ ('
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Envelope Addressing
By J. H. WEBB

A beautifully addressed envelope

attracts attention wherever it goes.

How many times people see an

envelope and exclaim, How Beautiful!

Penmen use ornamental on en-

velopes because it is attractive and

quickly done. It is one of the pen-

man's most valuable means of ad-

vertising.

Many large business colleges owe
their large enrollment to using pen-

manship of superior quality in send-

ing out advertising. The R. B. I.,

Bryant and Stratton Schools, Gem
City Business College and Peirce

School are only a few of the well-

known schools employing penmanship
on envelopes, catalogs, etc.

Study good ornamental penmanship
in general, then apply it to envelope

addressing.

Study arrangement, location and
other details which go to make a

good envelope.

Cy}^_i,U^<U:a^^/^^Zt^'i^i^

c:::^9^uy!

Be sure to follow the forms ap-

proved by the Post Office.

Legibility is an essential quality.

CARD CARVING
Lessons in Card CaninK
le Card in Colors

F. D. CARTER. Deerfield, III.

L. M. KEI.CHNER, Portland, Oregon
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An Active Penman

A bira flourish liy P. I,. ZENZEN. We ciimplinient him on his sliill.

Mr. Zenzen was born in Minnea-
polis, Minn. Aug^ist 1, 1887 where he

has spent most of his life with the

exception of about 1 year when he
had charge of the Business College

in Albert Lea. Minn. He attended

parochial school until the age of 14,

at which time he was forced to quit

school on account of illness. About a

year later, he improved in health, but

was forced to go to work to help the

family.

His first job was in a plaining mill

at the rate of 7 cents an hour, 60

hours a week. From there he went to

a sash and door factory at an in-

crease of % cent an hour. He worked
up to assistant foreman when he met
with an accident, losing S^-i fingers

from his left hand.

While recuperating, Mr. Zenzen
decided to get out of factory work.

He studied bookkeeping at home and
when his hand was healed, he entered

the National Business College, July

1907. The proprietors of the school

were G. M. Langum, a graduate from
the Zanerian College, and Mr. J. M.
Balzer, a graduate of the Dixon
College where L. M. Kelchner taught.

Both were very fine penmen and great

A Brolip of signatures sent to us by MR. P. I,. ZENZEN of Minneapolis, Minnesota
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business educators. The school had

an enrollment of about 150 students,

and the instructor and principal of

the college was C. E. Lowder, a very

fine penman. Mr. Lowder was also a

Zanerian College graduate, winning

a Gold Medal in 1903. The friendship

developed between Mr. Lowder and

Mr. Zenzen, lasted until the death of

Mr. Lowder, a short time ago. After

graduating from the business course,

Mr. Zenzen was retained as an

assistant instructor. Besides teaching

he took a commercial teachers' course

and later a professional penmanship

course under Mr. Lowder. Mr. Zen-

zen's work in penmanship was of a

very high type and he was also

granted a professional penmanship

certificate. After teaching for 2

years, the college sent him to Albert

Lea, Minn, to take charge of a

branch school of about 125 students.

He left the school in 1913 and en-

tered business where he was reem-

ployed by the company in which he

met with his accident. After 71,2

years of office work he did private

accounting.

In 1928 he became a district repre-

sentative for Chevrolet Motor Com-
pany, but later returned to private

accounting. In 1932 he went back

into the teaching work with Mr.

Bolzer in charge of the Commercial
Department. In 1942, he became an

employee of the government as audi-

tor.

We had the pleasure of a visit

from Mr. Zenzen in April. We saw
some of his fine work as well as some
very excellent work from one of his

former students. Mr. Zenzen stated

that he had planned for years to at-

tend the Zanerian and also that he

received an immense amount of plea-

sure out of seeing the very fine

specimens from great penmen, living

and dead. He also brought personal

greetings from our two friends from

Minneapolis, Mr. J. A. Buell and Mr.

R. C. King.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-

ness forms: works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

me vour order. 40c a dozen, postpaid
AGENTS WANTED

A. VV. COOPER
R. D. 1, Rinsoes, New .Jersey

WAS A PENMANSHIP TEACHER
Heber J. Grant, President of the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Staints of Utah from 1918 to 1945,

died May 14 at the age of 88. It is

reported that he was a man who
overcame obstacles which gave him
the impetus to reach the high estate

achieved in his later years. He per-

mitted nothing to stand in the way of

his determination to succeed.

As an example, he was at first a

poor penman, but constant practice

made him so proficient that he was
finally selected as an instructor in

this subject at the old University of

Deseret, where he also attended

classes. He realized the advantages

of handwriting as a means of ex-

pressing thought. He no doubt used

his handwriting extensively. This is

true of most men in influential posi-

tions even though they may have a

force of stenographers. No doubt,

President Grant, like many writers,

did some of his best work first by
writing it out in longhand then

having it typewritten or set in type.
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Modern Engrossing
The preceding reproduction is ra-

ther unique in our history of malting

certificates. This job was originally

lettered by Parker Bloser, the art

work was then done by Gus Bowman,
of Byer and Bowman Advertising

Agency, of Columbus, and it was
finally lithographed in five colors.

The border was in two colors of

brown, having a faint tint of orange.

The stork was in green, yellow and

brown, and the lettering was in

black. The names were filled in in

red. This made a very attractive

piece, size 12 x 17".

These were mailed out to more
than 3500 houses from which the

F. & R. Lazarus Company, of Colum-

bus, buy merchandise. The idea was
conceived by Arthur H. Truitt, the

Advertising Manager for the store.

More than 40,000 different handlings

of the piece were made before they

were actually in the mail. Signing

was done by three people, seals and

pictures were pasted, names en-

L
6X2 Horth !

ColuobuA Qb

m lie ^riiMia

ktr Parker blos«r
Zanor isloeer ^enoAashlp ScJiool

612 North Park Street ^

ColuobuA Ohio

"Titt!*^
X''"'^„-J1M»

grossed and labels addressed and

pasted.

These were mailed out, on the

occasion of their 94th Anniversary, in

large envelopes with a stiff cardboard

for protection and under the follow-

ing label.

This label was beautifully litho-

graphed in colors. The stork was in

green, brown and blue and the cloud

effect was done all in blue. This is

one of the most novel and interesting

certificates we have prepared in a

long time.

Ornamental signatu b.v B. H. WHITE, Bos 24, Plsiliouth.
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Broad Pen Lettering
By ANN HOVER

Westwood , New Jersey

,ancrian

9TCay- e)unc- Sufy- eXuqueJ-ScpkmW
Oc-toBcr'^to-ocmScr- x)cccm6cr

This lesson applies words that you learned in the previous two lessons. Watch spacing, size and proportion.

Be sure to get accurate ruled head and base lines. Send us specimens of your work.

Mr. A. W. COOPER. R. D. 1, RinKoes. New Jersey, sent us the above cards written with a very delicate
line. The halftone is a little broken but you can get the general idea of the exceptional skill and dash
{M>SHessed by Mr. Cooper.
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Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
By J. D. CARTER. Deerfield. III.

The design of this lesson is to

indicate one of many others that may
be created for decorative display.

One of the main requirements in

Card Carving is the knowledge and
skillful use of the tools employed.

Always be sure your tool is sharp

that you may get clear cut work on

your designs.

One can often make pleasing em-
bossed centers for the daisy and

other flowers by placing the thin

card you may be working, face down
on a rubber pad, then at the proper

place chosen press down firmly with

the rounded end of a fountain pen.

This will give the embossed center

of the daisy or other flowers you

choose to make.

Many pleasing border designs can

be made to enclose snap-shots or

photo enlargements.

After enlargements are mounted
they can be tinted and colored with

transparent oU paints or water colors

to make them very pleasing to the

one you may choose to send the

design.

I trust this lesson may suggest

other good designs to you.

You may choose any of the en-

closed designs for the next lesson.

61". CT^eJaJi Stuit

An envelope received from L. L. FIELDS, of the Ricketts Studio, Chicago.

Make Opportunity Count

VZ cards from the pen of the Puerto
Kican Master Penman, and colored "heau-
tiful, unique hird tlourish'* in fancy orna-
mental addressed envelope for a dollar

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ltOCKI..*Nn MAi:
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There is Something New in Handwriting
(See pages 26 - 27 - 28 - 29)

<liire S». 1

*%

/

/

j«/x,^ /'c'r : .) w. .'? )

/"

Picture No. 2

April 11th, 1945 we received from
the Fort Wayne PubUc Schools,

Merle J. Abbett, Superintendent, Fort

Wayne, Indiana, one of the nicest

groups of papers that we have seen

in a long time. These papers were
also accompanied v^rith three pictures.

These papers and pictures were sent

to us by Ida S. Koons, Supervisor of

Penmanship, Fort Wayne, Indiana,

and they represent papers from the

James H. Smart School, Grades 7

ajid 8, where they are combining art

and handwriting, as you may see by
the reproductions. Miss Beatrice

Glover is the art teacher and Miss
Gladys Schust is the handwriting

teacher. Both believe in separate

periods of instructions for handwrit-

ing and art. However, by combining

what is done in the art period and
what is done in the handwriting

period, they have worked out some
very interesting pages.

We wish it were possible for us to

show more of these illustrations, but

we have gone through the papers and
selected a few which show the various

types of things that are being done.

In the art work Miss Glover uses

water color, crayons and ink. The
writing is done with a good position,

form and movement. These papers

show a great deal of originality on

the part of these two teachers.

Miss Koons is planning to have an

exhibit of this material so that the

entire school population will have an

opportunity to see it.

We want to thank Miss Koons for

her thoughtfulness in sending these

papers in and we are very glad to

reproduce them in The Educator.

Picture No. 1 shows a school scene

from the James H. Smart School in

Art and Penmanship. It is difficult

to see in this reproduction the papers.

However, each one is written and

decorated. We should also like to

call your attention to the background,

where you see the Visual Self-Helps

for Teaching Good Writing Position.

It is our opinion that these students

received some help from these charts.

The teacher is Miss Schust and she

teaches Grades 7 and 8. In addition

to teaching Handwriting, she also

teaches the Music. Please note the

good position these boys and girls
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Picture No. 3

Picture No. 4

are in and the left-hander in the

middle of the front row.

Picture No. 2. "On the Banks of

the Wabash" was written by Sue
Bergman and is beautifully illustrated

with green trees and shrubbery and
a yellow moon. The coloring in this

piece was so delicate much of it has

been lost in the reproduction. How-
ever, we believe there is enough re-

maining to give you a slight idea of

the effect.

Picture No. 3. Please note the

good position, the art work in the

background, also the good letter

forms which are a constant help to

the boys and girls throughout the en-

tire day. They make a ready refer-

ence and are used much. The theme
behind this picture is the making of

Valentines. Miss Laura Hetrick is

the teacher in the 5B of the James H.

Smart School. Fort Wayne, Indiana.

The decorating and Valentine designs

are connected up closely with Hand-
writing, thus lending interest and en-

thusiasm to both the art and penman-
ship lesson.

Picture No. 4. James Gall has a

beautiful decorative border around

his piece, which is very nicely done.

Picture No. 5. Miss Beatrice Glo-

ver, Art teacher. Grades 7 and 8,

James H. Smart School, Fort Wayne,
Indiana. These boys and girls are in

good position, some are doing pen-

manship and others are decorating

their papers. The boy and girl in the

background have finished their work
and are helping the teacher check up

on position, movement and the other

essentials of good writing. In the

background again we have some of

the very beautiful penmanship papers

all beautifully decorated with borders

or figures. We regret the illustration

does not show them.

Picture No. 6. Philip Hoffman
beautifully decorated his piece with

a candle. The rays of the candle are

beaming throughout the top of the

page.

Pictures No. 7 and 8. These papers

were written by Donna Miller and

Joan Sheets, Grade 8 students hi the

James H. Smart School, Fort Wayne,
Indiana. The decorations at the top

and bottom show a decorative border

of the conventional type and were

made with a Speedball pen.

Picture No. 9. Jack Holt has a

beautiful piece with a big bow and

three candles. He is a 7th Grade boy.
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Pieture No. 5

SMALL WRITING
A beautiful envelope was received

from Mr. Walter Filling, the engross-
er of Emporium, Penna. Mr. Filling-

sent us a 3c postage stamp on the
back in which he wrote the Lord's
Prayer five times without using a
magnifying glass. He states that he
is doing some fine work these days
and if anyone thinks this is not fine

work, just try lettering the Lord's
Prayer at least once on a postage
stamp. No doubt work of this kind
trains one to be accurate in details.

At least the work shows a very fine

command of the pen and extreme
patience.

IVyiMT-MTI

COMING PENMAN
A beautifully written ornamental

letter has been received from Mr.
J. W. Hildreth, 331 16th Place, Costa
Mesa, California. I wish all of our
readers could see the delicate hair

lines and snappy shades. It is all

written so easily.

HONOR ROLL
We received a photograph of a very

beautiful honor roll made by E. I.

Bishop of Grand Falls, Newfoundland.
It hangs in one of the churches in

Grand Falls. The original is about 24

by 36 inches with an elaborate border

and illuminated initial letters.

Picture No. 6

FROM TENN.
Some excellent specimens have been

received from Shields Dalton, of Rus-
sellville, Tenn. He is showing more
and more skill. Keep your eye on this

young penman.
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SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

S. J. Squier

Box 55

Cleveland, Texas

A. W. Cooper

R. D. 1

Ringoes, N. J.

B. H. White
Plymouth, Indiana

J. P. SavaJlo

Grand Saline, Texas

E. H. Craver

719 E. 25 St.

Paterson, N. J.

Mrs. Ralph Myers
10 Devonshire Place

Bridgeton, N. J.

Felipe Rivera

74 W. 108th Street

New York 25, N. Y.

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Siple of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio celebrated their Fifty-

Fifth Wedding Anniversary, May
Thirteenth, at the home of their

grand-daughter, Mrs. Frank W. Chase,

271 Ward Ave., Bellevue, Ky.

Mr. Siple, the well known penman,

has followed the penmanship profes-

sion for many years doing engrossing

and testifying in court on disputed

handwriting cases.

Specimens of Mr. Siple's writing

have graced the pages of The Edu-

cator.

If you cannot meet me in San Antimi

I will send you a picture of the Alin

And some of the finest penmanship yi

Just send a dollar bill.

E. AUSTIN .JONES 407 E. Travis !

San Antonio, Texas

Write for our new Free Book.
"How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for

a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully written.

Write today.

THE TAMBLYN

/ CARDS
Neatly written, designs, etc.

Send 25c, silver or stamps, for sample.

OLIVER P. MARKEN
1816 Clay Street Topeka, Kansas

Picture No. 9
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The Profession Loses An Outstanding Engrosser

Roger T. EUzey. of Merchantville,

Pennsylvania, died at his home May

7th, at the age of 30, of Lymphatic

Leukemia.

We first met Mr. EUzey in 1933

when he came to the Zanerian. He
very rapidly went ahead in the en-

grossing work until he wa.s considered

by the engrossers as one of the most

skillful engrossers of the United

States.

After leaving the Zanerian, he re-

turned to Cedar Rapids, Iowa where
he worked in a diploma house, letter-

ing diplomas. He then secured a

position with the Tamblyn Studio of

Kansas City, where he turned out

some very fine engrossing. Later he

went to Philadelphia to do engrossing

work and finally established his own
engrossing studio.

Mr. EUzey was a fine Christian

gentleman and a native of Tylertown,

Mississippi. He leaves a wife and
three daughters to whom the pro-

fession extends its sympathy. His
death is a very great loss to the pen-

manship profession.

S^>^

Al^ttttc^.ut orbcv to fi>inn a
xui>i*c vci'tccl" xmtint, c^^faHi^h

;ii^Hcc, injure ^o^nc5Hc h^mi-

qiitlirr,pnnn^c Ivi-tbc annuiint
V .r^ - ^ ilI -I

l^cI^7^^^^iUt^ ^cciuv the hlcss-

uu^^ of Itl^crtv to oiifsch'c^

alt^ cur yostcrltv,^c ol*^am

a^t^ c5raHt5b ihU iConstitM-

tunx f>r the lAnitc^ S^Uxtcs^

of ^iitcincit

,
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Modern 5)ngrossing BUY WAR BONDS

^WWSt Wticrca-i-,
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beautiful fiourislied bird

book "How to Be-

Penma
shows what others

have accomplished
by taking my course.

Enclose 10c for one
rith a

Write

T. M. TEVIS

We are indebted to E. L. BLY-
STONE, Ardara, Pa. for a unique

card containing the Lord's Prayer

written on the edge of the card. By
examining the edge of the card with

a magnifying glass each word is clear

and distinct. This is a remarkable

accomplishment and Mr. Blystone is

to be complimented on his extra-

ordinary work.

Mr. Blystone has not been in good

health for some time but still swings

a mighty fine ornamental pen.

We are obligated to RALPH LA
MELA, 12 Oxford Place, Glen Rock,

New Jersey for a photograph of a

very nice piece of engrossing exe-

cuted by him.

Mr. LaMela has taken lettering by

correspondence and stated that the

amount of money he got on this piece

of work more than tripled the amount
invested in his course. This again

reveals the demand for engrossing.

You can't make a mistake by learn-

ing engrossing.

RENEW YOUR SUB NOW

This is a "Bread and 1

phulo^raph sent to us by

the border, the attractive

utter" style of engrossing.

E. H. McGHEE, Trenton. >

initial letter and the simple

This reproduction was made from a

ew Jersey. You will do well to study

. though firm and attractive lettering.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
>nSSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

superior placement

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Good Teachers needed for fall

Every state in our territory faces serious

shortage. Unusual opportunities for ad-

vancement. California to Alaska. Free Life

Membership. Register now.

TRY "STRAHM" OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
FOR PENHOLDIXG POSITIONS. MOVEMICNTS
AND CONTKOL IN WRITING ORNAMENTAL
PENMANSHIP AND ROUNDHAND. •Strahm*
holders are made by hand and not by machinery,
and are first class in all respects for professional

penmen and beginners of handwriting. You want
greater economy of effort in writing—of course

you do. and think of it—the long, steady pull of

writing hour after hour, day after day, week
after week, and year after year, which is a very

severe test, but one often required of those who
make the penmanship profession a life work, the

"Strahm* Models are the obliques that permit
Masterv of Control and satisfaction. WRITE
FOR FREE CIRCUL.\RS. Prices right. Address,

F. L. TOWER
601 West Pleasant Street Hammonton. New Jersey



The Key to Successful Engrossing
ZANERIAN MANUAL OF ALPHABETS

AND ENGROSSING

ab d-t Imn vq ru uj V i

The sreatest collection of practical engros;
Revised edition—the finest work of the kind e'

profession.

A book 8^^ X 11 Vs. 136 pages, containing complete courses of in-
structions in Roundhand, Broadpen. Penciled and Freehand Lettering.
Wash Drawing and Pen Drawing. Instructs how to make Diplomas.
Certificates, Title Pages. Engross Resolutions, and presents numerous
full-page examples of pen and brush work from the leading engrossing
masters of the country.

The one indispensable book for all engrossing artists and all who
wish to learn practical and profitable engrossing or lettering. It con-
tains a wealth of materials and ideas.

Price, postpaid, $2.50

PL.4IN USEFUL LETTERING, 48 pages, 35

LETTERING PENS
These are the pens that

are used by engrossers for
executing the various styles ^^^^^ —A^S^JiBI ^
of lettering. Text. Old Eng- ^^^" fc^TX' '^ -ife llllllllillmlllliMIl/
lish, etc.. etc. For making

-^ —ip^ iiimimimiimii/

or filling names in diplomas,
engrossing resolutions, for Single pointed pen. 9 numbers-
ledger headings, or in fact i. \y.^, 2, 2%, 3, 3V., 4, 5, and 6
for executing any kind of
practical. rapid lettering.
these pens are the best
made. There are a few ^ %
other numbers of these pens ^i^^^^^^^"^*

^ - ^ A
than are mentioned here. "

^;:s. —^ 1111111111111111111111111111/

but these twelve are all any ^ '

engrossing artist ever has
occasion to use. Double pointed pen. 3 numbers

—

Double Lettering Holder 20c 10. 20 and 30.

I complete set of these twelve Pens. Nos. 1, IM:, 2, 2Vi, 3. 31,4.
4. 5. and 6 single pointed, and Nos. 10. 20 and 30 double
pointed, postpaid $ .35

1 doz. (assorted as desired single pointed 25
1 doz. (assorted as desired i double pointed 60
Less than a doz. single points. 2 for 5c. Double points. 5c each.
^ gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid .50
1 gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid 1.75
Vi gross of any one number double pointed pens, postpaid 1.50

"INKHOLDER"
for Lettering Pens. But little ink dipping is necessary when this ink-
holder is used. Saves time and patience when one has considerable

work to do. Each, postpaid $ .10

INKS

Zaneiian In(3ia, Postpaid $ .40

Arnold's, Postpaid 65

PAPERS

Zanerian 5 lb., Express Coll $1.50

Zanerian No. 9, Express Coll 85

Genuine Sheepskin (16x21) 1 sheet postpaid 2.50

White Cardboard (221 2X28 1/2) 6 sheets .90

Artificial Parchment (16x21) 6 sheets " 1.50

TEXT LETTERING AND ENGROSSING
COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE

Our Text Lettering and Engrossing Course .

will train you to handle a broad pen successfully,
\

to letter diplomas, and do broad pen lettering
for all occasions. It covers in twelve lessons
alphabets like the American, Unretouched and
Retouched Old English, Text, Shading, etc.

Teachers can profitably take this course, as well
as those who are going into the engrossing busi-

\

ness. Lettering as a business or as a sideline is

very profitable. You can become quite skillful by .

faithfully following this course.
j

Price of Text Lettering and Engrossing
;

Course (including manual) $12.00 1

Supplies for Text Lettering and Engrossing
,;

Course 2.85 1

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE
BY CORRESPONDENCE

1

Our advanced Engrossing Course supplements .

our Roundhand and Text Lettering and Engros- :

sing courses. It covers standard alphabets, as
^

the Egyptian, Roman, Medial, Old English, etc.

It covers the work from fundamentals of letter-
!

ing to the making of elaborate resolutions, etc. It !

will train you to make initial letters, borders, I

scrolls, alphabets, resolutions, memorials, testi- I

monials, diplomas and most of the things done
;

by engrossers. This course lays a good founda- 1

tion, and if after completing it you desire to go
higher you can attend the Zanerian and complete
your training in a short time. The Text Letter-

'

ing and Engrossing course should be taken before '

the Advanced Engrossing course.
;

Price of Advanced Engrossing Course
(including text) $12.00

|

Supplies for Advanced Engrossing Course 2.05

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio










